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PREFACE 

The peasant question particularly its Asiatic syridrome 

is one of the most embarrassing issues to the Marxists 

since the days of l'1arx himself. Therefore the prcblem in 

the agrarian system of -Asiatic countries has received a 

special treatment in Marxist literature. This issue was 

singled out and theorized altogather differently. Lenin's 

famous 'National and ColDnial Q.lestion ' and t-rao 's emphasis 

on 'Peasant Revolution ' have opened up a plethora of new 

aspects for the succeeding generation of communist activists 

of the Asiatic countries to pay their deep attention to. 

These broad guidelines being too general, it is impera

tive to the communist-activists-of these countries to frame 

their ovm strategy and tactics upon the careful analysis of 

the concrete national factors which are typically & peculiarly 

their own. These factors are different on many cOunts from 

one country to another. ·rhis unevenness of social situations 

which are typical properties is bound to be dealt with in 

social science. 

Therefore, it is seen in all countries, without exce:ption, 

that communists differ in appreciation of the objective 

situation of their given countries. though they commonly· 

held the Marxist principles of social change as their guide 

line to determine the ultimate course of revolution • 

. ~·· 
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It is evident that communists in India are divided; and 

they are working under different shades. Their main 

difference revolves round thinking on agrarian question and 

the early completion of the unfinished democratic revolution. 

·rhey equally admit the handicapped position of ou.r; agrarian 

economy under the existing ruling class but they differ on 

the type and amount of domination. 

Indian communists observe, agrarian economy provides 

the main 1 ivel ihood to the largest segment of our peOple, 

but that" economy is handicapped owning to pressure from the 

exploitation of semi-feudal, landlord and capitalist market 

(which has a definite link with multinationals and the world 

imperialist economy). To the Marxist, the agrarian economy 

serves the basis of the rural economy which affects the life 

of the majority of the exploited peasants and agricultural 

labourers. The rural administrative bodies serving the 

interests of the landed class can be seen as a superstructure 

which also preserves or helps to continue the prevailing 

casteism, bias against sex, religious bigotry, illiteracy, 

and similar other feudal prejudices. The power over land 

in India's vast countryside determines the power over rural· 

administrative bodies. Here the Marxists 1 intention is to 

bring to an end the existing situation dominated by the 

semi-feudal, landlord & bourgeois classes and to get this 

change through the initiatives and efforts of peasants and 
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agricultural labourers. In doing so, the Indian conununists 

are not of the same opinion as they perceive the problem 

with some difference. 

In brief, this present study is designed to explore 

areas of difference on two important programmatic issues -

agrarian reforms and rural democracy. It is also intended 

to look closely into the actual practices of the two 

communist parties, namely, the Communist party of India 

(CPI) and the Communist Party of India (Marxist) (CPI-M) both 

of which feel it urgent to achieve these targets in the 

present stage of democratic revolution. These two communist 

parties understand, ~s their respective programmes reveal, 

that the democratic revolution has not been completed in 

India even to this day under the leadership of the present 

ruling class. 'I'hough they differ on the nomenclature of 

the revolution, nature & alliance Of the classforces Of the 

appropriate revolution which is due to be achieved at the 

present historical stage of Indian society. The Cpi calls 

it •National Democratic Revolution 1 (NDR) and the cPI (M) 

calls it •peoples' Democratic Revolution' (PDR). Difference 

of approach was revealed with the adoption of the separate 

programmes by the two communist parties emerging after the 

great split of the communist movement in India in 1964 •. 

I have tried my level best to explore the areas of 

difference on these two important issues from their respect 
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party programmes and their actual practices from the field 

examination without any bias. NO\v the thesis will tell in 

its own. 

I remember with gratitude the encouragement I used to 

receive from my deceased mother who I cann •t but remember 

on this date. 

Department of Political Science 
North Bengal University 

•1--~ ~ 0 A { t"l C} «') ~-Date ••••••••• -. L '\ / J vr 
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CHAPTER I 

Contents 

Section 1 Scope and Objective of Study 

Section 2 On Communi~t Party Programme 

Section 3 Concept of Democracy Treated in Marxian 

Literature : 

Sub-section a) Concept of.Bourgeois-Democracy in the 

thoughts of i) Marx-.Ebgels; and 

ii) Lenin-Stalin. 

SUb-section b) (i) Mao's New Democracy {People's 

Democracy); and 

(ii) other National Aspects (National 

Democracy) ; 

Section 4 Significance of Agrarian Reforms and Rural 

Democracy for Democratic Revolution; 

Section 5 Methodology : Method and Techniques of Study. 



section 1 Scope· and Objective of Study 

The seminal point of enquiry pursued in this study 

was to examine communist thinking in India on agrarian 

reforms and rural democracy. This study has analysed 

these two. aspect·s from the progranunatic positions and 

practical activities of the two leading communist parties 

in India, namely, the Communist Party of India (CPI} and 

the Communist party of India (Marxist) (CPI-M). Besides 

the examination of the programmatic positions of the two 

communist parties over these two issues, their actual 

practices have been examined on the basis of data collected 

from the selected areas of West Bengal. 

For an appraisal of communist thinking the study has 

confined the period since 1964 to the late 1980's. The 

year 1964 is significant in the history of Indian communist 

parties because of two important reasons. Firstly, in this 

year there was the first split of Communist Party resulting 

' 
• I 
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in the emergence of the two communist parties with refe

rence to \'lhich this study has been carried on. Secondly, 

it is in this year that communist parties in India for the 

first time felt it necessary to indicate their respective 

distinctiveness by adopting programmes on th~ basis of 

their own assessment of the .socio-economic and political 

condition of the country and of their own assessment over 

the international communist movement. 

The two communist parties understand as their 

programme reveal, that the democratic revolution has not 

been completed in India even to this day under the leader

ship of the bourgeoisie. Thoogh they differ on the 

nomenclature of the appropriate revolution which is due to 

be achieved at the present historical stage of the Indian 

society, both the-parties emphasize that it has to be a 

democratic revolution - the CPI calls it the National 

Democratic Revolution (NDR) and the CPI (M) calls it the 

People •s remocratic Revolution (PDR) as a step towards the 

next soci_al.ist stage of revolution. Both these parties 

again emphasize the fact that in Indian society the rural 

masses constitute the largest segment and therefore, 

naturally in their thinking the extension of rural demo

cracy is an important element in their targetted democratic 

revolution. Beflides, both the parties admit that agrarian 

relations in India remain dominated by the feudal, semi 

-feudal and landl. ord sections and the bourgeoisie (though 
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they differ on the amount of domination of the former)so 

largely that the country's economic, social and political 

development cannot proceed in the right direction. 

The~~fore, agrarian reforms and rural democracy constitute 

together a cruciaf area in the pursuit of their respective 

programmes in~·their respective democratic stage of revolu

tion. This study has provided considerable attention in 

highlighting their respective programmatic positions based 

on their individual understanding CNer the national and 

international situations (as the communists adhere to the 

aims of Communist Internationalism). The ideology of a 

Communist Party finds its expression in concrete terms in 

a given historical context in its programme. Therefore, 

to make a study of its activities, one has to begin with a 

study of its programme. 

For ascertaining the actual practice on the two 

programmatic issues, this study has been directed to find 

the actual practice of the two parties in West Bengal 

during the period mentioned-earlier. For the purpose of 

understanding the two parties ' activity along their lines 

laid down in their programmes, the study has examined the 

practical activities through their respective organisations 

at the lower level (peasant fronts, argicultural labourers • 

associations, youth organisations etc.) of the two parties. 

A1. ong with this, the study has analysed the activities of 

both these parties while they were and are in pow~r in the 
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state government of West Bengal. But in regard to actual 

practice the study has been based on data collected from 

three districts of West Bengal, namely, Ml.dnapore, Burdwan 

& west Dinajpore where both these parties have marked 

areas under their respective influence. For this purpose 

a field survey has been conducted to seek primary informa

tion about their separate ways of thinking as well as 

activ·ity. SUch information collected therefrom have been 

compared with the understanding analysed from their 

respective programmatic positions on agrarian reforms and 

rural democracy. 

Initially, the study had prOposed to cover the period 

from 1964 to 1986, but since in some cases data have been 

available upto the year 1990, they have been used only in 

corroboration of trends already f,ound. 

In fine·~ this study has attempted to exatnine their 

programmatic differences and difference between their 

individual practices on the real political plane over 

mainly the issues mentioned earlier. Besides, this study 

has highlighted as to hcx-.r far the programmatic assertion 

of the two individual party is being translated into 

practice. 

Here the issues under study have received much thought 

and attention from many political groups and parties since 

before and after independence. Therefore, besides the 

r . ' 



concern of the CPI and the CPI(M), the two representative 

vie•...,.s ha~Te been drawn in this study from the two political 
--~ 

extremities - one .. from the Indian National Congress and 

the other, f~om the communist Party of India (Marxist 

-Leninist) (CPIM-L). This has been done to mark the 

relative position of the CPI and the CPI(M) over these 

issues from altogether different corners of analysis. 

Another aspect revealed from this study is that, 

however much the cadres and supporters of each communist 

party may try to appreciate the merit of its own, there 

has not been any sound atterrg;>t to ootain actual. data with 

an academic orientation; the present study is intended to 

fill this gap. 

6 

In addition, this study.has thrown light on the 

question of split of the Indian communist movement in 1964 

and on the tension and disagreement in pursuit of a 

correct programme within the Communist Party of India 

since its foundation. 

Iri this connection, it may be useful to add the list 

of research questions to which answers have been sought 

through this study. 
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(a) HO'il does the communist Party of India (C.I?I), ·indicate 

the nature of democratic revolution ahead for this 

country 1 

(b) HO';I does the Communist Party of India (Mar~st) 

~<CPI-M) indicate the nature of democratic revolution 

ahead for this country ? 

~· 

(c) How does agrarian reform figure in the democratic 

revolution as the programme and other authoritative 

literature of the CPI indicate ? 

(d) · How does agrarian reform figure in the democratic 

revolution as the programme and other authoritative 

literature of the CPI(M) indicate ? 

(e) Ha.<~ does rural democracy figure in the programme and 

other authoritative literature 9f the CPI ? 

{f) How does rural democracy figure in the programme and 

other authoritative literature of the CPI(M) ? 

(g) Are there any other communist or non~communist parties 

the programmes of which on agrarian reform and rural 

democracy constitute the boundaries of CPI and CPI(M) 

on those questions ? 

(h) Do the rural cadre and activists of the CPI show 

conscious understanding of this party •s position 

. . ' 



indicated in answer to question nos. (a), (c), and 

(e) ? 

(i) Do the rural cadre and activists of CPI(M) shCM 

(j) 

(k) 

conscious understanding of this party's position 

indicated in answer to question nos. (b), (d) and 

(f) ? 

Does actual practice vindicate the conscious under-

standing of the CPI 's position indica·ted in answer 

to question nos. (a), (c) and (e) ? 

DOes actual practice vindicate the conscious under-

a· 

standing of the CPI(M) 's position indicated in answer 

to question nos. (b) 1 (d) and (f) ? 

While pointing to the programmatic differences between 

the two communist parties in India, this study has duly 

highlighted the Marxist, Leninist and Maoist principles of 

programme and their influence over the CPI and the CPI (M) 

in the framing of their respective programme of action for 
,.. 

India's.revolution. 

As the study concerns - activities of the two commu

nist parties in India, the entire study has been carried 

out following the Marxist framework of thought elaborated 

in the methodology. A conscious effort has been made all 

along to avoid any kind of subjective bias whatsoever. 

' . ' 



To ··be clear enough this study did not incorporate the 

influence of recent political changes in the socialist 

world upon the activity of the two corrununist parties in 

India as they have not considered it necessary so far to 

change their positions on the main issues involved in this 

study in the context of any such changes in the socialist 

world. 

9 



Section 2 On Comrf!unist Party Programme 

Programmatic difference between the two Comm~nist 

parties is the result of division of the Communist Party 

of India into Communist Party of India - Marxist (CPI-M) 

and Communist Party of India (CPI) in 1964. The latter 

retains the earlier name of the party. The division of 

the party and adoption of separate programrnes have had 

far-reaching consequences in the left political movement 

in ::1 dia~ 

It is stated that division of the party1 was the 
.,.. 

10 

product of a prolonged inner-party struggle on the question 

of national and international issues over decades specially 

in the years following India's independence in August 1947. 

The inner-party struggle mainly centered on the class 

assessment of the transfer of power, the controversy over 

the role of Indian bourgeoisie in the national liberation 

struggle and the role of its main political organ i.e. the 

Congress Party, and Jav1aharlal Nehru at its head. They 

seemed to differ over the significance of Nehru's increas-

ing friendship with the socialist bloc particularly with 

Soviet Union's, Non-alignment· movement, five-year plan, 

etc. On the other hand, inner-party struggle was also more 

aggravated by the ideological difference that surfaced in 
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the world communist movement after the 20th Congress of the 

CPSU (Communist Party of the Soviet Union) in 1956 which 

took some controversial ideological positions. The India 

-China border dispute added a new dimension to the politi

cal and ideological division inside the CPI
2

• 

Thus the ground for the party split was being laid 

earlier, though the formal split took place in the middle 

·of the year 1964, when 'T~nali Convention • was convened 

by a section of the party and later they met at Calcutta 

and adapted a programme in Octooer-Noverriber, 1964 in the 

Seventh Congress. This section of the divided party was 

named as the communist Party of India-r-arxist (CPI-M). 

The other section which met in December, 1964, at Bombay 

and adOpted a separate programme retained the earlier party 

name, the Communist Party of India (CPI). Again.both of 

them claim to be the real successor to the pre-split 

Communist party of India and its several party Congresses. 

After being divided in 1964, each of the two communist 

parties unequivocally claims itself to be committed to 

Marxism and LeniQism and the ultimate cause of socialist 

revolution in India. At the same time both are critical 
-~· 

of each other: and each one hurls the allegation that the 

other has deviated from Marxism-Leninism and misreads 

India's actual situation. This sort of inter-party 

aspersions is presented in their respective party documents 

in their habitual polemic manner. 

r . ' 



Their ultimate commitment to the historical task of 

perf~L-ming socialistic and then communistic revolution in 

India have been clearly spelt in their respective party 
~· 

programmes. The Communist Party of India-Marxist (CPI-M) 
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in its programme declares "The Communist Party of India 

L-Marxist..J firmly adheres to its aim of building socialism 

and communism L-in IndiaJ"3• So also does the programme 

of the Communist. Party of India (CPI) explain : "·rhe 

Communist Party of India believes that real socialist 

reconstruction of society • • • can be undertaken only by 

applying the scientific and universal truths of Marxism 

-Leninism to Indian condition 114 • 

Before we delve into the programmatic differences and 

their actual practice on certain specific issues which form 

the subject-matter of this study, it is essential to 

understand the meaning of 'programme • in communist litera-

ture, and the importance, or even indispensability, attached 

by the architects of communist thought and movement to the 

programme of a communist party. The practice of prominent 

communist parties in the world in regard to the use of a 

programme will also be enlightening. 

It is an imperative for the Marxist-Leninist party to 
5 have a 'scientific • programme of action for the attainment 

of socialism and communism. It should be remembered that 

the celebrated Manifesto of the Communist Party (February, 
' . ' 
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1848) was the first of its kind to guide the international 

organisation of the communists. 11 •• e the Manifesto of the 

Communist Party ••• which was the most important programme 

document of scientific communism appeared in 1848. It 

openly proclaimed to the whole world the existence and 

aims of the commu~ists 116 • 

Both Karl Marx and Frederick Engels admitted the 

necessity of a political programme. They clearly stated 

it in the 'Preface to the German Edition of 1872 ' Of the 

'Communist Manifesto • that 11 'l'he Communist League, an 

international association of workers ••• commissioned the 

undersignec. L,-themJ at the Congress held in London in 

November 1847, to ~aw up for publication a detailed 

theoretical and.,..practical programme of the party. SUch 

was the origin of the following J.vianifesto ••• ••7 • 

To acknowledge the necessity of this historical 

programme so 1 ong capitalism remains, l;hgels stated "However 

much the state of thihgs may have altered • • • the general 

principles laid dOtl/n in the M:l.nifesto are, on the whole as 

8 correct to-day as ever 11 
; and 11 ••• the Manifesto became a 

historical document which we have no 1 onger any r.ight to 

a1 ter 119 • 

Last, The importance of the Manifesto has also been 

acknowledged by the later M3.rxi~ts. '''rhe Manifesto was a 

document of tremendous inspir.ing force, a document whose 
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entire contents called for a struggle against the economic 

and political yoke of the bourgeoisie. Today, too, the 
I 

~~~~~ exerts a strong influence on the minds of millions 

of people. Its world historical significance and the role it 

plays in the development of working-class communist movement 

are a fine proof of the prophetic words uttered by Lenin s 

'This little booklet is wortn w-hole volumes : to this day 

its spirit inspires and guides the entire organised and 

fighting proletariat of the civilised worl d1110 • 

So it is clearly meant that any communist organization 

or any communist party of any individual country must 

recognise the indelible postulates of the 'Manifesto of the 

Communist Party' and to act likewise for the purpose cleariy 

spelt out in the 'Manifesto'. In doing so, one is free to 

choose the strategy and tactics i.e. •revolutionary measures 1 

by properly considering the peculiar 'historical conditions 

for the time being existing •11 • 

It is clear from the foregoing analysis that ~t is 

indispensable for a communist organisation and a communist 

party to have a 'revolutionary programme •. 'The communist 

League 1 and the successive 'C:ommunist Internationals • had 

adopted programmes for chalking out present and future 

politb;::al actions. Again it is seen, each and every corrununist 
.. 

party in different countries in the world where communist 

movement has taken place has adopted its own programme for 

the organised task of it. 
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In this regard Lenin's view can be recalled. Lenin, 

the great architect of Socialist Russia emphasised the need 

for a scientific party programme. In the Second congress 

of the Russian Social-.r:emocratic Labour Party {RS.ILP) which 

was conve:1ed in exile, London in August 1903, a prog-ramme 

was adopted with t.he statement that the Party of the Ru~siari- ·· 

Proletariat wg.s one of the contingents of the international 

working-class movement. It consisted of two sections, 

framed with a vie\..;r to the then Russia, namely, a minimum 

p~ogramme of immediate democratic objectives and a maximum 
: 

programme which declared that 'socialism would be the 

12 
u~timate goal • • 

The minimum programme as a whole demanded the complete 

democratisation of state and social life and the same would 

be achieved by complete liquidation of tsarist rule and 

feudalism including remnants of serfdom in the countryside. 

And the implementation of the minimum prog-ramme ensured the 

optimal conditions for the struggle for socialism, as stated 

in, the maximum programme. 

A programme in Lenin's definition represents "a brief, 

cl~ar, and precise statement ~~1 the thin~~~~rt~_is 

~t_~i_~i~ .an~_:g_ightii!_s__t~u13 t_- &nphasis original_}. For 

Lenin, the party programme serves as an ideological,theoreti

cal and political platform for uniting the communists in a 

voluntary union of like minded persons. H3 emphasised that 

' 
• I 
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••a programme must be built on a scientific foundation. It 

must explain to the people how the communist revolution arose, 

why it is inevitable, what its significance, nature, and 

pa.ver are, and what problems it must solve••
14

• Now, this 

means that, based on revolutionary teaching and taking into 

account concrete historical conditions, the Programme should 

determine both the closest and prospective tasks, and the 

ways and means of completing them. Historical experience 

shows that without a clear programme of action the party 

cannot consolidate and lead the masses, cannot suc~·essfully 

fight for the liberation of the working people, for the 

elimination of the system of exploitation and for the 

construction of a new society. 

Another question often put in case of a communist party 

programme -is whether it should contain tactical questions of 

the moveme;.t. Commenting on the desirability or otherwise of 

incorporating the question of tactics and means of struggle in 

the communist p,Prty programr:re Lenin wrote 

"·rhe Programme should leave the question 
of means open, allowing the choice 
of means to the militant organisations 
and party organisations and Party 
Congress that determine the tactics 
of the Party. Q.lestions of tactics, 
however, can hardly be introduced in 
the programme - with the exception 
of the most important questions, 
questions of principles, such as aur 
attitude to other fighters against 
autocracy. Questions of tactics will 
be discussed by the party newspapers 
as they ~rise and wit5 be eventually 
at Party Congresses 11 • 
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so the party programme is not the place where tactical 
I 

questions can be discussed and decided as the tactics \'.(ill 

have to be changed frequently depending on the ebb and tide 

of the revolutionary movement and several other factors need 

to be constantly assessed from time to time and issue to 

issue. In a very precise way one can say that strategy is 

meant for revolutionary war, and tactics is meant for 

revolutionary battle; though the tactics can not be followed 

in isolation from strategy of a communist party programme. 

Tactics should constitute an integral part of strategy. The 

latter can sometime, though not always necessarily, give some 

valuable hints of tactics. The ultimate aim of tactics is 

to expedite the· strategy; and it has no independent aim 

16 other than that of strategy • 

Views of Mao ·rse:...tung, the architect of socialist 

China, may be referred in matters relating to the communist 

party programme. Mao emphatically asserted : 11we communists 

do not conceal our political views, definitely and beyond 

all doubt, our future maximum programme is to carry China 

forward to socialism and comniunism 1130
• 

He explained that communist party 11programme may be 

17 divided into two parts, the general and the specific 11 • He 

further explained that 11 0ur party must also have specific 

programme for each period based on general programme. Our 
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general programme of New Dsmocracy will remain unchanged 
I 

' 18 
throughout the stage of the bourgeois-democratic revolution 11 

• 

It is said that programme remains valid for the entire 

stage of a revolution. But it is not that it can not be 
I 

amended or elaborated. Only the Party Congress or the 
l 

Pol!itbureau or Central Committee has the authority to do the 

same whenever necessary by properly i.e. critically under-

standing the existing national situation. However, a 

communist party can elaborate or amend its pro:;;Jramme only 

the .m2.-::ters of national questions particularly the issues 

relating to tactical matters or for determining the nature 
.... 

of the given stage of revolution. 

So, to the communist Party, the programme must be 

scientific whose significance is beyond question. Lenin 

exp~essed his view in an article 11 0ur Pro:;;Jramme 11 that 
I 

11 There can be. no strong socialist party without a revolution

ary theory L-embodied in the programme_? which unites all 

socialists, from which they draw their convictions, and 

which they apply in their method of struggle and means of 

action n19 • A scientific programme is a store-house of 

ideological weapon, which is resolute and uncompromising for 

thefrevolutionary war, and in absence of it, the revolutionary 
. i 

· rnov~rnent is deprived of the right to exist and is inevitably 

! 20 
drawn sooner or letter to political collapse .. 

l 
r 

A communist party adopts a programme and acts according 

to the guidance of the programme for the sake of the goals to 
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achieve which the communist party had come into existence, 

namely, for the socialist transformation of society by making 

revolution i.e., changing the production relation that 

existed in capitalism in particular and the mode.of production 

in general. 

At the time of the adoption of a programme a communist 

party must seriously take into consideration a practical and 

critical understanding of the given situation, i.e., national 

and international situations, in a way for which Marxist 

philosophy provides the basic outlook. Particularly, 

hist9rica1 materialism indicated by Marx and Engels serves 

the basic foundation., 
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section 3 concept of Democracy Treated in Marxian Literature: 

SUb-section a) i. Concept of Bourgeois-Democracy in the 

thoughts of Marx and &lgels 

-~rhe programmatic positions of the CPI and the cPI (M) 

differ widely on the nature and type of 'democratic • 
.,.. 

revolution. This stage is obviously to precede the 

ultimate socialist revolution and is necessary for prepar-

ing the prerequisites for that revolution. This overwhelm

ing issue has shrouded the whole gamut of Marxist thinking 

in India particularly since the 50 1s. In 1964 when the 
i Communist party of India was divided into the present 
' l 

Communist Party of India (CPI) and the Communist Party of 

India (Marxist) (CPI-M) this issue became a hotly debated 

one. 

Indeed, the nature and tYPe of 'democratic 1 revolution 

and 'alliance of classforces • -for this revolution are 

burning questions before the Marxists in India. ALthough 
I 

various analytical syndromes start from almost the same 

factual points of departure still the points of arrival are 
; 

wi,de apart. so, before going into details, -it is necessary 

to place an overview on this matter from the writings of 

Harx himself, &lgels and later Marxists. Their approaches 
i 
i 

to the democratic revolution in dealing with their specific 

situations are certainly not similar to the present Indian 

condition, but their basic. theoretical postulations may 

' . ' 

' . ' 
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present an analytical paradigm which, at least, can help 

in tracing out the cause and their position behind the 

difference of understanding of the present CPI and CPI(M) 

in Indian context for democratic revolution. 

Both M:lrx and mgels, themselves were ful.lY pre-occu

pied vlith the problems of capitalism in mrOpe at their 

times. ALthough, side by side, they had fonnulated a 

broad theoretical. framework for the belated presence of 

capitalism specially in Gennany during the 1 ate 46 •s and 

so•s of the last century, still this variation was wit~n 

the general limits of ~ropean capitalism. The only 

similarity between the Gennan and Indian condition is that 

'bourgeoisie • is weak in both the cases and unable to 

complete independently bourgeois-democratic revolution in 

their respective countries. Indeed, it is to be borne in 

mind that lateness of capitalism in Germany and the 

backwardness of capitalism in the ex-colonial countries 

like India are quite obviously different.. EK-colonial 

countries are bacJ<ward in a different way, suffering from 

a different kirid of backwardness, because of the. all 

-important difference of colonialism. 'l'herefore, any sort 

of linear or mechanical formulation only leads one into a 

methodological quandary. 

Though capitalism as a world phenomenon emerges out 

of decadent feudal system yet its growth and development 
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is not uniforffily spread over in all the coun~ries at a 

single moment. - Slowly growing but weak (for any .. reason) 

bourgeoisie historically strives to take the help of 

proletariat for early completion of bourgeois democratic 

revolution.. .Marx's reaction in this regard left a signi

ficant theore~+.cal propositiono ~lliile he was writing his 
~-

magnum opus the capital , M:lrx dealt with not only the case 

of Germany but also left rough notes L-later published as 

Gru__z:drisse J, r,rhere he took up the question of the notion 

i ,· .. i i 21 Of pre-cap tal~st SOC et es e 

-..· 

Besides, Marx viewed the Indian problem of his time" 

but that too was with a journalistic interest. In his 

time, he had foreseen the possibility of a capitalist 
22 transformation of India under British rule , but when he 

had written about Indian situation, the Indian bourgeoisie 

had not yet grown; consequently, the relations of class-

forces were entirely differently structured. Therefore, 

'lf'7e have to get an idea of his view on bourgeois-democracy 

and its relation with the proletariat from his exhaustive 

study on Germany during the disastrous rising of 1848-49 

and a telescoping idea in the 'Manifesto of the Communist 

Party a {written with .Engels) and some other writings. 

The ~nifesto of the Communist Party declared that the 

communists everywhere were cooperating to unite and bring 

to an understanding the democratic parties23 of all 

' . ' 
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countries and that the struggle· for democracy is the first 

step in the workers ' revolution. Marx and Engels viewed 

that bourgeois-democracy is the first step before the 

socialist revolution. For them, bourgeois-democracy which 

is characterised by universal suffrage, political liberties, 

rule of law and political competition, pre-eminence of 

legislative power, ·limited rights and freedom, freedom of 

speech, the press and of assembly and also the freedom of 

movement. However, all this can help the proletariat and 

their party to further its cause. But it is full of 

complexities with contradictory possibilities, i.e., it can 

turn with severe reaction to the proletariat • 

.Marx and Engels in their Address of the Cent·ral Council 
24 . 

to the Communist League (1850) give instructions to the 

disorganised remnant of Communists in Germany in the wake of 

disastrous rising in 1848-49e This document has a great 

significance in that it explicitly contains 1'-larx 's views 

covering the role to be played by a Communist Party in such 

circumstances. 'l'hey advise that it is in coOperation with, 

but __.at the same time not 1 osing the independence of the 

working class it is advisable to take cocperation from the 

petty bourgeois democrats and bourgeois liberals struggling 

against the weakened reactionary elements who have seen 

forced to yield limited concessions to the bourgeoisie. 

They also worked out the strategy and tactics of the 

proletariat in the coming bourgeois-democratic revolution 
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in a different way. They laid "special stress in the Address 

on the need for the setting up of an independent proletarian 
. 25 

party and for isolation from the petty bourgeois democrats 11 

...,Ji thout any "special union n 26 in the case of struggle against 

-.-a common apponent. The workers • party waul d fight indep_en

dently against the enemy when the democratic petty bourgeois 
.,.. 

would begin fighting the same enemy. Furthermore, they were 

not even interested in directing the workers • party to join 

the bourgeois-democratic government rather they argued for 
27 

setting up of a "revolutionary workers • governments 11 

alongside the bourgeois ones. 

Later this rich source of Marxist heritage was endowed 

to Lenin who carried forward the Marxist thought of his 

changed circumstances. Marx's theoretical position on 

bourgeois-democracy was translated in Russia when the bourge

oisie was rising at the end of 19th and the beginning of 20th 

centuries. 

Marx and Engels 1 strategy for revolution in backward 

countries has taken an obvious importance from their strategy 

for backv1ard Germany in 1848. Lenin was a close student of 

this writing on Germany in the 1848 period, and his disciples 

in other developing countries have generally followed suit. 

From the most obvious source, the Communist .Manife~, every 

one can recall, how condluding paragraphs forecast a certain 

telescoping of revolutions in Germany that we may label a 

"permanent revolution" (even though Ma.rx and mgels adopted 

the term momentarily in 1850). 
y 

. ' 
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Frederic L. Bander ooserved very rightly that the 

Address of the Central Council to the Communist League (1850) 

of Marx & &lgels •• ••• has been extremely influential upon 

the way in vlhich Lenin conducted the Bolsheviks during the 

year between the first Russian .Revolution of 1905 and the 

February Revolution of 1917. This scenario has been repeated sco-

res of time in other countries, as Communists seek to gain 

control on nationalists (i.e. bourgeoisie) against colonial 

and neo-colonial domination, as well as democratic-opposition 
28 

to bourgeois regimes 11 • 

Section 3 

SUb-section a)ii. Concept of BouESeois-democracy in the 

Thoughts of Lenin and St~ : 

The greas service Lenin rendered was that he creatively 

developed the l~Jarxist teachings vlith reference to the changed 

historical conditions, and gave it a concrete form on the 

basis of his practical eXperience of the Russian revolutions 

and the international proletarian movement since the death 

of Marx and Ehgels. 'rhe milestones of his revolutionary 

struggles were the bourgeois-democratic revolution of 1905, 

the bourgeois-democratic revolution of February, 1917 and 

the victorious October Socialist Revolution of 1917. 
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"Leninism" Stalin remarked "is 11arxism of the era of 

imperialism and the proletarian revolution. To be more 

exact, Leninism is the theory and tactics of the proletarian 

revolution in general, the theory and tactics of the 

dictatorship of the proletariat in particular ••• Lenin ••• 

pursued his activities. in the period of developed 

imperialism, in the period of the unfolding proletarian 

revolution, when the proletari-an revolution had already 

triumphed in one country, had smashed bourgeois democracy 
29 

and had ushered in the era of proletarian democracy ••• 11 
• 

The goal of proletarian revolution which Lenin by his 

unparallel leadership achieved was a culmination of 

successive revolutions. He started his struggle gradually 

for democracy against the ·rsarist-military-feudal regime 

and then to replace the bourgeois democratic state by the 

People 's Soviets in the final proletarian revolution. 

Naturally the stamp of his genius has marked many steps, 

tactical and strategic, in these struggles of· the· then 

Russian situation. These instructions have left rich 

revolutionary heritage to the successive generations of the 

Communists who dedicated themselves to the cause of 

proletarian revolution even in their changed perspectives 

in the later part of the twentieth century. 

_ Since the Second Congress of the R. s. D.L.P in August 

1903 to the February 1917 democracy was the c:bjective. To 
... 
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attain this objective it was necessary to destroy radically 

the economic and political power of the feudal lords and the 

Tsar upon which that system was based. It was seen from the 

outset that the democratic revolution connoted, to Lenin, as 

much an economic programme as a political programme. As a 

Marxist he knew that constitutional measures to alter the 

political balance of forces in the country would be meaning-
.,.. 

less and futile without a simultaneous assault on the 

economic basis which had so long sustained the autocracy. 

so, for him, the question of democratic revolution was the 

question whether the proletariat could dispose of sufficient 

real force to wipe out the landlords and the Tsarist autocracy 

and to prevent the bourgeoisie from vacillating in this course. 

Lenin 's theoretical position regarding the democratic 

revolution and participation of the proletariat therein is 

evident from his following remark. He argued, it. "• •• was a 

stage in the transition to socialism and ••• socialists had 

the duty to struggle for democratic rights, even if only a 

few of them could be fully attained1130 • 

Moreover Lenin has left a landmark analysis important 

to the later Marxists of the future generations about the 

participation in the constitution controlled by the decaying 

feudal elements and relatively weak bourgeoisie. On the event 

of the 1st Russian Duma in 1905, the bourgeoisie participated 

wholeheartedly and it was pretending optimistically that the 

Russian Duma was no less than that of British Parliament. 
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Lenin warned the Russian working class and the toiling people 

that they must not be cheated by the bourgeois illusions. 

His analysis in this regard founded the basis for the course 

of his future action up to February 1917. Lenin explained; 

"By constitutional illusions we mean 
deceptive faith in a constitution. 
Constitutional illusions prevail when 
a constitution seems to exist but 
actually does not : in other words, 
when affairs of the state are not admi
nistered in the wa~ parliament 
decides ••• the liberal bourgeoisie, 
dreading the extra-parliamentary 
struggle, spreads constitutional 
illusions even when parliaments are 
impotent ••• social wmocrats L-i. e., 
members of RSDLP-Bolsheviks_7 stand 
for utilising the parliamentary 
struggle, for participating in 
parliament; but they ruthlessly 
expose 'parliamentary cretinism•, 
that is, the belief that the 
parliamentary struggle is the sole or 
under all circumstances the marn-form 
of political strugglen3l. (Emphasis 
original). 

Repeatedl~ Lenin pointed out that the Russian Communists 

had to insist the point that so long as the autocracy 

remained undisturbed in its power, so long as the ll.J.ma 

32 remained •a fig-leaf for the autocracy •, and so 1 ong as the 

popular movement was growing in extensiveness and depth, the 

main abject of attention must be the active preparation of 

an armed uprising. For him it was the obligation of the 

communists to be the first in the field to give out the 

slogan of last uprising which would sweep away the remnants 

to tsarist autocracy and feudalism for ever by the leadership. 
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of them relying on the bond be-tw~~:!en the proletariat and the 

ru_r,:-L-:)rolatariat. Hovmver, it was successful in Feb. 1917 
.. 

by the Russian Communists under the guidance of Lenin. 

·_ro be brief, in the Russian case the tactical alliance 

'.vith the bourgeoisie by the proletariat and the whole of 

peasantry upto the period 1905-07 was the first stage of 

h b . d- t. 1 t. 33 t e ourgeoJ...s- emocra J...C revo u _Lon • In the next stage, 

the bourgeoisil~ specially the bi<J bourgeoisie moved with 

the remnants of the tsarist autocracy and foudalism, formed 

the enemy circle against -the radical aim of the proletariat 

and its close ally the poor peasantry and the raral 

proletariat and petty bourgeoisi•3 which were actually 

interested to complete the bourgeois-democratic revolution. 

So it was proved that \-lhere th~ bourgeoisie was not capable 

of carrying the bourgeois-democratic revolution singly then 

it urgently sought the help of the proletariat, but at the 

moment of partial victory when some of their objectives 

waul d be fulfilled they turned against their erst\..,rhile 

ally, the proletariat. It was Marx and then Lenin 

who u-tterr~d cautions for the proletariat about the very 
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objective nature of the bourgeoisie. ·l'hey .consequently 

drew up the course of action by which the proletariat and 

its close ally could fulfil the duty to carry the 

bourgeois-democratic revolution to the stage of completion, 

simply because their aim was to carry it further to the 

socialist stage. '.ro the proletariat, the teachings of 

Lenin are this that they must be ready for permanent 

revolution ... 

In. the above, the nature and type of the bourgeois 

-democratic revolution under the guidance of ~ssian 

proletariat and above all under the leadership of Lenin is 

briefly cited to arrive at a clear methodology about the 

nature, character and aim of the various participants in 

the democratic battles. The tactical alliance of the 

class forces and floor-crossing, betrayal of the bourgeoisie 

in the work of completion of the democratic revolution and 

the role of the proletariat to carry the revolution 

forward are indeed the most important tactic.3J. answers left 

for the future occasions in other countries. Leninism 

proved the teachings of· Marx of 1848-51 as fully 

scientific, but what was more in Lenin was that he 

translated the theory of Marx into practice in the given 

Russian condition. 

Lenin's analysis of bourgeois-democracy was theoreti

cally based upon F.arx •s class analysiso He later developed 
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it and interpreted this in his own time Hhen ne\v historical 

phenomena significantly emerged such as imperialism. 

Following l'1a.rx 's distinction between the revolutionary 

prCXJressive and the reactionary phases _in the development 

of the modern bourgeoisie, Lenin distinguished such 

phases. 

l'he first stage from the French rleVolution to the 

Franco-Prussian war was accordingly the period of th~ rise 

and complete triumph of the bourgeoisie, of bourgeois 

-democratic movement in general and of bourgeois~national 

movements in particular - the period in which the absolute 

feudal-absolutist institutions \vere destroyed. 'l'he second 

phase v1as that of the full domination and decline of the 

bourgeoisie tor.·Tards reactionary even ultra reactionary 

finance capital. I'he third phase just beginning in (1907), 

according to Lenin, found the bourgeoisie in the same 

situatior1 as the feudal lords were during the first 

period
34 

• 'tJhat .t.enin observed and concluded in general, 

is : '1From a ""rising and progressive class the bourgeoisie 

has turned into a declining, decadent, and reactionary 

class "35 • 

.iJasing on the above framawork .Genin developed his 

analysis on capitalism in his memorable work, •rmoerialism : 

discotJ.rses. In his 1 ife time he saH the first imperialist 
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v.,rar__in 1914-19. All these were signs of, u.ccording to him, 
.. 

decadent bourqeois phase <:md it was the proper time of the 

.:-isin·g of the prolatarian movemGnt. 

·rhe foregoing theoretical anA.l ysis on bourgeois 

-democracy brL~fl y discussed from Lenin 's •,vri tings is 

important to the communists as a method of further analysis 

for carrying fonrard prol<::t'lrian movement. Particularly 

the strategy and tactics of the bourgeois-democratic 

revolution in general have a major implication to the 

colonial and dependent co~ntries. Lenin gave significant 

attention to the problem of col onia.l countries in the later 

phase of his life. Particularly after 1920 's Lenin turned 

his eyes to the problems of c_olonial and dependent countrieso 

In the Second International Lenin duly discussed the prOblem 

of colonial countries. Actually the problem of a theory 

of revolution, particulurly the bourgeois-democratic 

revolution, in the colonial and dependent countries was 

taken up very seriously by that International. 'rhe clarity 

of discussion came in the Second Congress in Moscow in 1920 

in the course of.debate between Lenin & M.N • .Roy36 • Lenin 

produced a draft colonial thesis
37 

\·lhich started on- an 

implicit distinction between two qualitatively different 

situations, i.e.-, between Russ ian case and colonial case. 

For Lenin Russia 'tlas a back' . .,.ard country in furape, so 

in the Russian case, it was a question of applying Marx's 
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general paradigm of a revo~.:r:-:ion in 'late capitalist • 

system, such as Marx thoughT ayo ... ,t the case of Germany with 

the logic of lateness. Q.lii)3e ob;'·;>.ous.ly, Lenin considered 

the lateness of capitalism ,·.nd lhe :~,ack'.iardness of the 

colonies as different. He developed an altogether different 

theory \·lith quite a number of the .Hu::.~.s~ian supf?OSitions 

reversed. It was a qualitative break at least in theory. 

Lenin's methodological point about the colonial thesis was 

that - col onias ~.,ere not just backward because -t;:hey ''~ere 

:, 
suffering from a different kind of Oppression by the ruler 

countries. so the formula of· the fussian revolution could 

not be mechanicallY applied to the colonies and the 

dependent countries. It would be a transgression of the 

methodological basis of the ~arxist dialectic. 

la.~:·ious commentators have subsequently interpreted 

LJenin 's '>.Jational: and Colonial Q.rcstion •. Here some 

important points are worth mentioning which have been 

considered as providing general guidlirie to the backward 

colonial and dependent countries. First of all the thesis 

called for ''the closest alliance with ~oviet .Kussia, of 

all national and col onia..l liberation movementsn38 • 

Another important task is "with regard to the more backward 

states and nations, in which feudal or patriarchal and 

patriarchal-peasant relations predominate, it is particu

larly important to bear in mind : first, that a.J.l communist 

parties must assist the bourgeois-democratic liberation 
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movement in these countries, and that the du.ty of rendering 

the most active assistance rests primarily with the workers 

of the country the backward nation is colonially or 

39 
financially dependent on '1 

• 

In this thesis Lenin further stated, 11 the need, in 

backward countries, to give special support to the peasant 

movement against the land owners, against land proprietor

ship, against all manifestations or survivals of feudalism, 

and to strive to lend the peasant movement the most 

t . h t ,.40 revolu ~onary c arac er ••• 

Here ~enin advised the completion of the first stage 

of bourgeois democratic revolution and his further advice 

--wa:S to "struggle ~gainst attempts to give a communist 

colouring to bourgeois democratic liberation trends in .,.. 

bacl~ward countries '1 41 • At this time there was a trend in 

this congress that revolution in the colonies must be a 

communist revolution 
42 

• ·.rhis trend was mainly held by. 

I'1. N.; Roy. 

Lenin asserts in his thesis, 

''the Communist International should 
support bourgeois-democratic 
national movements in colonial and 
backward countries only on condition 
that, in the countries, the element 
of future proletarian parties, \-Jhich 
vlill be communist not only in name, 
are brought tQ:Jether and trained to 
understand their special tasks, i.e., 



those of the struggle against the 
bourgeois-democratic movements within 
their o.·m nations. 'l'he communist 
International must enter into a 
tempb~ary dlliance with bourgeois 
democracy in the colonial and back
ward countries, but should not merge 
with it, and should under all 
circumstances uphold the independence 
of the proletarian movement even !f 
it is- in its most embryonic form'' 3 • 

Lenin, the successful leader of.the successive 
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bourgeois-democratic and socialist revolutions, had grasped 

the full significance of the movement for colonial 

emancipation. His ideas on the proper tactics for 

harnessing the national revolution in Asia to the overall 

goal of world revolution had been taking place gradually 

since 1905 and in the Second Congress of the Communist 

International in July 1920, his views on the 'National 

and Colonial Q..lestion' were formulated in a set of theses, 

and formally adapted by the International with minor 

modifications of this 'Draft ·rheses •. 

Historians recorded the controversy developed. in this 

Congress on the proper tactics for bourgeois-democratic 

revolution or national revolution in the colonial and 

backward countries mainly between Lenin & M.N.~oy. The 

latter \vas an Indian but formally, the .t-laXican delegate to 

that -<::ongress • 

• !"· 
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Rq:y •s original draft 44 · was a total theoretical 

alternative to Lenin's thesis. Roy expected the bourgeoisie 

to betray national revolution and go 0'/er to the side of 

imperial ism. For his it v-1as a pred.etermined certainty that 

the ---economic interests of the expl citing classes - of the 

imperialist and the colonial bourgeoisie - were similar. -
~· 

ro Roy contradictions between imperialism and the colonial 

bourgeoisie were not too funddmental as might help the 

colonial li.."':>eration movament. l'herefore, in regard to the 

colonial liberation movement he was in favour of the 

consistent revolutionary stream under the leadership of the 

proletariat, expected to be the hegemonic force in the 

close future rather than of the movements under bourgeois 

leadership. 

R.oy explained the Indian society by applying Marxism 

straight without any qualification of the specificity of 

its condition. 45 ••India was not under the feudal system•• • 

Feudalism v-Jas destroyed peacefully by the induction of 

British capitalism and the emergence of indigeneous 

bourgeoisie. This breakdown of feudalism gave rise to a 

strange capitalism, almost a capital ism by proxy. 'l'he 

Indian economy was controlled by British Commercial. capital, 

not by the indigenous bourgeoisie. As a matter o£ fact he 

had built his theory that feudalism was insignificant and 

had no remarkable dominance in Indian society. For him it 
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generated a curious situation, existence of capitalistic 

exploitation, without a capitalistic socio-economic 

structure. 'l'he Indian society, for a.oy, was divided into 

four distinct classes - the landed aristocracy, the 

bourgeoisie, the inteLLectuais, the petty peasantry and the 

working class including the landless peasantry46 • Perhaps 

it was a simplified model of the class structure calculated 

to make the lndi_an and .atropean capitalist societies alike 47 • 

Roy cOUld not see the historically progressive nature 

of the indigenous bourgeoisie in the liberation struggle in 

India. EVen he did not believe that there could be any 

irreconcilable contradiction between the British and t~e 

Indian capitalist classes. Its (bourgeoisie's) ideologies 

and practices, therefore, were calculated to bring pressure 

on tbe imperialists by the help of the masses for simply 

accomodating a berth in the economic field. ·rherefore, 

Roy reject;ed the movement led by Gandhiji on behalf of the 

Indian .National Congress as it was not a movement for 

bourgeois democracy, nor a socially based movement. For 

him, 11 l'he movement for national liberation is a struggle 

of the native middle class against the economic and 

political mon5!£olx:, of the imperialist bourgeoisle 1148 ., 

(Emphasis original). So for him, it was not a pOpular 

movement. He went on saying that 11when the latter L,-the 

working class_? will begin the struggle earnestly it is 

expected to be more of a sociat nature than a political 
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movement for national liberation. Since 1918, the Indian 

i•lovement has entered this stage. It may still have the 

appearance of a national struggle introduc.ing the masses 

of the population, but fundamentally, it is a social 

strife, the revolt of the exploited against the exploiting 

class, irrespective of nationality" 49 • 

Roy considered that the leaders of the Comintern 

Congress, basically the soviet leaders, were to go much too 

far in conciliating the bourgeoisie, and did not insist 

sufficiently on the leadership of the proletariat in the 

Asian revolution. On the other hand, he affirmed 

categorically that the key role to the world revolution 

1 ay in Asia, and that the dlrepean proletariat would never 

accomplish anything until a prior upheaval in the colonies 

had shattered the foundations of the capitalist order and 

prepared the ground for its overthrow. Lenin had 1 ong 

faught the tendency of iUropean Social Democrats, including 

even such radicals as Rosa Luxemburg, to minimize the 

revolutionary capacities of the non-~ropean peoples and 

consider the latter as mere passive objects waiting 

deliverance at the hands of the ~ropean proletariat. He 

was not prepared, however to follow £{Oy to the opposite 

extreme. Finally the Congress adopted a position which 

\·Jas basically that of Lenin, with some lirni ted and 1 argely 

verbal concessions to Koy. OVer tactics, it was laid down 



that in the colonial countries the communists, both the 

International and the 1 ocal, should collaborate with the 
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"bourgeois-democratic•• movements (as Lenin had written in 

his original .Draft). rmmediately later, on 28th July 1920, 

in the colonial thesis finally adapted, there was one 

importa_nt change. '.rhe words, "bourgeois-democratic•• 

ct:tai1<.Jed into "nat~onal revolutionary" or sometimes 

••revolutionary liberation movements" - a change fraught 
.... 

'wvith contradictory possibilities
50

• 

SUbsequently there had been intensive debates on 

exactly hmv to interpret the significance of this change; 

\'lhether it was a mere terminological change to pacify ~.y, 

or a more basic analytical shift. Somebody explained that 

Lenin made quite clear in his report to the Congress that 

this cha.I.Jge v1as purely formal, since by the nature of things 

any nationalist movements in the colonies would be of a 

bourgeois-democratic characte?1 • Again, on the contrary,· 

it was apparently quite a substantial change, and could 

have serious applicatory imprications in concrete 

practice 5 2 • A soviet economist, Y:. Verga in the 1 ate 60 •s 

th ht ~t 1 rb 53 oug ... was mere y a ve al change • According to 

him, it did not change the formulation fundamentally, it 

was nothing more than a terminological manoeuvre to get 

round H.cy •s objections. All colonial movements were led 

by the bourgeoisie or at least, two most important ones of 
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that period, in China and India, were. According to Verga, 

the COnCeptS 1national reVOlUtionary I and 'bourgeOiS 

-democratic • were interchangeable. In the final analysis, 

it is seen that Lenin specifically asked for more empirical 

material for the construction of a theoretically valid and 

empirically correct colonial thesis for the guidance of 

the Comintern. Later what was seen is that history was in 

favour of Lenin •s in the long and arduous battle of the 

colonial liberation movement. 

A few years 1 ater, specially after the demi.se of Lenin 

in 1924 a kind of development was found in the colonial 

China, that there, the communists who were participating 

\vith the bourgeoisie in the antiirnperialist struggle were 

expelled by the Kuomintang, the party of the Chinese 

bourgeoisie. At the first sight it was a kind of 

develOpment that may not seem consistent with Lenin's 

tl1~,::.::is of 1920. Naturally and inevitably the Chinese 
.. 

question figured in the Sixth Comintern Congress in 1928 

in a big wa .. :l, because all other colonies were actually 

being translated into the language of Chinese politics. 

11 The findings of the Sixth Congress were, 
in a way, paradoxical. Of course, 
every body knew that the debate on 
China was an implied debate on the 
entire colonial question. Chinese 
experience naturally determined the 
later 1-l.arxist assessment of the 
colonial situation. 'l'he Sixth 
Congress thesis implied that the 

' • I 
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conditions hag sufficiently altered 
to make a 180 turn from Lenin's 4 
position in the second Congress•;s o 

'rhe thesis started with the assessment that the 
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internal situation had changed in terms of ••the economic & 

social structure 1155 - 11 strengthening of elements of 

capitalist and industrial development, intensification of 

the agrarian crisis, growth of the proletariat 'and 1 
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intensified deprivation of the peasantry 11 • The extemal 

situation had also changed in two lines : intensification 

of aggressiveness of the imperialist countries on the one 

hand, and growth of the anti--imperialist pawer of the 

Soviet Union, on the other. As a result of this change, 

colonial movements of the future were to develop anti 

-imperialist emancipatory struggling front "I.-lith the forces 

of internal class struggle. 

·I'he debate over the Chinese question was historically 

important because the expulsion of the Chinese CQmnunists 

by the Chinese bourgeoisie from the anti-colonial 

struggling front forced the colonial question into the face 

of debate with the earlier thesis formulated by Lenin and 

adopted by the· Second Congress in 1920. 

'rhe thesis of the Sixth Comintern Congress noted that 

11 the hegemony of the proletariat in the national 

-revolutionary movement finally impelled the native 



bourgeoisie in the camp of reaction n57 • Besides, by the 

augmentation-of-the agrarian revolution the pett~ 
58 

bourgeoisie also joined the reactionary camp .. After 

all, these were the positive developments, the thesis 

\velcomed, in the liberation movement in the colonies. 

42 

The basic understanding of the colonial question in 

the Second Congress had gone into a sea change in the Sixth 

congres. Not only the terminological change (i.e. from 

bqu,c---_,eois-democratic revolution in the .JEaft thesis to the 

national revolution in the final thesis of the said 

Congress) made by Lenin, but also actually the concept was 

almost entirely altered in the due course of time. ..:~ow in 

the Sixth congress, the composition of class forces for 

liberation movement was radically realigned which showed a 

marked contrast of Lenin's Thesis in the Second Congress. 

Lenin thought of the proletariat, the peasantry, the petty 

bourgeoisie, and even a section of the national bourgeoisie 

to be a part of the movement. Lenin found dualism among 

the ranks of bourgeoisie in the colonies.- so for him it 

was a predictable behaviour that ultimately the bourgeoisie 

would take shelter in the reaction camp of the imperialists 

for fear of the grovling upsurge of the proletariat. ·rhen 

there were only the proletariat and the peasantry with the 

communist party as the hegemonic forceo 
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The Sixth congress remarkably altered the perspective 

of the revolution included the hegemony of the communist 

party-as a political precondi~ion in the national 

revolution. 

Historically the findings of the Sixth Comintern 

Congress took the support of the Chinese case of 1927 and 

the first great antiimperialist struggle in India (1919-22) 

which ended in the betrayal of the case of -the national 

revolution by the Indian Bourgeoisie. The thesis of the 

Sixth Congress which contained a section specifically on 

India which visualised and explained the Indian situation 

of 1919-22 as "·rhe real threat to British domination comes, 

not from the bourgeois camp, but from the gro\·ling. -.mass 

movement of the Indian workers ••59 and in the maturing of 

an agrarian revolution, a forcing of the Indian reality 

into the Chinese pattern. '.rhe thesis saw a ••coll apse of 

the national-revolutionary movement and gradual decline of 

bourgeois nationalism 11 • 

I'he -findings of the ~ixth Comintern Congress in 1928 

for the colonial question had left a bunch of radical and 

unilinear ove~simplified concepts, had no match with the 

reality of Indian condition. It overlooked, for example, 

the basic reality of the Indian movement. 11 'rhe national. 

movement in India presented a much more complex picture here 

in terms of the class patterns of leader and the led. The 
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movement 111ovement was no doubt a mass movement. The 

boUrgeoisie suppli~d the leadership, the mass provided the 

ordinary cadre. It was patently unreasonable, in the Indian .,.. 

case, .to think of a text book division between the bourgeois 

movement and the mass movement. Actually, the bourgeois 

movement had a mass following; the mass movement had a 

bourgeois leadership. 
60 

It was one movement , not two" • 

''l'heses on Revolutionary Movements in the colonies and 

the semi-colonies • in the Comintern and National and __,__ 

Colonial Q.lestions of the Sixth Comintern Congress convened 

in l'-1oscow from 17 July to 1 September, 1928, had opened 

with a formal declaration, actually quite misleading, of 

continuity with the theses of the ~cond Comintern Congress 

held in l'-10scow in 1920. 11 Hathodologically, and in the 

abstract sense what the new theses attempted was not wrong. 

l'he basic methodal and epistemic tenets of 1'-·arxism sanction 

a reservation of conclusions if the situation has 

qualitatively changed. 1L'he defect of theses was not that 

it attempted a change. It was that it saw a long-term and 

essential change, where there was none. So the defect of 

then theses was empirical, not methodical''61 
• 

In the end, this line of argument actually made a series 

of collapse of the specifics of various revolutions at. various 

levels of historical development and national pa~icularisims 

and denied Lenin's basic theory of a differentiation of levels 

leading to differentiated models of social change.· 
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Section 3 

Sub-section b) i. Mao's New Democracy (People's Democracy) 

Mao Tse-tung, the Chief architect and leading 

theoretician of modern socialist China whose adoption of 

I~rxism-Leninism to Chinese condition has a greater 

significance to the cause of revolutionary movements 

towards the road of socialism in the Third World and in the 

Asian countries in particular. 

His major significance lies in the continuation of 

the well-established Leninist principle that revolution in 

a pre-~ '?italist country must have two stages a 'bourgeois 

-democratic' and a 'socialist' one62 • 

Concept of New Democracy : 

In his ovm country, M:l.o proceeded to declare that in 

China the first of these would take the form of what he 

called 'New-Democracy•63 • rhis new-democracy would be 

distinguished from the 'old • bourgeois-democratic 

revolutions of mrope and America by the fact that it would 

result "not in a dictatorship of the bourgeoisie but in a 

dictatorship of the united front of all revolutionary 

classes under the leadership of the proletariat •• 64 
e 
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At the time of Fao, the Chinese society was colonial, 

semi-colonial and semi feudal, and the principal enemies 

were imperialism and feudalism. :rhe tasks of the revolution 

were to overthrov/ these tvro enemies by means of a national 

and democratic revolution, in which the bourgeoisie 

sometimes caul d take part, because the edge of revolution 

directed against imperialism and feudalism and not against 

capitalism and capit~l, private pr~Jerty in general even if 

the big bourgeoisie might often betray the revolution and 

became its enemy; the character of Chinese revolution in 

this stage was a democratic variant of bourgeois democratic 

revoluticn65 • ·rhen the revolution was to be carried 

forward to the second stage, in which a socialist society 

•,voul d be established. 

·rhe forces behind the new democratic revolution \'/ere 

''the proletaria·t, the peasantry, the intelligentsia and the 

other petty bourgeoisie which undoubtedly cons·titute the 

basic forces determining China •s fate u66 • 

The role of the Chinese bourgeoisie in the anti

imperialist and anti-feudal struggle, Iv:ao assessed in the 

f oll 0\'t' ing manner. 11 Being a bourgeoisie in a colonial and 

semi-colcnial country and oppressed by imperialism, the 

Chinese bourgeois i.e retains a certain revolutionary quality· 

at cert~in pefiods and to a certain degree ••• and it may 

ally itself with the proletariat, and the petty-bourgeoisie 



,67' He against such enemi·;s as it is rr=ady to oppose• • 

further argued, ••Here the task of the proletariat is to 

form a united front with the national bourgeoisie against 

imperialism and the bureaucratic and warlord governments 
68 

;-;itb---.lt overlooking its revolutionary quality•• • 

.IV'ao has ~.xplained the dual character of the Chinese 

bourgeoisie when they are confront~ed by dual enemy. They 

may unite with the Horkers and peasants against imperialists 

and feudal lords, but -v1hen the workers and peasants are 

a\vakened they may turn round to united with their erstv·lhile 

. t th 1 d . t 69 enemy aga~ns · e worcers an peasan s • He goes on 

saying, 11 rhis is the general rule applicable to the 

bourgeoisie everywhere in the world, but the trait is more 

pronounced in the Chinese bourgeoisie 1170 
• 

·rhe leadership for the new-democratic revolution, 

Ivlao prese::cved very significantly for ·t:he Chinese proletariat 

and not the Chinese bourgeoisie. Mao explained, 11 In China, 

it is perfectly clear that whoever can lead the people in 

overthrowing imperialism and the forces of feudalism can 

win the people •s confidence, because these two, and 

specially, imperialism, are the national enemies of the 

people ••• L-butJ History has proved that the Chinese 

bourgeoisie can not fulfil this responsibility, which 

inevitably falls upon the shoulders of the proletariat ••71 • 
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In the ultimate analysis Mao reached the conclusion 

that "1'he Chinese democratic republic which '.ve desire to 

establish now must be a democratic republic under the 

joint dictatorship of all antiimperialist and anti-feudal 

people led by the proletariat, that is a ne•>~-democratic 

bl ' ,,72 repu ~c ••• • 

In short, the concept of H:lo 's new-democracy is vastly 

different from that of the democratic revolutions of &!rope 

and America in that it results not in the dictatorship of 

the bourgeoisie but in the joint dictatorship of all the 

revolutionary classes under the leadership of the 

proletariat. 

Again it also differs from a socialist revolution, in 

that it overthrO\vS the rule of the imperialists, feudal 

1 or¢:~ and reactionaries in China but it does not destroy 
.. 

any section of capitalists who wer~ capable of con·tributing 

to the anti-imperialist, anti-feudal struggle. so the 

Chinese revolution taken as a \vhole involves two-fold task 

- the new-democratic revolution in the first stage, and 

proletarian socialist revolution in the next stage73 • For 

him, the Chinese society can a~ance only through such 

74 revolutions, there is no other way ~ 
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Historical Analysis made by Mao ·to Heach the Conclusion of 

the concept of Ne\v .cemocracy : 

.rv<..ao 's theoretical conclusion in •new democracy 1 as an . 

intervening stage towards socialist revolution, can be 

understood by his critical understanding of the Chinese 

history and his assessment of the changing worlda Now let 

it be examined ho.v has this historical characteristic, 

i.e., the concepts of 'new-democracy' come into being. To 

justify this answer Hao goes .over to the study of the 

historical development of China and of the world. 

According to Mao, ••A brief study of the historical 

development of China and the world shows that this 

characteristic ~of new-democracy_? did not emerge immediate

ly after the Opium ~'Jar, but took shape later, after the 

first imperialist World War and the October Revolution in 

£russia 1175 • 

The colonial, semi-colonial and semi-feudal character 

of the Chinese society justifies that the Chinese revolution 

must be divided into two stages. ·rhe first step is to 

change the colonial, semi-colonial and semi-feudal form of 

society into an independent, democratic societya l'he second 

is to carry the revolution forward and build a socialist 

society76 
o 

Fli:lo analysed the Chinese history. i'he preparatory for 

the ........ first step began with the Opillm ~'Jar in 1840, i.e., when·· 

.':"· 
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as the alignment of revolutionary forces is concerned, it 

forms part of the proletarian socialist vJorld revolution • 

.rherefore, for him, after 1917 the Chinese revolution of its 

first stage must be new-democratic revolution which is to be 

completed to go to the next socialist stage. 

Mao emphasised much on the first imperialist World War 

and the fit·st victorious socialist revolution which changed 

the whole course of '"~orl d history and ushered in a new era 

in 'trhich the world capitalist front has collapsed in one 

part of this earth. It has revealed its decadence everywhere 

else, in '"'hich the remaining capitalist part can not survive 

~vithout plundering the wealth of the colonies and semi 

-colonies, in '.-lhich the socialist state has been established 

and has proclaimed its readyness to give active support to 

the 1 iberation movement of the colonies and the semi 

-colonies 79 • 

11ao g OGS on saying, in this era, any revolution in any 

colo_n.:;- or semi-colony that is directed against imperialism, 

i.e., international bourgeoisie or international capitalism, 
... 

no longer comes vJithin the old category of bourgeois 

-democratic world revolution, but within the ne'"' category. 

It is no 1 anger part of the old bourgeois, or capitalist 

world revolution, but· is part of the new world revolution, 

the proletarian socialist world revolutiono SUch 

revolutionary colonies and semi-colonies can no longer be 
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regarded as allies of the counter revolu·t:ionary front of 
.~· 

world capitalism, they have become allies of the revolution-

ary front of world socialism. '.rherefore, such a revolution 

inevitably becomes part of the prolet·arian-socialist ~tlorld 

revolution 80 • 

'rhe concept of •new-democracy 1 , rvao advocates, as a 

general theory or concept applicable to the colonial and 

semi-colonial countries where the imperialist domination is 

an existing fact. 

In support of H3.o •s concept of •new-democracy • as a 

general theory, Liu Shao-Chi wrote 11 l'he thought of l'1ao 

Tse-tung ••• make great and useful contributions to the 

struggle for emancipation of the peOples of all countries 

in general, and of the peoples of the East in particu1ar•• 81 
e 

'.rherefore, it meant that when the Chinese revolution was 

victorious the masses of many colonial countries would 

follow the example of China and similar victories of their 

own, because all these revolutions in colonial and semi 

-colonial countries \vOUl d have a •new democratic • character 

like that of China. However, this statement has been 

interpreted simply .as an affirmation of the solidarity 

uniting all dependent countries, and of the family 

resemblance characterizing their political forms82 
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In people •s democracy, L'vlao states "who are the people ? 

At the present stage in China, ~hey are the working class, 

the peasantry, the urban petty bourgeoisie and the national 

bourgeoisie. ·l'hese classes, led by the working ~lass and· 

the Communist Party, unite to form their own state and 

elect their ovm government; they enforce their dictatorship 

over L,-the stocges ofJ imperialism - the landlord class and 

bureaucratic bourgeoisie, as vlell as representative of those 

' 83 classes •• . • He spells out the concept of people 1s 

democratic dictatorship in this vTay. "rhe combination of 

these t,,Jo aspects, democracy for the people and dictatorship 

over the reactiori'aries, is the people 'a democratic 

dictatorshipJ.' 
84 

Mao states "·rhe people 's democratic dictatorship is 

based on the alliance on the \-lOrJdng class, the peasantry 

and the urban pet·t;y bourgeoisie, and mainly on the alliance 

of the vv'orkers and peasants ••• these two classes are the 

main force in overthrowing imperial ism and the ••• 

. . .,85 
react~onar~es • 

I'he peOple 's c.1::rnocratic dictatorship needs the leader-

ship of the working class. For it is only tliC::J working class 

that is most farsighted, most selfless and most thoroughly 

revolutionary. 'I'he entire history of revolut i.on proves that 

without the leadership of the v1orking class revolution fails 

and that i-Tith the leadership of the \10rking class revolution 
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t . h 86 r1.urnp s • Ivla.o stresses upon the role of the working 

class leadership, on the epoch of imperialism, for the unity 

over the imperialism, feudalism and big bourgeoisie and for. 

establishing people •s democratic state or nevi democratic 

state. working class and the peasantry are the close allies. 

'rhe transition from new democracy to socialism also depends 

mainly upon their alliance. 

Mao states "apart from \"lhO leads 1.-1hom, the principle 

of democracy stated above corresponds as a general political 

programme to what we call People •s remocracy or New 

~mocracy 11 87. 'rherefore, there is no dif.ference between 

peOple •s democracy and ne\·1 democracy. Mao summed up in this 

manner 11it is the people •s democratic dictatorship under the 

leadership of the working class {through the communist Party) 

as based upon the alliance of workers and peasan.ts. 'l'his 

dictatorship must unite as one v1ith the international 

revolutionary forces. 'l'his is our formula, our principal 

88 experience, our main programme 11 
• 

Role of Peasantry in the Democratic Revolution may be a 

Le::.~~~·'Jn to the Colonial, Semi-colonial and Backward 

Countries 

-.-· 

rhe role of peasantry in the democratic revolution 

particularly in the countries where feudalistic featu~es 
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are prominent has been given importance. In the context of 

democratic revolution in China, i.e., in the stage of New 

Damocratic; · Mao stated 11 ••• the Chinese revolution is 

essenti-3.lly a peasant revolution and that the resistance to 

Japan now going~on has essentially peasant resistance. 

~sentially, the politics of New Democracy means giving the 

peasants· ·their rights 89 '' where the economy and polity of 

a soclety is predominantly dominated by the strong presence 

of feudal and semi-feudal relations of production and 

necessity of peasant participation in the revolution has 

been acknowledged. J.V.stalin once delivered a speech 

Conce£Il~~l}_~ Na.t_i onal Q..te_s_ti?n in ~gosl_a_"!_~ in the 

YUgoslav commission of E.c.c.I. March 30, 1925: he stated, 

"•.. the peasantry constitute the main army of the national 

movement, .• •• there _is no pot~erful national movement without 

the peasant army, nor can there be. That is what is meant 

when it is said that, in essence the national question is 

a peasant question 1190 • L-Elnphasis originalJ. 

While assessing the role of the national forces 

participated in the anti-Japanese War Mao observed, 11 '.rhe 

anti-Japanese war is essentially a peasant war ••• And 

essentially it is the peasants who provide everything that 

sustains the resistance to Japan and keeps us going. By 

·~ss~ntiallX. 1 we mean basically, not ignoring the other 

sections of the peOple, as Stalin himself has explai!1ed. 



As every school boy knows, 80 per cent of China's 

populations are peasants. S? the peasant problem becomes 

the basic problem of the Chinese revolution 11 
91 

• 

5_6 

L-Bmphasis original_?. But he reserves the duty of 

leadership in the hands of the working class as that is the 

most farsighted and selfless revolutionary force among all 

the forces in the revolution. In the epoch of impeJ:ialism, 

in no cOuntry can any other class lead any genuine 'revolu-
92 tion to victory • Therefore, under the leadership of 

the working class, the peasantry constitutes the main & 

strongest force in the countries where feudal, semi-feudal 

elements are present and the spread of capitalism is limited 

to degree due to circumstances - the presence of imperialists 

from the above, and the exi3tance of feudal and semi-feudal 
--

forces. 

~· 

In formulating tactics Mao was very categorical that 

poor peasants & rural proletariat are the vanguards of the 

revolution 93 where the middle peasants are always gripped 

\·lith vacillating attitude and they think that the revolution 

will not bring them much good. Mao stated, "If it essential 

for the peasant associations to get the middle peasants to 

join and to do a good deal more explanatory work among them••
94 

• 

Mao has deserved, that "the rich peasants are not keen on 

doing any work for the L-revolutionary_7 associations. They 

remain inactive throughout 1195 ,because they are not the 



benefited section in the peasant revolution., Although the 

rich peasant stratum is exploited by the imperialist and 

bourgeois market and landlords (warlords) still this 

stratum does not see any effective provision in the peasant 

revolutione Therefore, the demand of the situatiqn is to 

make it inactive in siding with the reactionaries in the 

peasant revolution in the democratic stagee 

This China's experience serves as a lesson before the 

communist . ., of the countries where imperialist, feudal, 

semi-feudal forces .. are strong • 

.,.. 

Relation and Impact of the World Proletarian Revolution a 

Mao claimed that his theory of 'new democracy' is a 

general theory emerged after the first World War and the 

Socialist Revolution of Russia in 1917, and it has world 

wide applicability where imperialist domination is a standing 

fact. 1-e further goes on saying that "'rhe correct thesis 

the Chinese revolution (i.e., new-democratic revolution) 

is a part of world revolution•• 96 ., He argued, "'rhe World 

.Revolution a no longer refers to the old world revolution, 

for the old bourgeois revolut.i..on has long been a thing of 

the past, it refers to the new world revolution, the 

socialist world revolution. Similarly, to form 'part of a 

means to fonn part not of the old bourgeois but of the new 



socialist revolution. ~rhis is a tremendous change 

unparalled in the history of China and the worl d 1197 • 

Mao ackn~~ledges that his political thesis has been 
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formulated with help from Stalin. He wrote, ••~rhis correct 

thesis L-the new-democracy~ as advanced by the Chinese 

Communists is based on ~'tal in •s theory 11 · 
98 , Mao quoted 

Stalin where Stalin wrote an article (in 1918) commemorating 

the first anniversary of the OctOber Revolution, Stalin 

wrote; 

11 1'he great worl d-\·dde significance 
of the October Revolution chiefly consists 
in the fact that ' 

i) It has widened the scope of the 
national question and converted it from 
the particular question of combating 
national oppression in &trope into the 
general question of emancipating the 
oppressed people •s, colonies and semi 
-colonies from imperialism; 

ii) It has opened up wide possibilities 
for their emancipation and the right paths 
towards it, has thereby greatly facilitated 
the cause of the emancipation of the 
oppressed peoples of the West and the 
East, and has drawn them into the common 
current of the victorious struggle against 
imperialism; 

iii) It ~~~._t_hereb..x, erec:_-t:_~~~.r:.~ 
between the socialist West and the 
ens"l-ave d Eas-t;h'avingcreated_a."riew front, 
a revO'lut-fooagC!..:tll~'S world imperial ism, ·· 
extending from the proletarians of the 
West, through the Russian Revolutj on, to 
the Oppressed people Of the East u99 • 
L-Bmphasis original_?. 

Mao further wrote, 11Since writing this article, Stalin 

has again and again expounded the theory that revolutions 
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in the colonies and semi-colonies have broken among from the 

old category and become part of the proletarian-socialist 

. ..100 revolutl.on • 

.M3.o states, 11 'rhe nGw-d.emocrdtic revolution is. a part 

of the world proletarian-socialist revolution, for it 

resoiu~ely opposes ip1perialism, i.e., international capital-

. ..101 
~sm • To oppose international capitalism i.e., 

·-
imperialism the revolutionary forces headed by the proleta-

riat in the colonial and semi-colonial countries seeks to 

advance towards socialist revolution through the completion 

of new-democratic revolution which is what .Mao has described 

as proletarian-socialist in character in 1 ieu of 01 d 

bourgeois type. rvao states 11 'rhis revolution has the 

proletariat of the capitalist countries as its main force 

and the oppressed peoples of the colonies and semi-colonies 

. i ,102 as 1. t s al l es ' • .M:io explains it "l~o matter what classes 

parties or individuals in an oppressed nation join the 

revolution, and no matter wheth~r they themselves are 

conscious of the point or understand it, so long as they 

oppose imperialism, their revolution becomes part of the 

proletarian - socialist revolution and they become its 

allies n 103• Mao Tse-tung views his theory of ne\'l-democracy 

is not an isolated fact applicable to the Chinese condition 

only, but is an extensive phenomenon which has emerged after 

the first imperialist world war and the first socialist 
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revolution in Soviet Russia in 1917. From them, according 

to Mao, it is applicable to the colonial, semi-colonial and 

dependent countries of the Third World with necessary 

consideration of their national pesuliarities. Again this 

concept has a definitive link or itself a part of the 

world-proletarian-socialist revolution, a varient of, or 

rather in place of old bourgeois-democracy, simply because 

it opposes the world imperialism and capitalism. He has 

argued this theory of 'Nei.>~-I:emocracy • and its follow up 

actions leading to the socialist revolution have full 

integrity with the communist-internationalism rejecting the 

claim of his close comrades both inside and outside his 

country who claimed his theory put forward a 'Chinese path •. 

Mao's .c:ebt to and .D:!parture from Marx and Lenin ' 

.,.. 

Mao •.s debt to and departure from· Lenin the leader of 

the socialist revolution in Russia has been the subject of 

prolonged polemics participated by both the .Marxist and 

non-Marxist schola·rs.· 

As .Marxists both Lenin and .Mao regard .Marxism as a 

scientifically-based system of philosophical, economic and 

socio-political viet.>~s: it is the doctrine of the cognition 

and transformation of the world. But the difference is 

apparently in the application of Marxism to the peculiarly 

different societies. Both of them face different subjective 
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and objective conditions of their respective national 

societies to transform them into the stdge of socialism. 

Lenin being the fore-runner, Mao's debt to him is 

obvious. He owes to Lenin, among other things, very 
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significantly the Leninist principle of two stages of 

revolution (in a country where democratic revolution has not 

bloomed, i.e., pre-capitalist phenomena are dominant), the 

first stage becomes the bourgeois-democratic (or its varient, 

to Mao, it is a new-democratic) and the second stage is the 

socialist. 

Mao o.~es to Lenin the theory of 'imperialism 1 which 

explains how normally hostile classes, for example the 

different sections of bourgeoisie, in colonial and semi 

-colonial or dependent countries are united by a common 

interest in opposing foreign exploitation. In this democra

tic revolution against imperialist, feudal and semi-feudal 

forces a broad alliance can be made on the basis of joint 

revolutionary democratic dictatorship with the bourgeoisie 

led by the proletariat
104

• 

Besides, Mao has debt to Lenin for the idea of an 

alliance between the proletariat and certain other classes 

particularly the peasantry, as the fonn of state power during 

the 'democratic' phase of the revolution. More, ev:en to 

Lenin's disciple, Stdlin, Mao owes the formula of the 

'four-class block' (workers, peasants, petty bourgeoisie and 

.,.. 
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national bourgeoisie) which lies at the heart of his theory 

of 'people •s democratic dictatorship •
105

• 

Mao got the rich source of heritage of Marxj,sm from 

Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin. He gathered, very scientifi-

cally, together all the scattered elements, i.e., raw 

materials i~ the treasure of Marxism and transformed them 

scientifically suite·d to the condition of China for furthering 

Chinese revolut;on in particular and world revolution in 

general in the era of decaying imperialism. It is not 

improper to say that Mao •s thought is a varient of Leninism, 

because Mao has taken over unchanged elements from Lenin and 

transformed them for changed circumstances. Here lies the 

departure of £-'Ja.O from his heritage. It is argued that 

11 ••• though much of this Leninist and Stalinist heritage is 

still apparent in l"ao 'I'se-tung 's thought, it has been trans-

formed into something \vhich is not only different but which 

h . h i . . ,.106 as ~ts own c aracter st~c unJ.ty•' • Besides, Lenin had 

developed the general theory of imperialism and had speLt 

out, at the second Comintern Congress, the detailed tactics 

of colaboration with 'bourgeois 1 nationalists to be applied 

by communists in colonial and semi-colonial areas107• 

However, this was in theory in Lenin, but for Mao all such 

compromise with the 'bourgeoisie 1 and 'nationalism • were 

dictated by necessity rather than by choice and he had to 

work with it practically. Again, for Lenin and Stalin, the 

necessity of compromise with the national bourgeoisie and 
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petty bourgeoisie was a mere passing phase in the development 

of revolution, but for Mao, it was possible to go all the way 

with them at least until the cultural Revolution was 

successful. 

Critics further argued, Lenin was ilirepean primarily 

interested in world revolution, who regarded the very 

existence of national difference as a misfortune, though as 

a realist he was quite prepared to compromise with nationalism 

if in this way he could harness the revolutionary energies 

of the colonial countries to his larger goal. l'-1.a.o, qn the 

other hand, for whom nationalism is not a necessary evil but 

an authentic value in i~elf. If there can be no doubt that 

Mao is authentically nationalist, it is scarcely to question 

that he is also authentically revolutionary he belongs to 

the Leninist tradition108 • 

.M:l.o's subjective oriention was fully made up with the 

Marxist·- a.nd more often by the Leninist principles and the 

objective understanding was made up with the existing Chinese 
_,-· 

society and the impact of imperialist and semi-feudal 

influence on it. 

However, there are some of the main aspect of Mao's 

thought regarding the democratic revolution before going to 

the socialist revolution relevant to the dependent countries 

of the 'l'hird World and Asiatic countries in particular. 

M:ntion may be made in this place that r.-ao was 

confident in judging the objective conditions of Asia and 



India in pa~.icul ar to utilise China •s experience in 

launching the democratic revolution with the tactical 
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alliance of forces resemable to that China. Mao wrote· "The 

Indian people is one of the great Asian people, with long 

history and vast population; in many respects, her past fate 

and her path to the future resemble those of China8 I 

firmly believe that India, relying on the ••• Communist 

Party ••• and the unity and struggle of all Indian patriots, 

vlill certainly not remain long under the yoke of imperialism 

and its collaborators. Like free China, a free India will · 

one day emerge in the socialist and people's democratic 

f "1 .. 109 
am~ Y • • • Mao's convic-t;ion was that India's path of · 

revolution would be quite nearly similar to that of China> 

although, as a Marxist, he believed the influence of national 

peculiarities sometime might steer the revolution in a 

non-conventional way still he emphasised the basic strategic 

policies which might be similar to that of China particularly 

the class alliances. 

Section 3 

Sub-section b) ii. other National Aspects (National 

D:!mocracy) 

The seminal idea of the tvlO-stages of revolution - one 

'democratic' and another •socialist • has been recognised as 

well-established Marxist-Leninist principle for social 
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change. The debate over the democratic revolution has been 

the part of ideological and tactical exercise since it 

attaches many national peculiarities. Both Marx and Lenin 

v.rere of the opinion that democratic revolution in 'the 

EUropean countries was 'bourgeois-democratic revolution '• 

This theorem holds good for the wroepean countries where 

bourgeoisie emerged as a strong social force and led the 

revolution against the feudal and monarchical rule. For this 

revolution the bourgeoisie sought the help of the working 

class110, peasants and intelligentsia and was successful in 

estc.~::-lishing its hegemony over all other classes. Therefore, 

the immediate stage of socia_l change, according to Marx and 
,.· 

Lenin, was socialist stage by the leadership of the 

proletariat and its party - the communist party in alliance 

with the peasantry against the bourgeois government. 

But the case of the Asian and other colonially ruled 

countries was quite different. Particularly the bourgeoisie 

in these ccuntries are not sufficiently matured 1 argely due · 

to the imperialist pressure over them. 'rherefore the dynamics 

of social ·change does not necessarily follow what has been 

prescribed for the EUropean. cruntries. 

The social paradigm of the Asiatic, African & Latin 

American countries is quite different from that of the 

lliropean counterpart. The bourgeoisie of these countries is 

not powerful enough to launch decisive struggle against the 

imperialist, feudal and landlord power-pressure. Imperialism 
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and feudalism with their variants exist in these countries. 

They weild maximum state power. The bourgeoisie of these 

countries, therefore, is not capable of completing bourgeois 

-democratic revolution. Naturally the burden of democratic 

revolution rests with the other progressive sectionswhich 

emerged in the meantime to carry out the struggle for 

socialist society. 

Another historical fact, the Oct·aber Socialist Revolution 

of Soviet Russia (1917) has paved the way for the organisati.on 

of the proletarian party, i.e., Communist and Workers • Party 

which has emerged as a fully ~evolutionary force. In this 

changed context the democratic revolution must not be the 

same old bourgeois-democratic. For the first time, Mao 

Tse-Tung practised it and was successful in the Chinese 

condition. He coined this democratic revolution as 'New 

Damocracy • or People •s Democracy111• 

The revolutionary forces for the new democracy or 

people •s. democracy are "the working class, the peasantry, 

the urban petty bourgeoisie and the national bourgeoisie. 

These classes, lt;:!d by the working class and the communist 

party, unite to form their own government, they enforce 

their dictatorship over L-the agents ofJ ••• imperialism 

- the landlord class and bureaucratic bourgeoisie ·as well 

as representatives of those classesn112. 

M3.o states 11the people •s democratic dictatorship is 

based on the alliance of the working class, the peasantry 
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and the urban petty bourgeoisie, and mainly on the alliance 

of the workers and peasants ••• These two classes are the 

main force in overthrowing imperialism and the 

. i 11113 reactJ.onar es · ·• 

• • • '· 

Mao summed up, in this manner s "• •• it is the· peOple •s 

democratic dictatorship under the leadership of the working 

class (through the communist party) and based upon the alli-

ance of workers and peasants. This dictatorship must unite 

as one with the international revolutionary force. This is 
114 

ou-r-:: annul a, our principal experience, our main prograzrune 11 __ • 

The Chinese experience of peap1e•s democracy or new 

democracy has got definite followings in the Asiatic, African 

& Latin American countries with states ruled by imperialist, 

feudal & landlord and big bourgeoisie. The Asiatic 

countries, particularly the countries like India which are 

recently liPerated from direct colonial rule are yet to 

finish democratic revolution. This is the Opinion of the 

national and international communist circles. Naturally the 

communists of these countries get impetus from the new 

democratic revolution practiced in the Chinese soil, although 

they have an earlier example - the bourgeois-democratic 

revolution of Lenin. 

What is more, the communists of Ind_ia and some other 

Asiatic countries are in search of democratic revolutionary 

strategy which will be suitable to their peculiar and 

particular national condition. In Indi~, some of them 
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(Communists in the CPI-M) proposed the people's democratic 
115 revolution, a prototype of Chinese example and some of 

them (communists in the CPI) argued for national democratic 

revolution as a varient of bourgeois-democratic revolution116 • 

·rhe strategy and tactics of these two types of democratic 

revolution are quite different. Therefore, at least a 

brief discussion is warranted to know the respective programmes 

for democratic revolution they preach for. 

National D3mocracy 

The concept of 11national democracy 11 as opposed to 

people•s democracy has ·its genesis in the Second Congress 

of the Communist International held in Moscow in 1920117 • 

The thesis of the Second Congress of the Communist 

International (which was also called as Second Comintern --
Congress) marked t'he intense debate over the role of 

communist party regarding its strategic and tactical 

relationship with the national bourgeoisie. The role of 

national bQ.lrgeoisie in the colonial countries, Lenin.· 

thought, was always opposed to imperialism and colonialism. 

Although M.N.Roy, an Indian Communist but ~exican delegate 

in that Congress held the view that the bourgeoisie in a 

colony to betray the national revolution and go over to 

the side of imperialism during the mass upsurge of emanci

patory struggle. 
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But Lenin had an altogether different understanding 

regarding the colonial issues which had some influence of 

the Russian experience. He was not categorically against 

the bourgeois-leadership in the colonial liberation movement. 

The Draft theses called for 11the closest alliance with 

Soviet Russia, of all national and colonial liberation 
118 movements 11 • It exhorted all communist parties in the 

colonies to "assist the bourgeois-democratic liberation 

movement in these countries 11 to give "special support to 

the peasant movement against the landowners, against ·the . 

landed proprietorship, and against all manifestations or 

survivals of feudalism 11119• He further advised to 11stLUggl¢ 

attempts to give a communist col curing to bourgeois-democratic 
120 

liberation trends in backward countries" • r.,enin further 

suggested in the Draft theses that, 11 The Communist 

International should support ·bourgeois-democratic national 

movements in the c~lonial and backward countries ••• The 

communist International must enter into a temporary alliance 

with bourgeois-democracy in the colonial and backward 

countries ••• 11 • 

When the colonial theses were finally adopted, there was 

one important ahange in the face of strong opposition from 

an alternative thesis placed in that Congress by M.N.Roy. 

The words 11bourgeois-democratic 11 were changed into 11national 

-revolutionary" or sometimes 11revolutionary-liberation 

movements •· 121 • 
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However, Lenin •s theoretical formulation for the 

colonial and backward countries was guided by the M':lrxian 

methodological understanding of the contradiction between 

bourgeoisie in the colonial and back\vard countries and 

imperialism. The strategy for •national democratic' 

revolution is based on·the acceptance of the theoretical 

understanding of Lenin provided in the Second Congress of 

the Communist InteJ:national (1920). Communists in the · 

coun:tries nev1ly liberated from colonial exploitation consider 

the contradiction between the national bourgeoisie and the 
_,.· 

colonial and neo-colonial powers as the basic contradiction 

even at this stage. Therefore, they call for a broad 

democratic front including the national bourgeoisie to end 

the anti-imperialist anti-feudal, national democratic 

revolution in this democratic stage as a prelude to the 

next socialist revolution. 

Lenin in his colonial theses did not prescribe any 

precondition of the proletariat leadership but it asked for 

participation r.vith the national bourgeoisie for early 

completion of the democratic revolution. 

But the shift of policy in viev1 of the change of some 

emperical facts was clearly echoed in the Sixth Congress of 

the Communist International in 1928 held in Moscowe The 

betrayal of the Kuomintang party the party of the Chinese 

bourgeoisie in 1927 and the withdrawal of the mass movement 
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in India during the national upsurge of 1919-1922 forced the 

Sixth congress to reconsider its earlier colonial policy. 

Although this Sixth Congress had taken a paradoxical viet.'/ 

of the working-class leadership still an alternative policy 

was in the verge of emergence which was practised by Mao 

and his Chinese communists since then, and later which was 

popularly known as 1peaple's democratic revolution • in this 

democratic stage. This stood for absolute proletarian 

leadership in this democratic revolution and a front composed 

of working classes, peasantry, middle class and the national 

bourgeoisie. 

The Maoist formulation of People 1s Democratic revolution 

as an immediate qemocratic stage towards the socialist 

revolution was not opposed by the CPSU leaders during the 

entire Stalin era as anti-Marxist-Leninist tradition. ~ 

that time many cou~tries in Asia accepted the People's 

Democratic revolution as a strategic goal in the democratic 

stage of revolution. In India, the CPI (before split) in its 

1951 first Party Programme declared People's Democratic 

revolution as its immediate strategic goal, so also did the 

Burmese Communist. :t:arty for Burma. M:my Communist Parties 

of the Asiatic countries found close resemblance \'lith the 

Chinese path. 

But this scenario had begun to change following the 

ideological dispute between the CPSU and the CPC for the 

former •s declared policy of peaceful transition to socialism 
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and peaceful co-existance with the capitalist bloc in its 

20th Party Congress in 1956. This change of attitude of the 

CPSU ~aders in the post-Stalin Russia and the tense situation 
.. 

of the Cold War period and the presence of Socialist China as 

an alternative""axis within the socialist blc;>c which might 

threaten the CPSU 's hegemonic influence over the World 

Communist movement were the important events which influenced 

the later course of communist thinking and attitudes. Their 

relationship sharply deteriorated when the CPC withdrew its 

endorsement on the resolution of the 81 Socialist and 

Workers • Parties • Conference held in Moscow in 1960. The 

CPC strongly criticised the CPSU as revisionist because it 

had abandoned the Marxist-Leninist path of revolution and it 

had become a social imperialist force. On the other hand, 

the CPSU accused the CPC that it had broken the solidarity 

within the socialist bloc and had become left sectarian. 

Thenceforth the CPSU leaders started to discard everything 

Chinese and began to fonnulate its pol icy based on its 

understanding for the colonial, semi-colonial and newly 

liberated countries so that it could mdbilise the communist 

parties of these countries in its favour. 

The CPSU's formulation on the question of democratic 

revolution which was basically apposed to the Maoist line 

was to call for the early completion of national democratic 

revolution in the· colonial, semi-colonial and even .. in the 

newly liberated countries. It has been claimed as· quite 
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different from the classical bourgeois or bourgeois-democratic 

revolution122 • For it, 11 'rhe urgent tasks of national rebirth 

facing the countries that have shaken off the colonial yoke 

can not be effectively accomplished unless a determined 

struggle is waged against imperialism and the remnants of 

feudalism by all the patriotic forces of the nation united 

123 - J in a single national-democratic front•• .. L Elnpha~.is added • 

It considered the principal threat surely to come :from the 

imperialist forces, therefore participation of all patriotic 

forces including the national bourgeoisie should be ensured. 

In its assumption, "In present conditions, the national 

bourgeoisie of the colonial and dependent countries 

unconnected with imperialist circles, is Objectively 

interested in the accomplishment of the principal tasks of 

anti-imperialist, anti-feudal revolution, therefore retains 

the capacity ot.participating in the revolutionary struggle 

against imperialism and feudalism. In that sense it is 

progressive 11124 • And 11 The national-democratic tasks on·. the 

bases of which the progressive forces of the nation can and 

do unite in the countries which have won their freedom, are z 

the consolidation of political independence, the carrying 

out of agrarian reforms in the interest of the peasantry, 

elimination of the survivals of feudalism, the uprooting of 

imperialist economic domination, the restriction of foreign 

monopolies and their expulsion from the national economy, 

the creation and development of national industry, 

. 
. ' 
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improvement of living standard, the democratisation of social. 

life~ the pursuance of an independent and peaceful foreign 

policy, and the development of economic and cultural 
125 

co-operation with the socialist and other friendly countries" .• 

In doing so, u•rhe alliance of the working class and the 

peasantry is the most important force • • • 'I'his alliance is 

called upon to be a broad national front. 'I'he extent to 

which the national bourgeoisie participates in the liberation 

struggle a,lso depends to no small degree upon its strength 

and stability. A big role can be played by the national 

-patriotic forces, by all elements of the nation prepared 

to fight- for national independence, against imperialism••126 ~ 

This position which prescribed for a national democratic 

front of all the forces within the colonial, semi-colonial 

and newly liberated countries did not stipulate the 

precondition for working class leadership in this national 

democratic stage. 'I'his line of thinking was repeatedly 

hammered on many occasions and in many documents by the 

cpsu127
• The successfulness of this path was cla:Uned in 

view of the development in the Arab states where communist 

and socialist parties were successful in mobilising the 

patriotic forces against the threat of world imperialism in 

the 1960 •s128• 

This fonnul ation for the colonial, semi-colonial and 

newlY libe.rated countries was propagated on many occasions 

,.. 

;. 

~ 

• I 
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by the CPSU leaders and the Russian academician~ since the 

Moscow conference of 81 parties in 1960129 • Perhaps this 

line was adopted to meet the twin aims of challenging the 

u.s. imperialism in mobilising all the forces in the newl·y 

liberated countries including the bourgeoisie and on the 

other hand, it could pose a mighty ideological fight against 

the CPC. 

Their ideological dispute had considerable repurcassions 

within the individual communist and socialist parties of the 

newly liberated countries. In India a considerable section 
. ' 

of communists within the CPI went in favour of the CPSU's 

line for building a. •national democratic front •. After the 

split of the CPI, in 1964, into the CPI and the CPI{M), the 

CPI went in favour of the CPSU 's position by repudi.ating the 

Maoist thesis of People's Democratic revolution. The 

programme of the CPI, after split, adopted the National 

Democratic revolution as the strategic goal in this demqcra-

tic stage of revolution in India. Actually, after the 

split, the CPI in its 8th Congress altered the earlier 

position for People •s Democratic revolution (adopted in 

1951) in toto. But the CPI(M) remained in favour of the 

M3oist 'People •s D:!mcicratic revolution' in this stage for 

India. __ ,. 

A close examination of the CPI •s (after the split) .. call 

for 'National D3mocratic Revolution • could see the 

' 
' I 

'·-. 
··-o·. 
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resemblance with the prescription of the CPSU leaders since· 
<'. 

1960. The concept of 'National democracy' is explained 

below in details from the concrete analysis cited in the 

programme of the CPI - one of the leading communist parties 

in India. The CPI accepts the strategy of National Democracy 

as a strategy for democratic revolution in this democratic 

stage. 

The 'national democracy' is a form of democracy preposed 

for the countries under colonial, neo-colonial or semi 

-colonial authority where feudal residues and landlordism are 

still there. The old bourgeois -democratic revolution is 

no longer necessary because th~ objective situation has 

changed enormously. The Octdber Revolution of Soviet. Russia 

in 1917 gave birth to a new world order which facilitated the 

·organisation of the working class and its party - the 

communist party. Again, the imperialist domination at least 

in the field of economy is flagrant over the colonially 

ruled or recently liberated countries. The bourgeoisie as a 

self-independent class force did not emerge to drive away 

the predicaments of imperialist and feudal residues. Besides 

these features, a strong· nationalist sentiment prevails 

within the petty -bourgeois and middle class intell;lgentsia. 

In this perspective, the party of the proletariat - the 

communist party should call for 'national democratic 

revolution' for establishing 'national democracy', in this 
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stage. Therefore, the national democratic stage is the stage 

towards socialist transformation. 

In India, many communist revolutionaries thought in this 

line during the freedom movement and after. An intense 

debate prevailed among them about the nature of democratic 

revolution when the direct colonial rule existed. However, 

this has continued in the post-independence era but the basic 

proposition remai~s the same that colonial or imperialist 

rule over the national economy has not come to an .end. The 

feudal remnants and landlords ruled the countryside as a 

result of which to a large extent the growth of agricultural. 

production has remained arrested and this state aggravated 

the misery of the peasants. Monopoly bourgeoisie emerges 

and has a direct link with the world-wide imperialist chain. 

As the general crisis of capitalism deepens, the contradic-

tion ::::-etween the imperialists including the monopoly and the 

national bourgeoisie will grow sharper. A:3 the monopoly big· 
.... 

bourgeoisie will try to pass the burden of the crisis on to 

the shoulders of the lower strata, the national bourgeoi~ie 

also becomes a revolutionary force against the imperialist 

and monopoly domination. This idea among a considerable 

section of the Indian communists has prevailed. Therefore, 

they call for building up a national democratic front for 

national democratic revolution and thereby seek to establish 

'national democracy ,l3 0. 

The national democratic revolution is "the anti 

-imperialist, anti-feudal, democratic revolution••1 31 • And 
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11 It would be a government of national democracy, directing 

the country's development along the non-capitalist path11132
• 

The first and foremost task of thi~ government will be the 

replacement of the existing government with a government of 

the anti-imperialist, anti-feudal and anti-monopolY classes. 

These forces are capable and determined to carry out 

revolutionary changes,and can reverse the present process of 

development of capitali~m. 

In order to create the instrument for implementing the 

programme of ~ational democratic revolution, it is prerequi

site to build a national democratic front, ..... bringing 

together all the patriotic forces of the country, viz. the 

\-Tor king class, the entire peasantry including the rich 

peasants and agricultural labourers, the intelligentsia and 

the non-monopolist bourgeoisie. 'rhe workers - peasant 

alliance will be the basis and pivot of the front 11133 • 

One section of the Indian communists believes, that the 

democratic masses are divided into a number of political 

parties including the ruling party. The national democratic 

front will arise and take shape in the process of .overcoming 

this division and uniting the broad democratic masses in 

the course of struggle. It will consolidate mass movements, 

parliamentary and extra parliamentary struggles, against the 

reactionary anti-people policies, simultaneously isolating 

and defeating the right reactiQnary forces - the imperialist, 
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feudal and landlords and the monopoly big bourgeoisie • 

Nationalism or patriotism exists in the minds' of the 

broad masses of people against imperialist exploitation. 

Therefore, it is necessary to bring all the nationalist 

forces into their democratic movement and lead it to 

135 success • 

The leadership question has been settled in this way 

that ~he nc.tional democratic revolution and the national 

democratic government will be led by the joint leadership • 
.. 

The working class hegemony has been considered a left 

Sectar-ian -idea136• ••r th' 1 all' th 1 · - • n ~s c ass ~ance, e exc us~ve 

leadership of the working class is not yet established, 

though the exclus·ive leadership of the bourgeoisie no 

longer exists. The leadership of this alliance belongs to 

firm anti-imperialist, anti-feudal, anti-monopoly forces u137 
o 

The national democratic front is born out of struggles 

organised by the working class in alliance with the peasantry 

and the revolutionary middle classes, along with whom the 

patriotic sections of the national bourgeoisie will also 

play a positive role and become its component part. 

It is presumed that the national democratic revolution 

is quite different from the one available from the Chinese 

communists. It has a close resemblance with the 

'bourgeois-democratic revolution • as it has no reservation 
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for working class hegemony. 'rherefore, it is far away from 

the people •s democratic type. Patriotism and national 

question against imperialist oppression have got a bigger 

place in this national democratic revolution. ·rhis is the 

first time when the question of nationalism has found place 

in the democratic revolution so directly, and thereby finds 

a place in the H3.rxist Leninist heritage of democratic 

revolution • It is not the proper time to assess its 

success in the soil of newly independent countries of Asia, 

Africa & Latin America because it ~S in the anvil of 

practice by some communist parties of these countries. 

H()\olever, the process and practice are going on depending on 

their dialectical-understanding of the situation Of the 

countries like India • 

• '(1'· 
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.cemocracy for D::!mocratic Revolution 
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·rhe democratic revolution is a necessary historical 

prelude to the socialist revolution. On the basis of 

historical tasks completed in the stage of democratic 

revolution, it becomes possible for a soci.ety to undertake 

the tasks of a socialist revolution. It is in this connec

tion helpful for us to refer to two important tasks of 

democratic revolution, namely, agrarian revolution and 

achieving rural democracy and study the significance of 

these two tasks in the stage of democratic revolution. 

Marxists put special importance on radical agrarian 

reforms in the democratic stage, because remnants of the 

mediaeval oppression still persisted in the rural economy. 

'fhe feudal and landlord usurpation over the land and life 

of the rural people requires to be ended. A thorough 

agrarian reform is necessary for the rural people to keep 

pace with the already democratised life of the industrial 

economy. The solution of the agrarian prOblem, which 

directly affects the interest of the vast majority of the 

population, is of the utmost importance for national 

regeneration for the countries where democratic revolution 

is yet to be achieved. Without a radical agrarian reform 

and a conscious movement to increase productivity ·in 

agriculture, it is impossible to solve the food problem and 

accelerate economic growth. Hence a clean break has to be 
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made with the past by reorganising the vast agricultural 

sector by a logical and scientific democratic programme. 

Therefore, a radical agrarian reform figures in the topmost 

position of economic programme at the democratic stage of 

revolution. 

D3mocracy in general and rural democracy in particular 

are the other important targets of the democratic revolution. 

The establisr~ent of democracy in the rural areas, where so 

far the age-old feudal and landlord hegemony persists over 

the life. of the rural people is the immediate task. Without 

democratic revolution, all the rural areas of the country 

like ___.::ndia have become the sanctuaries of the existence of 

mediaeval social evils. 

The feudal and landlord usurpation, bondage, share

cropping, occasional eviction from land, caste divide and 

social prestige of the upper caste and hatred towards the 

so called lower castes, women's sufferings, mass illiteracy 

and multiple types of social prejudices have been preserved 

by the landlords and the other semi-feudal interests in the 

countryside for centuries. Therefore, Marxists think of 

annihilating social discrepancies and of snatching the rural 

political povver from the hands of the stooges of the feudal 

remnants, landlords and their bureaucratic lackeys by 

launching an all out democrati9 revolutionary movement in 

the countryside by ensuring the participation of the vast 

mass of agricultural labourers and small peasants in the 
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rural administrative and decision making bodies. 

In this revolutionary movement the proletariat finds 

that the sharecroppers, poor peasantry and the agricultural 

labourers are the core allies. Actually they are the rural 

counter-part of the industrial proletariat. This section 

is the largest in number in the rural population and since 

they are the greatest beneficiaries, they are expected to 

be interested in performing this task. The take-over of the 

power of the rural administrative body and the power of 

cancellation of the feudal and landlords property and 

distribution of the same among the 1ru1d-hungry poor peasants, 

sharecroppers and agricultural labourers by the rural 

proletariat are the main democratic measures ih the country-

side. Actually all these democratic tasks are meant for 

bringing the rural people into the mainstream of economic 

and political change called for by the proletariat._ and its 

party - the communist party in this democratic stage for 

expediting the historical move towards social·ist revolution. 

Thus the edge of the democratic revolution is oriented 

to the agrarian reform and rural democracy. This will 

expedite the inner dialectics of the rural economy and its 

superstructure. This historic task will be initiated and 

led. t-:: the proletariat which is a more conscious and 

progressive class of the epoch. This will awaken the rural 
.... 

proletariat -·the agricultural labourers and poor peasants 

to shake and maul d the mode of production in the agricultural 
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sector. For the democratic set up in the rural areas they 

will not only launch a massive struggle against feudal and 

landlords, but also defend the changes against the 

reactionary attempts of the vested interests. It will also 

help to carry forward this stage to the socialist stage by 

the leadership of ~he proletariat. 

_,.· 

Historically these democratic tasks are the tasks of 

the bourgeoisie in their revolution which was known as 

bourgeois-democratic revolution in the West. It is well 

knot.vn that the bourgeois-democratic revolution in the West, 

particularly in Britain, France, .Austria, etc. was carried 

out by the liberal bourgeoisie as a strong and independent 

political force which not only democratised the social and 

political life of the people but also successfully changed 

the feudal economy, thereby facilitating the unbriddled 

economic progress of capitalism even over the rural economy. 

All this in course of time sharpened the class polarisation 

in the countryside without which the ultimate march towards 

socialism would never come off. In these countries the 

workers and the peasants were more of less passive in this 

struggle of that time between the bourgeoisie and the 

feudal 1 ords and monarchs. But what is important to note 

is that the leadership and the organisational responsibility 

were vested in the hands of bourgeoisie solely. 

H{)!.vev•=r, this paradigm does not occur everywhere 

largely due to the specific national peculiarities and due 
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to the changes of time. &en the condition of Germany during 

the time of Marx in the middle of the Nineteenth century was 

dissimilar from the other EllrOpean countries. Actually the 

starting of capitalist penetration in Germany \vas late 

compared to the rest of the Ellropean countries. On the other 

hand, capitalism thrives on colonial exploitation whether 

that is direct or indirect. But ·the German bourgeoisie were 

initially lacking all these facilities to amass the wealth 

which ultimately could make them capable of overthrowing 

the feudal-monarchical rule. In the meantime, the · 

proletariat as a distlnct social and political force appeared 

in Germany. In this perspective, both Marx & Engels advised 

the German proletariat to fight the absolute monarchy with 

the German bourgeoisie for early completion of the 

bourgeois-democratic revolution in Germany. In doing so, 

whatev(=r concession it could reap for the proletariat would 

ultinia·t·~ly benefit tl.;e proletarian st.cLlggle for the next 

socialist stage • ... 

Both .Marx and Engels were in favour of early completion 

of democratic reVolution where it was yet to be finished by 

the active participation of the communists with the 

bourgeoisie against the monarchy and feudalism. In the 

context of Poland and Germany in the 1840s, Marx and Ehgels 

stated in the ~t<:.,s_to ~f~_communi~~~rt:t, : 
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11 In Poland they L-communists J support the 
party L-of the Polish revolutionary 
democrats_? that insists on an_agrarian 
revolution as the prime condi·t.ion for 
national emancipation, the party which 
fo 'lllented the insurrection of Cracov;~ in 
18461113 s. 

11 In Germany they L-corrununistsJ. fight 
with the bourgeoisie whenever it acts 
in a revol utionu.ry way, against the 
absolute monarchy, the feudal squif
earchy, and the petty bourgeoisie 11 39. 
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ruring the mid Nineteenth century both in .Poland and in 

Germany the bourgeoisie 1.verc~ relatively weak to expel the 

feudal monarchy from prnver. But the proletariat as a social 

force had appeared in those countries in the urban and 

industrial sectors. In this context Marx and Engels advised 

the communists of these two countries to take part in the 

bourgeois-democratic revolution along with the bourgeoisie 

against feudalism and monarchial rule for making a speedy 

headway for the next socialist revolution. 

The classical Marxia11 idea did not set:: any precondition 

for proletariat leadership for the completion of the 

bourgeoisie-democratic revolution. But it warns the 

proletariat that it should not forget the hostile antagonism 

between bourgeoisie and proletariat but regard the bourgeoisie 

as a tactical ally against the feudal monarchical ruleo 

However, Iviarx did not see any percpetible role of the 

peasantry in the movement for democratic revolutiono The 

bourgeois-democratic revolution was to be launched by both 
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the bourgeoisie and the proletariat. 'rhe bourgeois leader

ship and its supremacy over the struggle were accepted for 

this stage of revolution in classical 1'1arxian t~hinkihg. 

This is after all, the classical Marxian concept of 

social change from the feudal system to capitalist system 

and which was ultimately to be supplanted by the socialist 

order. This rvarxian paradigm of social change is based on 

the laws of dialectics, the dialectir;s of the mode of 

production .. the interplay between productive forces and 

production relations. ·rhis is the motive force of the human 

history. .,.. 

In the beginning of the 'rwentieth century in the age 

of imperiali.sm the concept of bourgeois-democratic revolution 

got altogether a different connotation in the hands of Lenin. 

Lenin and his Russian proletarian party called for early 

completion of the bourgeois-democratic revolution in Russia 

which was completed in two phases - one phase in 1905 and 

other phase in February, 1917. Actually the total period of 

1905 - Febru'ary 1917 was the period of fulfilment of the 

bourgeois-democratic revolution against the tsarist and 

feudal autocracy. 

The departure of Lenin from Marx is on the role of the 

peasantry in the unfinished bourgeois democratic revolution 

in the Russian context. Lenin began his experiment on the 

peasant question as a leader of the RSLLP. "It is kr101.vn 
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that the serious study of the peasant c~estions in the ranks 

of Russian I·Iarxist began precisely on the eve of first 

revolution (19'05) Hhen the question of overthrowing tsarism 

and of realizing the hegemony of the prolet.:lriat confronted 

the party in all its magnitude ·and when the question of t;he 

ally of the proletariat in the impending bourgeois revolution 

' f . tal . rt •• 140 oecame o· v1 1mpo ance • It is also known from 

.Lenin •s writings that the peasant question in .Russia assumed 

more urgent character during the proletarian revolution. In 

this sense the peasant question is one of the most vital 

problems of Leninism. 

Lenin saw that in the analysis of the peasant questions 

by the parties of the Second International there was 

displayed an attitude of indifference towards the P.ea:..:; ant 

question and a tendency to treat it as passive recipient of 

good delivered by the bourgeoisie after the bourgeois 

democratic revolution. and proletariat after the proletarian 

revolution. ·rhe peasantry v1as considered as the reserve of 

the bourgeoisie during the bourgeois revolution in the west.· 

·rhe Second International thought the peasant question only 

on the ligl;t of develOped rtJest. 'l'he striking matter in 

Lenin was that he correctly shunned any d<::x;Jmatic understand

ing of the peas_:~mtry 's role in the bourgeois democratic 

revolution. However, Lenin and Leninists sought to find 

aut tlle revolutionary potential among the peasantry in the Russian 

context against the tsarist and feudal oppression 

which HOUl d act as a reserve of the proletariat both for the 
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socialist revolution • 
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. ~ is quite clear that for Lenin a radical solution of 

the agra.cian problem was the fundamental economic objective 

of the democratic revolution. As a Marxist revolutionary 

Lenin sought the ans>ver to the question : which class and 

political groups in his contemporary ·rsarist Russia had an 

objective interest in the destruction of landlordism and 

which would strive to preserve it. ? · Lenin •s own theoretical 

analysis had iong ·provided him with the answer that only the 

proletariat and the poor peasantry were wholeheartedly 

committed to the destruction of landlordism. But the 

bourgeoisie would vacillate, make concessions and ultimately 

side with the landlords. 

Lenin recognised the exist~nce of revolutionary capaci

ties in the ranks of the majority of the peasantry and the 

possibility of using them in the cause of the revolutions. 

Hence the practical conclusion that the toiling masses of 

the peasantry must be supported in their struggle against 

bondage and exploitation in their struggle for deliverance 

from oppression and poverty and which helps to transform the 

peasantry into a reserve and ally of the working class. 

"'rhctt is h01t-1 the alliance between the workers and the 

peasants in the bourgeois-democratic revolution took place 

that is ho\v the hegemony {leadership) of the proletariat in 
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the common struggle for the overthrow of tsarism took 

shape - the hegemoncy vlhich led to the February Revolution 

1917 11141 • 

Lenin •s theoretical position regarding the bourgeois 

-democratic revolution was clear in his :f!!,2,_:£.~ctics J2£. 

Sociab-Dsmocracy i~~£S..:S.~ti~~olution written in June & 

July 1905. He states - "'rhe democratic revolution is 

bourgeois in nature. The slogan of general re~stribution, 

or 'land and freedom • - the most widespread slogan of the 

peasant masses, dadntrodden and ignorant, yet passionately 

yearning for light and happiness - is a bourgeois slogan 11142 • 

Lenin •s unequivocal stand for agr~ria, reform and rural 

democracy is clear from the following stacement. He states, 

. . 

Revolution, that ''•. o it is not only by the prospect of 

radical agrarian reform that the peasantry is attached to 

the revolution L-i.e. bourgeois democratic revolution_?, but 

by all its general and permanent interes~s as well. &en 

when fighting with the proletariat, the peasantry stands in 

need of democracy, for only a democratic system is capable 

of accurately expressing its interests and ensuring its 

predominance as a mass, as the majority. The more enlight-

ened the peasantry becomes ••• the more consistently and 

resolutely will it stand for a thorough going democratic 

revolution: for, unlike the bourgeoisie, it has nothing to 
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fear from the people's supremacy, but on the contrary stands 

to gain by it. A democratic republic will be the peasantry's 

deal as soon as it begins to throw off its naive 

hi 
.. 143 monarc sm ••• • 

But Lenin did not consider the peasantry as a pure 

proletarian class, therefore he did not compromise the leader

ship of the movement with the peasantry. He correctly 

analysed the class position of the peasantry in the ensuing 

bourgeois-democratic revolution in Russia in the beginning 

of the 20th qentury. He. analysed, 11 'rhe peasantry includes 

a great nurriber of semi-proletarian as well as petty bourgeois 

elements. This makes it also unstable, compelling the 

proletariat to rally in a strictly class party. However, 

the instability of the peasantry differs radically from that 

of the bourgeoisie, for at present the peasantry is interest-

ed not so much in the absolute prcse.tVation of priv.ate 

property as in the confiscation of the landed estates, one 

of the principal ~orms of private property. Without thereby 

becoming socialist, or ceasing to be petty bourgeois, the 

peasantry is capable of becoming a whole-hearted and most 
144 radical adherent of the democratic revolution 11 • 

Lenin \vas successful in formulating the programme and 

in putting it into the practice and political and economical 

aspects of the agrarian question in the Russian context 

(1905 - Feb •. 1917) which not only overthrew the feudal 

-~· 
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revolution but also curbed the absolute influence of the 
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Russian bourgeoisie in the bourgeois-democratic revolution 

successful in February 1917. 

In the Chinese context Mao had to experiment a kind of 

democratic revolution which was altogether different from 

that of the Ellropean and fmssian democratic revolution. The 

entire second quarter of the Twentieth century was the 

period of Mao'~ experiment with the democratic revolution 

which was gone through as a prelude to the socialist 

revolution in China. The peculiarity of Chinese soci~ty 

and economy and the changed circumstances in the international 

political order due to the emergence of Socialist Soviet 

Russia were the factors which Mao had to consider before 

formulating his theory of democratic revolution and its 

principal tasks of agrarian refonns and ensuring democracy. 

Chinese society was basically a feudal society of the 

Asiatic nature. After the Opium War in 1840 China was 

gradually exposed to colonial exploitation. In 1911 the 

Imperial rule of thousand years was ended under the 

leadership of Dr. Sun Yat-sen. The May 4th (1919) was 

marked as democratic upsurge in Chinese history. The 

145 penetration of capitalism and the emergence of working 

class in the 1920's were important developments in China. 

The external factor was the emergence of the Soviet Socialist 
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Russia in 1917 through a revolution based on the principles 

of .Marxism and Leninism in the epoch of world imperialism. 

For Mao, in the democratic stage, the participation of 

the peasant masses was a must in the predominantly agrarian 

countries like China. The edge of the revolution is 

oriented against feudalism and imperialism. 'rherefore, in 

this stage, according to Mao, "the Chinese revolution is 

essentially a peasant revolution ••• 11146 For him 11the 

politics of New Democracy means giving the peasants their 

rights 11147 • 

The basic economic programme in the New Democratic 

stage, according to .rv-ao, is the fall owing : "The republic 

will take certain necessary steps to confiscate the land of 

the landlords and distribute it to those peasants· having 

little or no land, carry out Dr. Sun Yat-sen 's slogan 'land 

to the tiller' abolish feudal relations in the rural areas, 

and turn the land over to the private ownership of the 

peasants. .A rich peasants. economy will be allowed in the 

rurai areas. Such .i.s the policy of •equalization of 

landownership'.~- 'Land to the tiller 1 is the correct slogan 

for this policy. In general, socialist agriculture will not 

be established at this stage, though various types of 

cooperative enterprises developed on the basis of 'land to 

the tiller 1 will contain elements of socialismn148• 

In the democratic revolution, the programme of 
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confi:--catfon of Land from the feudal-lords and the 
~ 

distribution of the~ land to the tillers not only facilitated 

the millions of Chinese peasants but also ended the feudal 

economic and political relations of the three thousand years 

in the history of China. In this stage the rich peasants ' 

economy was allov1ed to an extent under the policy of 

'equalization of landownership • which limited the unhindered 

growth of land monopolization. The unfettered growth of 

economy in the capitalist line was checked by the New 

J:);:!mocratic government because it was not and never could be 

the same as the pure bourgeois-democratic government of the 

West. 

Thus the agrarian policy ~f the New Democratic govern

ment was to end feudalism from the village economy forever 

and to begin a private ownership of land up to a definite 

level conducive to let out the class contradiction in the 

countryside which could sharpen the same for carrying the 

movement towards the socialist revolution. 

For Mao, "The people 's demqcratic dictatorship is based 

on the alliance of the workers and peasants, because these 

t\o'rO classes comprise 80 to 90 per cent of China •s population. 

These two classes are the main force in overthrowing 

imperialism and the Kuomintang reactionaries. 
'· 

The transition 

from New Democracy to socialism also depends mainly upon 

their alliance 11149 • 
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This \'Tas ·the general fonnulation of Mao's conception of 

democratic revolutionary class forces and the role of the 

peasantry in view of the peasant problems in the democratic 

stage and their alliances and leadership against the reaction 

during his time ~n China for establishing people's democracy. 

Within the general paradigm of Mao's people's democracy, 

the concept of rural democracy forms a significant part. In 

the ~port on the InvestiQation of the Peasant Movement in 

Hunan, March 1927 at the end of the first revolutionary 

victory after the Northern EKpe¢lition, Mao states, "Once the 

peasants have their organisation the first thing they do is 

to sr~.::J.sh the political prestige and power of the landlord 

class, and specially of the local tyrants and evil gentry, 

that is, to pull down landlord authority and build up peasant 

authority in rural society. This is a most serious and vital 

struggle. It is the pivotal struggle in the second period, 

the period of revolutionary action. Without victory in 

this struggle, no victory is possible in the economic 

struggle to reduce rent and interest, to secure and other 

means of production, and so onn150• 

Mao put the slogans ''DOwn with the Local Tyrants and 

evil gentry ~~~ and "All Power to the Peasant Associations ! 11 

in this stage (in 192 7). He elaborated, "The main targets of 

attack by the peasants are the~local tyrants, the evil gentry 

and the lawless landlords, ••• /_-andJ hit against patriarchal 



ideas and institutions, against the corrupt officials ••• 

and against bad practices and customs in the rural areas 11
• 

r-ao unreservedly emphasised 11 All power to the peasant 

association "-
151

• 

Mao from the beginning asked the Chinese Communist 
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Party to put the people •s democratic programme into practice 

in the areas liberated from Kuomintang and Japanese occupied 

territory. He stated, "In all our work in the Liberated 

Areas, we must take great care to help the 1 ocal peap1e 

administer 1 ocal affairs and to cu1 tivate many 1 ocal cadres 

from among the best local people. It will be impossible to 

accomplish the great task of the democratic revolution in 

the rural areas unless comrades who come from other places 

identify themselves with the 1 ocal people and help the 1 ocal 

cadres whole-heartedly, ,painstakingly and in ways that fit 

the actual conditions, and unless they cherish them like 

their own brothers and sisters 11152 • 
·. 

He considered ";China's 

Liberated Areas 11 as the "centre of gravity in the nationwide 

people 's struggle to resist Japan ••153 • 

In the rural democratic set up Mao had a noticeable 

concern for the agricultural 1 abourers and the poor peasants 

than any other rural classes. He stated very categorically 

that "The int~erests of the poor peasants and farm labourers 

and the forward role ·of the poor peasant leagues must be our 

first concern. Ou·r party must launch land reform through the 
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poor peasants and farm 1 abourers and must enable them to 

play the fon;ard role in the peasant associations and in the 

government organs of the rural districts u154 • { &nphasis 

added). !-'lao also favoured the unity forged with the 

11middle peasants 11155 in the governance of the rural areas. 

He opposec3. the sectarian unity of only the poor peasants and 

fa.nn labourers in t·he countryside (a.l though they constituted· 

the basis of toe rural govt.) casting aside the middle 

peasants and small independent craftsman and small traders. 

For him, therefore, the slogan was 11 In the villages, it is 

the farm labourers, poor peasants, middle peasants and other 

working people, united together under the leadership of the 

Chinese Communist Party who ••• should ·rule the country 11156 • 

In the later years Mao changed the outlook of the party 

regarding the middle peasants and brought them within the 

fold of united front to govern the countryside for the 

completion of the people •s democratic revolution. Thus the 

stage would be ready for the immediate socialist revolution. 

·rhe Indian communists particularly the communists 

within the CPI and CPI(M) have accepted the Marxian tradition 

of two stages of revolution and they think that democratic 

revolution has not yet been fully established even after the 

end of direct imperialist domination and adoption of a 

constitution and parliamentary government. Therefore, they 

call for the immediate democratic revolutione For CPI(M) it 

is - People •s ~mocratic and for the CPI it is National 
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the socialist revolution. 
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AI. though they have remarkable differences regarding the 

analysis of the existing state power of India, the alignment 

of the classforces in their respective democratic revolution 

and on the question of leadership during and after the 

democratic revolution, still they commonly agree that a 

democratic revolution is a must in the present context of 

the Indian condition. Furthermore, they agree that the 

first stage of Indian revolution against the direc~ foreign 

imperialist rule was over in 1947 by the achievement of 

independence by the united national front but even then they 

consider alike that the democratic revolution is not yet 

over in India. ·l'his is, for them, basically due to the fact 

that the Indian bourgeoisie is still weak to extend its 

hegemony over the sphere of economy and polity, and the 

share of st .. ate power is enjoyed by the semi-feudal and 

landlords in the various spheres of state power with varying 

degrees and the..· world imperialist oppression indirectly 

affects the life of the people. But what is important, with 

the grovrth of bourgeoisie the emergence of working class and 

its party have emerged; and in due course they have gathered 

enough strength, therefore, they are not destined to sit 

idle in performing the democratic tasks in this democratic 

revolutionary stage in India. Their ultimate aim ~s to 

build a socialist India. 
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In the present democratic stage they (i.e. both the 
"" 

CPI and the CPI-I"l) called for active participation in this 

revolution to expedite the same. 'rhe CPI(M) is one step 

ahead, it calls for control over the democratic revolution 

and democratic state after the revolution by the proletarian 

party. They argued that henceforth the proletariat will not 

and should not wait for the deliverance of democracy from 

the hands of independent bourgeoisie because it will not be 

the old bourgeois-democratic revolution of the West where 

the proletariat had no active role to play in the democratic 

· revolution. 

Therefore, both the parties think in this changing 

context of India, the active participation is a binding 

necessity on the part of the proletariat and its actual 

allies - the vast agricultural labourers and poor peasants 

of the countryside. 

'rhe main SlCX]an in this stage is to end semifeudal and 

landlords rule over the agrarian economy and to wipe out 

their hegemony over the social and political life in the 

countryside and to put a ban over the outright capitalist 

path of devel apmen-t. ·rheir respective party prCX]rammes 

contained clauses demanding a thorough land reform by 

abolishing landlordism and distributing the same to the 

vast majority of the agricultural labourers and land hungry 

poor peasants. 
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The magnitude of the need of agrarian reform arose out 

of the existing monopoly over the landholding and existing 

semi-feudal relation based on land. It is seen that in the 

country as a ~t!hole 2. 43 per cent of the total rural house-

holds each own more than 30 acres of land totaling 28.5 per 

cent of the arable land; tvhereas the other 82.5 per qent own 

157 
between them only 27.43 per cent of the total land , and 

the holding amount vary from less than one acre to four 

acres. Therefore the elimination of the concentration of 

land frorn the grip of semi-feudal and landlords is of utmost 

importa_r:::.ce in this democratic stage. Without .a radical 

' 
agrarian refonn and a conscious movement the poor peasants 

and agricultural ""iabourers \oJho constitute the majority in 

the vast rural areas can not be saved from the age-old 

depredation by the feudal forces158• 

They {communists \·lithin the CPI and the CPI-M) think 

that the ruling fabric of the countryside is monopolised by 

the feH landed aristocracy by their innumerable tactics. 

The rural level administration is run at the behest of them 

through their lackeys - bureaucracy, police administrationo 

Justice is shelved by the propertied and the influential. 

All these constitute an organised violence and exploitation 

over the vast majority of the couptry 's population. 

Government at the s·tate level has always been in favour of 

the landed aristocracy though it has enacted some paper 

legislation for the land ceiling and power to the peOple 

r 
I 
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still it lacks sincerity from the point of view of its class 

interests and continuance in the state power. 'fhe majority 

of the rural folk is worst exploited by the twin ravages, 

one from the landlords and other by the capi·t:aJ.ist market 

economy. Therefore, the com.rnunists in India call for the 

consc:ious proletarian movement allying itself vJith the 

agricul·tural labour and poor peasants to fulfil the radical 

agr<'irian reform and sweeping social political reforms as 

most urgent and important tasks in the democratic stage in 

the Indian context. 

Bourgeois-democratic revolution has got different 

nomenclatures given by the communists with the cha11ges of 

time and c::>n·text. Popular among them are the bourgeois 

-.democratic, democratic, new democratic, peOple •s democratic, 

national democratic-etc. H~vever, the major tasks of. the 

Cj.emocratic revolution, the end of semi-feudal and landlord 

economic oppression and semifeudal relations of production 

in the countryside remain the same. Only exceptions are 

visible on the questions of alliance of class forces for the 

revolution and the question of leadership and direction of 

the revolution. 'fhis study already noted the departure 

from classical Marxian idea about bourgeois-democracy at 

the hams of Lenin in·· Russia and 1 ater Ivlao in China. In 

other words, they- successively extended the M:irxian idea in 

the changed circumstances and practised the same in the 

peculiar natior1al contexts successfully. 'fherefore, it has 

got an altogether different dimension from the classical 
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M:lrxian understanding. 

Although Marx and Engels were basically engaged in the 

socialist revolution in ~he context of fullfled::;Jed bourgeois 

-democratic or c~pitalist states in EUrope still the nucleus 

idea in the 'Manifesto' for the German condi·tion where 

worker~ ' partieipation in the bourgeois-democratic revolution 

was a binding necessity, provided the clue to the corrununists 

in the countries lacking dernocratic revolution. Semi-feudal 

1 andl ordism, existence of mediaeval prejudices compounded by 

the direct and indirect imperialistic oppression, emergence 

of bourgeoisieand the working class, vacillation of the 

bourgeoisie were the dominant features in the backward 

cou.ntries like China, India and other backward nations. 

Therefore, on the question of bourgeois-democratic revolution 

a significant departure (or extension of Marxian idea in the 

changed circumstances) of Lenin from Marx, of l•lao 'l'se-tung 

from Lenin and of other communists {for example the Indian 

communists in the CPI and CPI(M) since 196-1) all these have 

enriched the revolutionary tradition on the line of L'-1arxian 

thinking of social change. 

y . , 
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.section 5 1'-Ethodology : M3thod and 'l'echniques of Study 

I'hls study has aimed at discovering differences in the 

perception and practice of the Communist Party of India {CPI) 

and the comnunist Party of India (Marxist) (CPI-M) in 

respect of agrarian reforms and rural democracy.. It has 

been necessary to understand the concern of both these 

parti~::s on these two issues frorn their respective perceptions 

of the historical context and the reality of the Indian 

situa·t:ion in \vhich they drew up their own goals, tas1-::s and 

tactics. Since both these parties professedly adopted 

!-1arxism as the basic philosOphy for their guidance, their 

points of view on the historical context, national situation, 

goals, tasks and tactics can be understood only by following 

the Marxist methodology. And the present study has followed 

this methodology in the perception of the views and 

activi:ti:-:-;s of the two parties. 'l'he Marxist position and 

concepts have been followed simply because any communist party, 

whether _it is in India or O'..It.side, determines its activities 

following the Marxist concept of social change. For better 

comprehension the Marxist paradigm has been accepted and its 

vocabularies and concepts have accordingly been used. 

To the communists, every party has a class basis and 

its class interest. Therefore, a communist party, a party 

of the working class or the proletariat as has been claimed 

by the Marxists, has its own class interest or class 

outlook
159

• Accord_i.ng to the !V'arxists, the 'programme • of 
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the communist party is otherwise the statement of strategy 

which embodies goals for a defined stage of revolution and 

remains valid entirely for that stage of revolution; and 

short-term political activities in response to the existing 

s-ituation for attaining· the programmatic goals are spelt out 

as tactics. 

India has at present several communist parties or groups. 

However, this study has concerned two major communist parties, . 

namely, the Communist Party of India (CPI) and the Communist 

Party of India (Marxist) (CPI-M)~ They actually are the 

off-shoots of a single communist party bifurcated in 1964 to 

provide their different outlooks or programmes for the ensuing 

democratic revolution as a step to the ·final sociali$t 

revolution. It has been remembered, however, that the t\'-10 

parties have their own different views about the nature of 

the democratic revolution. For understanding this difference 

too, the M:l.rxist framework of thinking has been followed.· 

'l'o examine the programmatic differences between the 

said two communist _parties the basis of class-relations of 

society in India has been principally followed for this study 

because the context of class-relation is the main theme of 

any comrnun.:!...3t party's programme and activities. Therefore 

the study has started with due consideration of the I•·Iarxi.:Jt 

-i.eninist contributions to the thoughts on the formation of 

a communist party and determination of its prCXJramrne. It is 
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in this background that an attempt has been made to appraise 

the position of the two communist parties of India in 

respect of their contentions on the questions of agrarian 

reforms and rural democracy. 

The programmatic approaches of the two communist partiGs 

of India have thus been examined side by side for a elose 

comparison on the basis of their individual party literature 

and other authoritative commentaries available so far. 

Efforts have been made to use maximum information from the 

primary literat~re of the concerned parties. 

While pursuing this research, we had to keep in mind 

that a political party is not a totally autono:-nous organisa

tion or its grcrwth and activities do not constitute an 

autonomous process involving merely the political ideology, 

important personalities and events of its own. Hence it can 

not be studied purely on the basis of its own self-conscious-

ness. What is logical is a richer sensitivity that it al\>Jays 

acts in an environment in which other political parties 

carry on their activities, pursue their ideological positions, 

and are bound to work in their respective national hi.storical 

settings. It has been considered that there is in every 

society a social, economic and cultural milieu in a given 

period of time where political parties work160
o An additional 

thing considered while studying communist parties is their 

faith in communist internationalism and ideological coherence 
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Hith the international communist movements, although they are 

bound to work for their given countries over their peculiar 

national questions. 

We have made a comparison of the tt..vo communist parties 

in respect of the issues indicated earlier. But, since the 

content of such comparison may be fully intelligible only in 

a l'1arxist framework of thought, comparison made has been 

concentrated on such dimensions and evaluation rriade on such 

scales as have been relevant to !Ylarxism. 

However, the study has aimed at finding the differences, 

if any, in the practices and understanding of the two 

communist parties. - For this, a field survey has beer: 

necessary. 1'his field survey covered two basic issues 

agrarian reforms and rural democracy. The period covered in 

this survey is from 196'1, the year of emergence of the two 

parties out of the split of the Communist Party of India to 

19 85. (In some cases data have been available upto 1990). 

This suL~ey has been conducted through a structured 

quest_i..snnaire prepared on the basis of the common factors 

dealt with by the programmes of the two parties. This 

""'" 
questionnaire has been used as a tool to retrieve actual 

information about the ground realities of the said two 

parties during the period mentioned above. The questionnaire 

is appended as Appendix II. 
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'Ehe respondents have been choosen from those in the two 

partles--who have been actively engaged in politics in rural 

areas particularly over these issues since 1964. 'I'he number 
.-· 

of respondents has been more or less equal from each of the 

two parties. 

Through this field survey, information has been collected 

from areas where both the communist parties have considerable 

political base since 1964 and therefore have pursued the 

political activity particularly over the issues mainly dealt 

with here. 

·rhe areas of field survey have been chosen from the 

State of West Bengal. ·rhese are Panskura (West) Legislative 

Assembly Constituency in. Midnapore uistrict, Bhatar 

Legislative Assembly Constituency in aurdwan District and 

Itahar Legislative Asserooly Constituency in the Dis~rict of 

West Dinajpore. 'rhese three Assembly constituencies are 

located in three distant geographical parts of West Bengal. 

Paskura (West) is in the extreme West of ll'lest Bengal, Bhat ar 

is in the middle of '/'lest Bengal and Itahar is situated in the 

northern part of ~vest Bengal. All these three surveyed 

areas are purely rural, based on agricultural economy. 

Another important feature of these three Assem.l:)ly 

Constituencies is t[lat the concerned communist parties are 

not merely signficantly present with their strong organisa-

tion in these areas but also have helped electing th~ir 
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candidates or have finished seconds at different times. 

The period of liberation strQggle in {undivided) Bengal 

had the distinction of launching peasant movements with the 

other parts of the country. One such successful movement 

spread over a large part of Bengal was the historic Tab~aS;!a 

movement lallnched immediately around the time of Indian 

independence and organised by the undivided CPI. 

When the Corrununist Party of India was divided, and 

two communist parties emerged OQt of the split, the peasant 

question came to the forefront. 'l'his peasant question 

became more important with an unprecedented momentum when 

the QPI (l'-1) faced and suffered from another split from which 
.. 

the CPI(ML) has emerged as a separate party which put 

exclusive importance on the question of agrarian revolution 

as the immediate democratic stage of the revolution. 

It is not an exaggeration that Bengal is the fertile 

land of leftism. 'l'hercfore, West Bengal has been chosen for 

the areas of field survey where considerable activities on 

agrarian reforms and democratisation of rural life have been 

done. i'·breover, the CPI and the CPI (M) vlhich constitute the 

targetted parties for this research have had some alliances 

at different times in forming the state governmentsc 

Therefore, they had OppOrtunities to put fonvard their 

individual programmatic measures for practice in an ambient 

condition. ·rhe questionnaire for the field survey has also 



been framed to touch upon their relationships from either 

side at the grassroot level. 
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An utmost care has been taken to present a totality of 

the programmatic differences and the actual differences in 

practices on the two basic issues extensively. 

In fine, it should be mentioned here, that, since this 

study has required collecting data through field survey, it 

has been necessary also to make use of such techniques and 

tools of survey research as have helped for ascertaining 

facts on a scientific basis and avoiding any subjective bias 

whatsoever. The analysis of data has been carried out by 

employing techniques of quantification accepted by the 

science of social research. 

~· 
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Split in the. Communist Party of India in 1964 was the 

culmination of prolonged inner-party differences on strate-

gical and tactical matters cropped up on many occasions 

since the time o_f its foundation. If one analyses the 

documents of the CPI when the party was united (1.920-1964) 

there could be seen differences of opinion on· ideological 

and political grounds which ultimately led to the ·division 

of the party. 

Starting from the foundation of the party the founder 

leadership of the C.t;I was never unanimous over ideological, 

pol iJical and factual issues. One such factual issue relates 

·to the time and pl .. ace of formation of the CPI. One group 

\·lithin tr·1e [..::arty which was 1 ater known as .Leftist faction 

of the party agreed and ackn01t1ledged the fact that "• •• the 

Communist Party of India formed at Tashkent on 17 October, 

1920, by H.N.J?.oy and others soon after the Second Congress 

of the 1_-3rdJ Communist International 111 and accepted the 

guidelines of the 3rd Inte.rnational. .Later it was affiliated 

by it in its ·rhird Congress in 1921 2 • Another group, which 

was much later branded as Rightist faction of the party, 

hammered the point that the CPI was formed ..... on 26 

.ceceniber 1925 at Kanpur, vJhen the first central committee was 

formed and the first constitution framed 113 • Again the latter 

has also doubt abou·c ·the affil"iation of the Communist Party 

of India by the 'I'hird Congress of the Communist International 
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in 1921. This group WdS much sceptical about the question 

_ 11 Was the CPI formed at Task.ent affiliated to the Communist 

International ? 114 However, this group remained unconvinced 

over the affiliation issue of that time. In retort the other 

group harboured criticism that some among the leader~ had 

little faith in the communist internationalism and tavoured 

the name of the party as 'Indian Communist Party • and not the 

•communist Party of india •, during the Kanpur Communist 

Conference5 • 

About the formation of the Communist Party of India 

abroad in 1921 although there was a debate among the 

commu:n rsts in India still the fact was prominent that the 

Indian communists were active both inside and outside the 
.-· 

country about their political activities. After the end of 

the Fourtli Congress of the Conmmnist International in 1922, 

t•l.N. Roy prepared a programme entitled 1A Programme for the 

Indian Nation~l Congress •. It was sent to conununists \vOrk.ing 

in India and was placed in the Gaya Congress of the Indian 

National Congress on behalf of the comrnunistse However, 

this programme has another implication. It stated that 

11 ••• the National Congress vJhich is not a cohesive politicaJ. 

party, but the tradi·tional organ of our National struggle 116 • 

Indian communists since then had accepted it and used it as 

a political platform upto 1942. Another implication, this 

was the first programme prepared by the Communist Party of 

India formed abroad which was affiliated to the Comrrunist 

International. 
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The under-current of differens::es of OJ?inion within the 

CPI occasionally came over ground. 'I'he Central Corruni ttee of 

the CPI on 18 August, 1959 adopted II ••• the date of Kanpur 

Communist Conference as the date of the formation of the 
. 7 

party" • When the party was divided the Cpi formed by the 

Rightist faction of the united party retained and accepted 

the 1959 resolution on it. But the CPI (H) formed by the 

Leftist faction of the· united party stuck to the year 1920 

as the actual time of formation of the party. It is evident 

from the above statements that the party was not capable of 

drawing unanimous view about a simple factual matter •.. ·rwo 

main divergent currents of views had flown from the very 

beginning of the comrnunist movement in India. 

wring this period the Indiai\comrnunists contributed to 

the national freedom movement tv10 new factors : firstly, a 

logically formulated political and economic prograrnrne of 

national independence and secondly, an independent class 

-oriente.d·- workers 1 and peasants 1 mov~ment. Naturally, they 

had to face the three rounds of repression unleashed by the 
.... 

British rulers soon. These were : a) the Peshwar Conspiracy 

case of 1922-23, b) the Kanpur Bolshevik Conspiracy case of, 

1924, and c) the Meerut Communist Conspiracy Case of 1929-33. 

In this phase Indian communists had no clear and agreed 

guideline for the party where strategic questions would have 

been discussed for determining tactical movements. But their 
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basic understanding was to organi~e peasants and wor};:ers 

along the Marxist class-line and to prepare them for fighting 

the enemies, principally, the British imperialists, feudal 

lords and the rising capitalists., 'rhey carried out their 

activities in different groups scattered in different parts 

of India. Regular coordination among themselves was not 

possible due to successive bans on the party and conspiracy 

cases against them. Therefore, all of them in the beginning 

used the platform of the Indian National Congress to fight 

for national independence8 • This was also in accordance 

with the guideline of the Second Communist Internatioqal for 

the communists working in the colonial countries. 

In this phase of inhuman repression over the communists 

and bans on the Communist Party of India, the communists of 

India had tried to popularise their revolutionary ideals 

through different means. ·Together with the congress s ocia-

lists, the Communists formed parties of the workers and 

peasan·t -·:-.1 different names and in different regions of India. 

'l'hese were - the i.abour Swaraj Party of the Indian National 
_,.· 

Congress (1925), workers' & peasants' party of Bengal (1925), 

Girni Kamgar union, Bombay, Kirti Kisan Party, Punjab (192~), 

etc. Ultimately all these parties gave birth to the 

1i'lOrkers 1 & Peasants 1 party in 1928. Activities of these 

parties were centered round anti-British, anti-feudal and 

anti-capitalist rage. 
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In J..::i28, a con::Ee.q:~nce was organised by the workers • and 

Peasants 1 party at Calcutta. Communists working in different ... 
provinces of India gathered together there and a central 

~ecutive Committee \vas formed of the CPI secretly. After. 

the i•eerut Conspiracy Case (1929-33) in Iecember 1933; a 

Central Committee of the CPI was secretly formed, and 

Dr. Gangadhar Adhikari r.vas elected as the General Secretary 

of the party. ·rhis Central Committee entrusted Ben Bradley 

to make contacts for affiliation from the Communist 

International v<hich was withheld over the debate on the 

'Draft Platform of Action •9 (1928) of the CPI. However, the 

CPI was successful in achieving the affilicttion in 1933. 

It is a remarkable fact that in 1928, a draft programme 

entitled 'A Draft Platform of Action 1 was prepared by the 

CPI. This was the first draft programme in the history of 

the CPI. This draft programme bore a sign of serious thought 

of the then Indian communists in view of that time. It was 

first published in the 'International Press Correspondence • 

of the Comintern (i.e~ Communist International) in December, 

1930. However, this draft programme was rejected due to the 

basic disagreement with the policies of the Sixth Comintern 

Congress, (1928) 10 • A little was known about this draft 

programme of 1928 until 1951 (wl1en the party v1as to prepare 

its programme in consultation with J.V.Stalin and the CPSU 

due to the inner-party disagreement within the CPI over 

programmatic matters). M. .aasavapunnaiah admitted that 
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u ••• it L_-the Draft Platform of ActionJ remained a Draft 

for the archives as it was neither discussed at any Party 

11 
Conference or Congress nor was it adopted". • 

In 1930, the CPI tried for formal recognition of the 

Communist International. Disagreement over the ~att 

programme prevented that recognition temporarily but it died 

down ultimately in 1933 when the CPI was successful in 

getting affiliation from the Communist International. At 

that time the guidelines provided by the Sixth Congress of 

the Communist International (1928) was held as decisive by 

the communists working in the colonial countries. It states 

11 The ·· :>:"incipal task in such countries L-China, India, etc • ..] 
-

is, on the one hand,~ to fight against the feudal and 

pre-capitalist forms of expl citation, and to develOp 

systematically the peasant agrarian revolution; on the 

other hand, to fight against foreign imperialism for national 

independence 1112 • 

'l'he strategy of the CPI upto its Second Congress in 

1948 remained more or less in consonance with the dictum of 

the Communist International. But some tactical move of the 

CPI may be_ said not to be in line with the strategy it 

followed so far. Obviously this situation occurred due to 

the turn of the Second ~vo.cld itlar when Soviet Union \vas 

attacked by fascist Germany in June 1941. More importantly, 

the CPI opposed the historic 01it India Movement (1942) 
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1 auncl1ed by Jc:ne Indian National Con(Jress against the colonial 

rul·ars \·Jhen che latt;:c \-..'aS highly vulnerable. 

Although there •.-~as a guideline of the Communist 

In·ternational for the colonial emancipation still it \·Jas not 

sufficient to ansvJer the peculiar nat Lonal condition that 

prevailed in the r~spect ive colonial countries. ·rhe ref ore, 

the ver:l fundamen·tal quest ion i.e. the chara.ct;er of the 

natio:1al bour:.:;eois movement of these coun-t:ries remained 

unr•3Solved. For India, it is rightly stated that 11 'L'he 

cha:c. ~:;:-ization of th~~ •national bourge•)isie • remain central 

to J.ebo.t(::s among comJ~uni.sts, the Roy-Lenin debatt:: at the 

Jecond Corni:1terr{ Con<;Jrc-::ss (1920), right down to 1947 and 

13 
beyond'' • 

3tratel)ic and tactical moves of the CPI in relation to 

the colonial masters and the National Congress Party led by 

tho National bourgc.=oisie and feudal lords were of great 

histocical int2rest. 

In the beginning of the 1920s the communist circles of 

India were growing up both lvithin I:1dia and outside. 

was the direct influence of the Oct:Jber Socialist .<evolution 

of the Soviet .Russia in 1917 and the emergence of Horkers and 

~'easdnts as class forces in India. Ha,vever, communist 

F 

' 
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activists in the 1920s 1-.rere facing successive bans on their 

party and conspiracy cases against them vJere pursued by the 

imperialist British rulers in India. Close and regular 

coordination among communist activists werf~ naturally 

hampered due to the inhuman repres-sion of the colonial rulers 

in India. ·rherefore, they had to "ltlOrk either secretly or in 

the name of different parties or groups other than the 

Communist Party of India. .:3uch parties were Labour S\.;araj 

Party of the Indian National Congress, workers 1 & Peasants 1 

Party of Bengal, Girni Kamgar Union, Bombay, Kirti Kisan 

Party, Punjab and Harkers 1 and Peasants 1 party, etc. 

In 1928, a conference \.Yas held by the Workers 1 and 

Peasants 1 Party at Calcuti:a. Communist activists working in 

different provinces participated in that open conference in 

di.sg,~ise in "!:he name of Workers 1 & Peasants 1 Party - · 

activists. ..rhen they secretly formed a Central EXecutive 

Committee of the CPI and prepared a draft programme. I'his 

draft programme for ·the CPI entitled - 1 l)raft Platform of 

Action • which might lead them as guideline - as a concrete 

strategy. 

L" -JL·ically this was the first party prC)(].ramme of the 

CPI. l'his draft programme 1.-vas the result of serious thought 

Of the then communlst workers in India against imperialist 

rulers imperialist stooges among feudal 1 ords and r.ising 

bourgeoisie and also against the big partner of the freedom 
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movement - the Indian ~~ational" Congress. From the beginning 

communists were pressing the LTJ.dian r.Jational Congress to 

call for complete independence. However, the 'Draft Platform 

of Action • called for complete independenc·~, abolition of 

fedual ism and· other mediaevel oppressions and for moving 

towards soci-3.1 ism. 

·rhis '.Jraft Platform of Action • was sent for affiliation 

to the Communist International and was first published on 

19 .Lecernber, 1930 in ·the International Press Correspondence 

of the Comintern· (i.e. Communist International). However, 

this Draft programme was rejected due to the basi'c 

disagreement ,,lith .the policies of the Sixth Congress of the 

·rhird Communist International (1928). 'rhe ·rhesis of the 

Sixth Congress had laid do~tm the strategy for ·the colonial 

countries. The 1 Draft 1 programme did not consider that the 

Indian national bourgeoisie had any progressive role in the 

14 acl-.L;veme-:1t of complete independence and democracy • 

·This •.oraft • programme met with a premature end due to 
..... 

the reject lon by the Sixth Congress of the Communist 

International and other internal preoccupations like the 

.rv:serut Corrununist Conspiracy Case of 1929-33 and participation 

in the national liberation struggle of 1929-33. ·rherefore, 

this 'Draft • programme went into complete oblivion of the 

Indian communL:>·ts for a prolonged period. 1'1. 3asavapunnaiah 

admitted that "· •• it L-the Draft Platform of ActionJ 
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remained a ucaft for the archives as it was neither discussed 

at any Party Conference or Coi}.gress nor was it adopted1115
• 

A little was known about this Draft programme of 1928 until 

1951. 

In 1951 when ·the leadership of the Corrununist Party of 

India went to sovic.:t Russia for consultation with Stalin and 

the CPSU for a programme of its O\vn in view of the differences 

of opinion within the leadership over the question of·- the 

role of the peasants in the democratic revolution, the 

question of 1928 DLaft programme arose. Indian leaders 

- Rajeshwar Rao, Basavapunnaiah, Aj oy Ghosh and s. A • .D:mge 

met Stalin and discussed with him about a new programme of 

the party which \-vould be scientific and acceptable by all in 

the leadership. 

M. Ba3avapunnaiah ~recollected in the Stalin •s Birth 

Centenary volume 9f the Ganasakti 16 'in 1979 that com. Stalin 

himself asked the Indian communists whether there was any 

previous pr(:>gramme of the CPI. If there was any than how 'it 

had treated the question now under debate '? Indian 

communist leaders then doubtfully answered that they had no 

agreed party programme so far. Basavapunnaiah further stated 

there that Stalin made them remember about the Draft 

programme which was placed before the Communist International 

for affiliation. He then ordered some of his Russian Comrades 

to search for it in the archives of the Communist 
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International. Only after that it had come to light. Indian 

communists then considered the contents of the 1928 Draft 

Programme, consulted Stalin and the CP.SU ultimately arrived 

at their conclusions regarding the 1951 party progranune and 

tactical lines. 

Section 1 The Adoption of and almost simultaneous 

Controversy over the Progranune of the CPI in 1951: 

SUb-section i) Adoption of 1951 's programme and treatment 

of agrarian reforms and rural democracy; 

The Communist Party of India adopted a 'Programme • in 

its all-India Party Conference, Calcutta, 9-15 October, 1951. 

This was the first agreed party programme of the CPI. It was 

prepared on the basis of discussions of the CPI delegation 

with the delegation of the CPSU, headed by stalin in the 

first quarter of 195117 • The conclusions of these 

discussions were incorporated in this programme and in 

another companion document entitled 'Tactical Line • o _.. It 

dealt with the tactical questions like alignment of the 

classforces for partisan struggle, mobilisation of class 

forces, etc. 

The 1951 programme was the result of inner-party struggle 

particularly noticeable from the first party Congress in 1943. 

1'he leadership of the party hinged many questions which 
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remained unresolved (for instance, the role of national 

bourgeoisie and the Congress Party in the freedom st,tuggle, 

Mountbatten award, i.e., partition of the country, nature of 

independence, etc.). Collaboration with the Indian N_ational 

congress was rejected in the name of Right Revisionism, and 

maintaining an out and out distance from the Indian National 

Congress and the national bourgeoisie was evidente This was 

more pronounced in the Second Congress of the Party in 1948. 

The i. <rests of the L"ldian national bourgeoisie and the 

imperialists were seen mostly alike. 'l'herefore, it did not 
.,.· 

agree that India achieved independence on 15 August, 1947. 

The CPI then called it as 'formal independence •18• In 

order to achieve full independence, according to the cpr·, the 

democratic forces should forge alliance against the 

imperialist - feudal-bourgeois combine. The national 

bourgeoisie which was represented thrQlgh the Indian National 

Congress was. seen as a 'junior partner•19 in this combination. 

The above assessment over the prevailing situation had 

influenced the programme of the party adopted in 1951. 

Now the following study will focus on the questions of 

•agrarian reforms • and •rural democracy• treated in this 

prograrrune. 

The prograrrune states 

11 'rhe agriculture and the peasant proplem are of primary 

importance to the life of our country1120 • 



nwe can no-t develop agricul tu.r·e • • • and provide the 

country Hith food and ra\v materials because impoverished 

peasantry deprived of land is unable to purchase the most 

elementary agriculturai implements and thus to improve its 

farming 1121 
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This prcgramme also emphasised that industrialisation 

vJas not possible because the impoverished peasantry 

constituting 80 per cent of the population was unable to 

22 
buy even a minimurr. quantity of manufactured goods • 

It observed with an anguish that peasantry was in a 

condition of semi-starvation and the government was a mere 

on-looker in times of natural calamities and wants. 

rrhis prcgramme states that hundrec1s of thousands of 

hungry peasants forced by poverty left the countryside for 

towns, S\varmed the labour market and consequently lowered 

the price of labour, thus increased the army of unemployment. 

India •s peasantry which constituted the overwhelming 

majority was culturally backward due to the poor living 

condition and because it was deprived of any material means 

to give education to its children. 

Therefore, the programme emphasised the necessity to 

create human condition of existance for the peasants for 

which it was necessary to take land from the landlords and 

23 to hand it ove.r· to the peasants • 
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To achieve these aims, the programme called for early 

.. coinpic~. -'}.1 of the foll. owing steps. : 

. 11 'l'o handover landl orcJs • 1 and without. payment to the 

peasants including agricultural 1 abourers and to 1 egalise 

this reform in the form of a special l.and law and thus rea.:)..ise 

abolition of landlordism lvithout ·compensation. 

·ro ensure a long-term and cheap credit for the peasants 

to enable them to purchase agricultural implements and the 

necessary seedS. ·ro ensure long-term and cheap credit to 

small artisans to enable ·them to purchase rav: materials, etc. 

and carry on· their manufacture. and trade. 

To ensure government assistance to the peasants in the 

improvement of old and the buil din9 of new irrigation systems. 

To cancel debts of peasants and small. artisans . t·o 

moneylenders •. 

· To en.sure. adequate vvages and living condit1.ons to 

agricultural laboi..trers1124 ~ 

This. programme considered that the 'agriculture and the 

peasant l)roblem' were the most important and i)rima:.ty problems. 

in the life of the majority of the Indian people• it 

analysed ,the causes as to why "che · fo.)d problem of lndia was 

one of continuing character of the national economy. 
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Gro\vth of industry in India \vas directly proportional 

to the growth of its agriculture, because the market of 

industry was target:ted to the peasantry. When the whole 

section of the peasantry was in abject poverty tl-ie possibi:.. 

lity of rapid industrialisation was considered bleak. 

Land to the peasants without compensation, cancellation 

of all debts to moneylenders, cheap credit policy of the 

·national governments were some of the measures to set 

agriculture in mot ion. Unil inear growth of industry \vas not 

possible unless a stable agricultural economy supported it. 

Age..:.long hereditary ·poverty led the· entire peasant 

masses to cultural bacJn-.rardness. Therefore, social and moral. 

devel oprnent coU.l d riot be ensured unless the rural economy 

i.e. the agricultural. economy was reorganised. 'l'he 1951 

party programme analysed ·the root cause of the peasant problem 

from the Ivlarxist points of view. Moreover it adopted some 

revolc.;.tionary demancls for ag.rarian reforms. 

Now this study will focus on the matter of democ'racy 

and more particularly on rural democracy conceived in 'this 

programme of 1951. 

The programme of the GPI of 1951 was put before the 

people of India: in order to make clear the objective for 

It states, 

·""· 

•. 
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11 ••• our party regards as quite mature the task of 

replacing the present antidemocratic, , and anti-popular 

government by a ne\v government of people 's democracy created 

on the basis of a coalition of all democratic antifeudal and 

anti-imeprialist forces in the count£{. • ~. u
25 ( ililphasis added). 

In this people's democratic state, the sovereignty of. 

the people will be vested in the hands of the people themselves 

through their representatives. ·rhe people's representatives 

will be elected by the people and subject to recall at any 

time upon a demand by the majority of the electors who vlill 

constitute a single papular assembly - a single legislative 

charrber. ;rhe people's democratic state will ensure un'iversal, 

equal and direct suffrage for all male and female above the 

age of eighteen years in all elections to the legislative 

. d 1 . l b d' 26 electJ.ons, an to t 1e varJ.ous loca government o J.es • 

The programme laid dOi·m provisions for local gove.r:nment 

through which 'rural democracy' will be established. 'I'he· 

. infrast~v-e.t.ure of the local bodies will wipe out the feudal 

and landlord supremacy over the various 1 ocal bodies. These 
... 

feudal and landlord sections constitute the rural counte.rpart 

on agent of the in1perialist and big pO\ver grippers. 

rhe pro;rrarnme states -

11LOcal government L-will actJ on a wide scale and with 

wide powers through people's committees. 'l'he abolition of 

all local a.nd provincial authorities appointed from the above 
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L-will.; .-·__.· .. :msuredJ"27 • - . 

The people •s ·committees will be the sole determinants 
. ..r-· 

of the affairs of the local bodies. In the rural areas most 

of the people are either peasants and sharecroppers or 

artisans or small shopkeepers. They constitute 80 to 90 per 

cent of the rural population. Once, the people rise to 

pO\ver~ rather one should say, seize the po ... rer of the 

villages, the pro-peasant measures v;ill be defended and 

protected at all costs against the age-old feudal and 

landlord attacks. 

Social and economic oppression of one caste by another 

or social and personal bans and prohibitions imposed by the 

so called upper castes on· the lowe£ castes, specially ort the 

scheduled castes, in the name of custom, tradition or 

religion shall be abolished and made punishable by law. 

Heligious minorities shall be given protection against 

di . . t. 28 scrJ.rru.nu. J.on • 

The programme has stated that people •s democratic 

·government will· establish people •s committees in all areas •. 

The power of the people •s committees will be more than that 

of .qureaucratic and judicial bodies. 'rhe people •s committees 

of respective areas will determine the distribution of .,land 

seized f.rom the feudal and landlords. and will decide over 

other social and economic matters.· In the people •s 

democratic state there will occur a shift of pO\ver from the 
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imperialist - feudal and landlords and the bourgeoisie to 

the toiling masses and their allies. 

The programme of CPI criticised the constitution 

framed and adopted by the government of India in 1949. It 

stated 11 •••. while the strongr!old of landlords, princes and 

in·.perialists on our economy, land and capital is guaranteed 

by this co:1stitu·tion L,-which Has framed by the bourgeois 

-landlord govt. of IndiaJ not a single item of the life and 

liberty of our masses is guaranteed, beyond stating them 

as pious and illusory wishes. ·rhe constitution is not and 

can not be called a truly democratic constitution bu·t a 

constitution of a landlord-capitalist state tied to foreign 

. . l . t . t t 112 9 
lmperla lS ln eres· • 'I'herefore, according ·to the CPI 

prcxJ.camme, the constitution of India is a partisan 

constitution for the vested interests and full of. ilJ.usory 

and false promis·2s for the toiling masses v1ho c~)nstitute 90 

per cent of the population. 

s~:ct.i·:m 1 

Sub-:::;ection ii) 8ontr.'Jversy over the pr<:x;;Jramme of 1951. 

1 L'he Pr~ramme of the CPI of 1951 1 Has tl1e product of 

much deliberation and practlce. It Has the product of a 

long-dravm-out innc:r-party struggle, specially in the years 

follovving 1947, and ·the valuable counsel of the delc=g;::l.tion 

Of the C:PSU, headed by Stalin in the first quarter of 1951. 
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A.llother important companion document titled the 'l'actical 

r.Jine' was also incorporat(::d at that time. This prCX]ramrne 

~-1as adopted by the all-India party conference, Calcutt-;a·, 

9-15 October 1951. ·rhe ·rhird party Congress, Madurai, 

27 r:ecem'oer 1953 to 4 Jdnuary 1954, readopted this programme 

'th . ' drn t 30 
':!l a mlnor amen on • 

''l'he Programrne cf 1951 ' had repudiated the dog1.1atic 

and sectarian deviCJ.tions of the years following 1947. 

Nevertheless, some serious mistakes remained vvith this 

programme Hhich in course of- time became evident. ''National 

and internati:Jnal developments moved so fast that several of 

-1-' ~ne basic propositions made in the 1951 Programme did not 

tally tvith a netv emerging realities; and they could not 

meet the political requirements of the developing situation 

in the country and on an internati0nal scal·e 1131 • 

'i'Vithin a fsw years from the incorporation of this 

programme, it VJas evident that some basic provisions of the 

1951 party programme were not tallying ~:'lith the emerging 

realities. The leadership of the party started re·t:;hinking 

. over the programme.. 'rhe call for amendment of the programme 

•:;as demanded more vigorously in the successive oartv 
~ -

conferences and congresses. 

·:r:o focus on the controversies over the prograrmne of 

1951, it is required to look into the provisions of this 

;_)rograrmne figured in the serious debate \vithin ·the CPI. 
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If1 1947 ·the country was divided into India and Pakistan 

and got independence, but the programme did no-t admit lt, 

rather ·the programme observed it as formal independence. 

Para 1 of ·-the ~ ro.Jramrne s·tates 

11 ·.rbe peoL::;le of India were led to believe that Eoreign 
_,.· 

impe-rialist rule was at an end, that India had achieved 

indt~pendence and £r8edom 
. 1132 . . . . 

the 

Para 2 states -

11 Four years of the Nehru government in pot~er has belied 

33 hopes of the masses in every respect" 

Para 12 statr.:!s -:--

11 i<nO'..ving the ·desire of the people to make our country 

completely· independent of British imperialism, the government 

·has proclaimed India a republic. But unTtlilling really to 

breal-c its ties with imperialism, it has shamelessly prociaimed 

the· republic to be a part of the empire I 
.• 

wealthJ is not •Jnly a formal matter, as is declared ••• the 

gove·rnment of India essentially carr.~.ies out the foreign polic:y 

of 3ritish imperial.ism 11
• It further states 11 If the 

indetJGndence of i;he armed forces of a country is a sign of 

its sovereignty and inde[Jendence, then the key part of ciur 

~ 

I 

'. 
I 
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inch~;::rendence is s-till left in the hands of iJritish 

~ ... . l. 1137 
~mr)er~a ~sm . 

. ..C,he lost .-)aragraph o:C ti1is progra,mne stated the 

u India is t hc.~"'·l ast biggest dependent semi colonial 

count.cy in. Asia still left :Cor the enslavers to rob and 

expl8it 11 • 

All these aoove sta-telllents in che programme of i~he CPI 

of 1951 rejec·ted. the reality of India's independence in 

1947. 3esides this issue of independence, ·the programme · 

failed to recog::1ise the faCt that l:Hlia appeared as a 

Republic .in 1950. It anulysed the charactc~r of ·the Indian 

state as· po\-rer had been· shared among the imperialists, 

landlords and the bourgeoisie. Para 7 mentions -. 

'' 'l'his government L,-Governri'1ent of I~1dia _] which is 

• '35 
tied to the chariot-wheels· of British cap~ 'tal'' • 

Para 10 states -

11 The people of Inclia are gradually real ising the 

meaning of the state of affairs and are corning to 

realise the necessity to change this government of 

landlords and princes this: government of finanCial 

sharks and speculators, this governrnen·t har1ging vn ·to 

the Nill of th£:! Bri·tish Comrnomveal tn, the · dri tish 

I ·. al' . t ,,36 ' 
rnp·=r~ ~s- s • 

,I 
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rhis is the 11 government of landlords and prinCes 

and the reactionary big bourgeoisie, collaborating 

with the British imperialism 

When the party put· itself to practice according to its 

programrne, ·thEm immediately it was understood that the 

provisions made in the programme were ~ompletely .different 

l'£rom the reality. The nature Of India's i~depen.dence an.d. the 

character of the Indian state wer€; . different from the 

programmatic vievJs • Therefore, serious rethinking starte·d 

. within the party which led to the demand Of amendrrient and 

reject ian of the wrong pl:'ovisions in ·the programme. The 

alir]nrnent of party rne:nbers under groupings started therefrom, 

and uncompromising debates took place in the successive 

f 'l'he programmatic·· position suffered deeply due to its 

failure to aclmowledge the reality in the prevailing national 

scenario. Besides it, the fast changing national and inter-· 

national perspective in the years foll Ot,·ling 1951 was basically 

different .from it.s preceed.ing decade. However, the prograinrne 

of 1951 was prepared over the assessment of that decade. 

The develOpments since 1951 that need special mention 

yvJere the defeat of the u • .s. armies in the Korean ~-.Jar, the 

rout of the Fn~nch armi•3$ in ·vietnam, the Tibetan Agreement 
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and the signing of Panch Shcel by India and People's Republic 

of China, the growing Indo-Soviet and Sino-Indian f_riendly 

relations, the .hoi ding 8f Bandung Confer.-=mce under the 

leaderahip of Chi:-1a, India and Indonesia, the assertion of 

the Indian Gdvernrnent of its non-alignment policy in 

opposition to u.S imperiaiism and its rnili·tary alliances such 

as· SEATO, CEi.--1'1'0, etc., the growin9 tempo of the liberation 

struggle in Asia-Africa and Latin .~nerica, etc. . Hore 

particularly the Indo-Soviet and Sino-Indiall. rel ation.ship and 

India's emergence as a non-aligned .force ·at that time were 

compelling the Indian Communists to re·think for a new 

programme. 

other notable remarkable changes of the Iridian political 

scene wer·= the plan:1ed economy, public sector economy, more 

. and more collaboration 'tlith the socialist hrorld, legislation 

of zamindari a':JolitiO.'l _and the declaration of the socialist· 

pattern of the society by the Indian National Congress· at its 

Avadi sessi·;)n in January 1955. 

·rhe reaJ. problem- facing the party 1951 omv<ird.s, hO\vever, 

was how to assess and· deal ,',;ith the ne\.v positions adopted by 
. . 

the Indiar1 National Congress and the Central Government ruled 

by it. It appeared that the Congress Party took serious note 

on che reverses suffered in. the 1952 elections, particularly 

Tt st~a·tt:=s ~here tl1e coinn1unist Party had srnsrged as a force 

to t'Gc}Wn ~dth. ·rht:: ~.::ongrt::ss leadership *s response \.vas the 
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adopti6:-i of. nev,r rnanoeuvr:-:~.s intended to give it a 'left image'· 

The most important of these manoeuvres i·Jas in the field 

of foreign :0olicy. Forging relations of friendship with the 

sovL:t :Jnion _an,'i P·2ople •s China, raising the voice of struggle 

against colonial isrn·, joining the nev.rl y emerging nations in 

the Asian, African & Latin America.'! Continents to develOp 

anti..:.col·)nial st:r'!J.ggles on a vJorld scale, India was slO\·JlY 

rnaking a mark in the international camp of anti-imperialist 

l'he question; therefore, arose as to whether these .. 

. developments in ·the_ i_:>Olicies of the ruling Congress Party. 

should be seen in isolation or .,.,hetber they should be under-:

stood as a change _i.n. ·the political complexion of the ruling 

cl as:3es, vJhat hat-Jpened at· that time was a. change in the 

Cf'I 's Cif.lL:>roach to the r..1ling Congress. 

Narnboodiripad remarked that a secti-on in the CPI gave an 

unhesitating 'yes • to the view that the ruling classes as a 

. \vhole, and the ruling party :- in r:>articular, had started 

'moving to the left •39 • 

Fu-rthermore, the said section i-n the CPI argued that 

beginning with an anti-imperialist foreign policy ·(which was 

_already ViSible), the 1Shift tO the left I WaS bound tO 

extend itself to internal policy. . 'l'he question in their view. 

was simple - how could a progressive foreign policy fail to 
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exert its influence em internal policy ? The two after all, 

~were understood to be the integral parts of the policies of 

the same class. 

rhis point of view had also t:;he vigorous support of the 

Soviet and Chinese Communist leaders and academicians. ·rhey 

were increasingly becoming friendly with the Indian state and 

its political leaders, praising ·them for their anti-imperialist 

oolicies and internal refo.L"'111s. 
. ~ . 

It Has in this context that 

some acadecicia11.s of soviet Union started re-interpreting 

the role of Nahatma Gandhi in the freedom moV-ement; he had 

earlier been denounced as a counter-revolutionary but now was 

praised as a 'great national leader •.- Some menibers ·in the 

CPI took every pronouncement of such nature made by the 

Soviet leaders, every article appearing in. the journals· of 

those fraternal parties, as a 'guidance to Indian Comrades •40 

This group vJi·thLn the party popularly \·las known later as 

collaborationists who favoun~d 'national democrat-ic • front 

Eor nati-:)nal democratic revolut-ion. 

·rhe corni11unist leadership of the 3oviet union and· its 

acad~nic :_ . ...- ;,~Jer~ ·quite very apprr~ciative ·of the· role of the 

Cong.te:.:;s ?art}~ and its ). eader Nehru for their roie in the 
. ~· 

anti-imperialist struggle and siding with the socialist camp 

in the colonial 1 iberation struggle of Asia and .Itt .tic a in 

, the post world war period. But in the national scene, the 

Cohgre~.:;s v1as the main enemy of the CPI. 'rime to time good 
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certificates from the CP3lJ for· the Nehru government led the 

CPI to a very errbara.ssing position. Although the CPI also 

api.:;reci :·~ J-:_ ..:~ the £ oreign 9 ol icy of ·the · dehru governmen-t; still· 

it had rese.rVat.ion to work with the Congress, because the 

Congress Party was considered as the party of the vested 

interests in the country. 

In 1955 the day before the Republic day the Pravda - an 

or9an of the CPSU, in its editorial acknowledged that LDdia 

was an independent country and supr)orted the internal and· 

external policy of the Nehru government. 'rherefore, this 

editorial attacked the very foundation of the 1951 prograrrune 

of the CPI. 

'l'he other group within the CPI, shal:l.)ly disagreed \vith. 

this view and held that however welcome the change in the 

foreign policy of the rul.ing party and its government be~- it 

did not signify any .change in the class character of the 

government, least of all in the field of internal- policy. 

This group observed, l,vhile undoubtedly giving ail· anti 

~imperialist thrust to foreign policy, the ruling party was 

far from taking such position as the working class and its 

party were striving to mal~e the country to be. 

This other group sugg.ested, while the CPI must extend 

s'upf)6rt to those elements of foreign policy which help the 

-.-Jorld-\•ride struggle. against imperialism, the CPI must 
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also independently popularise its programme based on the 

Marxist-Leninist understanding o_f the world situation. In no 

case,·. according to this group, must the illusion be created 

among the people that the anti-imperialist thrust in the 

field of foreign policy would automatic.:tlly lead .to progre-

. al l' 41 t th' d ssive chu.nt;es ~n intern po ~cy La er, ~s group argue 

tor the formation. of national democratic front with .·all. the 

left· and democratic forces in the coLmtry including the 

ruling Congress Party. 

These t~rro lines confronted each other in the Third 

Congress of the CPI held at IviaO.Urai in the last week of 

Iecerriber 1953. P.rr1ong t1Jose who attendee] the session as 

guests was the British Communist Party General 33cretary, 

Harry .t'olitt, whose greetings to the delegates encouraged 

those pleading fpr a change in the party's approach to the 

Congress Party and its government. However, the majority 

vvitbin the CPI in that Congress stuck to its line of 

opposition to the Congress regime and its clu.ss policies 

'dhile extending support to those elements of foreign policy 

v.thich helped the .vJorl d-vlide struggle of socialist· and other 

anti-imperialist forces against colonialism and war. 

·The progranm:e of the CPI (1951), thus failed on the one 

hand to, highiight the existing reality of the country about 

the nature of India's independence, on the other hand~ .it 

failed to direct the party through the internal and external 

changes which bccurrer1_ immediate after the aclbption of this 

' ., 
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orCX]rafllJne ih 1951 and its readoption in 1953 at Ivladurai 

Congress. 

'i'he ·ruling Congre~3s party changed its course of activi

ties in the face of left opposition. Historic visit of the 

CPSU ieaders in r:ecember 1951 by the invitation of J.Nehru 

- Prime .Hinister of India helped much in building left-image 

to tl--1e Indian National Congress. In the general eJ,ection of 

1955, the Congress· Party fully use-d the blessings of the 

Soviet leaders as the Congress itself is a leftist party. 

Actually from the end of the Stalins • era the soviet Union 

always pursued a favourable friendly policy towards the 

Indian government installed. after the end of the colonial 

rule. 'l'his vias largely due to the role of anti-imperialistic 

attitude of Nehl.iJ. and the Congress .. 

Indeed, this. stand of the Soviet Union was shocking, 

but the more shocking effect t.he communist Ieaderst1ips all 

over the \-,orl d received when the CPSU in its 20th Partx 

Congress decl arc~d the pol icy of •peaceful cci-existance • v1ith 

the capitalist'-block and peaceful transition to socialism• 

the Communist activities ali over the >vorld \vere divided 

into pro.-.Soviet and critical to .::ioviet stand. 

found in t:r-~e Indian scene. 

It was also 

'i'he fo:r:T1ation of the first Communist Government of 
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in 1956 \·Jas claimed (by several people vlithin and outside 

the communist movement) to be a confi1.1nation of correctness 

of the 1 ine of •peaceful • parliamentary path of transition 

to socialism. For the first time in world history, it was 

said, the communists had succeeded in ,,,inning a majority in 

a free election. It was a popular slogan to them : 11 I'oday 

Keral i,, --: Jrnorrov! other states, in the end the Centre 11
• 

HO\-Jever 1 a~l hopes \·rere lost _when the communist government 
4 •• 

of Kcrala 1r1as dismissed in 1959. Internally chaos was 

created by the state congress from belov-1 and from tbe above 

- the Congress govt. of the centre dismissed the Kerala 

government. Thus India experienced the first test in the 

road tOT:Ja.t"ds the much advertised •peaceful tra.nsition •42 • 

Another round of inner party struggle for a correct 

party prograrnme and political line annulling the 1951 

programme of the party had flar·2d up follov.Jing the Central 

Committee resolution in June 1955 1 titled •communist Party· 

in Struggle for Peace, I:emocracy and National Advance •43 • 

The shift from the programmetic understa.11ding of 1951 

was evident in t:nis resolution. It decl ares -

11 '.I'he policies that the government of India pursues 

today in its relation ·with other countries are essentia...lly 

independent and are. not under the decisive influence of any 

foreign p ovrer••. It further states - "The emergence of India 

as a sovereign and ind.ependent ret,mblic upholding the cause 
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of peace and. .freedom is a factor of profound significance in 

the present day vJo:i:-ld 11
• 

One more statement in this regard - "'rhe existence of . 

the pov1erful socialist and democratic camp and of the parallel 

socialis·t world market, the resurgence of the freedom movement 

in Asia, the gro·,,,th of the democratic and peace movements 

inside the country, a relative improvement in certain aspects 

of Indian economy, the deepeni,ng contradiction·s in the 

imperialist camp resulting in its constant weakening and the 

growing conflict between the Indian bourgeoisie and 

imperialism - all these have made it possible for the 

government of India to assert incr~asingly India •s sOv-ereignty 

and independence u44 • 

·rhe new stand pronounced in the pre-Fourth Congress 

resolution of the CPI actually attacked the very foundation 

of the 1951 party prcx;:J-ramme about its noti:n of independence, 

character of trie state and the ruling party, economic 

situation in the hands of the· ruling party and the external 

policies· of the ruling Congress. 

A series of 1Forums •· expressing conflicting views :by 

several leading members of the Central Committee -of tfl:e CPI, 

and of different State Committees were published as pre-Fourth 

Pc:.rty Congress discussion documents. The State Committee held 

prior to the Congress became political battle fields for 

different clashing political views45 
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It appeared that there Here three distinct political 
... 

lines before the Fourth Party Congress in April 1956. One 

v'las the Central Committee 's draft of the majority, the second 

was the alternative draft critical to the majority from the 

rightist angle - it vJas the extreme reformist line presented 

by p c Joshi, ?..aj es1ilar 1-tao and others who mustered one third 

·strength. in the Congress for their alternative political 

linei a.lld the third one was by five Central Committee Msmbers 

such as · P. Sundarayya, ~-I. Basavapunnaiah, Harkishen .Singh 

Surj eet, Hanumantha Rao and Prasad Rao, vJhich was withdravm 

in support of the official line (majority c.c. line) after 
. . . 46 

it incorporated some amendments • 

All of these drafts v1ere tllrO\..,rn open for discussion and 

comments from the party members and units all over the country 

and were pllbl ished in a special publ icatic:in called 'Forum •. 

The entire exercise took several months, with all the 

pre-Congress Conferences being turned into· a debate on the 

issues posed in the draft. 

One .remarkable feature in these conflicting drafts -v1as 

that each draft altogether denounced the 1951 programme as 

useless in the changed circumstances and they, therefore, 

proposed a new party programme in the Fourth Congress at 

Pal ghat in April, 195 6. 

In this Congress two main groups opposing. each other 

could not arrive at an· agrE:.~ed decision about the question of 

r 
I 
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a new party programme in place of that of 1951
47

• This 

- Congress resolved that India had achieved independence, not 

'formal independence '_as mentioned in the 1951 programme 

unanimously. The political resolution of the Fourth 

Congress echoed the resolution adopted by the Central 

Committee, June 1955, it reads - "'rhe emergence. of Indi·a as 

a sovereign and independent republic upholding the cause 

of peace and freedom is a factor of profound significance 

. " . . , .. 48 
.,.. in the present o.ay HOrl o. • 

Anu::.> ~r most important issue figured in the debate of 

this CoDgress was \·Jltether or not to have 'a united front at 

all, from the CongrE-~ss Party to the Communist Party, leading 

to the formation of a coalition government'. Orie- third of 

.the delegates voted for i:he rightist propOSal in favour Of· 

a united front Hith the Congress, (this was the group which 

placed the a.l ternative c. c. draft before tbe Fourth Congress 

which was ultimately defeated and withdrawn). However, the 

majority \JEmt in favour of 'not to have united front '.vith 

the Congress Party' and shrn-ved the danger of a 'shift to the 

right '. Namboodiripad remarked ''It may be noted in 

.:J.nticipation of later developments that this very line of 

collaboration •.vas what came to be adopted by the post-split 

CPI which went in a coalition with the Congress in Kerala, 

the only state Hhere this was permitted by the 49 Congress" • 

At the end of the Fourth Congress, however, the Central 

Comrr:ittee 'iJas entrusteu with the preparation of a new 
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programme for the party and virtually adjourned and rejected 

50 the 1951 party programme • ·rhu.s the debate over the 1951 · 

first party programme was over. 

·rhe next party Congress, i.e., the E'ifth congress was 

held in Arnritsar, 1958 which could not make any pro:;Jress 

towards the adoption of a new programme. It devoted its time 

on the party organisation and party constitution. At that 

time the party was deeply watching the international 

scenaric·, particularly the change of the l"E.rxist line of 

thinldng evident- in the Twentieth Congress of the CPSU in 

1956, which advocated peaceful coexistence of the two systems 

(Capitalist and socialist) in the vJOrl d, and peaceful 

transformation-of capitalism to socialism. 

The SiA'th Congress of the CPI which was held in 

vijaY'vada in 1-~pril 1961, was proposed to adopt a.programme of 

the party. ·rwo draft programmes were placed before the 

Congress from the rival groups but none of them was adopted. 

Actually, at that time the party was divided vertically. 

:Jne group \vas led by 3. A. Dange, Raj eshvJar t<.ao, J.:3hupesh Gupta, 

a;·:~ Jth·2rs, the other group was led by B.T • .Ranadive, A.K. 

Gopala.'1a, I'l• 2asavapunnaiah, P • .H.amamurti, and others. A lot 
.,.-

Of debate took place over the rival programmes and other 

national issues. Important among other issues v.Jas whether 

a ~\Jational Unity or a Lemocratic Unity should be built up. 

1'he hot debate ended in personal attacks among the leaders 
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leaders of the rival groups within the party. Ultimately, 

the guest delegate fv"J.. susl ov - a noted ideal ag-ist of the 

CP.::lU lnter:tered aLJ.d the party was saved from an immediate 

division51 • 'l'he apparent inner-party unity that prevailed ... 
betv-1een 1955 and the Sixth Party Congress at vij aywada in 

1951, •:~as so fragile that another round of furious inner 

-party struggle flared at the .::iixth Party Congress. There 

vJas an entirely new political alignment of delegates at the 

Sixth Congress. rhe Congress delegates wen~ more or less 

equally clivided, several comrades going over to the 

opposition from their earlier support to the official line. 

·rhe Sixth Congress of April 1961 ended in an organisational 

patch up and compromise. Only the speech of the General 

Secretary (Ajoy Ghosh) was adopted as the resolution of the 

Congress. .::mother devel opmen;t in this Congress ,.,as that the 

party chairmanship post vJas created avoiding tho2 party 

constitution. Com. S.A.Dange was selected by an agreement 

as the party chairman. A sharp political division, h01tJever, 

persisted threatening a split
52 

which ultimately came within 

a few years (1964) after the Sino-Indian border flare-up. 

Only after this split the two parties that emerged adopted 

their individual programmes. 
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Section 2 The Split of the CPI into CPI and CPI (N). 

The split of the Communist Party of India took place in 

the middle of the year 1964 when all efforts to hold a united 

party Congress had ended in failure on 4 July, 1964 at its 

· h d5 3 · .T · r.-.1 h · u 1 ak National Council 's meet1ng el ln hew ~ 1.. ne .Jre 

av.;ay group met at its ·renali (Andhra) Convention (7 July to 

11 July 1964) and later formed the Communist Party of India 

-J:vlarxist (CPI-1-1); and the otner group formed the Communist 

Party of India (CPI) (this group retained the earlier name 

of the party). Both the groups claimed to be the original 

party following the correct poli-tical line. Arguments and 

counter-argur:1ents continue among them in these regards even 

to this day. 

The split of the CPI in 1964 \vas a severe jolt to the 

communist movement in India. '.rhere v1as a general belief that 

the ideological schism bet\veen the Chinese and .Soviet 

Communist Parties in the late 1950 's which had ~espective 

foll Ot:Jers vlithin the CPI had led ul·timately to ·the division 

of the party. Of course, there ~:~as a defini··~e repercussion54 

1·1ith.in the CPI of the ideal ogical debate betv-1een the CPSU and 

CPC (i.e. Communist Party of- Soviet Union and ·the Communist 

Party of China) regarding the grave issues like the thesis 

of the 20th Congress of the CPSU in 1956 and the two 

·::.!.oc:J.r-:-Jen".:.s of the international conferences of communist and 

:::uc1ali.st partv~-9 •J£ di£fer·~nt countries. 1'hese t':lo documents 
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were - D:claration of the Communist··& Worker PartiGs of 

socialist Countries (Moscow 1957), and, statt:~ment of the 

Conference of the 81 Communist & Workers' Parties (Mosc~v 

1960) .. 

The thesis of the 2Oth Congress of the CPSU in 195 6 had 

evoked a great ideological debate in the international 

communist movement. The thesis declared the need and 

poss,ibility of peaceful co-existence of the two (capitalist 

and socialist) systems in the world, and peaceful trans forma-

tion of society from capitalism to socialism. It attacked 

the rol~ played by Stalin in the name of 'personality cult' 

in the Russian national context which definitely 1 Ol.vered 

down the position of Stalin and his role in the struggle 

against imperial ism. The world communist movement was 

stunned by the new line adapted by the CPSl:J. A mixed 

reaction within the communist parties of different countries 

was soon visible. One section in the world communist 

movemen-~? had started thinking that the Soviet Union had 

left the path of Marxism-Leninism and entered into the trap 

of 'revisionism•. 55 

The group within the CPI (often described as the 

Rightist ) who favoured the idea of peaceful transition to 

socialism advocated in the 20th Congress of the CPSU and had 

gathered arguments in favour of Kerala way as the path of 

advance for the party in the whole country. But soon their 
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hopes were dashed to the ground when the Kerala government 

was toppled at the end of 1959 by the Congress Party and its 

central government. 

The Fifth Party Congress reiterated the aim of 11the 

achievement of power by the working class, establishment of 

people's .cemocracy led by the working class 1156 • But the 

differences were so acute~ that the organisational report of 

the Party Congress had to say : 

"Acute political differences had developed in our party 

before the Congress. These differences and the manner in 

which they had been fought had led to weakening of the unity 

of the party. Organised functioning had been paralysed in 

many areas. Our mass work, specially among the peasantry, 

d i -.. 57 had suffere ser ously as a consequence • 

It went on to say : 

"Divergent and conflicting ideas hav§l grown among 

different comrades about the decisions of the 20th Congress 

L_-of the CPSUJ, about the implications of the pos-siGility 

of peaceful transition to socialism. After the general 

elections, the Kerala State Committee adopted a resolution 

trying to link our success in Keral a and the formation of the 

Communist Government there with the broader issue of peaceful 

transition. Some c.c. members thought the document to be 

wrong. Some argued \vith it. But the Central Committee did 

not even discuss it. 
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These, however, are n·ot the only instances. Pn. attitude 

of utter indifference towards basic ideological issues has 

grown inside the Party. some comrades even dispute such 

basic concepts of M3.rxism:...Leninism as the dictatorship of the 

proletariat being essential for the building of socialism
1158

• 

The followers of the peaceful transition to socialism 

saw its practice. ih Kerala state where the CPI formed the 

ministry. 

But at the end when the Kerala government was tOppled 

the Leftists within the CPI reinforced their arguments that 

. Congress would never let the situation to develop in a way 

suitable for peaceful transition. Namboodiripad admitted 

11 ••• the fate that overtook that government. in 1959-.60, follow

. ed by the subsequent struggle in Kerla itself and in other 

states like West Bengal, showed that formula 'Kerala today, 

other states tomorrow and finally the centre' L-a popular 
. '• 

slogan at that timeJ was completely unrealisticn59·• 

The fall of the government· was fOllowed not· too lately 

by the development of the India-China conflict which further 

widened internal r·ift. This new rift on the India-China 

question reopened the controversy within the party and finally 

led to its split in 1964 • 

.L'r1e res elution .Pf the CPI Central Executive committee 

(Cl:!."C) in i.ts search for the middle ground - confidence in · 
..1"·. 
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China 's non-aggressive character but commitment to India's 

territorial integrity ~ satisfied neither the pro-Chinese 

internationalist Left of the party nor the nationalist Right. 

Differences within the party were fully exposed as the 

consequences of a further incident on 20-21 October in which 

nine members of an Indian police petrol were killed and ten 

detained in a clash with Chinese forces forty miles inside 

the border of Ladakh as understood by India. ·rhe CPI 's ·formal 

acceptance Of ·the M:::11ohan Line in mid - November amounted to 

a vir;+..:;;ry for the Right and further alienated the inter

nationalist Left 60 •.. 

The existing internal differences within the CPI was 

compounded by the events of Kerala, the Sino-Indian border 

dispute and the Sino-Soviet ideological quarrel. The historic 

20th Congress of the CPSU in 1956 which adopted the policies 

of peaceful co-existence and peaceful transition to 

socialism had earned a mixed reaction among the communists 

in the world. The days of bonhomie between the two giant 

socialist states were coming to an end. ·rhe major differences 

came over-ground in April 1960 when the Peking journal 

~<!L~ had published an article 1Long Live Leninism 1 which 

attacked the CPSU in ideolcgicaL terms and the conflict 

develaped at the World Confederation of Trade Unions• 

conference in Peking and the 3rd Congress of the Rumanian 

Workers 1 Party both in June 1960. ·In this perspective the 

World Congress of Communist Parties was scheduled to be held 
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in MoscrYt~ in November 1960. There the CPI needed to clarify 

its position. The CEC 's resolution, based on the draft of 

the national party secretary, Aj oy Ghosh, and supported by 

Narnboodiripad, is reported to have explicitly condemned the 

Chinese Party and endorsed the Soviet line on peaceful 

transition and expressed concern at the way in which differen

ces in the world. communist movement were being handled by 

the two main socialist countries - the Soviet Union and the. 

Peoples • Republic of China61 • Ajoy Ghosh •s speech to the 

World Congress was conciliatory in tone towards both the 

CPSU and the CPC but indicated support for the Soviet Party 

in the ideological quarrel and opposition to the Chinese 

Party on the Sino-Indian border dispute62 • 

Before the Sixth Party Congress of the CPI, serious 

differences had again developed inside the Communist Party 

of India on progranunatic issues and on the current policies 

·as well as the ideological issues of the World Cbmrnunist 

movement. The b·lO commissions which were appointed by the 

National Council to draft the Programme and Political 

Resolu~ion to be placed at the Sixth Congress at Vijayawada, 

could not come to a common understanding. The serious 

differences tha~ had cropped up at the Fourth congress in 

1956. (immediately after the Twentieth CPSU Congress) had 

made it clear that the party programme adopted in 1951 had 

become out-moded and na.-v, therefore, t.o be redrafted. There 

was oo common understanding on the lines along which the 
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redrafting ~,-,as to be done. The National Council itself having 

--no unini:nous unders·ta.pding for the preparation of a party 

programme whicl1 v:ould be accepted by all in. the party. 

In this event, while the CPI National council voted in 

February 1961 to recommend -Aj oy Ghosh's draft political 

resolution to the Congress for approval, it agreed to circulate 

the Left alternative draft prepared and signed by twenty two 

National Cou.ncil members including B.T.Randive and H.K. 

SUrje·et. A third document, written by Namboodiripad which 

was critical of both left and right positions was also 

circulated63 • 'rhe Sixth Congress, therefore, had three drafts 

before it, characterised respectively as 'Rightist • and 

'Leftist ' and. 'Centrist '. The first having been prepared 

by S.A.:ca.nge, P.C.Joshi and G.Adhikari as signatories was 

supported by C.Rajeswar Rao and others. 

In essentials, the Rightists saw the principal threat 

as coming from monopoly and foreign capital ·which encouraged 

reaction - the monopolists and communal forces. The congress 

party was represented as having progressive as _well as 

reactionary elements. The CPI should therefore be prepared 

to work with and against Congress and be ready to extend a· 

welcome to progressive congressmen in a national democratic 

·front led by the working class. 

The left agreed that congress 's record was. not entirely 

black, but accused the Right of Compromising with Congress 
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and underestimating its reactionary character. The CPI 

should vigorously oppose Congress party. The working class 

leadership of democratic forces was emphasized in the choice 

of the slogan •people •s .r::emocracy •. 

Namboodiripad •s draft distinguished between two sections 

of the bourgeoisie - foreign and Indian monopoly capital on 

the one hand the anti-imperiaiist and anti-feudal elements on 

the other, and argued for efforts to win over the latter to 

the CPI sicte64 • Thus the differences were, not con.fined to 

programmatic positions but included also questions of 

assessing the current situations and working out the tactical 

1 ine. . .-:-:e Sixth Congress of the CPI proved inconclusive for 

t1110 reasons : First, the Rightists had the barest majority; 
~· 

and second~ the Soviet delegation~ the first formal delegation 

in the CPI history, led by the prominent ideologist Mikhail 

Susl ov while supporting the Right counselled against pressing 

matters to a split in the party. 

In the Sixth Congress, the differences were not confined 

only to the programmatic positions. They concerned questions 

of assessing the cu·rrent situation and working out of the 

tactical 1 ines but there was no common understanding on the 

political resolution to be adopted by the Congress. While the 

discussion on the adoption of the new programme was deferred, 

the congress was dispersed withou~ having a unanimous or 

majority document spelling out the Party•s current tactics. 
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A strange procedure was adapted by incorporating the speech 

of the General Secretary of the party, Aj oy Ghosh after · 

replacing some passages from the speech. 'rhe inner party 

situation, therefore, was one Of pandemonium marked by 

group ism. 

'rhe patch-up solution for the choice of tq:> leaders o£ 

the party proved very soon to be only a temporary one. The 

patch-up arrangement was of balancing between the 'left • and 

the •right • with an avawed Rightist as Chairman: (S .A. Dange) 

and a 'pro-Left •, ·as General secretary {E.M.S.Namboodiripad). 

Namboodiripad personally maintained a stand what was known 

as centrist,· but he ma·intained a good relationship with the 

Left. He was also nominated as General Secretary by the Left. 

Naturally the tension between them was the inherent property 

of the· patch-up worJc. In February 1963 Namboodiripad, the 

General ~ecretary, resigned in protest against the aqtivities 

of the Right .in dealing with the situation after Chinese 

aggression. The Right was majority in the National Council. 

On 20 October 1962 the Sino-Indian border dispute took a 

more serious turn, creating an. acute dilerrima for the party. 

On 1 November, the National Council adopting an unequivocally 

nationalist stan.d, condemned China •s aggression and called on 

the Indian people to unite in the defence of the country • 

. ~· 
The anti-China hysteria which had been whipped up since 

1959 was powerful enough to rouse general antipathy to the, 
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pro-Chinese leftists in the communist party who demanded 

peaceful settlement of disputes between India and China from 

the beginning. The Rightists were reported to have used this 

chance to discredit and malign the 'Leftists ' as 'Chinese 

agent.::- ·-: Therefore, they posed the whole question of inner 

party struggle within the Communist Party as a conflict 
~·· 

between the 'patriots ' who stood up against China and the 
. 65 

'traitors ' who were acting as the aggressors ' tools • 

Actually this dissension had helped the ruling party, the 

Indian National congress to put down and discredit the very 

integrity of a sect.ion of the communists in the fashion of 

QJ.it India precedence. 

Shortly, afterwards on 22nd November 1962 the Central 

Government commenced to detain nearly 11000 CPI Leftists 

d h f f d . 0 d' 66 un er t e I:e ence o In J.,a r ~nance • Some of the Rightist 

leaders were also in custody as for example, Achutha Menon. 

It was reported to be an assumption of the leftists that the 

Right had supplied lists of Leftists to the Home !1inistry to 

facilitate the detentions. 

But what appeared in this event, that the . Dange~grot~p 

was prompt to use this opportunity to reorganise the state 

units (as f'or example in the West Bengal and PUnjab) and to 

pass Rightist and pro-Soviet resolutions in a depleted 

National Council meeting in Feb, 1963 67 • 

Namboodirip·ad 's own resolution entitled 'Revisionism 

~ . . 68 ' 
ana Dogmat~sm in the CPI' was rejected in this Nat.ional 
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council meeting. At the end he resigned from the post of 

General Secretary in Feb, 1963 just after the end of National 

council 's meeting. Narnboodiripad 's document criticised the 

revisionist and dogmatic activities of the past and present 

leadership of the CPI. . More particularly this document 

attacked the Right •s current chauvinism and accused it of 

tailing along behind the ruling Congress government. In a 

further draft resolution he argued· that the CPI ·should not 

take side in the SinO-Soviet dispute till it had put its own 

house in order. 

'I'he years 196J -64 were marked as the highest stage of 

internal squabbles among the warring groups of the CPI • 

.Even it crossed the limit of decency and reached the personal 

digs on issues spanning over 1924 onwards. 

· :--;'ivl. s. Narnboodiripad who was knovm as centrist resigned· 

from the post of Generq.l Secretary in Feb. 1963 because the 

Right majority in the National Council led by Dange was not 

acceptable tohim. Thereafter, C.Rajeshwar Rao a. staunch 

Lengeite became the General Secretary of the party. 

HO\.-Jever, the next stage is the stage for unity between 

the Centrist Narnboodiripad and his followers with the 

Leftists. The first point of their unity was that both of 

them considered the Right as their common enemy. 

In October 1963 a meeting of the National council was 

held. 'I'he 17 members released from jail also participated· 
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in the meeting. They placed a document known as ''The 

Threatening DisrUption and Split Of the Party - How to Avert 

the Disaster". This document was critical of the role 

played by the Right group led by Dange. during the arrest of 

the Left leaders and followers and blamed the Right for 

disruption. of the unity of the party. 

In reply Dange ·rejected the arguments of the Left and 

counter charged "• •• do they really wish to bring about unity 

or only make manoeuveres under t~e guise of unity proposals ? 

We consider that the statement of the seventeen is actuated 

by a desire to prevent a split. But the measures proposed in 

their actual effect will lead to exactly the opposite 

effect 1169 • 

Since October 1963 to April 1964 was the period 

actuated by tremendous bitterness between the rival groups. 

Accusation and counter accusation by either of the rival 
-

groups before the general press was a recurring affair. The 

two groups were obstinate in their individual way of thinking 

that created the final plea for division of the pari?·Y marked 

by the point of no return. 

Consequently on 15th April, 1964, the National council 

where D:lnge group is majority suspended the d~ssidents 

enmasse. The expulsion was not only limited to the central 

·organisations of the party, but also it extended to the 

provincial levels. In i~est Bengal, Andhra and Punjab the 

~· 

.. 
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Leftists were majority. Here the Right formed an al tei:native 

provincial committees with its followers70 • 

The last National Council •s meeting was held in J.:elhi 

on 4th July, 1964. It was a last bid to retain unity of the 

party. However, the minutes of the discussion71 w~re limited 

to the inner-party differences during China•s aggression and 

the detention of the Left followers. The Left pressed for. 

withdrawal of suspension and expulsion of the left ·leaders 

and followers. The Right majority did not accede to the 

proposal of the Left and asked them to prove their majority 

in the National Council. Then the 32 members of the Left in 

National Council walked out of the meeting. ·rhey brought out 

a memorandum condemning the anti-party factional activities 

being carried on by the Dange-group. This memorandum states 

"the exchange ofviews L-in the N.·c. meeting of 11 April 

1964J revealed the fact that we L,-LeftistsJ are united 

not only against the factionalism and anti-party organisation

al methods resorted to by· them, but also against their 

political line of tailing behind the bourgeoisie through 

. 72 
general united front with the Congress 11 • Ultimately the 

Left group broke away from the Right, severed all relationship 

with the Right. Eventually the situation led to the final 

split and the two warring factions individually as claimed 

only the successor and foll~ing the real Marxist-Leninist 

path for India •s revolution. Both of them were trying utmost 

to gather as much as supporters as they could. The Leftists 



then appealed to the fellow comrades to join with them 

against the Revisionist group of range. 
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Thus a situation was created in which there caul d not 

be found any way of resolving inner-party contradictions in 

ideolO<:]ical position on. international communist cleavages 

and strategic and tactical questions regarding India •s 

revolution. Later there developed inter-personal bitten1ess 

and distrust among the top leaders, and these problems also 

proved insoluble. The warring groups thought of resolving 

the contradiction by splitting the pai:ty and thereby dividing 

the movement so far they had built in India against :the 

enemy of the toiling peOple. Thus the first split was over 

and it served as a worrib for another split occuring within 

three years though the latter was for different reasons. 

In the event of split within the CPI, there were felt 

this of the two giant communist parties, namely, the CPSU and 

the CPC which differentiated from each other on international 

ideo.1 
•. >ical issues. At that time they were busy making 

allies in favour of their respective stand on ideological 

issues under debate. 

In the split the CPSU openly backed Rightist effort~ 

The CPSU was quick to supplement the effort of the CPI •s to 

fit the revolt into the general patten1 of the international 

Split and trace it to the activities of 11 Peking Splitters". 

The CPI journal, reprinted from the .Soviet journal Partinya 
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Zhizh, an article denouncing the 11 splitter groups" as 

composed of 11 divel?se renegades, Trotskyites, and adV'enturists 

attempting to come to top on the dirty foam of Peking 's 

factional struggle against the Marxist-Leninist parties. 
73 

P.mong _them are quite a number of morally corrupt people.. • 

On the other hand, during the split the CPC was 

completely silent. But what was evident, the CPC had 

started criticising the Indian ruling circles from the late 

1950 •s. The Indian government headed by J.Nehru was busy 

to dub and pose the National congress Party as the champion 

of socialism and that too was certified by the cPSU after 

its 20th Congress in 1956 where peaceful transition to socia-

lism was declared as one of the aims. The Rightist faction 

within the CPI in the pre-split period and after went for the 

support to the CPSU 's stand on Nehrus. This was unacceptable 

to the CPC. Besides, the Tibet issue in 1959 and Sino 

-Indian border dispute in 1962 were the events where China's 

direct national interest was involved. On these issues the 

Rightist faction of the CPI endorsed the Nehru-government 

positions and proved its true nationalist identity and -

alienated the Left in the CPI as Chinese agents or traitors 

who were not critical of the Chinese stand in the internation-

al ideological debate. Therefore, the simple logic ran that 

China was behind the Leftist faction which engineered the 

split in the CPI in the fashion the International solidarity 

of the communist bloc broker by the CPC. 
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However, the ever undisclosed pro-Chinese position of 

the Leftist-faction,. later known as CPI (M), was maligned 

thereby absolved of from the accusation very soon when CPC 

openly supported the break-away group later knO<.vn as 

Naxalites from the CPI(M)
74

• 

To sum up the whole gamut which culminated in and 

ended with the split of the CPI in 1964 can be redrawn. 

The first major ideological confrontation between the 

two groups was visible dur.ing the· Fourth Congress held in 

1956 between the two strategical and political trends. The 

issu•':- ---;ised tJ:en was simple and straight ;should the party 

play the role of opposition to the bourgeois:-landlord rule 

symbolized by the Indian National Congress Party and its 

·government at the Cen~re, or should it work for such an 

•all-in unity• as would extend from communists to Congress, 

ultimately leading to 1the formation o£ the coalition 

government • ? 

Among developments which followed the Fourth Congress 

were - the formation of the first ever communist government 

in Kerala, starting of ideological dissension wi·thin the 

socialist bloc over the thesis of the 20th Congress of the 

CPSU in 1956, shift of the Marxian understanding of 

revolution by the CPSU leadership, in India toppling of the 

Kerala government by the ruling Congress government in the 

centre, presence of China factor in the Indian border and 
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the policy pursued by the CPSU leadership towards the Indian 

ruling class and its party which was a discouraging factor 

to the Indian proletariat & its party,. China •s policy 

regarding the Indian ruling Congress party was same as that 

of the CPSU upto 1959. The Left faction within the CPI 

denounced the CPSU 's stand. Meanwhile China also turned 

back from the Soviet on ideological grounds. Automatically 

the Left within the CPI who denounced vocally the CPSU were 

branded as 'pro:-Chinese •. ·rhe pro-Chinese Left group within 

the CPI fell in trouble when China attacked India in the 

border in 1962.. Then the Leftists were singled out and 

maligned by the Rightists of the CPI. The ruling Congress 

Party and its government did not miss the chance to brand 

them as traitors in the same fashion as Gandhiji did in 

1942 during the 'Q..l.it India Movement' where the Indian 

CoiTUTiunists did not· participate in the anti-.impe'rialist 

struggle for t'heir different understanding of the then 

situation. 'I'he ruling Congress government· kept the Leftists 

in detention enmasse. l'~l these led to inner-party 

misgivings and unending group rivalry. These fact·ors 

facilitated the drifting of the rival groups from one 

another in just Opposite directions. The failure to evolve 

a correct political line and to maintain unity within the 

CPI in times of national crisis in the 1960s resulted in 

" . harms to the partisan strug~;le of the Indian proletariat. 

EO\vever, Opinion. differs. The Right CPI thought that the 

majority. in the National Council was fall owing a correct 

line but the group of the Left who broke away in 1964 were 
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responsible for disrupting the united struggle. of the masses 

led by the CPI 75 • On the other hand, the Le.ft CPI opined 

that by the split it was able to evolve a correct political 

line in lieu of tailism and revisionism of the united party. 

The .. - clairi1ed, consequently the revolutionary movement in 
._.-

India was helped bJ giving encouragement to those who 

suffered most,~· the urban and rural proletariat, to join and 

carry their movement to bigger and bigger success thereafter. 

Section 3 The adOption of two new programmes by the CPI 

and the CPI(l'-1) respectively. 

The split of the Communist Party of India {C P I) was 

marked by the dissidents • meet at Tenali (Andhra) on 7 July 

1964 and the adOption of two separate programmes by the two 

rival factions in their respective Seventh Congresses 

commencing shortly. In the beginning, these two factions 

were popularly knovm as the 'Left 1 and the 'Right •. The 

Left faction later named as Communist Party of India 

(Marxist), in short CPI (M), and Right faction retained and 

continued with the earlier name the COmmunist Party of 

India, in short CPI. Each of them cl.aimed to be the 

successor of the united CPI, and by the by, they also 

claimed to be the successor of the earlier six Congresses 

of the undivided CPI. Therefore, after the split the 

Left faction organised its party Congress in Calcutta in 

~ 
I. 



31 October - 7 November, 1964, and called it its Seventh 

Congress. In the same way the Seventh Congress of the 

Right faction was organised in Bombay in 13-23 D3cember 

1964. 

The Seventh Congress of the Left which was held in 

Calcutta in October-November, 1964 had authorised its 
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Central Committee elected by the Congress to change the 

name of the party if that was found necessary. In 1966
76

, 

just before the Parliamentary election the Central 

committee changed the name of the party to communist Party 

of India (Marxist). But the programme which was adopted 

by the seventh Congress carried the earlier name the 

Communist Party of India as it was at the time of adoption 

of the programme in 196477 • In this seventh Congress the 

party of the Left adapted a two-tier organisational set up 

at the hi<;hest level - Central Committee and the Pol itbureau 

in lieu of earlier t·hree tier system of the united party. 

-~· 

On the contrary the Right faction which was majority 

in the National Council at the time of dividion met at 

Bombay in its Seventh Congress. This congress prepared a 

~aft Programme for the party and retained the existing 

three-tier organisational structure at the top78• It 

blamed the expelled members who broke away and organised 

the Calcutta Congress as they were dissidents or splinters 

or renegade or pro-Chinese. It tried to establish its claim 
6 
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. to be original Communist Party of India. 

After the split, the majority of the National Council 

members who had earlier been elected· at the Vij ayawada 

congress (the 6th Congress) remained with the CPI. But the 

majority of the party members reported and Claimed to have 

rallied behind the Left 
79

• 

There was a third faction known as 'Centrists • led by 

E. M. S Namboodiripad. Perhaps the term 'Centrist 1 was 

conferred on this group due to its middle position about 

the understanding of the Indian ·condition and the proposed 

courses of action of the party. However, this group appear-

ed with distinction during the Sixth Congress of the Party 

held at Vij ayawada in April 19 61. 

In the eve of the Sixth Congress, in the meeting of 

the National Council for a long term party p'rogramme 

Narnboodiripad submitted a document, side by side with the 

respective documents of the Right prepared by r:enge, and 

the Left prepared by Ranadive. The Right argued for working 

with the progressive Congressmen in a National .r::emcx:;ratic 

front and the Left which argued vigorously for opposing the 

Congress for its anti-people and reactionary role, therefore, 

no berth would be alloted for the Congress in its avowed 

People's Democratic Front. Namboodiripad's document took 

a middle coi.lrse. His draft distinguished between the two 

sections of bourgeoisie - foreign and Indian monOpoly 
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capital on the one hand and anti-imperialiSt and anti-feudal 

elements on the other, and argued for effort to win .'aver 

the latter. It is reported that in the National Council 

the Right had the majority- 56 were said to support·the 

Right, 36 the Left, and 18 Namboodiripad. The Sixth 
. so 

Congress rejected the documents of the Left and the Centrists • 

Namboodiripad 's middle course was also evident from his 

document ·~evisionism and DOgmatism in the cpr• 81 for which 

he had established himself as an able theoretician in the 

party. Here he .,criticised the past zigzags between the 

revisionism and dogmatism of the CPI leadership. 

D..lring the Sino-Indian border clash he accused the 

Right for its chauvinistic approach and attacked it of 

tailing along behind the Congress government. His explana-

. tory letter to the world communist parties during the 

Chinese aggression and the fact that he was of the opinion 

that the CPI should not take side in the Sino-Indian 

dispute placed him in the middle position between the two 

extreme rival faction within the CPI. However the Centrist 

group was more vocal against the Right group than the Left. 

The Right was the common target ·of both the Left and the 

centurists. After the split, the Centrist merged with the 

Left but its identity was felt in the ·renal i Convention and 

in the Seventh Congress of the Left and ultimately it could 

manage a respectable berth in the Left group. 
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The two congresses of the two parties had adopted 

respective pro;;Jrarnme and tactical lines. The Draft pro;;Jramme 

of the Right was prepared by s. ~. Ienge - the tap leader of 

the Rightist group, and it was adapted by the Bombay 

congress without significant alterations. The Left draft 

was prepared by M. Basavapunnaiah which underwent some 

modifications before and during the Calcutta Congress 

largely in response to the Centrist reservation Of Namboo

diripad and his fOll0111ers 82 • 

In Tenali convention of the Left a preliminary 

discussion was started for adopting a party programme which 

would be different from that of the Right. In that conven-

tion of the Left, a draft programme was prepared an·d 

circulated among the delegates by the organizers. Side by 

side, there was circulated another 'programme-note 1 ·prepared 

by Namboodiripad which disagreed on some points of the main 

draft 83 • However, this matter did not end here. When the 

party of the Left was all set for the Seventh congress, 

there it discussed all the drafts, recorrunendations and 

criL_ :-::::sms. of the programme from different corners. E.M.S 

Namboodiripad in his 'note • disagreed with the official 

draft programme. 

The main point of difference was that Namboodiripad 

suggested for National Democracy as an immediate stage of 

revolution and a non-capitalist path. .F-E did not agree 
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with the formulation of the official draft. The official 

clr: .~ prOposed Pec::rle 's r:::emocracy as an immediate stage 

towards the socialist stage. However, he argued that his 

prOposed analysis of National I.emocracy and non-capitalist 

path would be different from that of the Lange group 's, 

i.e. programme of the Right. Furthermore, regarding the 

class alliance of his proposed National ISmocracy, he made 

it categorically Clear that he did not visualise any class 

alliance \vithout the leadership of the working class of 

which workers arid peasants alliance would be the basis. 

However, this recommendation was voted out by 202 to 126 

votes and PeOple's I.emocracy was accepted as the immediate 

84 
goal in the prograrrune 

Another recommendation from E. M.S. Namboodiripad . found 

place in the final programme of the Left. It was on the · 

need of alliance with all progressive forces to· wipe out 

pre-capitalist forms of exploitation as the precondition 

f d t . .l •t. 85 or emocra ~c revo u ~on • It was incorporated in para 

86 of the programme. 

The two programmes which emerged from the rival CPI 

congresses (Seventh Congress of the Left and Seventh 

Congress of the Hight) confirm the view that the split 

occurr:ed over genuine and significant differences. among the 

members, even leaders of the undivided Communist 'party over 

both strategic and tactic,al questions. These questions 
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related to the class character of the Indian state, the 

immediate stage of revolution, the alliance of class forces, 

etc. At the time when the party was undivided, in its 

Sixth Congress, the main two drafts were placed for adOption 

but they remained undiscussed. What was evident was that 

these drafts reappeared in their respective Seventh 

Congresses with minor modifications when the party was 

divided. 

An analysis of the two rival programmes brought out 

by the b'lo main groups of Indian communists, viz., the 

CPIM) and the CPI can clearly indicate their respective 

positions and understandings of strategic and tactical 

matt.·_--. This study also can focus on the matter whether 

the ideolo;Jical and tactical positions of· the warring 
.~· 

factions within the undivided CPI had been accommodated in 
• 

their respective programmes when those factions built 

independent parties by splitting the CPI. some of the basic 

features are highlighted here to touch upon the departure 

of one from another. · 'l'wo tYPes of ~vrarxist understandings 

regarding the Indian condition were revealed by the rival 

programr.1es of the two Communist parties in India. 

A study of the programmes which emerged from the rival 

congresses of the two groups of CPI later known as CPI (M) 
' 

and CPI, confirms the view that the split was turned 

essentially on the domestic issu-es like the nature of the 
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ruling class and its party - the Indian National Congress. 

Another important factor, i.e. ideological understandings 

. regarding the stages and types of domestic revolution and 

the primary task of this revolution and le-adership question 

had a plethoYqof disagreements between the rival programmes. 

some of the basic differences are highlighted here 

side by side for close comparison : 

1. For the .Kight (CPI) - India's independence 'was a 

historic event •
86 

and India was now on the path of 

2. 

. 87 . 
independent develOpment .• 

For the .Left (later known as CPI-t'1)-the transfer 

of power was mere 
.88 

'compromise' betvreen British 

imperialism and congress party. India achieved 

independence being partitioned into India and Pakistan. 

·rhus India's political independence 'tJaS secure on the 

event of August 15, 1947. '1'l'hus ended the political 

rule of -::he British in India and the state headed by 

. 89 
tho big bourgeoisie was established" • The 

subsequent economic development in India v1as, 

therefore, an ati:J~mpt by the bourgeoisie to strengthen 

its position - a compromise \vith imperialism and 

feudalism at the expense of the peOple. 

':1e .D.~1htist viev.J of the India's economic devel apment 

was cornparatively optimistic. 'l'hough the growth was 

inadequat·e there \vas some economic progress and to 

,. 
' 
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:1 l " b , . d90 . that extent indepenr:ence ·1aa een rea.~.~ze • 

'l'he .uef·t, on ·the other hand' argued that economic 

dev.-:lopr.Jen·t was illusory and what passed for planning 

in India was subordinate to the profit motive of 

d t . d f . 'tal91 omes ~c &~ ore~gn cap~ • 

3. :·or ·t:1e Right, the key group which dominates the 

wachinery of t-he state is the national bourgeoisie in 

which big~-bourgeoisie holds po,,erful influence, and 

92 therefore, puts reactionary pulls on the state power • 

For the Left, the key groups dominating the 

machinery of th:= state are the bourgeoisie and 

landlords led by the big bourgeoisie93 • 

3.1 ·ro the Right, •·the big bourgeoisie hold povverful 

influence' over 'the class rule of the national 

bourgeoisiG as a whole •94 • It visualises ••wi thin the 

national bourgeoisie itself as the top monopoly groups 

get more and mon~ differentiated from the rest of the 

bourgeoisie • • • 'rhe inflt'tence of foreign monopoly 

interests is also felt in this development in which 

they generally support those monopoly groups u95 • 

'l'herefore the Right arrives at the decision that ''The 

monopoly groups and feudal circles represent the main 

96 anti-democratic forces of reaction in the country" • 

Acc.ording to the Right, the monopoly and big bourgeoisie 
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are not leading the Sta·te of the national bourgeoisie, 

but they have pO!lerful i!}fluence on it. They are 

considered as reactionary forces because they have a 

link with foreign imperialist capital. The task of 

the i:-Jational r:emocra·tic ~..,ront, therefore, is to 

alienate the monopoly and big bourgeoisie from the 

rest of the bourgeoisie and to forge alliance \'lith 

the latter for compl·etion of the National D=lmocratic 

rev ol-~ t ion. 

3.2 To the Left, the big bourgeoisie is leading the 

bourgeois -1 andl ord government in India. ''The b_ig 

bourgeoisie which headed the national liber~·tion 

movement and the nm-J independent state after 194 7 

has be~~n continuously in state pov;er for nearly two 

decades and has been utilising that state p~er to 

imrnensel y strengthen its class position· at the expense 

of people on the one hand and compromising and 

bargaining ~.,;ith imperial ism on the other. 'rhus they 

--.1ave embarked on the path of capitalist development97 n._. 

·rhe Left observers, "iliring the 1 ast t\-Jo decades 
.,.. 

there has been an enormous grovlth of Indian monopoly 

d t tl . - . tal . . - eli •9 8 
an s·- reng 1en.1.ng or: cap.1. - .1.sm .1.n In a' • 

·rherefore, the .Geft calls for People's .D3mocratic 

RevoLrtion to replace the bourgeois-landlord rule led 

by the big bourgeoisie and to establish the workers 

-peasants rule .led by the proletariat. 
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4. For the .!:Ugrrt, the national bourgeoisie 'has strong 

links with the landlords •, this factor also gives 

rise to 'D::actionary pull on the state power •99 • 
~·· 

For the .Weft, the landlord class shares the state 

. t:h tl b. . . 100 povmr wl ~ 1e ourgeolsle • 

5. Both Right and Left agree that forces of imperialism 

are in league with the big bourgeoisie101 • Both of 

them accept the need of use of the parliamentary means 

as one of the methods of struggle for this goa1 102 • 

6. The Ri<]ht •s central sl CXJan was, therefore, the 

establishment of National r.emocracy through a front of· 

all patriotic and progressive forces including the 

national bourgeoisie. 

For the Left, the central slCX.Jan is the establish-

ment of PeOple •s D3mocracy through a front Of working 

class, peasants, intelligentsia and national 

bourgeoisie. 

7. 'rhe Right considers that the worker- peasant 

alliance is the motive force of this front but the 

leadership of the front 11bel ongs to anti-imperialist, 

103 anti-feudal and anti-monopoly forces •• • It proposes 

combined leadership among the participating 'forces in 

the national democrat.ic revolution of this stage. 

For the Left, the worker -peasant alliance is the 
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basis of the front. 'rhe Peoples .[).:3mocratic 1~evolution 

of this stage will be led by the working class through 

104 its party - the co1nmunist party • 

For the Right, after the National IBrnocratic 

Revolution. the National wmocra·tic State will be run 

by all the participating democratic foL-ces but it hOpes 

'· 

that the balance will be shifted in favour o~ the 

proletariat which will carry it forward to the ultimate 

stage of socialist revolution105 • 

For the Left, after the People 's !:.lemocratic 

.:<.evolution the People 's Democratic state will be run 

under the proletarian leadership and only then it will 

: ?.:= possible to carry it forward to the next socialist 

stage106 

·~· 

Therefore, for the Right, after the democratic 

revolution all the patriotic forces will get berth 

in the democratic set 1.1p to share power and enj o'y 

results there from. But for the Left, after the 

democratic revolution the proletariat will lead the 

democratic state in alliance with· and \vith the support 

o:f. the peasantry and in no case the bourgeoisie will 

be all owed to share the state p01t1er, because the 

bourgeoisie would be the target of the socialist 

revolutionary struggle. 
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For tl1e ?-i<Jht, the main task in the National 

Democratic stage is to direct the country's economy 

along the non-capitalist path of development against 

the imperialist penetration and internal big and 

. 107 
monopoly reaction over the natJ.onal econ·omy 

other important tasks, in this stage, are to carry 

out: the rema.ining works on land reforms and to ensure 

democracy at all levels. _ 

On the contrary, for the Left, the main task in 

the People's Democratic stage is to carry out 

agrarial'l revolution and to make a sweeping democratic 

D~fonn in the social system. ·rhe second urgent task 

is to eradicate and expell the foreign monopoly capital 

and national big and monopoly interests108• 

10. Besides the establishment of democracy and 

democra·tisatiGn of ali set-ups after the respective 

democratic revolutions, the aim of agrarian reform is 

another mos·t important. act.ivity in this stage. The 

rtight assessed the consequences of the agrarian 

measures o£ the. existing government that ''Feudal land 

relations have been curbed : Statutory semi-feudal 

landlordism has been abolished in the erstwhile 

zamindari areas.· 'rhe major part of the area under 

cu.l tivation is wi·thin the category of self-Operated 
·...-' 

ovmership holdings while the areas under lease, which 

~· 

" I 
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constituted the major area before land reform, is now 

109 confined to a small area 11 • It sees that the .ruling 

congress Party's agrarian policy has largely curbed 

feudalism. 

Furthermore, it sees the entrance of makrket economy 

in the rural sector. It states 11 'rhe stronghold of 

comrnercial anci financial interests over the rural 

market during the last several years has been tightened 

enormously. The price mecnanism and market manipula-

tions drive the peasants of whatever little benefits 

they secure oh account· of land reform and technological 

development ~• 110 • For the right, the peasantry is 

exposed to the capitalist oppression. The rural 

bourgeoisie has emerged in place of the feudal elements 

and landlords. ·Therefore, it vows for wiping out the 

remnants of feudalism and landlordism of whichever 

extent is remaining for the 're-organisation of the 

111 112 agrarian economy' in the 'non-capitalist ' · line. 

In this agrariar1 reform the participation of the whole 

of the. peasantry including the rich peasants113 is 

sought. 

For the Left, the agrarian reform is one of the most 

important aims of the People •s l):mocratic revolution. It 

sees that 11 Nearl y .two decades of Congress .rule has proved 

beyond any .shadow of doubt that the aim and direction of 

its agrarian policies is not to smash the feudal and semi 

-feudal fet·ters .on our land relations and thus liberate the 
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peasan-t;:ry from age-old bondage, but to transform the feudal 

landlords into capitalist landlords and develop a stratum 

of rich peasants ••• to make these sections the main 

f h 1 . 1 • th t . de .. 114 poli·tica.l base o t e ru 1-ng c~ass ln · e coun ry Sl • 

The Left assesses that the ruling Congress policy for the 

agrarian reform is not to smesh the feudal and semi-feudal 

fett:ers but to make them political base in the cou.,ntry 

'.L'he Left analyses the existing Indian class rule as the 

1 ·.:;lrgan of the bourgeois-la..Tldlord •_ government led by the big 

bou-rgeoisie115 • Therefore, it recognises that the landlords 

enjoy state power in the existing Indian s·tate; and the big 

bourgeois leadership is working in league with the landlords 

3.:-l · ~ _,3ls no need of smashing the landlords, rather to help 

them persist • 
. .,-· 

Therefore, for the Left in order to complete the 

agrarian revolution the existing bourgeois-landlord rule 

should be changed. ·rhe Left does not rely upon the big 

bourgeois leaders·hip for the agrarian refOL"lll. For it, the 

.Lt:ft calls for '.vOrki::rs-peasants alliance and proletarian 

leadership for the People •.s .D:::mocratic revolution and 

radical agrdrian reforms. It recoJnises the agricultural 

labourers and poor peasants as the most revolutionary forces 

in the countryside. To complete the agrarian revolution 

these sections are the main forces "who constitute 70 
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per cent of the rural households and are subjected to 

ruthless exploitation by landlords by their class··position 

in present day society, will be basic allies of the working 

116 class 11 • The .Left is conscious about the classification 

among the peasantry. The poor peasants and the agricultu-

ral labourers are the core ally of the working class. The 

vJorking class leadership and the ac"tive participation of 

the rural proletariat are the only guarantee for sweeping 
-

dG·:·· :_...·-itic refonn of the social system and the completion 

of the agrarian revolution in the People's r::emocratic 

117 
stage .-· 

Ho,.,rever, both the Right & the Left perceive the capi

talist penetration, but the Right thinks that it is near 

completion by the Congress •s 1 and reform measures and the 

remaining part is to be completed 11 Basing itself on the 

agricultural labourer & poor peasantry and uniting all 

118 
sections of the peasantry in their struggles "• On the contrary 

the Left thinks it is still existing dominant in the rural 

economy; therefore, it has rallied the forces for immediate 

completion of agrarian reform as the foremost goal of 

democratic revolution; and to .do the same, rural proletariat 

(constituted by the agricultural labourers q.nd poor peasants) 

is the main force, not the whole of the peasantry. It 

considers other sections of the peasantry, particularly the. 

rich peasantry as the most vacillating section; hence any 

urge for radical agrarian reform is not reliable in the rich 
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peasantry. On th_e other hand, for such reform the urge in 

the agricultural labourers and poor peasants is genuine and 

strong. For the Left.historically the working class and 

the rural proletariat are the main forces to carry 'the 

PeOple •s llimocratic revolution into a success. 

i'he foregoinr;J analysis has dealt 'dith the facts as to 

hoH and \.Yhen the two factions of the CPI prepared their 

re~3, · -:_::::ive party programmes according to their understanding 

of the condition of' the Indian state and its ruling class. 

A comparative analysis of the two programmes has been 

placed side by side to demarcate their difference of under-

standing of the Indian condition. How·eve.r the fort hcomihg 

chapter will deal purely with the issue to issue positions 

of the two parties particularly on matters of establishment 

of democracy at all levels, particularly in the rural areas 

and agrarian reforms as enunciated by the programmes of the 

CPI & CPI(M) respectively. 
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Section 1 The PrOblem 
-~----------

The main document on the basis of which any comrnunist .. 
party works is the programme document Vlhich is cons'idered 

as the basic document_ for the entire epoch of the 

revolution. It must explain to the people hot:J the 

revolut Lon, it '.Vorks for is to arise, why it is. inevitable, 

\•.'hat its significance, nature, and powers are, and which 

problems it must solve. Moreover, for Marxists, it should 

be always pc:-epared on the basis of the concrete application 

of the sc.ience of Marxism - Leninism to the concrete 

1 conditions of the country concerned • . ~· 

But ,,.,hat was experienced in the Indian context, the 

two communist parties, namely, the Comrnunist Party of Ihdia 

(CPI) and the communist Party of India (1'1arxist) . (CPI-M) in 

1964 carne out with two different understandings about the 

concrete conditions of the country. It would be clearer 

from the t\vO prograrnt:~es that on a series of pivotal theore-

tical and ideological issues connected with the Indian 

revolution they differed from each other very significantly. 

'I'hese le<;I to a very grave difference on strategical and. 

tactical issues in the subsequent years of their division. 

I'hese differences not only gave rise to the debatable 

discourses but also led to many complexities and 

heterogeneity for the left political movement in itself for 

the co .. mtry. 
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On every basic question connected vlith the Indian 

revolution there are differences between the programmes 

adopted by the CPI and the CPI (M). ·rhe main focus of the 

present study being the 'agrarian reforms ' and 'rural 

democracy' in their programmes, it is inevitably necessary 

to cite up some basic theoretical understandings of the· 

nature of Indian state, the stages and tactics of revolu

tion and the class assessment attached thereto, embodied 

in their respec~ive party prcgramrnes; and then to find 

out the place and importance given to agrarian reforrns and 

rural democracy in .their programmes· for their courses of 

action leading to the desired ultimate goal of socialism 

through revoiution. 

Section 2 Assessment of the Class Character of the Indian 

State 

;.ro the Cr>I, the party programme, which has been 

adopted in its Seventh Congress held in Bombay on I:Ecember 

1964 and amended in 1968 in its Eighth Congress held in 

Patna1 has s·tated the present class character of the Indian 

State in the Post-independence era, thus -

11 The State in India is the organ of the 
class rule of the national bourgeoisie 
as a whole, in which the big bourgeoisie 
holds powerful influence. This class 
rule has st.rong links with the landlords. 
'rhese factors give rise to reactionary 
pulls on the state pov1er"2. 
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'Ehe CPI holds that the In dian state is the class rule 

of the entire Indian capitalist class - the monopoly 

bourgeoisie, the non-monpoly bourgeoisie and the rural 

bourgeoisie. In this state the big monopoly bourgeoisie 

"vvie .. lc:i,s pov.1erful influence. Moreover, this class po:.ver has 

strong links with the landlords. 'Ehe inherent limitations 
_,.· 

and defects of bourgeois rule in India are that there is 

an added factor of the po.-rerful influence of the big 

bourgeoisie over it and its 1 inks with the landl ords3 • 

The existing bourgeois state power where big bourgeoisie 

holds powerful influence and has links with the landlords 

cause reactionary pulls on the policies of the state. 

This can be analysed in the following manner :- i) India 

is a class-state of the bourgeoisie as a whole. 'i'he whole 

of the bourgeoisie comr.:_,osed of, namely, monopoly and big 

bourgeoisie, non-monopoly bourgeoisie and rural bourgeosie; 

ii) big bourgeosie holds powerful influence in framing the 

policies of the state, but they are even today not the sole 

pOvJerful or undisputed hegemonic force of the state; 

iii) bourgeoisie as a whole as a class has links with the 

landlords, and landlords are not sharing the state power; 

if they share then the feudal and semifeudal interests vJOuld 

remain fully protected and entrance of capitalism in 

agriculture be impossible; iv) the powerful influence over 

the state power by the big bourgeoisie (who are more, 

inclined to take the help of imperialists) and the links 
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of the landlords with the present bourgeois class as a 

\vhole exert reactionary pulls on the state power. 

To the CPI (H), the party programme, whicl) has been 

adapted in its Seventh Congress held in October-Novewber 

1964 in Calcutta and has been amended in its Nineth 

Congress -neld in June-July, 1972 in ~Bdurai, has stated --
_ tne class character of the Ind.ial'\ state, thus-

.~· 

' 1The present Indian state is the 
organ of the class rule of the bourgeoisie 
and landlords, led by the big bourgeosie, 
who are increasingly collaborating with 
foreigh finance capital in pursuit of the 
capitalist path of develOpment. This class 
character essentially determines the role 
and functions of the state in the life of 
the country 11 4. 

The CPI (1'1) in its prcg-ramme characterises the present 

Indian state as •the organ of the class rule of bourgeoisie 

and landlords led by the big bourgeosie •. 'I'he underlying 

idea is that every state in essence is a class state, and 

the existing Indian state is a class state of bourgeoisie 

and landlords. So the landlords have a share of power of 

the state and it is imperative to wrest the power from 

their hands if the anti-feudal revolution is to be led to 

completion. 'l'he bourgeoisie are also sharing the state 

power, among them the big bourgeoisie hold leadership of 

the state who are increasingly collaborating with the 

imperialist forces; so it is imperative to wrest the power 

from their hands if the anti-imperialist revolution is to 
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be led to completion5 • And in order to make India a 

capitalist country, the big bourgeoisie are increasingly 

collaborating \vith foreign finance capital for their own 

interest. So this present Indian state is the instrument 

securing the interest of the big boorgeoisie and landlords. 

Their class interest determines the internal and external 

policies of the existing Indian state. Now the class 

character of the Indian state by the CPI (M) which has been 

stated in its party programme can be arranged in the 

following manner helpful for comparison with its counter

part :- i) the bourgeoisie and landlords are in power in 

this existing statei ii) this state is run under the 

leadership of the big bourgeoisie J iii) in order to 

strengthen its position the big bourgeoisie has entered 

into an alliance with the landlords and has shared the 

state power with them; iv) the principal aim of the big 

bourgeoisie is to make India a capitalist country with the 

help of the imperialist monapoly capital to protect· and 

consolidate its class rule over. the state apparatus; and 

v) now the interests of the landlords and big bourg~oisie 

determine the internal· and external policies of the 

existing Indian state. 
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Section 3 Assessment About India •s Indeoendence .. 

Both the parties are of the same Opinion that India's 

·achievement of independence in 1947 marked the completion 

of one stage in her struggle. 

For CPI 

For CPI ( f-'1) 

11 0ne stage of Indian revolution 
was over with the attainment of 
national independence from 
imperial ism u6. 

11 'rhe first stage of Indian revolution 
chiefly directed against foreign 

imperialist .rule came to an end11 7. 

One noticeable feu.ture is that both the. Communist 

parties accepted and placed the notion of India •s 

independence in their respective party programmes. 'Ehey 

again converged on one point that this stage \vas anti 

-imperialist and regeneration of democracy. Consequently 

the next stage of revolution to them is •democratic'; but 

CPI thinks it as a •national democratic ' and the CPI (M) 

thinks it as a •peaple•s democratic • revolution. But 

class assessment differs widely. 

Section 4 Acceotance of the '1\Jo Stages of Revolution 

Arising from these differences of understanding of the 

nature and character of the Indian state, there are 
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differences as to how to win over allies and fight against 

enemies for the attainment of successive stages of 

revolutions. Both of them accepted the theory of the two 

stages of revolution as strategy, which again showed 

marked differences on the nature of the immediate democratic 

stage of revolution. 'rhey also accepted that this theory 

was. practicable. 

Both the CPI and the cPI (Ivl) agree on the two .stages 

of revolution considering India as a country having not 

completed bourgeois democratic revolution so far. They 

share the vie\vS of Lenin and I"lao that any country having 

pre-capitalist syndrome dominant, the working class of that 

country must bear an active burden of completion of the 

unfinished bourgeois-democratic revolution; and only then, 

it is r:-oss.ible for a vlOrking class party to arrive at the 

next desired socialist stage of revolution. 

_,. 
Again both of them agree that working class partici-

pation in the unfinished bourgeois-democratic revolution 

is a historical necessity of today which makes this 

bourgeois-democratic revolution a category different from 

the orthodox bourgeois-democratic revolution that occured 

in the long past in Ehgl and, France and America where 

complete hegemony of the bourgeoisie was established. For 

India, CPI named it, in its programme, the 'N.ational 

D2mocratic • revolution and the CPI (Ivl) named it, in its 

programme, the 'People's Democratic' revolution. This 
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... 
analysis of them can be understood as a continuation of 

Leninist and Iviaoist tradition in the Indian context. 

But one significant difference between them is on the 

question of leadership in the democratic revolution, i.e., 

the first stage of revolution which the CPI has named the 

'National illmocratic' and the CPI (M) has named it as the 

People's IEmocratic revolution. 

It is obvious that the CPI(M) continues to adhere to 

~ao•s concept of absolute working-class leadership in the 

democratic revolution. Mao declared that in the I:Jew 

.I:Emocratic revolution which was a variant of bourgeois 

-democratic revolution, the dictatorship of the front 

composed of forces-the working class, the peasantry, the 

bourgeoisie and the intelligentsia-must be established but 

the unquestionable leadership would certainly be preserved 

for the working class alone, so that the forward march for 

socialist revolution would be easier without any contra

dictory possibilities
8

• The programmatic position of the 

Cpi ( JvJ) in this regard echoed the same view of .wao. 

Indeed, Mao •s plea is that the absolute leadership of 

the working class for the completion of the democratic 

revolution in the dependent countries has emerged as a 

historical fact only after the first imperialist World War 

and the Socialist Revolution in Russia (1917) in the era 

of decadent world imperialism. .::lo the bourgeoisie of 
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today, in the ultimate analysis, is no longer a pro;:rressive 

force to whom the natural burden of leadership could not 

9 be entrusted • Such leadership cannot be given to any 

class other than the most pro;:rressive and historically 

advanced working class. I-bwever, it cab be said that the 

CPI (M) is more I"'laoist in its perception .of the democratic 

revolution. This is reflected also in its acceptance of 

the Maoist concept of hegemony of the working class in this 

revolution. 

On the other hand, the CPI, in its programme_, does not 

follow Mao's concept of the absolute working-class leader-

ship in this democratic stage of revolution. In its 

programme, it states, it does not like to set any precondi-

tion for the absolute leadership in the democratic.revolution, 

nevertheless~ it- is not denying the active partic.tpation and 

sharing of the leadership of th~ front 10 • Its programme 

further argued that it would be an obstinacy to preserve 

the absolute leadership of the \vorking class in the 

democratic revolution lest it would lose the opportunity 

of building a front for the completion of the unfinished 

democratic revolution. 'l'he programme of the CPI concluded 

that .-:-.ifte.:.- the successful democratic revolution the balance 

of class forces an'd leadership would continuously shift in 

favour of the .,.working class which ultimately would expedite 

the socialist revolution in the next stagell. 

lt can he said that the programme of the CPI (M) in 

,· 
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this regard, i.e., on the question of leadership in the 

democratic revolution, is nothing but a continuation of 

the Chinese path where as the programme of the CPI does not 

12 go bey·:)nd a view expressed by l'·arx on Germany in 185 0 and 

another remark made Lenin on Russia on February revolution 

of 1917
13

• 

4.1 CPI •s National wmocratic Revolution 

For the CPI, the first stage or immediate stage is 

'i:-Jational Damocratic Revolution •14 and for the CPI (M) it is 

the 'Peaple 's Democratic Revolution •15 • 'rhese are embodied 

in their respective party programmes. 

'ro the CPI 

11 In order to embark on the soc"ialist road and begin 

the construction of a society, India has, hO\vever, to go 

through the stage of completing the anti-imperialist anti 
-

-feudal, democratic revolution 1116 • 

Aims 

Its aims are as fall OvJS 

II . . . in order to complete the national democratic 

revolution, wipe out all legacies of the former imperici.list 
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rule, develop industry and agriculture rapidly, abolish 

unemployment, raise the income~and standard of living of 

the masses, help their cultural advancement, democratic 

social life and take the country fon1ard to a bright happy 

future•• 17 • L-Enphasis addedJ. 

In spite of having freedom the Indian people have not 

yet resolved their contradiction with imperialism and 

feudalism, have not yet won economic independence and 

completed the task of democratising their society and 

economy. As a result the national bourgeoisie has not yet 

exhausted its anti-imperialist and anti-feudal potential. 

The task at. this stage therefore is not primarily :to solve 

the contradiction between the working class and the 

capitalist class but that between the Indian people as a 

whole including the national bourgeoisie, and imperialism, 

feudalism and their ally-the monapoly bourgeoisie. So the 

basic aim of the present phase of the Indian revolution is 

to complete the arlti-imperial ist, anti-feudal, democratic 

revoLtrtion and prepare for the trailsition to socialism18• 
· .. 

"But this "Programme cannot be implemented unless the 

rule of the nationa.J.. bourgeoisie and the capitalist path 

which it is pursuing are ended and national democracy is 
established1119 • 

The programme of CPI is very emphatic in explaining 

the alternative path. "This a1 ternative path l,vfll mean, 
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first and foremost the replacement of the Congn~ss or any 

other form of anti-imperialist, an·tifcnda.l and anti-mono-

poly classes and forces capable and detr-=r-mincd t:o carry out 

revolutionary changes, reversing the present process of 

.,development of capitalism. It \vOul d be a gov'-=!rnment of 

national democracy, directing country •s development along 

?Q 
the non capitalist path 11 ~ • 

The basic aims of the Nation.:U D3mocratic 9·.:.;.;:.J~:!1r.1ent 

have been spel t out in the foll. owing manner in the 

prograrnme 

11 Fir~ and foremost, the grip of foreign monot.)Oly 

capital on our economy will be completely e1 iminated. 

~~~' a state sector, independent of foreign 

monopolies and functioning on a democratic basis, wiLl be 

expanded and strengthened as a powerful lever for building 

a selfreliant na·tional industry and economy. 

Third, Indian monopoly combines who have concentrated 
~~~~ . 

in their hands economic power in industry, commerce, banking 

etc. will be broken up, and any tendency to development 

of monO]_:)Oly will be effectively checked. 

~th, the power of 1 andl ords and feudal remnants 

will be completely eliminated; radical agrariar1 reform in 

the interests of the pea_santry will be carried out and the 
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grip of usurious, trading and bank capital on ·our agricul

ture will be removed••
21

• 

l'he prcgrarn>.1e stdted, '~'l'his will Open up for our peOple 

a path of dev:~l apment Hhich, through far-reaching reforms, 

un.~ ~- . ., ~:'..es the prodLlCtive forces in industry an.d agriculture, 

ensure~ rapi:i economic <JrOI:Jth, rising living standards. of the. 

masses and their active participation in production. This 

is an inb=rvening ·stage of !1011-capitalist development 

because the gover.1ment of national democracy purposefully 

directs the economy on such 1 ines that the gro\-lth of 

capitalism, both in industry and agriculture, is prog:c-ess-

ively restrict.:ed dnd the prerequisites creu.ted for putting 

our cotmtry on the road to socialism••
22

• 

Successful achievement of these specific aims will 

unfet~er so far hidden potential productive forces in the 

national economy which will raise the living standard of 

the toiling peOple and abolish the burden of foreign, and 

national mono9oly capital and inhuman oppression by the 

23 landlords over the peasantry 

Alliance of Class Forces 

About the forces composing the National D2mocratic 

r8volution, CPI statr=s in its programme_ 
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11 ~.E_~ and foremost, the working class, which stands 

for the complete and consistent carrying out of this 

progrctmme •• ·• 

~c-~~q , the broad mass of the cultivating peasants, 

incl"..lding the rich peasants and the agricultural lapourers 

. . . 
rhi_.S~, the rising class of urban and rural intelligent-

sia . . . 
£lna.Ll y, the national bourgeoisie, excluding its 

.. 
rnonOfJOly sectj_on, vmicl1 is objectively interested in the 

accomplishment ""of thG principal tasks of the anti-imperia

list anti-fcmd.::tl revolution ••• u
24 

'I'he prc>grarnme of the CPI pointed out that for the 

completion of the i..Jational I:emocratic revolution the working 

class, all strata of peasantry including the rich peasants, 

the agricultural labourer-s, the urban & ruci:l.l in tell igents ia 

& the national bou.rgeois will participate for their 

objective intr:n-est in this revolution. The prog-ramme further 

states-

II 
••• in order to create the instrument for implementing 

the programme we \vill have to build a national democratic 

front, bringing together all the patriotic forces of the 

country, viz. the worki!.1g class, the entire peasantry, 

including the rich peasants and agricultural laboun:!rs, the 
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intelligentsia and the nonmonopolist !_-sicJ bourgeoisie. 

The worker-peasant alliance will be the basic and pivot of 

25 
the front •: 

'rhe programme states, ••such a front is not in existance 

today because the democratic masses are decided into a 

number of political partj_es, including the Congress party 

itself, while a section of the democratic masses is drawn 

in the united fronts str•.1ggling against ·the antipeople 

policies of the ruling class. The national democratic front 

will arise and take shape in the process of overcoming this 

division and uniting the broad democratic masses in the 

course of struggle. It will be cons ol ida ted .in the course 

of col.mtryvlide united mass movements, parliamentary and 

extra-parliamentary struggles, against the reactionary " 

anti-peOple policies, simultaneously isolating and .defeating 

the forces of communal ism and right reaction seeking to 

26 disrupt the same 11 • 

It further statc:d, 11the working class, forging the 

unity of its class organisations, will haye to take the 

ini tiai;ive in launching tMs national mass movement. Its 

str~gcrl.es for the defence and betterment of its living 

sta'1dards, for democratic measures like the national is at ion 

of banks, oil monopolies and foreign trade, and for the 

expansion and democratisation of the state sector will 

form a vital part of this nat i.onal movement 112 7. 
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Forces Oo•::Josed to 
-------_...;.~-·-- ..... -·-·--

rrhe CPI pro;:rrarnme has clearly stated about the enemies 

of its declared National democratic revolution. The forces 

opposed to the establishment of national democracy are 

"·the growing power of monopoly groups which, in alliance 

with feuddl elements and in collaboration with foreign 

monopoly capital are presenting an increasing threat to 

India's independent economic development itself 1128• 

The programme pointed out that the main threat has 

been unleashed by the growing Indian monapoly houses in 

collusion with the foreign monopoly power and semi-feudal 

and landlord classes. ·rhese classes are out and out 

reactionary and not only have gripped the national economy 

but are also dangerous to the democracy and democratic 

forces in this stage. 

"·rhese dangerous features of economic devel Oprrtent 

fall a<:J directly from the contradiction of capitalist path 

pursued by the national bourgeoisie - a path whose links 

with foreign monopoly capital and with feudal and 

semif~udal interests results in compromise with them 1129 • 

·rhe programme 'bf the CPI observed that, "Foreign 

monopoly inves:ements have trebled since independence 11 , 

11 India 's external trade is tied up with the world capitalist 

market and a very substantial share of her exports and. · 
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imports goes to the foreign monopolies", 11the conditions 

on which so .called economic aid from the imperialist po~:;ers 

is secured hit our national interests and serve the interest 

-'- ' , al, 1130 d II 1 f ' , t or l.mperl J.Sm an so ong- as orelgn pr:Lva e 

rnono~olists ar~ all()l,ved to maintain their entrenched 

positions in our economy in this manner and are given more 

concessions, India •s prCX]"ress towards a self-reliant 

economy is bound to be frustrated. Nor can the country's 

political life be made safe from the pressures interference 

an<l. --:..ckrnail by the imperia1ists who function closely 
1131 linked 1:1ith the reactionary circles wi·t:hin the country 11 • 

_,.· 

11 0ne of the most striking results of this path of 

capitalist develqJment is the concentration of capital and 

economic p01.-1er in the hands of a few big monopolists who 

seek to enrich themselves at the expense of the people and 

the broader sections of the national bourgeoisie to the 

detriment of 
32 the country's national economic development •• • 

Besides, 11 rleavy concessions have been made to monapolists 

even in respect of several industries originally scheduled 

for the public sector•• 33 ~ 

In the Indian countryside 11 the · su.rvivals of semifeudal 

modes of exploitation combines with the grovrth of 

commercialisation of agriculture have produced a new set 

of reactionary vested interests. Landlords, usurious and 

\vholesale dealers, often combined in the same person, 
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constitute the modern parasites holding up the progress of 

. agriculture and· supporting right reaction u
34

, 

The existing right reactionary forces - the imperia-

lists, monopoly capitdlists and feudal and semifc:udal 

elements seek to undermine the limited parl.i.ament.ary 

democracy achieved after independence. So, in order to 

make possible the National Damocratic Revolution against 

the narrov1 interests of the right reaction by the i'-J~tional 

wrnocratic Front the question of leadership is state·d thus-

11 'l'"ne national democratic state in the 
hands of the national democratic front 
will be a transitional stage, in which 
pa .. ,er vJiJ.l be jointly exercises by all 
those classes which are interested in 
eradicating imperialist interests, 
routine of the semifeudal elements and 
breaking the pov-mr of the monopolies. 
In this class alliance, the exclusive 
leadership of the working class is not 
yet established, though the exclusive 
leadership of the bourgeoisie no longer 
exi.sts n35. 

In National D=mocratic Front (hereafter may be 
mentioned as - NDF) there is a four-class alliance -
vJOrkers, peasants, urban middle strata and intelligentsia, 
and the non-monopoly national bourgeoisie; and the leader
ship of the National ll:!mocratic Front will belong to all 
firm anti-imperialist, anti-feudal and anti-monopoly forces. 
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An exclusive leadership by the working class is not the 

prec~Jndition of this front. Of course the non-proletarian 

democratic classes, including the non-monopoly stratum of 

the nati0nal bourgeoisie have objective interests in the 

accomr)lishment of the orincioal tasks of anti-imperialist 
~ ' . ~ -

ant.i_-feudal revolution. so the ,..;orking class in Indian has 

to ·treat v1ith i·ts allies on an equal footing • 

.Che s:trtlc;(~;le no1t: is to implement the prograJnrne of 

c~-:lmpl..".e..l:.ing the nati .. onal democratic revolution. It is 

primarily directed against the stout resistance offered by 

the imr)erialisb3, the landlords and other semifeudal 

elements. Considering the class position of the NDF there 

will be struggle also within it as the implement at ion of 

the programme proceeds. The '"'orking class and its party, 

the Communist Party of India, will be the most consistent, 

far-.sighted and self-less fighters for the implementation 

of the NDF prc~ramme both against the class enemies of the 

national-democratic rev_olution and also against the 

vacillation, drift and at times even outright opposition 

of its partners in the NDF. It is through this process 

that the balance \vi thin the NDJZ. will shift in favour of the 

working class and the v.,rorker-peasant alliance. It is through 

this process that the way will be paved for the leader-

ship of the \-lOrking class in the state. And it is through 

this process that the transition to socialism commences and 

the next state (socialist stage) of the Indian revolution 

begins3 6 • 
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In this manner the CPI visualisc:s the entire revolu-

tionary tra~sformation of the present-day Indian society 

into the futur8 socialist India through the transitional 

stage of 'national democracy'. 

The CPI(Ivl) had declared its resolve to struggle ·tor 

People's Democracy as the central strategic objective in 

this existlng stage. 

11 \tlhile adher:Lng to the aim of building 
a socialist society, the Communist Party 
of India L- 0•1arxist) J taking into . 
consideration the degree of economic 
development, the degree of the political 
-ideol CXJiCal maturity of the working 
class and its orgal!isation, places 
oefon~ .. the people as the immediate 
objective the establishment of people •s· 
democracy based on the coalition of all 
genuine anti-feudal and anti-imperialist 
forces headed by the working class u37. 

For this second stage of India •s revolution i.e., People's 

.IEmocratic Revolution (hereafter may be mentioned as PDF) 

the CPI(l"l) calls for 11 People •s · D2mocratic Front 11 which can 

11 dislodge the bourgeois landlord Government headed by the 

b . b . . 113 8 lg ourgeolsle • It is the stage of people •s democracy 

because after independence the bourgeoisie 11 does not carry 

forv:ar.d the national democratic revolution to its 

completion. On the contrary ••• as ·the social contradictions 
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intensify, it tends to compromise v!ith imperial ism and 

· · dl d t' u
39 .c:o· the allies wJ.th dor.1estJ.c lan or reac J.On • -

leadersr.ip of the vJOrking class can forge ahead the 

unfinished democratic revolution and to pass over to the 

final stage of socialist revolution. 

So the CPI 0·1) holds, 

. 
11 'rhe nat·ure of our revolution in the 
present stage of its develOpment is 
essentially anti-feudal, anti-irnperi~
list, c.nti-monopol:l and dernocratic 11 40. 

The basic tasks of the democratic revolution can not 

be completed except by waging decisive battle against the 

bourgeoisie and their political representatives in leading 

position inside the state. The Peaple •s Democratic 

Revolution is certainly based on its opposition to 

feudalism and imperialism. At the same time, hm!ever, it 

is also totally op~"osed to the big bourgeoisie (who are 

1' • ) " • • 41 leactJ.ng tne state ana foreJ.gn monopoly capJ.tal • 

P.irns 

lt aims at the 

••... replacement of the present 
bourgeois-1 and-1 ord state and Government 
by a s·tate of peaple •s democracy, a 
government led by the working class 
on the .basis of a firm ,.,orker-peasant 
ali ance u42. 

' . 
I 
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For soecific two purposes mentioned there are two 

primary tasks. First, ••the tasks of making such sweeping· 

reforms in the s oci <:11 system, hOVleVer, are inextricably 

bound up v.fith t.be completion of agrarian revolution which 

in fact is the ax:j~s of the democratic revolution 1143 • 

Second, 

11 The second urgent task • • • is the total 
eradication and summary expulsion of the 
foreign monoE2flY capital from our nati()nul 
economy ••• 11 

-

At present the bourgeois-1 <.mdl ord government 

l1e2ded by the bi9 boUrgeoisie can not completely finish 

der<iUCr<-Jtic revolution because the same will in turn hamper 

thei~ o.wn. class interests. ·.rhe monopoly and big bourgeoisie 

are, for their o-vm cl u.ss interests, increasingly coll aborat-

ing ;,.-1ith irnperialist-finili'1.Ce capital for building India as 

a capitalist country. Regarding the •monopoly bourgeoisie 1 

and the 1big bourgeoisie • the programme seeks to mean, both 

are the categories of a same stratum. This v ievi may be 

explicit from the statement of the programme of the Cpi ( M). 

11 The present Indic.m state is the organ of the cl <iSS rule of 

the bourgeoisie and landlords by the big bourgeoisie who 

are increasingly colluborating vJith the foreign finance 

capital ••• 1145 Again on the same matter it reads 11the 

bigger and monopoly section, after attainment of independence, 
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seeks to utilise its hold over the state power, ••• 

!_-and_l it is developing strong links with foreign 

46 
monopolists and sharing po.ver with landlords" • So the 

mono;)oly bourgeoisie constitute an apex part of the big 

bourgeoisie and both these sections are firmly opposed to 

the 'people's democratic front'. But the national 

bourgeoisie section i~ an active partner of People's demo-

cratic revolution. P.gain, the monopoly and big bourgeoisie 

are linked with fo.r:-eign monopolists for financial arid 

technol o:;;ical help. A:3 the general market crisis of world 

capital ism deepens, the contradiction between foreig·n 

monopolists and them groHs in all its intensity and the 

bic::; bo.1.rgeoisie using its economic pO~tJer and leading 

--posil::.lon in the stat. attempts to solve its crisis at the 

47 of its \·reak class-brethren in the country • 
.!"· 

expense 

P.gain the feudal and semi-feudal interests are standing 

in the v.1ay of the development of the millions of peasantry 

and agricultural labourers and put them in perpetual poverty 

and bondage. So the people's democratic revolut i.on is 

aimed at to wipe out these two most reactionary forces in 

this. country. 

Alliance of Class Forces 

Forces for this People's ~mocratic Revolution are to 

be composed thus : 



"The core and the basis of the 
people •s democratic front is the finn 
alliance of the \-JOrking class and th~ 
peasantry"48. The "rni ddle peasants" 9, 
''rich peasantsnSO, 11urban as well as 
other middle classesn,Sl and the 
"national bourgeoisie••52 and a 11uni_ty 
of all g~triotic and democratic 
forces 11 • 

·rhe prog-ramme of the CPI(M) declares that PeOple's 
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IEmocratic Front must rely mainly on the fi1:m alliance of 

the __ ..w·orking class and the peasantry •. It is this alliance, 

indeed, that is the most powerful driving force of this 
... 

stage of revolution. Not only this, it is the only force 

that can draw the other vacillating classes inside the 

front and stabilize them
54

• 

Again, the whole •peasantry 1 is not a homog-eneous 

class. Only the poor peasantry and the agricultural 

labourers are closely and firmly related with the \-Jorking 

class. Seventy per cent of the rural papulation consist of 

these two sections, which are the worst exploited and, 

therefore, the nearest to the working class. The middle 

peasants, too, subjected, as they are, to intense exploita-

tion at the hands of the usureFs, the feudal elements the 

capitalist market and the capitalist landlords, become the 

reliable ally of the working class. 

Regarding the rich peasants the party programme is 

somewhat critical because, it has been stated, it is they 

who have benefited the most under the land reform legislation 
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of the congress Government. Their interests come into 

clash with those of the agricultural labourers; besides, 

they aim at becoming capitalist farmers. Even then, they 

are .harassed by the government policies of price-increase · 

and increase in taxatio<l, as also by the ever-rising prices .. 

on industrial goods. Often they are not spared from the 

blows inflicted by the capitalist market and are compelled 

to oppose the governmental policies which help the monopo

lists and traders. It is, therefore, possible to bring 

this section, too, inside the front and retain it there. 

A proper assessment of different strata inside the 

peasantry in respect of political importance shows that 

the main strength. and support come from the agricultural 

labourers and poor peasantry. 11 This most oppressed and 

utterly pauperized section in the countryside is the 

closest to the V{Orking class n55 in this struggle for 

People •s Democratic Revolution. 

Forces geposed To 

In People •s Democratic Revolution, the CPI (H) programme 

has stated that the role of bourgeoisie is to be dealt with 

muc~ caution which needs concrete understanding of their 

position and also ''the part played by them during the freedom 

movement and after. It stated- -
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"';'The Indian bourgeoisie as a class, 
coming as it is fvom an underdeveloped 
and newly liberated country as ours, 
has its conflicts and cohtradictions 
with imperialism and also with the 
feudal and semi-feudal agrarian order. 
But the bigger and monopoly section, 
after attainment of independence seeks to 
utilise its hold over the state power to 
resolve these conflicts and contradictions 
by compromise, pressure and bargain uS 6. 

The ruling bourgeoisie are not free from incapabilities 

which are inherent in them because they have chosen 11 ••• to 

develop the country's economy on the line of capitalism ••• 

L,-and thisJ capitalist path of development the Indian 

bourgeoisie has chosen in the period when the world capita-

list system is fast disintegrating and has entered the 

third stage of the general crisis of capital ism u
5 7

• The 

crisis of market is the stumbling-block before the Indian 

bourgeoisie in general and big and monopoly bourgeoisie in 

particular. Now what has been evident is that the dual 

character of the bourgeoisie since the years of freedom 

struggle (when ·mObilising the people against imperialism 

and compromising with imperialism) has taken a new shape 

after independence. Despite the growth of contradiction 

between imperialism and feudalism on the one hand:· and the 

people including the bourgeoisie on ~the other, the big 

bourgeoisie who head the present state of India do .not 

decisively and fully oppose imperialism and feudalism. 

Rather -



11 ••• it j'"':"the big bourgeoisieJ seeks to 
utilise -its hold over the state and the 
new opportunities to strengthen its position 
by attacking the people on the one hand and 
on the other, to resolve the conflicts and 
contradictions with imperialism and feuda
lism by pressure, bargain and compromise. 
In this process it is forging strong links 
with foreign monopolists and is sharing 
power with the landlords ••• it L-the big . 
bourgeoisie~ is anti-people and-anti-Commu
nists j'-sic in character and is firmly 
opposea to t e completion of the democratic, 
anti-imperialist tasks of the Indian 
revolution n58. 
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Another statement from the •statement of Policy•, a 

companion_ document of the -CPI (M) party programme stated in this 

regard 11 The present party programme correctly characterising 

the present stage of Indian revolution as the second -

agrarian - stage of the revolution which is directed not 

only against the landlords and imperialists but aLso against 

the Indian big bourgeoisie, has laid down that the big 

bourgeoisie has no place in the People •s D8mocratic Front u59 • 

Unhesitatingly the CPI (M) •s programme argued that the 

big bourgeoisie are the confirmed opponents of the democrat-

ic revolution because they are out to compromise with 

imperialis:n and feudalism. They have no place in this front, 

on the contrary they are the enemies of the front and it is 

against their ~tate that the front has to fight its main 

60 
battle • 

The case of the national bourgeoisie, i.e., other· than 

the big and monopoly bourgeoisie, has been dealt with in 



the party programme. It is said, 

11 ••• the national bourgeoisie which 
are either having no links altogether 
Hith foreign monopolists or having no 
durable links, which are not by them
selves monopolistic and suffer at their 
hands in a number of ways, are abj ec
tively interested in the accomplishment 
of the principal tasks of the anti-feudal 

_and anti-impe~ialist -revolutionn61. 
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As for the section of the national bourgeoisie whose 
.,.. 

interests are not tied up with those o£ foreign monopoly 

capital and whose interests damaged by the monopol.ists, 

their objective interests lie in completing the anti-· 

. . . l . t. f d l l t. 62 
1mper1a 1st, an 1- eu a revo u 10n • 

11 As the general crisis of the 
world capita"list system deepens, 
as the contradiction between 
foreign monopolists and them grows 
in all its intensity and as 
the big bourgeoisie using its 
economic power and leading position 
in the state attempts to solve 
its crisis at the expense of its 
weak class-brethren in country, 
this stratum of the bourgeoisie 
will be compelled to come into 
opposition with the ...state power 
and can find a place ih the 
people 's democratic front u63. 

As the general crisis of capitalism deepens, the 

contradictions between the foreign monopolists and these 

sec::tions of the bourgeoisie will gr01.-.r sharper. As the big 

bourgeoisie will try to pass the burden of the crisis on 

to the shoulders of these sections, utilizing their 

~ 

I 
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economic and political power for the purpose, these sections 

of the national bourgeoisie will have to stand up against 

the present regime and it will then be possible to find a 

place for them i~ the front. 

Caution should be taken, the party programme stated,· 

that national bourgeoisie 11 are still sharing state power 

along with the big bourgeoisie and entertain high hopes 

. 64 
of advancing further under the same regime••. Though they 

are objectively progressive in character, due to their weak 

class position vis-a-vis Indian big and monopoly bourgeoisie 

and. ~~~eign imperialists, they exhibit instability and 

extreme vacillation· between the imperialist .and the big 

bourgeoisie on"'.the one side and people's democratic front 

on the other. ·rhe party programme further indicates that, 

11 0wing to its dual nature, its 
participation in the revolution 
depends on a number of con crete 
conditions, on changes. in the 
correlation or class forces, on 
the sharpness of the contradictions 
between imperial ism, feudal ism and 
the people on the depth of the 
contradictions between the bou·r
geois-landlord state led by the 
big bourgeoisie and the remaining 
sections of the national bourgeois 
class u65. 

So there are limitations of this national bourgeoisie 
~ 

in their participa·tion in the People •s D=mocratic revolution 

though they have contradictions with imperialism and big and 

monopoly capitalism. 



QJ.estion of Leadershi}? 
--~-·--··-----· .. ··--· -

On the question of leadership in the people 's 

democratic front for people's Democratic Revolution the 

CPI (M) •s programme states-

11 In the present era, the proletariat 
have to lead the democratic revolution 
as a necessary step in its forward march 
to the achievement of socialism. Hence 
it is not the old type of bourgeois -
led democratic revolution but a neVJ type 
of people •s democratic revolution organised 
and led_under the hegemoney of the v;orking 
class u6o. 
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'rhe party programme unequivocally declares that the 

hegemony of the working class in the struggle for people •s 

democratic revolution is the correct assessment for the 

present Indian condition. 

Capitalist de vel opmen t in India is not of the type 

which ·took place in Western dlrope and other adv~~ced 

capitalist countries. EVen though developing in the 

capitalist way Indian society still contains Hithin itself 

strong elements of precapita.listic hang-overs. Unlike the 

advanced capitalist countries where capitalism grew over 

the ash~"!s oC:: pre-capitalist society, destroyed by the 

rising bourgeoisie; capitalism in India was superimposed 

on pre-capitalis;t society67 • 

In India, the bourgeoisie and the 1 andl ords headed py 

the big bourgeoisie achieved power from the British 

- ' 
I 
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imperialists, and this ruling big bourgeoisie proceeded to 

develop the country's economy on the line of capitalism by 

making some sort of adjustment with feudalism and imperia-

lism. Though there are contradictions among them, still 

they have no alternative but ·to swallOi'l maladjustment with 

the imperialists and landlords because "~ •• the capitalist 

path of devopment the Indian bourgeoisie has chosen when 

the world capitCJ.list system is fast disintegrating and has 
'· 

entered the ••• star_Je of general crisis of capitalism 1168 • 

The big bourgeoisie who occupy the leading posi.tion in 

the state resist and oppose the car:cying out of radical and 

genuine agrarian reforms by abolishing feudal and semi-

feudal relations in the vast countryside and also protect 

foreign m.::>nopoly capital and facilitate its further penetra-

tion .·:_...!indered. ~'l1th their policies of c_ompromise and 

collaboration wi·th Eoreign monopolists and alliance with the 

landlord, they c:l"re vigorously pursuing the path of capita-

list development which in turn is immensely facilitating 

the grov-rth of monopoly capital in our country. so it is 
the duty to oppose feudal landlordism, foreign monopoly 

capital ism, big bourgeois rule and its policies Of CQmpromise 

and colLaboration '.-Jith foreign finance capital and alliance 

.. h t . 1 dl di 69 
wlt: na lVe _an or sm • 

11 It has thus fallen to the 
lot of the working class and 
its party to unite all the 



progressive forces interested 
in destroying the precapitalist 
societv and to consolidate the 
revolutionary forces within it so 
as to facilitate the most rapid 
completion of the democratic 
revolution and preparation of 
the ground for transition to 
socialism 11 70 • 
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.:lo the immediate objective is the establishment of a 

peor_:le 's democratic .. front '1led by the working class on the 

. 71 
basis of a firm,.. vJOrker peasant alliance 11 for the replace-

ment of the present bourgeois landlord state and government • 

. !lmong the peasantry the poor peasants and agricultural 

labourers constitute seventy per cent of the rural popula-

tion the worst exploited and therefore the nearest to the 

\vorking class in this front. These sections are the chief 

allies of the working class though the middle and the rich 

peasants, the urban middle class and intelligentsia and the 

national bourgeoisie are considered as the allied forces 

of this front. 

Considering all the facts, working class hegemony and 

the people •s democratic front is a historical necessity in 
\ 

this state of revolution. This has been further explained 

in the party programme, thus-

"'rhe people •s democratic front cannot successfully be 

built and the revolution cannot attain victory except under 

the leadership of the working class of India and its 

political party, the Co~nunist Party of India L-Marxist_7. 
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Historically no other class in modern society except the 

working class is destined to play this role and the entire 

experience of 
72 our time amply demonstrates this truth 11 • 

In the foregoing discussion on the question of leader-

ship in the present phase of revolutionary movement, i.e., 

movement by the peaple's democratic front depends on the 

unquestionable hegemony of the working class with its 

closest ally the poor peasantry and agricultural labourers, 

and its broader alliance with the middle and rich peasants, 

middle class urban intelligentsia, national bourgeoisie and 

also the. patriotic masses of India. In this manner the 

leadership question has been resolved in the programme of 

the CPI(M) for the peOple's democratic revolution. 

Section 5 M::!ans to be Pursued to Attain the Revol'Ution ------ ---------------.----

I'-Eans of attaining their respective revolutions, 

namely, national democratic revolution for CPI and people's 

democratic revoluti:Jn for CPI(M), are stated here side by side. 

To the CPI, the national democratic revolution-

11 
••• will be consolidated in 

the co~rse of countrywide united 
mass movements, parliamentary and 
extra-oarliamentary struggles, 
against the reactionary antipeaple 
policies, simultaneously isolating 



and oo'tcating the forces of commu
nalism and right 7eactie>n seeking to 
disrupt the same 11 3. 
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The programme of the Communist Party of India· has 

stated that i·t \'!ill strive to achieve the establishment of 

national democracy and create conditions for the advance-

ment of the goal of socialism by peaceful means. 

This peaceful means has been spel t out in this manner : 

iJy developing a pO\-Jerful and stable majority in parliament, 

backed by such a movement, the working class and it.s allies 

will strive their utmost to overcome the resistance of the 

forces of reaction and transform parliament from an 

instrument serving the bourgeoisie into a genuine instrument 

of the people 1s will for effecting a fundamental transform

ation in the economic, social and state struct1~re 74 • 

Tho~gh the programme is very clear about the peaceful 

means of organising mass movements and of winning the 

parliamentary battle for transition to national democratic 

stage, still a considerable amount of doubt seems to persist 

and this has made the party cautious as is apparent from 

the following statement : 

11 It needs to be always borne 
in mind that the ruling classes will 
not relinquish their power voluntarily. 
0~perience shows that they defy the 
will of the peOple and seek to suppress 
it by 1 awless and violent methods. 
It is therefore.necessary for the revo
lutionary forces to so orientate them
sr=lves and their work that they can 

' ·, 



face uo to all contingencies, to any 
twist and turns in the political 
1 ife of the cot.mtryu75. 

so it seems clear that in times of exigencies· the 
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revo1u~ionary forces may have to face up the violent designs 

of the 0p~1onents ':lith forces if necessary. For an ultimate 

analysis, th•2 party a ... 'ld the NDF Hhere the former is also a 

partner will lead the front even in the face of all sorts 

of extraparl i.amentary 'laHless and violent methods ' of the 

enemi,?s of- the revolution. 

"'. 

rro the CPI ( 1"1)-

. . . it strives to achieve the establishment of II 

people's democracy and socialist transformation through 

peaceful means. By devel aping a pov.;erful mass revolutionary 

movement, by combining parliamentary and extra-p arl iarnentary 

forms of struggle the v-Torking class and its allies will try 
. 

their utmost to overcome the resistance of the forces of 

reaction and to bring about these transformations through 

76 peaceful means 11 
• 

CPI(M) in its party programme agrees to take the help 

of the existing advantages of parliamentary form of struggle 

combined with the extraparliamentary methods such as 
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organising mass movements for dislodging the present ruling 

classes and establishing a people •s democratic sta~e and 

government based on the firm alliance of the working class 

and peasantry with their allies. 'rhe significance of this 

peaceful means lies in that the party will c:ibviousl y have 

to ·.Jork out various interim slogans in order to meet the 

req"Jirements of the rapidly changing political situation 

in the country. So it can participate in the. parliament 

a.nd .'_:--::1e s·tate government. This active 2articipat ion and 

s .)metime forming state governments. will 11 
••• give great 

-~· 

fillip to the revolutionary ·movement of the working people 

. . . tho.1gh not sol va the economic and political problems of 

the nation in any fundamental manner ••• such governments 

of a transitional character •• " may give immediate relief 

to the peOple and thus strengthen the mass movement1177 

;or the final take-over of power by dissolving the existing 

ruling classes. 

Bes.ide the peaceful means, the CPI (M) party programme 

makes the revolutionary forces cautious and vigilant against 

all sorts of untovJard contingencies by the follmving words 

which are in term and essence sa1ne as the statement made by 

the CPI program. 

" it nc=eds always to be borne in 
mind that the ruling classes never 
relinquish their power voluntarily. 
They seek to defy the will of the 
people. and seek to .reverse it by. 



lawlessness and violence. I-t is 
therefore necessary for the 
revolut.iona.cy forces to be vigilant 
and so orientate their work that 
they can face up to all continrJencies, 
to aq.y tHist and tur9

8
in the political 

life of the country 11 
• 

so it is spel t out there that the revolutionary 
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forces \·Jill face upto all sorts of con-tingencies created by 

the existing ruling classes. Though the people •s 

democratic front may follow the parliamentary means of 

struggle still the existing ruling class-es may denounce 

that path and may refuse to relinquish the power voluntarily. 

Conscious workGr peasant alliance by the \•!Orking class with 

al1. its allies can play the active role in transforming the 

bourgeois ~landlord state. 

Section 6 Prc?g":c:amme on AQraria'1 O,lestion 

::lo far this study centres round the basic proposition 

of the programmatic understanding oE both the communist 

parties on the subjects namely, the class character of the 

Indian state, stages of revolution, forces helpful to and 

inimical to, and also the determination of leadership for 

leading the revolutionary movement to a success. Herea£ter 

the study \vill delve into, on the basis of their respective 
'· 

understandings, two important subjects, namely, agrarian 

reforms and rural democracy dealt wit11 l' n thel· r respec-tive 

party programmes. 
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· CPI's ~ramme on ~rarian Reforms 

'l'he CPI stre3ses adequately the problem and importance 

of agriculture in its party programme, because-

"Agriculture constitutes the 
major sector of our national economy, 
accounting for 46.8 per cent o£ the 
national income. As such as 69.5 per 
cent of the total population derives 79 its livelihood from agriculture ••• 11 

/._- tinphas is original J. 

From 3ri tish rule when India got independence it was 

a backward and decaying agra..rian systern which, despite the 

growth of commodity production and money economy, that took 

place ·::luring the British regime,. remained under the 

domination of feudaJ.·· landlords and a variety of other 

semi feudal vested interests80 • 

According . to the CPI •s programme, after independence 

in 194 7, the ruling Indian bourgeoisie heads the government 

and leads the country's economy along the capitalist path. 

"The national bourgeoisie having 
secured state power set itself 
the task of putting the country 
on the path of independent 
capitalist development n81. 

This capitalist way of development needs reorganisa-

tion of agricultural sector of economy from the ditch of 

age-old backwardness under the shackles of feudal vested 

interests for growing industrial economic development for 
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steady supply of food and raH materials and also for free 

labour market and internal commodity market. 

The Indian National Congress, i.e., the political \'ling 

of the national bourgeoisie inherited the government of 

independent India, its main aim has been examined in the 

party prcx:_;]Tamme in the foll Ov.Jing manner : 

'''.rhe main aim of Congress agrarian 
legislation has been to rep;J..ace semi
feudal relations and forms of production 
in agriculture by capitalist relations 
and capitalist forms of production n82. 

To pursue the general aim of capitalist path the 

national bour.geoisie has taken various legislative measures. 

'I'he consequence of these measures has been as follows 

" {a) Feudal 1 and relations have been curbed : 

Statutory semifeudal landlorclism has been abolished 

in the erstwhile zamindari areas. 'rhe major part 

of the area under cultivation is vlithin the category 

of self-operated ownership holdings while the area 

under lease, which constituted the major area 

before land reform, is now confined to a s~;nal.l 

area. 'l'he curbing of the semi feudal 1 and relations 

.t..:-_;ether with the independent capitalist development 

of the national economy has given an impetus to the 
~ 

grov.;ing commercialisation of agriculture, production 



for the market and increasing replacement o_:f: 

tenants-at-v;ill by wage labour. 

(b) In spite of these changes, strong survival of 

_c·amifeudal land relations continue to prevail. 

(c) Capitalist relations of production has made 
/. .. 

significant inroads into the agrarian set-up. 

·(d) Interpenetrati.Jn of the strong survivals of 

feudalism and growing capitalist relations Of 

production are the dominant characters of 

socio-economic life in India •s countryside. 

Concentration of land in a few hands (10 per cent 

of the agricultural fandlies possessing 58 per 

cent of land under cultivation)is a peculier 

product of this inter~enetration. Dand so 

concentrated is partly cultivated by wage 1 abour 

with improved technique.s'arid partly sublet in 

disguised form. ·rhe majority of the tillers 

of the soil are without any landownership 

(agricultural vlorkers and sharecrOppers, etc.). 
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(e) The economy of the bulk of the self-cultivating 

peasantry has not improved . . . on account of the 

continuation of semifeudal burdens and the 

exploitation of the producers through the market. 
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(f) The number of agricultural labourers has gro,v-n 

as a result Qf mass evictions in the course of the 

agrarian reforms ••• and the general impoverishment 

of the peasantry. 

(g) ·rhe survivals of semi feudal modes of expl citation 

combined with the growth of comrnercialisation of 

agriculture have produced a new set of reactionary 

vested interests. Landlords, usure"ts and wholesale 

· ··-:;alers often combined in the same person, constitute 

the modern parasites, holding up the progress of 

agriculture and supporting right reaction • 

. . . . . . • • • • • • . . . . .. • • • • • • . .. 
The stronghold of commereial and financial interests 

over the rural market during the last several years 

has been tightened enormously. The price mechanism 

and market manirlUlations deprive the peasants of 

whatever little benefits they secure on account of 

land reform and technological development. The 

peasant is fleeced by commercial capital, both as 

83 
a producer and as a consumer 11 • 

It is evident from the aboye discussion on the 

consequence of the agrarian policies of the Congress rule, 

that the programme· of CPI holds the vie\-1 that agricultural 

\ sector is in the process of significant change from feudal 

landlordism to the capitC!.list direction. Changing agrarian 

relations under the Congress rule have substantially curbed 
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feudal vested interests through various legislative 

measures. ·rhese have gone hand,...in-hand with consci'ous efforts 

to develop and fost.er a class of rich peasants and capitalist 

landlords who could become the backbone of the ·new capitalist 

agrarian set up. l'hese rich peasants are helped considerably 

to gro.v more production, to adopt modern techniques, to grow 

cash crops as raw materials for industries and to build and 

to sustain ~redit institutions, 
84 

etc. • 

Again the major part of the area under cultivation is 
.... 

v-Jithin the category of self-operated_ ownership holdings, 

while the area under lease, which constituted the major 

area before land reform, is now confined to a small area. 

·rhe curbing of the semifeudal land relations together with 

the independent capitalist development of the national 

economy has given an impetus to the grov1ing commercialisa-

tion of agriculture, production for the market and replace-

ment of tenants-at-will by wage labour. 'rhereby capitalist 

relations of production have made significant inroads into 

the agrarian set up. 'rhese are regarded as the cardinal 

changes brought about by the policies of the Indian National 

C ft ' de d 85 ongress a er ~n pen ence • 

But there are some inherent limitations in the 

capitalist path of development in agricultural sector by 

the national bourgeoisie. It is due to the contradictions 

of the capitalist path of development. Independent 
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capitalist path of development is apparently and basically 

opposed to the interests of imperialism and feudalism. 

Independent capitalist path of India •s national bourgeoisie 

is op~.Josed to the imperialist interest mainly on grounds 

that the national bourgeoisie Opted for 11economic 

independence and establishment of basic industries u 86
• It 

wants to 11mobilise capital resources and to expand the 

87 internal market 11 • Since this is against the interests 

of the feudal elements, the national bourgeoisie is against 

feudalism. At the same time, the CPI programme seeks to 

show that it is inevitable for the national bourgeoisie to 

I . . . 1188 - . t 11 re y heavlly on forelgn monopoly capltal ana +n ernally 

to compromise with 11 feudal 1 andl. ords 1189 • A contradiction 

\-..'ithin a contradiction, that is, the growth of 11monopoly 

' h k ~ h I ' ' b ' ' 119 O b th d groups ln t e ran s OI t e nalan ourgeolsle y e en 

of Second World ·war and ••concentration of capital and 

economic power in the hands of a few big monopolists 1191 has· 

come into conflict with the vital interest of the peOple 

and i1as harrned ti-le interest of broad sections of the 

nativnal bourgeoisieo 

-'". 

Inspite of contradictions with the foreign monopoly 

capital and feudal interests, the ruling national bourgeoisie. 

are obliged to go hand-in-hand \'<'ith both of them. so the 

agrarian policy and approach to agrarian relations have 

resulted in a retention of strong survivals of semifeudal 

relations. Sharecropping, concealed leasing, and 
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concentration of 1 and in a few hands are glaring features 

which exist with the growing capitalist relations of 

production as interpentration or interpolation of both the 

factors. For example, the programme clearly cited, 

11 Concentration of land in a few 
hands (10 per cent of agricultural families 
possessing 58 per cent of land under culti
vation) is a peculiar product of this inter
penetration. Land so concentrated is partly 
cultivated by wage labour with improved 
techniaues and partly sublet in disguised 
formn9Z . 

Dichotomous policy in agrarian sector of the ruling 

bourgeoisie is explicit, because it pursued the aim .of 
. . 

fostering capitalism in the country-side, not on the basis 

of an all-out offensive against the semifeudal vested 

interests but through a process of compromise with and 

concession to them. 'rhe Congress agrarian reforms did not 

bring about a radical transformation of the agrarian set-up 

in the interests of the mass of the peasantry. The main 

productive force in agricul.ture, the toiling peasant, was 

not set free from mul·tifarious forms of semifeudal expl-oi

tation and he lives in abject poverty. A tremendous 

eviction offensive was launched against the peasantry in the 

name of resumption of lands by landlords for the purpose. ·of 

self cultivation. On the other side, the huge cOmpensation 

to landlords was thrust upon the peasantry. Subletting and 

share-cropping continue as classic examples of semifeudal 

exploitation. f'loreover ceiling·laws made by the Congress 

e. 

' 
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government were reduced to a total £etrce
93

• 

·rhe dominant character of socio-economic life in 

India •s countryside is the inter-penetration of strong 

survivals of feudalism and growing capitalist relations of 

production. 'Ehe survival of semi feudal modes of expl oita-

tion combined with the growth of the com!7lercialisation of 

agriculture has produced a new set of reactionary vested 

interests. Landlords, usurers and wholesale dealers, often 

combined in the same person, constitute the modern parasites 
• 

holding up the progress of agriculture and supporting right 

reactL:m. -so it is said by the CPI in defining the class 

character of the Indian State that the natim al bourgeois 

"class rule has,. strong links with the landlords 1194 it also 

gives rise to reactionary pulls on the state power. 

It should be noted that the stronghold of commercial 

and financial interests over the rural markets during the 

1 ast several years has been tightened enormously. 'l'he price 

mechanism and market manipulation, sharp fluctuations in 

price and the fleecing of the bulk of the peasants both as 

producer and consumer also act as strong depressors of 

. lt al du t. 95 agr1cu ur pro c 10n 

The combined result of all these policies for the 

agrarian sector has been a very·sl~v rate of growth in 

agricultural production. Besides, vagaries of the monsoon, 
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basic dependence on destiny still persist in this sector. 

Although, side by side, some irrigatLn projects and the 

programme like 'green revolution' have been launched to 

tackle the situation is pursuance of the capitalist path of 

devel6pment with an odd admixture of semifeudal production 

relation. All these have led to the accentuation of 

inequality in the agrarian sector. The CPI •s pro;Jramrne 

summed up the conditions of- agriculture during the Congress 

rule, thus, 

11 No wonder that in the totality 
the gains of agrarian legislation under 
Congress rule have been partial and · 
limited, being confined mainly to the 
upper strata of the rural population, 
while a large section of the toiling 
peasantry still lives in c.::mditions of 
gross po-verty and subject to mul tifa- ,.. 
rious forms of :>emifeudal expl oitdtion 1190

• 

So the solution of the agrarian problem, according to 

the CPI, is of utmost importance for the national regenera-

tion of india. vlithout a radical agraria.il. reform and a 

conscious movement to increase productivity in agriculture, 

it. is irnpossiblt:l to 30lva ·t.h2 food problem and acc21erate 

the economic growth of ·the country. Hence a clear break has 

to be made with the past by recognising the vast agricultural 

97 sector • In order to achieve this aim the fall OvJing 

measures must be carried out in this moment. 

11 First, elimination of all f-eudal 
and sernifeudal survivals by breaking the 



concentrati·:Jn :Jf land thro-... 1gh the 
im:,osition of real ceil inos and the 
di~tribu-t:ir:Jn o£ surplus l;;nd to the 
landless and land-hungry peasants; 

3econd, abundant sta·te aid to the 
peasac1'ts for (a) expanding producers·• 
and consumers ' cooperatives, and for 
(b) using rn:Jdern technique for the 
speedy d;_:::vt~l opment of product i :Jn; 

':!.'hird, nati :Jnal is at io:1 of banks 
98 

dnd ~t!~er credit Insti"t:utions to 
ensur-::~ tr1e sup~·11 of ch<.::ap long-term 
cri'2dit to tr12 tillers; 

Fourth, nati:)nalisation of 1-lhole-
sale trdde in agricultural produce and 
tne int;coduction of supply of price
support. to ensure stable and remun•3ra
tive prices for the peasant .producers and 
the supply of all essential commodities 
to them at fair price; state tradincJ in 
food-grains by taking over the wh:Jle
sale trade; 

Fifth, ad<=<JU.ate living wage to. the 
agricultural vJorl:Grs ,.gg. 
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It :Eurtl1r:;r !;>ledged that it will bend all its energies 

for bringing about these radical transformati·.J•-JS in t;he 

agrarian 1 ife of the country. Basing ~tself on agricultural 

labourers and poor peasantry the CPI claims to fOllOI.v the 

policy of uniting all sections of th2 peasantry in their 

struggles, in putti.ng the toiling millions of the country-

. d ' d l ' r f 't d ,. d 100 sl e on tne roa to a new _lre o prosperl y an 1:ree om • 

For agrarian reform in this presl::mt c:JntGxt of l::1dia, 

CPl tninks ;..Jational .r::emocratic .rtevolution is the only solu-

tion. 'l'ne central slogan of t~his stage is f:Jr ·the National 

D3mocratic .:<.evolution 1vhicl1 aims to '' ••• implement the 

Programme of 1-JationaJ. development in a non-capita..List ~;.ray, 
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i.e. elirni:1dting foreign monoiJoly, oreaking Indian monopoly 

democracy to ensure the active participation of the working -----
class in the econ':)r-nic and political life o£ the country. In 

this process the balance continu-ously shifts in favour of 

the vwrking class and the wo-sKer-oeasant alliance, paving 

the way for the leadership of the working class in ·the state, 

thereby crea-ting the conditi:::ms for transit:io:-1 to .s ocialismi 01 

,~-emphasis addedJ. 

·rhe central slogan i-vill be· raised by the National 

D:::m'Jcratic Front for replacement of the Congress by the 

forces composed of anti-imperial is·t, antifeudal and anti-

m-:::mo~)oly classes by a govGrnment of national democracy 

determined to direct the C()1 ... mtry 's devi..~loprnent along the 

't 1 ° t th102 non-capJ. a l.S p a 

'l,his l'iational .J=mocratic Front v-lill be comrjosed_ of 

·working class, national bourgeoisie urban and rural 

intelligen"c3ia and also 11 the broad masses of the cul tiva-

ting ~)easants, including the rich peasants and the agricul-

tural labourers. ·.rhe completion of the radical agrarian 

ref o.n.· ___ in the interest o£ the peasantry, as well as other 

democratic reforms given in the pro.Jri:im, will unshackle the 

pro&1ctive force~ of the cultivating peasantry and enable 

fuller employment of the labour power of the landless 

peasants and U.c;Jricul tur:..1l W·.)rkers, ensuring steady rise of 
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agricul·tural product io.·1 and of the living standards of the 

11 103 rural masses • 

After s;..1cc.:~ss£o.l launching of 1-Jational D=mocratic 

.Kevolution by ·the i:Jati.Jnal D2r!locratic Front a National 

r:ernocratic Government \vill emerge to implement some 

specific programmes including the following agrarian 

programrne. 

According to t ;1e CPI, 

''The national democratic government will take the 

following effective measures for the radical reorganisation 

of agrarian economy and the solution Df peasant problems : 

a) Concentrati::>n of land will be broken by abolishing 

all forms of landlordism, by imposing effective ceilings on 

1 andhondings and by distributing surplus land to agricul-

tural labourers and poor peasants free of cost. The 

interests of the small landholders will be fully protected. 

b) All types of fallow land, other than those required 

for cornmon village purposes, in the hands of the state will 

be distributed to agricultural labourers and poor peasants. 

Long-term development 1 oans will be advanced for the reclarna-

tion of fall or..v 1 and. 

c) All land-reform measures will be implemented with 

the help of popular committees composed o£ accredited 
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representatives of peasants and agricultural labOUJ:ers. 

Financial and technical aid ~vill be distributed similarly. 

d) l'he s·till remainin<J unpaid portion of compensation 

to big zamindars and j agirdars will be stOpped. 

All progressive debts which the peasants and agricul-

tural labourers owe to the landlords and usurers ·t~ill be 

---canc.il j_ ed. 

e) 'l'he pr~sent iniquitous system of land revenue shall 

be abolished and a new system of graded land tax based on 

income shall be introduced, exempting all uneconomic 

holdings from taxation. 

f) All facilities vJill be provided to the cultivators 

of land so as to en90>..lrage them to produce eno11gh food for 

peoplr3 and ra\v materials for industries. 

l·lil tipurpose cooperatives shall be organised which will 

provide cheap credit, seed, manure, pesticides, etc. to the 

peasants, and remunerative prices assured for their 

products. Care shall be taken to prevent these cooperatives 

/._-fromJ becoming the instruments for the enrichment of the 

rich peasants and landlords. 

Cheap irrigation facilities will be provided through 

the c-onstruction of irrigation dams and through providing 

cheap electricity on a wide scale. 
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Agro-industries and cold storages for the processing 

and preservation of such food products as milk, fruit, eggs, 

fish, potatoes, etc. will be s·tarted so tha·t the income of 

cultivators is increased through these subsidiary 

occupations. 

The cultivators will be assured of remunerative prices 

for their products. 

g) Adequate wage::.> and living conditions will be •3nsu.:-ed 

to the agricultural labourers. 

~·Jage BoardS will be set up with representa·tive~ of 

agricultural labourers in order to implement relevant laws 

and settle disputes • 

.rhey will be encouraged and helped to set up, wi-th 

necessary state aid, cooperative farming societies vested 

'rtith <~overnment land. 

l'hey 1,,-lll be provided with free house sites and financial 

help to build ;·iOuses·~ 

..r·· 

The problem of under-empl oymen·t of the agricultural 

labourers v1ill be solved by starting rural indus·tries and 

providing them vJith alterndtive jobs in the off-seasons. 

h) Stdte farms ru.n on mechanized an<i modern lines like 

the .::iurat9arh farm in rtaj asthan will be started where vast 
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tracts of land are c..vailable as models to the cul·tivators 

on how modern collective agriculture will increase income 

\vhile reducing the 1 oad of hard labour from the backs of 

the cuJ.·tivators • 

. ~ -'-'ne. cultivators ~r1ill be encouraged to fOl.""'ll cooperative . _ 

farming societies on a voluntary basis and carry on 
~· 

cultivation through the aid of machinery and other modern 

methods. 

i!:ffective measures of flood control will be under-

t k 11104 a en • 

'I'his is the agrarian programme of the CPI. The CPI 

places this agrarian programme \vith other programmes before 

the people of India ctnd sets forth the principal urgent 

tasks of the day in order that the people have a clear 

picture of the objective of national democratic revolution 

they are fighting for. 

ln fine, the CPI 's programme declares that this 

programme is '1 a correct guide dJld a reliable compass 

for charting the revolutionary course to the victory of the 

national democratic front and the establishment of national 

democracy••105 for the present stage and. which will advance 

to the desired goal of socialism in near future. 
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CPI (1'1) 's _.t.:.rogr~ on A;Jrarian Reforms 

-::-.-:e programme of the CPI ( M) characterises the present 

stage of India's revolution as the second stage (agrarian}06 
~· 

which was to be directed against the land.l ords, imperialists 

and bourgeoisie headed by the big bourgeoisie. 'I'he first 

stage of Indian revolution according to the CPI ( M) v-1as the 

stage of general national united front directed against 

foreign imperialist rule which came to an end on 15th August 

1947. The po-v;er was transferred to the Congress Party, the 

party of the bourgeoisie and landlords. ·rhus the programme 

states, 

''The second stage of the Indian revolution 
demanded • ~. the complete abolition of feudal 
and semi feudal landlordism and the distribution 
of land to the agricultural labourers and poor 
peasants gratis • • • Abolition of landlordism and 
a thorough-going agrarian revolution ~voul d have 
at once shattered the age-old shackles on our 
agricultural production, and enable it to take 
a major forward stride ••• ul07 

·.rhe second stage of India's revolution, according to 

CPI(M), is PeOple's Democratic Revolution, in which 

abolition of feudal and semi-feudal landlordism is mainly 

to be accomplished.- Because of the prevalence of 

precapitalist production relations in the vast agrarian 

sector India can not march fon1ard to the desired goal of 

socialist revolution. So CPI (.fvl) considers that thi.s People •s 

D8mocratic stage of revolution will do away wif.h ail the 
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legacies of pre-capitalist agrarian system and will prepare 

the peasantry and agricultural labourers to have a major 

stride alongwith all strata of working people towards the 

third stage of revolution, i.e., socialism. 

The CPI (M) programme assessed the agrarian policies of 

the congress Government i.e., landlordbourgeois government 

to conclude that several decades of its rule and a number 

of legislations have been adapted for the agrarian sector 

but these do not make any considerable change in the plight 

of the vast peasant and agricultural labourer sections. 

FollOvling is the balanqe-sheet of the agrarian policies of 

the congress government, according to the CPI (l-1), that after 

independence, the-

" ••• Congre3s rule with all its multitude of 
Qgrarian reform laws, land concentration 
remains intact and five per cent of the top 
households' in the rural side possess as much 
as 3 7. 29 per cent of the total land under 
cultivation whereas 70 per cent of the 
peasant families hardly possess 2·0 per cent 
of the lanq. . . . • • • . . . • • • . . . . .. • • • . . . 
Moreover, with the present agrarian relations· 
over a thousand crores of rupees find their 
way annually into the hands of the landlords 
and moneylenders by way of rent and interest 
which again is used not for productive 
purposes but for speculative trading and 
usurious money lending ul08. 

If this monopoly of land is broken up and is distri

buted to the agricultural labourers and poor peasants and 

if this heavy debt burdens are abolished which are 
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pre-requisities for releasing the creative energy and labour 

enthusiasm of th~· millions of peasants, then these alone can 

form the foundation for a tremendous expansion of agricul-

tural production and solve the problem of capital in 

agriculture. 

The CPI (r-1) pointed to another aspect of the bourgeois-

landlord government •s agrarian policies in the following 

manner : 

11 'rhe abolition of princely feudal states 
was carried out with the assurance of paying 

of several crores of rupees annuallyl09 ••• 
The legislative measures for abolishing 
intermediaries such as zamindars, jaigirdars, 
inamdars, etc., delibe~ately permits them to 
retain big lancied estates ••• and guarantee 
col ossa1 1 ~t:Jounts of compensation to be paid 
to them 11 • 

As a result, abolition of these intermediaries has not 

been followed by a free arid automatic transfer of prOperty 

rights to the actual peasants, rather colossal burden of 

compensation has been loaded on them. So the plight of the 

tenants has had no change.· 

11 The tenancy la\vS enacted for the 
ryotwari areas provided first and foremost 
for the so-called right of.resumption of 
land under the pretext of self-cultivating 
tenants ••• with large number of loopholes· .. ·· 
deliberately left in the legislations on 
the one hand and their implementation by 
bureaucratic authorities dominated by the 
landlord element ••• ulll. 

Naturally, these have led to the eviction and uproot

ing of millions of cultivating tenants and throwing them 



into the ranks of pauperised peasants and agricultural 

1 ab ourers. kJ ain, 

"Coming to the much-talked of legis
lations regarding ceiling on land holdings, 
these acts have been so framed as to enable 
the big landholders either to preserve their 
holdings untouched or to merilly split them 
up through fictitious partition among their 
family members in such a manner as :to make 
thE? ceiling law inapplicable to them • 
• • • No wonder ••• very little land has peen 
acquired by applying these laws for distri
bution among the toiling peasantry"112. 

In order to increase agricultural production the 
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Congress government enacted another law and wherever it is 

implemented it bore a very painful result to the poor 

peasants. The programme cited this, as following : 

••consolidation of land-holding is 
anot·her measure which seeks to increase 
agricultural production ••• Wherever it 

.,.·is implemented, the major gains have 
gone to the richer strata of land owning 
classes. They have been enabled to 
manoeuver and secure the best available 
lands and the best sites at the e~ense. 
of the poor and middle peasants ul13. 

Again, land for distribution to the tiller of the soil 

is the 1 aw of the statute book, rather vested and surplus 

land and cultivable waste land has either been acquired by 

the influential persons on the landlords ¥Jho imposed heavy 

taxes or levies collected from the cultivating peasants. 

11 I1illions of acres of such lands are 
found in several states. Here again, several 
influential landlords in different states 
occupy them, deprivi~g the deserving peasant 
from cultivating these 1 ands. vJherever 



the poor peasant doggedly stick [sicJ 
on to the cultivation of these waste 
lands ••• heavy penal ties are levied 
and cot~ected from them year after 
year 111 • 

The programme further referred to the plight of the 
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agricultural labourers, who with either no land or with a 

small piece of 1 and and whose main livelihood is derived 

from selling of their labour power, now are the single 

biggest section in the countryside. 

11 Thanks to the agrarian and other poli
cies of the government their ranks have 
been swelled with millions of evicted tenants, 
ruined peasants and uprooted artisians. 
On all-India scale they form 30 to 35 per 
cent ••• of the peasant households in our 
rural areas u115. 

Their type of work has been assessed. 

"From amongst them, thousands work 
as farm servants under landlords and 
.r·ich t?easants on annual basis ••• 2-andJ 
pract~cally nothing effective has Seen 
done as far to improve their living 
conditions and protect them from the 116 brutal exploitation of the landlords 11 • 

(emphasis added) 

It is clear from the above quotati~ns that the .. fann 

1 abourers are in direct feudal and semi feudal bondageo 

The programrne further mentioned that other portions of the 

agricultural labourers are seasonally employed or under 

-employed and their scale of wages and other conditions of 

work prescribed from time to time by the ruling Congress 
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government and the wages actually paid are lower than with 

what a human being can barely lead his life. with much 

concern the programme states, 

11without a radical change in their 
living -conditions, it is unthinkable to 
change the face of our degraded rural 
life and unleash the productive forces 
in the agrarian sect.orull7 

The agricultural labourers are the worst exploited 

masses in India's countryside. They are employed somewhere 

as bonded servant and somewhere else as seasonally employed 

worker having no prospect of life under the bourgeois 

-1 andl ord s:overnment. 

'l'he party takes note of some economic measures which 

have bee n taker; in the avowed name of upliftment of the 

general rural people, but notes that actually all these 

measures in the ultimate analysis have helped and strengthen-

ed only the hands of the landlords and the rich peasants 

who formed the base of ruling class in the rural area. 

~easures of this kind are community development project, 

panchayat raj, extent ion schemes, etc. 

11 The bulk of the expenditure ••• 
flows into the pocket of landlords and 
rich peasants. Large sums are advanced 
to them as taccavi loans. Special 
agricultural loans are granted to them 
for the purchase of tractors, pump-sets, 
oil-engines and for sinking tube wells. 
It is they who grab the lion 's share of 



the chemical manures and good qualitf 
seeds distributed by the government 11 1 8 • 

·rhe outcome of these measures are absorbed by the 
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landlords and the rich peasants due to their position of 

greatest strength in the village governance. ·rheir 

influence on bureaucratic administration make them develOp 

themselves and deprive the lower strata. 

'rhe condition and impact of money market whi'ch is 

entering into the rural areas aggravate, as a result, 

11 'rhe peasant is fleeced both as a seller 
of agricultural produce and as a purchaser 
of industrial goods nl19. 

The rapid expansion of money economy in the rural 

areas helps forward trading and speculative hoarding of 

food grains and other agricultural commodities. Bank 

credits help the trading interests over agricultural· produce 

in the hands of Indian and foreign monopolistic market which 

intensify the exploitation of the lower strata of the 

peasants because the latter are bound to sell their produce 

as distress sellers for purchasing industrial goods. 

Moreover, cooperative credits, government loan, bank 

credit though_not sufficient to ooost agricultural production 

are absorbed by the landlords and rich peasants and also by 

the trading interests in turn adversely affecting poor 

peasants from whose hands 1 and therefore passes out. The 

. poor peasants are bound to take 1 oan from the usurious 

. I 
• I 

I 
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money-lenders whose rate of interest doubles the principal 

within a year and the 1 oan trap is the worst of its kind 

running through generations reducing the peasants to a 

pauperised peasantry or to agricultural labourers. It can 

be placed thus categorically for better understanding 

1) Public Credit System : The existing governmen~ has 
~ 

initiated some schemes and projects although these are not 

sufficient, capital investment which can be termed as 

public credit through bank, cooperatives, panchayat, bloc 

panchayat samities and zila parishad. But these credits 

only help to extent and consolidate the rich peasants 1 and 

landlords 1 base of the ruling class in the rural side 

because they are directly administering the affairs of the 

ruling government; hence they are utilising these 

Opportunities of monopolising the agricultural credits. 

Consistent vJith its class policies, the government has been 

giving the richer ·section of the peasants a~·d landholders 

direct financial, technical and other aids 

almost to the exclusion of the lower strata of cultivators. 

2) Public credit available to peasants is totally insuffi-

cient; again these insufficient credit is being monopolised 

by a handful of big landholders. So in the ultimate 

analysis poor peasants have no opportunity but to borrow 

usurious capital from the moneylenders, whose rate of 

interest.· doubles the principal within a year, and loan trap 
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is the worst of its kind running through g~nerations. 

~ .. , 

3) Dearth of public credit helps credit from usurious capital 

to spread its loan trap as an irremovable burden on the 

heads Of the poor peasants. D..le to the intensification Of 

exploitation of the peasants through unequal exchange and 

violent fluctuations of price the peasant is fleece-d-both 

as a seller of agricultural produce and as a purc!i"ase-r of 

industrial goods. ,AJain, distress sale of the agricultural 

produce by the poor peasants brings price of ,the commodity 

down and is also the cause of peasants being pauperised. 

This compels, in the ultimate analysis, land-transfer from 

poor peasants to the upper sections of the peasantry. 

4) For more production in agriculture in solving food probll 

and steady supply of raw materials for industries it is 

imperative to invest more capital in agriculture, but deart 

of public credit investment leads to stagnation of agricul-

tural production~ ~ 

'I'he prograrne states, 

11 'I'his dearth of credit is leading not 
only to deterioration in agricultural 
production, but also to the passing of 
land out of the hands of the poor peasants. 
Government has consistently refused to 
scale down the bruden of rural indebted
nessnl20. 

All these steps which are surely against the_intere~ 

of the peasantry particularly the poor peasants and 
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agriculturgl labourers, culminate into bankruptcy of 

agrarian policies. 

uThe bankruptcy of these agrar;i_an 
policies is revealed in the failure 
to solve the chronic food crisis ••• 
The result has been that India continues 
to import heavily from the USA under 121 
PL 480 food grains and raw materials" • 
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The programme of the CPI(M) takes a serious note of 

the agrarian pol icy of the ruling government vlhich is 
.. 

responsible for shortage of food-grain in the country. 

Though :india has a great potentiality for food production. 

and there is a high degree of agrarian development possible 

in view of the vast area of cultivable· land and ·ir.r:igation 

potentials, besides, adequate forces of agricultural 

peasants and 1 abourers, still the country hinges on 

perennial ·food crisis. 

The CPI(H) in its party programme has assessed the 

agrarian policies of the existing ruling bourgeois-landlord 

government with an utter dissatisfaction. It states, 

"In no field is the utter failure of 
the bourg~ois-1 andl ord government •s 
policies so markedly reveaied as in the 
case of agrarian question ••• Congress 
rule has proved ••• that the aim and 
direction of its agrarian policies is 
not to smash the feudal and semi-feudal 
fetters on our land relations and thus 
liberate the peasantry from age-old 
bondage, but to transfonn the feudal 
land lords into capitalist landlords 
and develop a stratum of rich peasants u122. 
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Agrarian policies of the Congress government are not 

intended to smash the feudal and semi~feudal interests 

because the very landlords are also sharing the state power 

with the bourgeoisie as a whole but led by the big 

bourgeoisie. so it is not possible for ·chis government to 

wage an all-out confrontation with the feudal landlords but 

to compromise; and for its contradiction with feudalism the 

bourgeoisie is wooing the rich peasants as its future 

alternative base in the rural economy. However, the rich 

peasants are now not so very strong as to be able to avoid 

the 1 andl ord interest. So any governmental decision of the 

existing government will never considerably jeopardise the 

interest of its power partner i.e. the landlord When no 

effective alternative support-base is built in this vacuum. 

The present government of India has its own contradiction. 

It is due to the fact of the share of power bebveen the 

bourgeoisie a'nd the landlords. Their respective natur.e, 

airns and---ambitions are quite different. The bourgeoisie has 

an objective interest in spreading capitalist economy in the 

countryside by reorganising rural economy and mechanisation 

of cultivation. Obviously these measures are opposed to 

the interest of the feudal landlords. ·rhe feudal landlords 

like to see that they are fully allowed to mop up all 

surplus in.the sphere of agriculture. This tussle is being 

continued at the cost of rural populace. The existing 

bourgeoisie, particularly the big bourgeoisie, which is 
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leading the Indian state, according to the CPI (M) prograrrune, 

has consistently pursuing the policy of keeping peasants 

and agricultural labourers under the heaviest pressure of 

exploitation and oppression and at the same time has been 

inducing the feudal landlords to grow into capitalist 

landlords. In this pol icy the bourgeoisie hopes to succeed 

only by creating in the countryside a section of rich 

peasantry who waul d eagerly pursue capitalist agricultural 

enterprises and extend support to the government -in the 

implementation of its policies. The CPI(l'1) •s programme 

refers to the dichotomous nature of the class which shows 

its instability in the pursuit of any democratic agrarian 

reform or in developi119Capitalism by overthrowing the 

feudal elements which are the historical obstacles to such 

revolution. so the prograrrune mentions : 

11 'I'hey L-Congress rulersJ want to depend upon 
the 1 andl ord and rich peasant section to produce 
the surplus of agricultural products to meet the 
requirements of capitalist development. Thez 
also want to make these sections the main 
Eolitical base of the rulin9 class in the 
C"olintrysideu129. L- Emphasis ;ddedJ. 

The fact is that the Indian bourgeoisie is not capab~e . ' 
of transforming the total agrarian sector from feudal arid 

semi-feudal strangleholds to capitalist relations of 

production. On the contrary, they have desperately built 

an alliance by sharing of power with the landlords for 

maintaining the status quo. So any radical land reforms 

are actually impossible for them to pursue. Only whatever 

·'~"· 
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they aim a·c is to check any popular peasant movement which 

is- initiated to fight the vested interest in Indian 

agriculture. For example, various land reform acts have 

<1abled the landlords to divide their large estates amon~--

their close relationsi sometime they sell a little portion 

of their estate and the remaining part is directly managed -

to cultivate by employing annually or perennially bonded 

labourers (servants), sometime employing hired labourers and 

by use of some mechanised appliances •. 

The rural economy is under the direct grip of landlords 

and rich peasants and also moneylenders because their 

ownership of maximum highest quality of land and its produce 

make them the reliable pillars of the pro-establishment 

sections in the countryside. The CPI(M) programme indicated 

that this unholy alliance of the bourgeoisie and the land-

lords and rich peasants st~nd against the interest of the 

agricultural labourers and poor peasantry. 

The resul.t is that the Congress rule since independence 

is guided to consolidate its hegemony over the political and 

economic affairs of the state. ·:rhe agricultural economy 

remains under the power pressure of the landlords and rich 

peasants who constitute the power pillar of the ruling class 

in the countryside. So this rule can not develop agricul-

ture to provide the country with adequate food and raw 

materials, and it can not afford to develop the national 

~ 

' 
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industries and industrialise in a big way because the 

peasantry is unable to buy even a minimum quantity of 

manufactured goods. 

For these faulty policies pursued in the agrarian 

sector the hundreds of thousands of hungry people forced by 

poverty to leave the countryside for towns swarm the labour 

-market and increase the number of unemploy~d and they lead 

their lives in an abject poverty. This culminates in moral r 

degradation and cultural backwardness of the poor sections 

of the people in the country as a whole_ and they are -being 

left behind from the privileged -few .. _ These sections of 

India's population are bound to seek their livelihood by 

follovling ignominious ways and some time in organised ways 

(violance such as, dacoity, robbery etc.) which are treated 

by the exisi:ing government as law and order problem from i"ts 

view-p6int and without mitigating the problem at the 

root124• 

-The condition of the poor peasantry and agric;::ul tural 

I 

labourers and artisans during the last few decades of Congress 

rule is becoming bad to vrorse, because the bourgeois-landlord 

government has been practising all-these years since 

independence a systematic denial of the legitimate rights 

of the people and a policy of letting the exploiting classes~ 

to flourish at the expense of the toiling millions of the 

country. In spite of the limited growth in production both 
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in agriculture and in industry the condition of the poorer 

sections - namely, the poor peasantry and agricultural 

1 abourers and workers has not been improved by any standard 

from their earlier position; besides, most of the increasing~~ 

wealth has been concentrated in the hands of the patrons 

and partners of the existing bourgeois-landlord government 

under Congress rule. ·rhe condition of the whole peasantry 

during the existing Congress rule has been portrayed in the 

progranune as :-

"Millions of our peasantry live in 
- abject poverty and backwardness. Three
fourths of the peasantry have practically 
no land of their own and many millions 
live as paupers. The plunder of the 
peasantry through exorbitant rents and 
interests, through high taxes and 
manipulations of the capitalist market 
continues. Agricultural labour.~rs and 
poor peasants have to work witl;lout any 
subsistence wage for the family. Want 
of employment, hunger indebtedness and 
destitution - in short, the ruinatim of 
our peasantry is what we see in the 
countryside todayul25. 

Considering these facts the CPI(M) 's programme has 

given priority to the agrarian question; it is also 

vividly clear from another statement. 

.,.. 

' ''rhus the agricultural and peasant 
problems are of primary importance 
to the life of our country and stand 
as the foremost national question ••126. 

· 'l'his stage of revolution is considered .as the 

'peOple 's democratic revolution 1 which is specifically 

.-



directed to the agrarian revolution for changing the 

existing mode of production in agriculture which affects 

the life of rnaj or portions of India's papulation. Especially 

the 'people's democratic revolution' will perform two 

fundamenta tasks in the sphere of economy. 'I'he first and 

foremost is the task of carrying out radical agrarian 

reforms in the interest of the peasa~try so as· to sweep away 

all the remnants of feudal and sernifeudal fetters on 

production relations in agriculture. The second urgent 

task of the 'people 's democratic revolution • is the total 

eradication and summary expulsion of foreign monOpoly 

capital from the national economy and thus free the economic, 

political and social life of the people from all its 

. . fl 127 disastrous ln uences • 

It is evident fr~m the foregoing discussion that 

'people 's democratic revolution • is the pre-condition of 

any effective change in the agrarian system. And in that 

revolution the poor peasantry and the agricultural labourers 

come eagerly to the forefront to cooperate with the working 

class-led-movement, where the middle and rich peasants, the 

intelligentsia and also the national bourgeoisie will take 

artl28 
p • 

The demand of the time is stated to be the call for 

setting-up a wide-ranging 'people •s democratic front • 

under the guidance of the working class ~ith the poor 
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peasantry and agricultural 1 abourers as its closest ally 

against the policies of the bourgeois-landlord state so that 

monopoly capital may be uprooted and the feudal and semi 

-feudal fetters on agriculture may be smashed. The 

Programme claims that it correctly reads the minds of the 

people that disillusionment of and discontent wi·th the 

policies and attempts of the bourgeois - landlord government 

grow rapidly. 1'1aterial condition itself teaches them that 

there is no hope of emancipation from backwardness, poverty, 

hunger and eXploitation under this government •. It claims 

this awakening is seen in the growing attraction to the ideas· . ~ 

of democracy and socialism among the toiling masses129 • 

Faced with this understanding the Corrununist Party of India 

(Marxist) feels, it is the duty to place before the people 

of India some practical tasks and programme as the only 

correct way out of the deadlock which they have been forced 

l:'T the present bourgeois-landlor.d government130 ~. 

In order to find a way out of the deadlock the 1pe6ple •s 
_,.· 

democratic revolution• is a must. After the successful 

launching of 'people •s democratic revolution • by t~e •peoples 

democratic front • the 'people •s democratic government • will 

take place by replacing the bourgeois-landlord state. The 

working class constitutes the head of this government with 

a broad alliance with other sections which are mainly composed 

of the poor peasantry and agricultural labourers. some other 

sections of the peasantry, the intelligentsia and the 
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national bourgeoisie are also expected to be partners of the 

people's democratic front. ·rhe people's democratic front is 

expected to adopt the fall owing agrarian policies, which 

were earlier hindered by the bourgeois-1 andl ord government. 

Following are the agrarian policies of the 'people's 

democratic government 1 
: 

11 In the field of agriculture and the peasant 
problem : 

1) Abolish landlordism without compensation 
and give 1 and gratis to the agricultural labourers 
and poor peasants. 

2) Cancel debts of peasants, agricultural 
labourers and small artisans to money lenders 
and landlords. 

3) Ensure long-term and cheap credit for the 
peasants and artisans and fair prices for 
agricultural produce, assist the peasants to 
improve methods of farming by the use of improved 
seeds and modern implements and technique· 

4) Provide guaranteed irrigation facilities.· 

5) Ensure adequate wages and 1 iving conditions 
to agricultural 1 ab ourers · 

6) Encourage cooperatives of peasants and 
artisans· on a voluntary basis for farming and for 
agricultural services and other purposes ulJ 1. 

DUring the pre-split period the Communist Party of 

India had adapted at the All India Party Confqrence in October 

1951 a'statement of Policy! The CPI(M) reiterated this ' . ' 

Statement of Policy_ at its Eighth Congress. In this Statement 

the Policy of agrarian movement and leadership question of 

the movement and the role of the working class had been 

outlined in the follc:Ming way : 
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11 The working class, relying· on agricultural workers 

and poor peasants, in firm alliance with the peasantry, 

together with the whole people, leads the battles in towns 

and rural areas to liberation, to land and bread, to work 

and peace 11 • · ··It further stated, 11 The leadership of the 

Harking class is not realised only through the party and 

its leadership of the peasant struggle but actually, in 

deeds, through the working class boldly champ-ion_fng the 

demands of the peasantry and coming to the assistance of 

the peasant struggles through its own action. The alliance 

must function in deed and fact, and not only in theory. 

The working class is the friend in action, that must help 

the fighting peasants and must ensure victory of the common 

132 
enemy 11 

• 

This comprehensive programme, of the 'people 's democrat-

ic government • in agrarian section for the peasantry and 

agricultural labourers will herald the total banishment of 

feudal and semi-feudal land relations, concentration of land 

.in a few hands, speculative trading of agricultural produce 

and fleecing out of the poor peasantry both as a producer 

and as a consumer by the capitalist market mechanism, 

usurious money lending, uncertainty in the life of the poor 

peasants, agricultural labourers and artisans. On the 

basis of a government led by the working class with a firm 

HOrker-peasant alliance and in solving the unfinished basic 

~ 

I 

democratic tasks in this second stage of the _Indian revolution, 
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it will pave the way for putting the country on the road 

towards socialism. The programmes of the 'people's democra-

tic government 1 including the agrarian programme are the 

pre-requisites to the building of socialism-the desired 

goal. The 'people's democratic revolution' is meant for the 

abolition of the present agrarian relations of production. 

so 'people's democratic revolution 1 is synonymous to 

agrarian revolution. The agrarian revolution in this sense 

seeks to abolish feudal and semi-feudal land relations and 

also the concentration of land in few hands. The CPI ( M) 

considers this stage of agr~rian revolution· as the most 

urgent and immediate task in the march of the country on to 

the socialist revolution. 

Section 7 

Programme on the Rural Iemocracz 

Besides the radical agrarian reform in the democratic 

stage of revolution, the rural democracy or self-gov.ernment 
.,.. 

as another important task of this stage which has been 

considered by both the communist parties of India seriously 

according to their respective line of thinking~ However, 

these tvJO tasks are corollaries, one without the other 

cannot be successful, because they together constitute the 

base and superstructure according to the Marxian sense. 

The concept of self government or rural democracy serves 

as t-he superstructure. The subject of 'rural democracy 1 

~ 

I 
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i.e., the democratic organisation of rural 1 ife is important 

in the views, policy formulation as well as pol'icy 

persuasion of both the communist parties of India. Both 

these parties consider the vast sections of people residing 

in the rural areas as they have so far been subjected to 

the oppressions of the stronger sections or the upper-strata 

namely, 1 andl ords, rich peasants and bureaucratic circle of 

rural areas who constitute a minority among the rural 

people. The communist parties are keen to remodel the 

existing power structure of the rural area. They consider 

it necessary to ensure a thorough change of the Oppressive 

instrument in the hands of the vested interests. They want 

instead a democratic institution which will serve the 

interest of the vast weaker sections and protect their 

interest vigilantly in any circumstances. Both the parties 

are dissatisfied with the existing policies of the ruling 

government ~n matters relating to rural democracy or self 

-government of the rural people. For them, basically, there 

is no change in the rural power structure which may be said 

to have extended the democratic content in rural government 

in India at all since independence. Both the communist 

parties deal with this subject very carefully in their 

respective party programmes. They have suggested measures 

in their own line of thinking so that these measures could 

improve the position of the lowest strata of village 

population, namely, the poor peasantry and the agricultural 
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labourers. These measures are not only to improve the 

economic position of these vast s·ections of the lCMest 

strata but also to strengthen their role in finding a 

solution for India's basic economic weaknesses, such as, 

backwardness of the economy, lack of adequate industriali-

zation, the problem of stagnant agriculture, the problem 

of food supply,, the problem of poverty among the masses, 

etc. ·rhus the t1rJO parties project their respective .. 

democratic revolutions as having a pivotal relevance to the 

question of rural democracy. They consider that any 

measures which fail to release the initiative and vigour of · 

the vastly large lower strata of village papulation, cannot 

also help solving the basic economic problem of the 

country. 

Section 7.1 

CPI 's Programme on Rural D3mocracy 

In the programme of the CPI, the question of rural 

democracy is treated very carefully. The following is the 
.. 

assessment of the CPI on the existing Indian condition undSr 

the Congress rule. 

.,.. 

11Local organs of self-government 
which are supposed to draw the masses into 
direct adminis·tration of locul affairs and 
devel apment and thereby provide a democra
tic correction to bureaucratic centraliza
tion and which can be utilised to a certain 
extent in favour of the peaple by forging 

' 



broad democratic unity, are themselves 
made subject to the dictates of high 
officials with their control over revenues, 
advances and 1 oans for the work of the pan
chayats and their constructive activities u133. 
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Local organs of sel £-government are thus subjected to 

the domination of the agents of the ruling class in the 

countryside. Bureaucrats who are by nature elites or who 

become elites in course of time tend to act for the vested 

interests because they mostly come from the middle and upper 

strata of the rural and urban population and they can. not 
~· 

hope to prosper in life except by protecting and serving 

the interests of the richer sections of the rural areas. 

While performing their work on revenue control,· advances 

of 1 oans and the work of the panchayats, these bureaucrats 

take the side of the richer sections. The Panchayats are 

not peaple 's institutions so long as the vested class can 

have its own interest protected through them. Virtually, 

they become the main impediment to any pro-poor and 

pro-peaple democratic work as also to any scheme for the 

economic uplift of the masses. 

'l'hese 1 ocal sel f-<;,!overnments are easy prey in the hands 

of rural vested interests who are close to the bourgeois 

government. 

"The powers to remove and supersede 
elected bodies of local self
government are used at will in 
order to suppress the growth of 
democratic forces. The so-called 



panchayatiraj of the people thus 
becomes an instrument of the bour
geoisie seeking to consolidatr34 its power in the countryside" • 

270-

The so-called panchayati system which can offer a-·bit 

of democratic advancement in this prevalent situation is 
~ 

under the continuous threat of suppression if it does not 

serve the interests of the bureaucrats and the cOunterpart 

of the bourgeoisie in the rural areas, the landlords and 

the rich peasants, i.e. the stronger sections of the rural 

people. Pqain, the pro;rramme of the CPI categoricallY 

states that the so-called panchayati raj of the people now 

becomes an _instrument of the bourgeoisie who is ruling the 

state seeking to consolidate its power over the ~ole of 

panchayati system by using its rural partners, the landlords 

& the rich peasants. It marks the increasing penetration 

of bourgeois rule into the panchayati system which is 

supposed to be the raj of the people or the democracy of 

the people rather than a raj of a minority,. a privilleged 

section (like landlords and rich peasant section) of the 
• 

rural population. 

Bureaucracy and judiciary are the two main agents of 

the ruling bourgeoisie which are highly centralised and 

purposefully motivated to serve the interest of the ·ruling 

classe's in the name of independent judiciary and impartial 

bureaucracy in the name of democracy. 'The programme states 

about the role of bureaucracy in this regard •. ·. 

' ' 



11 The administrative system being 
based on a highly centralised bureau
cracy, power is concentrated at the 
top and exercised through privileged 
bureaucrats who are divorced from the 
masses and who obediently serve the 
interests of the exploiting classes ul35 
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The power of money and competition among the exploit-

ing classes to influence the administrative organs for 

their private gain made corruption to permeate into the 

highest circles of administrative authority including the 

officials top to bottom, and this becomes 11 a serious danger 

t . 1 . l . ~ .. 13 6 0 pUD~lC lie • 

'l'he judiciary which is shown by the bourgeoisie and 

-~~heir champions of ideology as independent of class charac-
.. 

ter, according to the CPI programme it actually acts in 

favour o{ the vested interests. Thus it states, 

the existing bureaucracy-

11
••• is weighted against workers, peasants 
and other sections of the working people. 
The laws, procedures and the system of 
justice, though holding the rich and 
poor equal and alike in principle, 
eventually serve the interests of the 
exploiting classes and uphold their 
class rule ul3 7. 

'l'he separation of judiciary from executive and legislative 

organs as prOpounded by the bourgeois ideologists and 

democrats is a principle that remains only in the statute 

l;look, and far from actuaL work. The judiciary is actually 
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subject to the influence and control of the executive, in 

other words, of the ruling class's representatives. 

These are the limitations which prevail over the 

existing rural areas hindering the fuller implementation of 

rural democracy. Besides, the weaker sections particularly 

the backward communities most of whom reside in the rural 

areas are not provided ample chance of upliftment. A thimble

ful fund is allocated for their well-being and the same is 

not. prOperly used and mostly syphoned off to· the bureaucrat:tc ~ 

1 ords of the area concerned. Hence such a fund proves 

fruitless in the real sense. ~en the law for the abolition 

of untouchability remains yet to be enforced and fails 'to 

ensure the complete eradication of this evi1
138

• Barring 

the bacb·Tard and minority peOple rural democracy in the real 

sense is impossible according to the programme of the CPI. 

'Ehe CPI p"rogramrne has assessed the role played by the 

existing Puling classes whose objective interest is to 

maintain their hegemony which is utterly contrary to the 

i:J.terest of the toiling people living both in the·urban areas 

and the vast countryside. In the countryside the ruling 

nati·::>nal bourgeoisie has built strong 1 inks with the 

landlords which serve the interests of the national bourgeoi

sie in the central and provincial governments. Naturally the 

rule of the national bourgeoisie is to serve and protect the 

interests of the landlord class, its hegemony over the rural 
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economy and .rtlral ins·titutions instead of that for real 

transfer of power to the peasantry and agricultural labourers 

vihich constitute the majority of the rural populace. 

To remove all these existing problems persisting 

because not alone the ruling national bourgeoisie, but the 

big bour.-Jeo.isie holdspo·werful influence and landlord class. 

has 1 ink, it is necessary to place the slogan for National 

.D.:.:!mocratic Revol'-J.tion by forming National IEmocratic 

Government by replacing the present Congress regime which 

n~presents the interest of national bourgeoisie and its 

al_ies. 0nc .:Jf the main slogans raised by the NDF for NDR 

is '' ••• carrying through radical agrarian reform, ext~nding 

democr.;J,cy to ensure the active participati:Jn of working 

class in the r~conom.ic and political life of the country. In 

this pC)C8SS the balance continuously shifts in favour of 

the ,,.rorking class and the worker peasant alliance ••• 11139 

The programme holds the view that after successful national 

democratic revolution and government at the hands of NDF 

will refashion the rural dernocracy in its true shape. 

has been reveu.led in the programme document of the CPI. 

"I'he national democratic govern
ment will put an end to the present 
bureaucratic set uo ••• in such a 
way as to make ••• · !_-itJ subordinate 
and responsible to popularly-elected 
state organs at all levelsul40. 

This 

The bureaucracy at present is an effective tool at the· 

hands o£ the ruling classes in the sphere of administration. 
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The programme sternly denounces the present bureaucratic 

set-up and says that the burf:!uucracy in collusion with the 

exploiting classes has put up one of the main impediments 

to establishing democracy at all levels. It is held that 

the bureaucracy and the common people have a wide gulf of 

di r:ference of class interests. In a class divided society 

the total s.~t up of bureaucracy is composed of person.;; mostly 

hailin<;J from middle and the big propertied classes. Again 

they hope to thrive on the existing set-up and, therefore, 

in no case they appose the prevailing conditions of society. 

Rather they faithfully serve state and government which 

firmly oppose the interests of the common people. Therefore, 

the bureaucracy 'dill never be a friend of the toiling people 

in their forward march to oust the existing classes in power. 

The programme further declares, 

' 1 'Ehe principle of proportional 
representation will be adopted in all 
elections and the right to recall of ·· 
elected representatives by the ma{~rity 
of electors will be established11 1. 

The principle of proportional representation and right. 

to recall of elected representatives are th~ two salient 

features of democracy. If these two features are provided, 

enthusiastic mass participation will be possible; and such 

participation is expected to create enthusiasm and initiatives 

even among much neglected backward communities which may ther.i 
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come fonvard to ward-off social, political and economical 

injustice and exploitation imposed by the advanced classes 

on them. 

The programme further states, 

11 It vlill extend and str(~ngthen 
elected local organs, enhance 
their powers and giV·2 them more 
resources to fulfil their 
responsibilities 11142 • 

By this statement the programme pledges that the 

National J:Emocra·tlc Government will extend to local govell?-:... 

ments more po~.;er and resources to enable them to fulfil the 

net-3ds and aspirations of the people. A democratically 

elected body without required power and resources is a 

travesty of the much declared democratic ideal. Particularly 

the fair access to resources should be assured to the common 

peoole and 1 ower stratum of the rural folk. .. .... .. This has been 

blocked bi the bourgeoisie and their contingents -vrho monopo-
~· 

lise all the resources and put the toiling peaple in a. 

perpetual vicious circle of poverty and social and cultural 

backwardness. 

The programme of the CPI puts stress first on the 

replacement of the existing unreal democratic set up of the 

ruling classes by a real democracy from the grassroot level 

\vhere all common and backward people can find themselves in 

Secondly, the democratic bodies of all levels should 
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be endo1:~ed v1ith adequate power and resources, that is, 

economic opportunities should be guaranteed without which 

democracy will be me&~ingless to them. Ra.dical agrarian 

reform in the countryside and the non-capitalist path of 

economic develOpment are the guarantee to supply adequate 

resources for the real well-being of the v-1eal~er sections 

of the country at the hands of the national democratic 

9overnment after the National Lemocratic Revolution in this 

stage. 

Besides, the programme upholds some general duties of 

the National :cemocratic Government which will cons·iuerably 

help the effective establishment of democracy at the 

grassroot level. 

11 It will correctly enforce ••• !_-and_] 
operate legislative and administrative 
measures, particularly, the right to 
work, living wage, free education, 
social security etc. 

It vJill abolish social and economic oppression of one 

caste by another, as also all social and personal bans and 
' 

' I 

prohibitions imposed by the so called upper castes on lower 

castes, specially the scheduled castes, in· the name of 

t t dit . "1 . . 1114 3 cus om, ra , lOn or r<:: lglon • 

The programDe of the CPI expressed its concern for·the 

l an ell ess peasar1ts and agricultural labourers. 

thinks that 11the struggles of the landless peasants and 

""". 
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agricultural labourers for fall ow and surplus land, for 

J]lini!f2.~11]_-l_i_v_i_Q_g__.;::._~g:_~, for setting up state farms and other. 

rehabilitation schemes for scheduled caste and ~~vasi 

landless - all these struggles of the broad masses have a 

. . . 144 
national slonlflcance" l-emphasis addedJ. 

·rhe CPI is determined to fight for minimum wages of 

the agricult,~ral labourers to raise their living standard 

from the ·.=xisting stage o£ abject poverty. It is also 

detl~rmined to fight for distribution of fall ow and sur;>lus 
..-~·· 

land for tne landless peasants and to demand the rehabili-

tation of the scheduled caste and adivasi l a.ndless people. 

'l'he prograrnme encourages the establishment of state farms 

as a good start for socialist agriculture in the next 

socialist stage. 

3teps for economic and social security, such as freedom 

from unem::Jl oyment, guarantee of minimum living wage to every 

vvorker, free educdtion to young children constitute the 

basic duties of the National .r::Emocrat ic Government at the 

hands of the National Democratic Front. Moreover, the 

programme thotl.ght it most urgent to eradicate the age-old 

practice of casteism. Caste ism involves social difference 

between so-called upper castes and lower and backward castes 

and also economic privations which need complete prohibition. 

'l'he Casteridden Indian society, particularly the rural 

soc.iety, puts up a great a hind.rai1ce to the unity of the 
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op:.'ressed pe·'Jpl·~ in their fight \·tith their common class 

enemies for. their emancipation. 3o it is suicidal for the 

backward comr'lunities to let casteism play aJ,1Y. role in their 

l i :Ee. r<.c~ligious bigotry, unscj_entific customs and 

prej·~dices o£ medieval age keep them divided in relation to 

-their corrulon enemy. Particularly the rural areas are the 

most fert.ile grou.nd for past prejudies to bre(.:?d, Linger arid 

flourish. ::::'he so called secular democratic Congress rule 

over: the last fGw deca<J.es has done pretty little to 

The programme of the CPI seeks 

to fi']ht these evils very vehemently. 

'I'he present state of Indian judiciary serves the 

interests of the ruling class. and there is no scOpe for the 

attainment of real justice by the weaker sections of the 

population. Virtually they are denied real justice by the 

economically pO\verful sections of the existing society. 

Fair justice can be Hithin the access of the weaker sections 

only if the ce is guarantee that in spite of their economic 

handicap, their cases 'dill be taken up and fairly dealt vlitl; 

by the judiciary. In this connection, the programme states, 

' 1 It will ~nsure simpler, cheaper and 
speedier justice, which will be 
\•lithin the reach of the common man. 
The poorer sections of the population 
vlill be provided with free legal aid 
by the state 11 145. 
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under the existing rule, justice becomes a luxurious 

commodi·ty for only the rich people to enjoy. ·rhey can 

exert influence on the judiciary and motivate adjudications 

in favour of their own interests. The Judiciary becomes the 

place of mockery of the rich people though it is held 

sometimes by the bourgeois press that it is fairly indepen

dent and a safeguard of the interest of everyone. Ho.vever, 

there is little or no scope in the judiciary for weaker 

sections to expect security against their better-off adver

saries. Judicial redress is a precious commodity which 

again involves a lengthy process. As a result, judicial 

redress can very scarcely be expected by the common and 

poor people. The programme declares it essential to provide 

with free legal aid from the state to the economically 

weaker people. 

These above mentioned concepts of the programme of the 

CPI help to build up its notions of rural democracy. 

Damocracy in the rural areas is the rural people 's l ongfel t 

demand. Earlier British Colonial rule and existing Congress 

rule, i.e., the rule of the bourgeoisie completely disregard

ed the actual needs of the masses who reside in the 

country~ide. The CPI tries ot make this reality well under

stood by people, and voices the demands of real democracy 

at the grassroot level to make the masses free from 

domination of the bourgeoisie and their .rural contingents. 
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Ho.-1ever, the National Iemocratic Front is to be formed to 

raise these issues like rural democracy and ultimately to 

replace this existing ruling class by launching a successful 

National .D::lmocratic Revolution. Indeed, the programme of 

the CPI seeks to project democracy as an objective to be 

realised in the interest of so far neglected rural, common 

and weaker sections. The programme again firmly declares 

its belief that the. socio-political an.d economic change for 

the benefit of the rural people (at the hands of ND 

Government) will advance the co~ntry tmvards socialism. 

Section 7. 2 

CPI (M) •s _l(~ramrne on Rural Democracz 

Besides the task of agrarian reform, the establishment 

of rural democracy is another most important and concomitant 

task declared by the programme of the CPI (M) in this 

people •s Iemocratic Revolutionary stage. The CPI (M), while 

organising and working for people •s .D::lmocratic Revolution, 

has also definite plans for rural democracy. Rural demo

cracy being an integral part of People's Democracy has been 

given much importance in the programme of the CPI(M). 

It states, 

11 'rhe Communist Party o£ India 
(Marxist) is opposed to the drive of 
the ruling classes for centralisation 
denying autonomy and is also opposed 
t.o all disruption·, st secessionist 
movements 11 14"6 . 
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The CPI(M) in its programme accuses the existing ruling 

classes as they centralise power denying the actual dues 

of the rural peaple who constitute the largest percentage 

of the population. Centralisation tendency is natural for 

the ruling bourgeoisie. 

The landlord class, in this respect, is in favour of 

·diffusion of power so that they can enjoy power in their 

ovm area, because they possess immovable property and that 

does not need national market. So, regarding the centralisa

tion of political power they have natural differences with 

the bourgeoisie. But their interests converge when they 

oppose the political consciousness and mass participation 

in the political process of the country because they fear 

the entry of conscious people into the arena of politics. 

Besides~ the existing ruling classes reserve the right to 

overpov1er all the lower level bodies whenever they wou.l d 

need it in the 

interest of protecting the vested interests, this autocratic 

tendency and that of centralisation. are, however, the two 

aspects of the same process. 1\gain, whateve~· limited power 

and responsibilities are given to the local bodies in the 

name Of extension of democracy to the grass-root level, the 

same is sought to be monopolised by the rural contingents 

of the bourgeois landlord classes. So the autonomy of the 

local bodies, the programme thinks, is the right approach 

in this context which can ensure mass participation. In 
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this way they expect to pursue their own class interests 

and only then the meaning of autonomy, i.e.,the rightful 

authority over the local bodies by the majority of common 

and poor people,· can be realised. 

In the same statement the programme calls for opposi-

tion to any sort of disruptionist and secssionist movements. 

Mere disruption and secession are vague concepts which are 

not at all ways for redress of the age-long oppression of 

the common people, namely, the poor peasants and artisans 

and agricultural labou.rers in the cou.ntryside. The pro;rramme 

denounces the ··disruptionists and secessionists simply 

because t.hey blur the real cause of existing malady created 

by the bourgeois-landlord government. so the programme 

thinks that an effective rural democracy will not and can 

not come through any disruptionist or secessionist movements. 

While the programme is sincerely upholding the aim of 

autonomy of all the elected bodies from the grass-root 

level at the same time it claims to follo.v also another 

. 147 
principle, i.e., "democratic centralism" which apparently 

may be seen as contradictory. But, for the Marxists the 

concept of democratic centralism has a wide-ranging 

148 
meaning • In short and in this context, 'centralism • 

means the successive lower bodies whether in party organi

sation or in government must follow the direction of the 

higher bodies, and in no case the particular body can_ 

refuse to follow the order of the immediately higher 
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body. Again, the word 'democratic' signifies that each and 

every organization howsoever small it may be, should be 

formed through election so that constituent electors can 

choose and hOpe to be elected therein. The programme of 

the CPI (M) pledges to follow this principle:·· even in the case. 

of the extension of rural democracy. 

Measures for rural democracy have been enunciated in 

the follovling manner in the programme of the CPI (M) : 

... · 

n·rhe People 's ])3mocratic State, in 
the field of local administration shall 
ensure a wide network of local bodies 
from village upward, directly elected 
by the people and vested with pov1er and 

responsibility and1lfg-ovided with · 
adequate finance" • 

' 
I 

The programme pledges that the party will ensure, after 

successful establishment of People's Democratic State, that 

local, i.e., village administration should be administered 

by the elected bodies of the concerned village people. 

·rhese democratic bodies will be spread over all the villages 

of the country, so that all the peOple living in the 

countryside can enjoy the right of being governed by 

themselves. Again all these local bodies will be vested 

with adequate power and responsibility. 

The programme of the CPI(M) declares that, 

11 'I'he people are sovereign. All organs 
of state power shall be answerable to the 



people. The supreme authority in 
exercising state power shall be tpe 
people's representatives elected.on 
the basis of adult franchise and 
the principle of proportional 
representation, and subject to 
recall ul50. 

By this statement the programme seeks to emphasise 

that absolute 'sovereignty' will be in. the hands of the 

people. • All organs of state power • from top to bottom 
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will be answerable to the people. The people will exercise 

their power ··in the various legislative bodies through their 

elected. representatives on the basis of adult franchise. 

The programme further states that the People's Democratic 

Government will ensure the 'Principle of proportional 

representation • of its front partners in all the legislative 

bodies on the basis of valid votes secured by the parties 

participating in the elections. 

The scope of 'right to recall' is another important 

aspect of the Peoples • Democratic Government to make the 

people really sovereign and pov1erful, fully responsible and· 

enthusiastic which are a far cry in the existing bourgeois 

- landlord government. This bourgeois-landlord government 

never hesitates to take recourse to unfair means in the 

time-bound election without giving any chance to the people 

to cast their votes in favour of favoured candidates and 

also without giving any chance to appraise the activities 

of these representatives and to terminate their tenure, if 
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needed,through the exercise of the right to recall. 

Responsible membership of the constituent body will 

lay the. foundation of democracy, because, here, the 

electors enjoy the right to recall whenever there arises 

any satisfaction with the performance of their representa-

tives. Adequate power and responsibility of the village 

bodies make the gra.Ylite foundation of rural democracy. The 

existing bourgeois-landlord government often run the 

election in the name of democratic power to the peOple and 

always seek to uphold and project this system by putting 

the high sounding adjective, i.e., the largest democracy in 

the world; and the same is trying to popularise through the 

indigenous and Western presses. However, the programme of 

the CPI(M) alleges the hollowness of the democracy preached 

by the existing bourgeois-landlord government. 

"'!'he programme further states, 

"'I'he PeOple •s Democratic state shall 
strive to infuse in all ••• social and 
political institutions the spirit of 
democracy. It extends democratic forms 
of initiative and control over every 
aspect of national life. A key role in 
this will be played by the trade unions, 
12,easall~ ~ asricultural ~rke~S 1 ~
ciatiOnS and class and mass organisations 
of the working peopleulSl. L- Elnphasis 
added~ -

·ro explain this above statement it may be said that 

political bodies of the rural areas will be composed of the 
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agricultural workers and the peasants. Their enthusiastic 

participation and leadership will usher in a new era of 

rural democracy because these classes and sections of the 

people constitute a majority in rural India. These village 

level bodies are expected also to cease to be the machine 

of oppression at the hands of the landlords, so called upper 

castes and the money lenders. Conscious organisations of 

agricultural labourers, artisans and peasants may therefore 

revolutionise rural democracy. What at present prevails is 

that the village panchayats are under the domination of the 

landlords, money lenders and upper castes because they have 

formed the rural contingents of the bourgeois-landlord 

government and they are helped by the judicial and admini-

strative organs for this purpose. These panchayats are again 

elected sometimes once in a decade or more when they deem it 

fit not to face any further time-bound election. Thus they 

ignore the interests of the common people. Their sole 

motto is to keep the common people and peasants and agricul

tural labourers away from the panchayats. so that they can 

grab all the political, economic and social gains. 

So the programme not only attaches importance to the 0 

0 

active participation of the agricultural labourers but also 

sets this as a precondition for the elimination of the 

present bureaucracy. The programme reads that the People's 

.r::Emocratic State, 

11 
••• will take steps to make the legis
lature and executive machinery of the 

.. country continuously responsive to the 



democratic wishes of the people, and 
will ensure that the masses and their 
organisations are drawn into active 
participation in the administration 
••• It works for the elimination of 
bureaucracy and bureaucratic practices 
in • • • the administration ul52. . .-

Responsible legislative and executive machin~ries 

constitute salient features of the concept of rural 
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democracy in the CPI (M) 's progranune. In the case of legis

lative bodies the ·participation of the agricultural workers 

and peasants must change the motive of these bodies and 

-~these bodies will cease to pursue reactionary aims. But 

in the case of bureaucracy which has a credit of its awn 

to serve···· as a stooge the interest of its master from the 

legacies of the British colonial days and in the decades of 

Congress rule, i.e., the rule of the bourgeoisie and land

lords under which it has thrived must be eliminated. The 

programme seeks to explain that the existing bureaucracy 

has been created by the ruling bourgeoisie and landlords, 

and in a partisan struggle this bureaucracy will take the 

side of their masters because they are also helped by . 

allowing a share of exploitation over the common peOple. 

Besides, the bureaucrat can hope to thrive, achieve their 

gains and fulfil their personal ambitions. The ruling 

-
classes pamper corruption in them because they share the 

booty in different ways. So the programme suspects the 

integrity of the so called impartial administration in 

the present regime. Successful rural democracy can not 
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thrive with this corrupted bureaucracy remaining entrenched. 

vfuat is essentially needed is the elimination of them and 

vigilant organisations of the agricultural labourers, 

artisans and peasants and their participation in day to day 

affairs of the village bodies. These alone will minimise 

the dependence on bureaucracy. 

In the field of administering justice, the programme 
.-· 

states, 

11 The appointment of judges will be subject to 
approval of ••• people •s organs at different 
1 evel s ,-,-rs 3. 

so the programme does not believe in the concept of an 

independent judiciary which is often acclaimed by bourgeois 

philosophers for its impartial stand. Rather the cPI (M} 

programme seeks to criticise this and hold that the judiciary 

at present is a pillar to protect the interests of the 

ruling bourgeois-landlord classes. Both the laws and the 

adjucating process are_made to suit the interest of the 

ruling classes. So these require a thorough change. Common 

people will be drawn into the process of making laws by 

ensuring their participation in the legislature at all levels 

and by allowing them to look after the process of 

adjudication is a duty and responsibility. so they should 

be given the authority of approval of the appointment of 

judges at different levels of judiciary. In the people's 
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Democratic state the people and their various organisations 

are not the passive receipients of justice but they have an 

activ·e role to play in different ways. 

'rhere are also other measures which are vital for the 

effective implementation of rural democracy. Some of these 

mentioned in the pra:;;Jramme are : the first is the leg_al 

rights~-

11 Free legal aid ••• for the people in order 
to make legal redress easily available to all 
citizens. 

Right of persons to sue any official before 
a court of law shall be ensurectnl54. 

The judicial system run by the bourgeois landlord 

government is in no way beneficial to the common people, 

mostly to the rural people, those who are economically 

weaker. The programme entails the People•s Democratic 

Government to provide full legal aid to the economically 

weaker people so that they can get judicial redress, and 

that must be less time--consuming than the existing lengthy 

adjudicating process. The programme expresses doubt not 

only about the impartiality of the existing judicial system 

as such, but also about its impartial stand in the case o£ 

the right of the economically weaker peOple. Law is said 

to be a commodity which can be bought by the rich and the 

weaker sections go to the wall in judicial battles. Again 

laws are made to suit the vital interests of the ruling 

classes in a class divided society. In India, according 
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to the programme, it is no exception. so the entire legal 

system is to be overhauLed in order to turn it in favour 

of a economically weaker people. 

Then about economic rights the programme holds; 

11 Right to work as fundamental right to 
every citizen shall be guaranteed; equal right 
for all citizens and equal pay for equal work 
irrespective or religion, caste, sex, race and 
nationality shall be ensured 11

• 

11 Wide disparities in salaries and incomes 
will be abol ishednlSS. 

Bourgeois-1 andl ord government can do nothing, the 

programme of the CPI(M) seeks to assert, in regard.to the 

'right to work' of every citizen. '!tight to work ' is 

fundamentally a part of the 'right to live •. Guarantee of 

the 'right to work' is absolutely against the interests of 

the bourgeois-landlord government, because the existing 

reservoir of unemployed persons is the chief source of 

cheap labour in the urban industries and various kinds of 

bonded labour and landless peasants in the countryside. 

Moreover, the programme pledges that the people •s Dsmocratic 

Government which will replace the existing bourgeois 

landlord government, shall ensure equal pay for equal work 

irrespective of sex, race, caste, religion, etc. Besides, 

it pledges to abolish the wide disparities of income and 

salaries ·which are sanctified by the existing bourgeois 

-landlord government. The amassing of wealth through the 

means of exploitation has also been guaranteed in the 

constitution of the existing ruling classes. 
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The programme of the CPI(M) stated that in the state 

of people 's democratic stage the party will fight to 11 Ehsure 

adequate wages and living conditions of agricultural 

labourers ~~~ 5l,- Emphasis addedJ. Struggle for adequate wage 

is urgently required to improve their living. conditions to 

get rid of old prejudices and ideas of subservience and 

superstition. 

In its declared people's democratic stage it will 

".Ehcourage cooperatives of peasants and artisans on a 

voluntary basis for farming and for agricultural services 

of other purposes .. ;s7 Cooperative farming will act as a good 

start in this ·stage for socialist agriculture in the 

socialist .. stage. 

About the civil, social and cultural rights, ·the 

programme states : 

''Full civil rights shall be guaranteed ••• u158 
11 .Abolition of social oppression of one caste by 
another and untouchability to be punished by 
·l aw"l59. 

''Removal of social inequalities 
and disabilities from which women suffer ••• u160 

"The state shall take over education ••• 
free and compulsory education up to secondary 
stage shall be guaranteed''l61. 

"The People 's n=mocratic state and 
Government will undertake the important task 
of • • • extending the new progressive people 's 
culture which is anti-feudal, anti-imperialist 
and democratic in character ••• L-and also_? 
help the people to get rid of caste and commu
nal hatred and prejudices and ideas of 
subservience and superstitions ul62. 
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Untouchability, proceeding from a relation Of hatred 

of the upper castes towards the lower castes, is an age-long 

practice in the Indian society and it is more stringent in 

the rural society because of the feudal and semi-feudal 

economy. To the upper castes, due to their advantageous 

position in the stratified rural society, all the facilities 

in the existing bourgeois-landlord rule are easily accessible. 

Mainly, the economic and cui tural supremacy is enjoyed by 

the upper castes. ·rhe prog-ramme of the CPI (M) is very 

.~-critical of the existing caste system. Sometimes, this 

caste system_ .. is an obstacle to the unity of all the economi

cally poor people on the basis of class line. The CPI (M) 

therefore, wants a complete ban on the practice of 

untouchability. The existing bourgeois landlord government 

has provided some articles in the constitution prohibiting 

the practice of untouchability but in practice, it pampers 

this system and gives it a base of life. These ruling 

classes help the landlords in the rural areas to maintain 

the ancestral grandeur and put the 1 ower ·castes in perpetual 

negligence in the name of religious prescription due to 

their so called low birth. However, the bourgeoisie i-.s 

reluctant to openly admit of this fact. Therefore, the 

programme concludes that only the people's Democratic 

Government can sincerely and completely banish the social 

disease of untouchability. 

Removal of social inequalities which afflict the women 

-folk, for instance through the dowary system, is also the 
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- motto of the .. peaple •s .i:);;!mocratic Government. ·rhese 

inequali.ties can never be removed by the existing rulers. 

Free and compulsory education to the young children 

and cultural upliftment are also important steps for the Peopl-

e•s IEmocratic·Govt.GO take. These steps have been neglected 

wilfully by the bourgeois-landlord government. 

About the political rights, the programme indicates 

"Secular character of the state 
shall be guaranteed ••• ul63 

••universal, equa:l and direct suffrage 
for all citizens who have attained the age 
of 18 to be implemented in all elections 
••• L-including those to£7 local self 
-government bo?les ul64. 

The programme upholds the view that the People's 

r:emocratic Government will se·cularise the state and its 

activities in view of the fact that communalism, is a basic 

malady of the Indian sub-continent due to the factors of 

religious bigotry and dogmatism of rival religious followers. 

Although secularism has been preached by the existing 

government, still it sometimes woos one sect against another 

for its narrow class interest. Complete segregation of 

religion from politics and complete curb on religious 

fundamentalism are essential aspects of the ideal of 

secularism. 'rhe PeOple 's I:emocratic Government pledges to 

maintain the secular character of the state in this way. 
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The prCXJramrne of the CPI (M) considers it necessary to 

uphold the safeguards of the democratisation of national 

life and the life of the rural people in particular. It 

insists on the successful launching of the anti-feudal, 

anti-imperialist People •s Democratic Revolution which, first 

and foremost, will carry out radical agrarian reforms in 

the interests of the whole of peasantry and agricultural 

labourers who constitute _the majority in the countryside 

and thus sweep away feudalism and feudal is tic (mediavel or 

pre-capitalistic) backwardness governing rural life now. 

11 'rhe task of making such sweeping reforms 
in the social system, however, as inex
tricably bound up with the completion of 
the agrarian revolution which in fact 

165 is the axis of the democratic revolution 11 • 

Rural democracy, backed by agrarian reforms and vice 

versa, agrarian reforms under rural democracy, constituted 

a work which is complement~ry in nature. The CPI(M) •s 

party programme calls for the completion of this work within 

the periphery of People •s Democratic Revolution. 

From the foregoing discussion of the programmatic 

contents of both the communist parties of India, namely, 

the CPI and the CPI(M), regarding i) agrarian reforms • and 

ii) •rural democracy • which constitute the main area of the 

present study, we find some common or similar issues on the 

one hand, and some notable differences on specific iss~es 

on the other. To be more explicit, their differences lie 
.-· 

not in basically organisational but in strategical and 



and tactical issues; although their ultimate aim is the 

same, 166 i.e. 1 socialism and comr.1unism. Consequently 
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there arises the necessity to study their divergences 

particularly on the questions ofragrarian reforms • and 

'rural democracy '. 

On the strategical point of view, they have their 

differences on the analysis of the character of the exist-· 

ing Indian state, particularly on the place an:J. share of 

landlords in the stdte power. Secondly, although both of 

them have accepted two stages of revol· . .1t.Lo;1, but the 

differences lie in the content of the immediate= 'democratic 

rt:!v-olut:Lon •. Whereas the CPI urges mainly, for a non 

167 
-ca~Ji tal ist democratic path I the CPI (M) urges an out and 

out people 's .. democracy for the completion of agrarian revolu-

t-. 168 
~ 1-.::m. 

.--· 
Again they differ on the qi..lestion of class 

leadership in their respective democratic revolutions 

although the combinati·:::>n of class forces necessary for t.his 

revolution, is basically the same.CPI(M) does not consider 

that feudal and sc~mifeudal landlordism. have been substantially 

curbed from the vast cou.ntryside during the Congress rule. 

It utters grave concern that the rural life is still under 

the dictates of the semi-feudal and landlord supremacy~ 

Bonded labourer, subletting, share crOpping, leaseing are 

some of the signs of semi-feudal land relations in the·vast · 

ag iicul tural sect or. 'rhoug h it does not overlook the 

continuous penetrating O-f capitalist market economy and 
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capital is tic 1 andl. ordisrn which ·take inroad into the agrarian 

sr;ctor st.U.l it; thinks the dominant position of the rural 

life is dictatr~d !Jy the 1 andl ords • Therefore, it pledges 

. ~for and of existing semi-feudal landlordism. The programme 

of the CPI(M) .. is more radical in the sense it directs its 

democratic revolution to revolutionarise the agrarian 

sector. Where as the CPI· programme thinks agrarian sector 

is under the heavy pressure of capitalistic penetration and 

it has successful during the Congress- rule, it cites the 

legislation like - Abolition of zamit:ld~~ Act, La11d Ceiling 

Act and so on. Therefore, its main aim is not to concen-

trate all the energies for agrarian reform but to steer 

this democratic revolution on the non-capitalist path of 

economic development. But it does not minimise the task 

of agraria11 reform in this stage. ·rhe programme of the CPI 

considers that landlords are not sharing the pov1er with the 
-

national bourgeoisie. but they have links with the bourgeoisie. 

The programme assesses the weakness of the landlords. 

Therefore it is necessary to wipe out the residual forces 

of semi-feudal landlords rule from the countryside during 

the 'national democratic revolution • and thereby solve the 

problem of poor peasants and agricultural labourers & food 

problem in this stage by forging alliance with and. combined 

leadership of working class, the whole section of the peasantry, 

national bourgeoisie & the middle class urban intelligentsia. 

On the issues of 'agrarian reforms ' and 'r.1ra1 democracy' 

in the programmes of the C.P.I and CPI(M) there are 

impoL~ant similarities and-differences too. 
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Marked similarities are found in their respective 

prog-rammes in the field of •agrarian reforms •. These are 

demands like - abolition of landlordism, distribution of 

surplus land among the poor peasantry, protection of the 

interest of the poor peasantry, distribution of wasteland,can

cellation of debts of the poor peasants and agricultural 

labourers o.ve to the landlords and moneylenders, guarantee 

of increase of wages to a desired level (because they think 

the existing wage is not enough), and decent living 

conditions for the agricultural labourers, fixing of price 

of agricultural produce, setting up of agricultural 

cooperatives, improvement of irrigation facilities; and so 

on. 'I'he programmes of CPI and CPI {M) hOpefully assert that 

if all these are realised then the condition of the poor 

peaple living in the vast Indian co~ntryside will have a 

major stride in their forward march for changing the existing 

mode of production in agricultural and end semi-feudal system 

and concentration of land. 

The s irnilarities in the two prO<Jrammes regarding the 

extension of rural democracy include the demands such as, 

increasing the p01r1er of local bodies by decentralisation, 

ending of existing bureaucratic supremacy, implementation 

of rights like freedom from unemployment, decent living wage 

to all sections of workers, free ed~cation, social security, 
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ending of ine~Jalities and oppression of people in the name 

of caste, sex, religion, etc., equal status for women, 

complete prohibition of untouchabilities, secular character 

of local administration, easy access of poor people to 

judicial redress, ensuring participation. of common and poor 

peOple in the affairs of the local bodies, introduction of 

prOportional representation and the right to recall of the 

elected representatives, etc. Both the parties call for 

unity of all the progressive forces interested in rapid 

completion of the democratic revolution and preparation of 

the ground for transition to socialism169 • 

Dissimilarities 

While studying the programmes of the CPI and the CPI(H) 

the main points of difference in agrarian question and rural. 

democracy may be summarised here. The CPI(M). programme has 

emphasised the point that its declared peoples democratic 

stage of revolution was nothing but an agrarian revolution 

against the bourgeois-landlord class .rule whereas the CPI 

prog-ranune had emphasised on non-capitalist path in its 

__ jeclared national democratic revolution. The CPI programme 

also highlighted the issue of elimination of the residual 
.-· 

features of the semi-feudal landlordism but it did not 

consider it as a dominant force in .rural sector. It observed 

that capitalist penetration into rural economy sponsored 

by the nati::mal bourgeoi::Jie h d d a one havoc to change the 
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mode of production. Therefore, the programme of the CPI 

sought to as emble and mobilise all rural classes including 

the rural bau.rqeoisie to take part in its declared ensuing 

nati::mal democru.tic revolution. Naturally, it did not 

consider any radical peasant revolution to be essential as 

the C2I ( £1) vi•;J orousl y did. 

Ano-cher important poi::1t to note that the CPI (N) programme 

is cate·:JOric.~ o£ its stand a..'Jout the leadership of this 

peasant revolution resting with the working class who had ... · 

heavily to depend on the agricultural labourers 1 andless and 

poor peas::J.nts in the countryside. The CPI does not deny the 

role and importance of the other rural class forces which need 

to be mobilised against the remenants of those of feudalism 

and semi-feudalism. This mobil is at ion should include the 

national bourgeoisie and all patriotic people against the big 

and monopoly capitalists and their foreign collaborators. 

l'herefore, in the mobilisation of rural forces the CPI and 

the CPI(l"I) moved in different directions. 'I'he CPI(M) wantea 

it for its agrarian revolution in the people •s democratic 

stage, and the CPI v1ant~d it for non-capitalist path of the 

Indian economy in the national democratic stage. 

illfferences on the qu.estion of •ru.ral democracy • lies 

in -c.he fact that for the CPI, it is a part of National 

Iemocracy, and for the CPI (M), it is a part of peOple •s 

J:::Bmoc.racy. To the CPI, rural democracy is an instrument 

for changing the existing functioning of the rural bodies 

into an actual democratic orientation, to the CPI (M), it 

is an instru.ment for agrarian revolution and an actual 
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democratic orientation of the local bodies, therefore, there 

is a difference of opinion on the leadership question in the 

rural democratic front. 

Another important case of dissimilarity lies in the 

fact that the CPI(M) programme ~ejects v~ry strongly the 

possibility of any alliance with the Congress Party
170 

where 

the CPI is interested to bring the progressive democratic 

section of the Congress party in its declared National 

democratic state171 • Although both these parties share the 

vievl that· the existing rate of wages for the agricultural 

labourers are much below expectation and these labourers are 

leading subhuman life under the existing class rule, still 

these two parties differ on the point of demand for wages 

for the agricultural labourers. The CPI demands minimum 

wages ·to live and the CPI(M) demandsadequate wages to live, 

in their declared respective democratic revolution. 

However, all these discussions centre round the 

programmatic positions of the CPI and CPI(M). Being 

communist parties as they claim to be, each of them 

denounces the other as having deviated from scientific 

Marxist,·principles. It is a paradox that their l.lrlderstandings 

of the Indian condition differ widely. Hence the necessity 

of an Objective study of their actual practice. 
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The foregoing chapter has highlighted the programmatic 

posi·tions of the CPI and the CPI (M) over the issues of 

agrarian refor~s and rural democracy in the democratic 

stage of revolution in India. 

It is noted that the CPI wants to achieve these tasks 

thro--1gh its 'nu:tional democratic revolution' by building 

"a national democratic front, bringing tc:x_;ether ••• the 

working class, the entire peasantry the intelligentsia and 

the non-monopolist bourgeoisie. ;rhe worker-peasant 

alliance will be the basis and prior of the front 111 • 11 'l'he 

leadership of this alliance belongs to firm anti-imperialist, 

anti feudal, anti-monopoly forces 112 • The main task of this 

national democratic revolution is to direct the national 

economy along the non-capitalist path of devel opment3 and 

other important tasks are agrarian reforms for the vast 

sections of the peasantry and democracy to the rural people. 

For the CPI(M), it is the stage of 'people's democratic 

revolution' which is nothing but an 'agrarian revolutionary 

4 
stage' • The CPI(M) strives to fulfil its 'people's 

democratic revolution '-by making alliance of the working 

class, the agricultural labourers, the poor, middle and rich 

peasants, the urban and other middle classes and the 
c: 

national bourgeoisie led by the 'working class ,:J based on 

the 'unshakable worker-peasant aliance '. 'l'he prograrrune of 

the CPI (11). takes the 'democratic agrarian stage i and the 
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Since 19 64, their debates are directed to defend their 

individual parties strategic and tactical policies. Now 

the discussion is centered round the views of the Cpi and 

the CPI(M) on the subject of agrarian reforms and rural 

democracy. The respective views of the CPI and the CPI(M) 

discussed below are nothing but the ideas emanating from 

the practice of the programmatic pledges by the respective 

political parties since 1964 to the late 1980 •s. 

Section 1 (i) CPI 's Views on Aararian Reforms -·------·-- __ .. --------
.... 

The views expressed by the party and its leaders in 

different times since 1964 on .agrarian reforms have been 

outlined here. 

Indradeep Sinha, one of the CPI leaders, stated that 

the CPI continues to regard the present stage of the Indian 

revolution as essentially democratic - and not socialist -

whose main task is the liquidation of imperialist, feudal 

and monopoly exploitation and whose strategic class alliance 

is a united front of the working class, the peasantry, the 

petty bourgeoisie and the national bourgeoisie prepared to 

join the struggle against .imperialism7• L-Einphasis addedJ 

' 
• I 
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For him the whole agrarian economy is in the grip of a 

deep structural crisis, under the juggernaut of the crisis 

-ridden capitalist path in India pursued by the ruling 

.. 8 
bourgeo~s~e • 

The Po~~ ~olution of the Eighth Congress of the 

CPI assessed the S·ituation and stated that from the very 

beginning the capitalist path of development pursued by the 

Congress leadership contained an inherent contradiction 

which was bound to thwart the rapid development of our 

backward economy to an advanced stage. The need for rapid 

industrialization and increase in production and food and 

raw materials demanded the establishment of a democratically 

-r~n state sector in commanding position in the economy, a 

firm curb on monopoly development and eradication of the 

remnants of feudal interests in agriculture. 

It has further stated that, in order to serve the 

interests of the bourgeoisie, whose representative it is, 

the Congress government failed to take these steps. It 

all ov1ed the monopolies to grow to unprecendented heights, 

and encouraged foreign capital to enter the country in ever 

growing proportJons. It failed to carry out land reform,· 

to give liberal assistance to agriculture to grow food and ... 
raw materials in a planned manner and to protect agriculture 

from the inroads of foreign imports and monopoly trading 

finance9 • 
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For the CPI, the capitalist path pursued by the ruling 

congress party .. is the root cause of allround national 

crisis. 11 ~1'he capitalist path has failed to solve the 

problem of economic independence of India. The economy of 

independent India is not an independent economy. _The 

development has been a slow and halting process, extremely 

painful for the masses and resulting in a miserably low 

rate of growth. The obstacles that stand in the way of 

India's achieving full economic independence can not be 

swept aside precisely because of the capitalist path 

pu;sued by the national bourgeoisie 1110 • 

It assessed the agricultural policy of the Congress 

rule since independence. The Congress rule has 

substantially curbed feudal vested interests through various 

legislative measures. This has been done with a conscious 

effort to develop and foster a class of rich peasants and 

capitalist landlords who could become the backj;)one of the 

new capitalist agrarian setup and who with state aid could 

expand _production, adopt modern techniques, develop money 

crops as raw materials for industries, build and sustain 

cooperative credit institutions, etc. 11 

Indradeep Sinha has observed that despite certain 

measures of industrial development during the ;post 

-independence period and despite the growth in the share 

of industry, construction, mining and productive infra-

structure in the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) frOm 18.8 

-I 

( 
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per cent in 1950-51 to 29.9 per cent in 1978-79, nearly 

three-fourths of Indian population has continued to remain 

dependent on agriculture. He noted the recommendations in 

the Draft Sixth Five Year Plan (1978-83) prepared by the 

Planning Commission, Government of India : 11 It· is a 

historically unique fact that over the last six decennial 

census, inspite of impressive development of the large 

scale manufacturing and infra-structure sectors, the share 

of agriculture in the workforce has not diminished at all • 

. It; was 73 per cent in 1921, 73 per cent again in 1961 and.-· 

73.8 per cent i~ 1971 1112 • 
. ~· 

Behind this apparent stagnation in the composition 

Of the work force lies the deep-rooted structural crisis 

of the Indian economy. For, although the national income 

has grown at the compound annual rate of 3.5 per cent during 

1950-51 to 1978-79, as against a mere 1.2 per cent during 

1900-01 to 1945-46 for undivided colonial India, the pace 

of industrial development has been too slow and too s:. C:~if 

lopsided to relieve the pressure of agrarian overpopulation 

which was an evil legacy of the British colonial rule. 

Since modern industries have been able to absorb only 10 to 

11 per cent of the annual addition to the work force and 

the rest had to fall back on agriculture and the 

unorganised sector, the work force dependent on agriculture 

has actually increased from 101.92 millions in 1951 to 
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167.33 millions in 1971,~or form 72.8 per cent to 73.8 per 

cent or by approximately 65 millions
13

• 

For him the peasantry does not remain a homogeneous 

class under capitalism. He quoted Lenin, "The power of 

money not only crushed the peasantry but split it up. An 

enormous number of peasants were steadily ruined and turned 

into proletarians; from the minority arose a small group of 

grasping Kulaks and enterprising muzhiks, who laid hands 

upon the peasant farms and peasant lands, and who formed 

the kernel of the rising rural bourgeoisie. The forty years 

since the reform have been marked L-describirig the condition~ ~ 

of Russia nearly forty years after the Reforms of 1861_7 

by this constant process of 'depeasantising• the peasants, 

a process of slow and painful 
14 

•extinction '" • 

Indradeep Sinha stated, in India capitalism was 

super-imposed on a feudal-colonial base by the foreign 

imperialist rulers. Moreover, there was a huge dispropor-
.. ------· 

tion between· the dest):Uction of the old and the const.rl}.ction 

of the ne~. Consequently, the dominant features of 

1depeasantisation • under the colonial rule was pauperization 

of the lower layers of the peasantry. The policies _of the 

capitalist path pursued by the national bourgeoisie in the 

post-independence period, have compounded the evils of 

'depeasantisation I manifOl a15 • 
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In justification of his above statement, he cited 

infonnation from various sources. Thus he stated, ·that 

under the British rule, agricultural labourers constituted 

17.4 per cent of the work force in 1921 and 19.7 per cent in 

1951. During the first two decades of independence (1951 

-71), the proportion of agricultural labourers increased 

from 19.7 to 26.3 per cent while that of cultivating peasants 

declined from 50 to 43.4 per cent. In other words,~ one 

-seventh of the peasants during these two decades lost their 

land, and were pushed down into the ranks of land.l.ess 

16 
agricultural labourers • .Reports of the two Rural Labour -
En~irie~. have shown that while the number of agricultural 

labourers increased from 35.3 millions in 1964-65 to 54.6 

millions in 1974-75, an increase by 54.7 per cent. Thus 

employment as well as real earnings declined during the same 

17 period • 

He stated, the degree of pauperization of the 1 ower 

layers of the Indian peasantry can be judged from the figures 

of persons officially admitted as living 'below the poverty 

line •. The 'All India poverty line 1 was assumed to lie below 

the per-capita monthly consumption expenditure of Rs. 65 in 

1977-78 prices, corresponding. to a minimum daily calorie 

intake of 2400 in the rural areas. As many as 50.82 per 

cent of the total population or nearly 350 millions were 

found to fall below 'the poverty line' thus defined18• 



He. further stated, this appaling poverty of nearly 

half the rural population is partly a legacy of nearly 

centuries' long rule of British imperialism. But, it is 
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also the inevitable result·of the policies of the capitalist 

path pursued by the national bourgeoisie in the post 

independence period. During the three decades of bourgeois 

. rule, this pov~.rty has not only not diminished but has 

actually increased • 
. ~· 

The national bourgeoisie which headed the freedom 

movement, despite certain radical declarations under 

pressure of the rising peasant movement, have never really 

committed itself to any genuinely radical agrarian programme 

of abolit Lon of all forms of feudal and semi-feudal exploita

tion and distribution of land among the tillers Of the soil. 

Hence, in the post independence period; it pursued the 

narrov1, selfish and conservative class policy of curbing 

some of the worst forms of feudal exploitation and, then, 

gradually transforming feudal landlords into capitalist 

landlords and, simultaneously, developing the economy of 

rich peasants so as to increase agricUltural production and 

create a stable class base for its rule in the rural areas19 • 

It was in pursuance of this policy that the 'princely 

states • were 'integrated' into the Indian Union and· statutory 

landlordism was 'abolished', of course, with the payment of 

fat compensation. Consequently, 20 million protected 
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tenants acquired ownership right over 54 million acre. of 

land, again after payment of •purchase price 1
, which only 

the well-tO-do peasants cOUld do. But the condition of the 

unprotected tenants and sharecroppers worsened; because, 

simultaneously, ·feudal and semi-feudal landlords were 

granted legal right to •resume • land for •self-cultivation • 

by evicting tenants with the connivance or even active help 

of the police and the magistracy. various types of 
" 

capitalist measures were also adopted for •mode·rnizing 1 

20 
farming by landlords and well-to-do peasants • 

. This bourgeois policy of reforming and modernizing 

agriculture along the capitalist path proved extremely 

costly to the nation and extremely painful to the masses 

of the toiling peasantry 'and the landless labourers. 

Gr-ewth in agricultural production is a very slow and halting 
.----- - --

process. Till recently India had to spend more than Rs. 100 
.,.. 

billions in valuable foreign exchange on the import of 

foodgrains under the humiliating conditions from the 

imperialist forces. Growing poverty of the masses hampered 

expansion of the home market and even tte planning commission 

had to admit ruefully 'that the further expansion of industry 

is limited by the narrowness of the market •21 • This 

situation was seized by imperialist financial agencies like 

the World Bank (IBRD) and the International Monetary-Fund 

(IMF) to presurize India to gradually shift towards a policy 

of •export-led growth •, thereby tying Indian economy still 
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more firmly to the international capitalist chain
22

• 

A logical corollary of this reactionary policy has 

been the calculated sabotage of all further measures of land 

reforms - particularly those relating to the imposition of 

statutory ceilings on the holdings of the big landlords 

and distribution of the 1Su.rplus 1 land thus made available 

w 23 
among the landless and 1lan~poor peasants 1 

• 

Indradeep Sinha quoted Gunner Myrdal that "neither the 

political will nor the administrative resources for a radical 

or for that matter, any fairly effective land refonns were 

24 present 11 in India so far. 

For Sinha, surplus land under the amended ceiling laws 

was estimated at 215 lakh acres and out of even this sparingly 

calculated surplus of 215 lakh acres barely 17 lakh acres of 

land, or less than 8 per cent of the potential surplus, has 

been distributed so far. " . ' 

Consequently, the ownership of land as well as of other 

rural assets remains highly skewed. Indradeep Sinha opined 

that despite large scale benarni transfers with a view to 

evade •ceilings • data provided by the 26th Round of National 

Sample Surve~ (NSS) (1970-71), present a picture of gross 

inequality in the distribution of. operational. holdings25 •. 

,.. 
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Table 1 

Distribution of Operational Holdings in India in 1970-71 

:rYPes of 
peasantry 

.,.. 

Agricultural · 
Labourers 

Agricultural 
Labourers 
(having a 
small piece 
of land) 

Poor-peasants 

Small-peasants 

Middle peasants 

Rich peasants 

Landlords 

Amount of 
operational 
holdings per 
household 
(in Acre) 

Nil 

Less than 
1 acre 

1 ·to 2.5 
acres 

2.5 to 5 
acres 

5 to 10 
acres 

" 10 to 25 
acres 

More than 
25 acres 

% of the 
house
hold 

27.41 

14.93 

18.00 

16.40 

12.94 

8.10 

2.24 

100.02 

% of total amount 
of ope~ational .----
holdings cultiva
ted by this 
stratum 

Nil 

1.69 

7.60 

14.90 

22.61 

30.40 

22.83 

100.03 

While 27.41 per cent of the households operate no 

land, another ~4.93 per cent operate less than one acre 

each, and together they operate as 1 ittle as 1. 69 per cent 

of the cultivated land. These 42.34 per cent of the rural 

households, ~ndoubtedly, constitute the class of agricul-

tural labourers. Thus, landless labourers and poor peasants,. ~ 
. ' 
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though consti~uting more than 60 per cent of the households, 

operate less than 10 per cent of the land. But, at the 

other end, landlords and rich peasants, though constituting 

little more ~han 10 per cent of the households, together 

operate more than 53 per cent of the land. 

Similarly the figures supplied by the All India Rural 

.D3bt and Investment SU.z:vey conducted by the Rural Bank of 

India in 1961 and 1971 show that while the share of the 

lowest 10 per cent in the rural assets remained stationary 

at 0.1 per cent and of the top 10 per cent also remained 

~irtu-ally stationary at 51.4 and 51 per cent respectively, 

the share of.the lower middle 30 per cent declined from·2.5 

to 2 per eent while that of the upper middle 20 per cent 

increased from 79 per cent to 81.9 per cent or by 2.9 per 

cent. The number of 'poor• households (with assets of 

~. 1000 each at 1961 prices) ~eased from 30 per cent in 

1961 to 34 per cent in 197126 • 

By citing the above facts, Indradeep Sinha stated 

that 11 This extremely skewed distribution of land, capital. 

and other productive assets in the rural areas is the basic 

cause of the poverty, unemployment, pauperization and 

destitution of the majority of the rural toiling masses. 

It is also the basic cause of stagnation and crisis in the 
~ 

national economy. Furthermore, monopoly of land, capital 

and other produ"ctive assets in the hand of a tiny group of 

" . , 
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landlords is the basic cause of social political reaction, 

obscurantism and communalism in our national life 1127 • 

According to the cPI _programme, the fundamental 

characterization of the agrarian sector is that the, 

11 Inter-penetration of the strong survival of feudalism and 

growing capitalist relations are the dominant characters of 

socio-economic life in India •s countryside 1128• And 

"according to this formulation the dominant character of 

Indian agrarian economy is not the strong survivals of 

feudalism but their inter-penetration with growing capita

list relations of production. This is a description of 

the transitional, multi-structural character of the Indian 

. 29 
agrarian economy" It is explained that the 11programmatic 

formulation ••• is broad enough to cover the entire period 

of transition from semi-feudal to capitalist or dominantly 

capitalist agricul ture 1130 • 

It is suggested by the programme of the CPI that 

inspite of these changes towards capitalist agriculture the 

su.rv~val of semifeudal land relations continue to prevail. 

~emifeudal subletting· in the form of sharecropping and . - ... 

various other correlated forms of leasing, such as )oint 

partnership cultivation, etc. continue to exist in a 

sizeable proportion of the land. Usually constit~tes a 

strong survival of the semi-feudal mode of exploitation and 

is still predominant31 • 
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It further pointed out as to how the survival of 

semi-feudal modes of exploitation combined with the growth 

of commercialisation of agriculture have produced a new 

set of reactionary vested interests in the vast Iridian 

countryside. It states "landlords, and wholesale dealers, 

often combined in the same person, constitute the modern 

parasites holding up the progress of agriculture and 

supporting right reaction n32 • 

To sum up, the existing condition of the Indian 

agriculture in the post independence period is that "The 

national bourgeoisie which assumed power in 1947 compromised 

with the landlord forces sacrificing the interests of the 

tenants and other poor sections of the people. This is the 

basic underlying reason for the large scale sabotage of 

land reforms. In implementation, the landlords and bureau-

cracy nexus could successfully sabotage the land reform 

legislations, particularly the tenancy legislations, more 

so the ceiling acts. The judiciary also played a very 

33 constructive role and aided the landlord class" • 

·rherefore, 11 Trans it ion to self-cultivation by the 

feudal and sernifeudal landlords meant the transformation 

of the feudal mode of production based on appropriation 

of surplus product in the form of rent into capitalist mode 

of production based on the appropriation of su.rplus product 

in the form of surplus value (profit). In other words, it 

meant the transformation of the tenant or sharecropper into 
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an agricultural labourer, ready to sell his labour power to 

his landlord now turning into a capitalist ehte.rpreneur1134 • 

The Minimum wages Act, 1948 had been enacted for time 

to time fixation and revision of minimum wages in employment 

in which the labour is vulnerable to exploitation on account 

of its lack of organisation and weak bargaining power. The 

CPI Observed with much concern since agricultural labourers 

are unorganised, the prevailing wages are not fair to the 

--workers. 'l'he .. minimum wages in agriculture should be linked 

to the Consumer Price Index Number. .Moreover the law 
.,.· 

enforcing authority is reluctant and the employers of.the 

agricultural labourers are often powerful enough to impose 

self-fixation about the wages which are always below the 

rate fixed by the government. There are exceptions in a 

few states where left parties are strong enough to organise 

them. However the agricultural labourers are the worst 

victims of the natural vagaries and seasonal unemployment. 

The CPI is in favour of social security benefit to the 

agricultural workers. It thinks, a fairly substantial 

financial expenditure from the government exchequer should 

be provided for employment in the dull season. Besides 

that, old age pension, workers education should be provided, 

and there should be timely revision and implementation of 

minimum wages act and domestic and vested land shOuld be 

provided them free of cost3 5 • 
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AJ. though there has been enacted the Bonded Labour 

System (Abolition) Act in 1976 which has empowered the 

concerned authorities to implement the ban on bonded labour 

and to ensure the rehabilitation of such labour, still "the 

condition of agricultural workers and bonded labourers 

continues to remain deplorable. Not all bonded labourers 

have yet been released nor those released been rehabilitated. 

Agricultural workers do not get fair wage nor is there any 

all-India legislation to comprehensively tackle their 

problems. These sections of our people also suffer from 

widespread social oppression. To fight again~t these is 

a major task 1136 • 

Since feudalism was not abolished root and branch, 

feudal exploitation continued to exist side by side with 

capitalist exploitation and got intertwined with it. Hence, 

usury bondage, sharecropping, caste and social oppression 

often characterised the sale of labourpower by the agricul

tural labourers..3 7 • 

. -· 
· But the CPI thinks, the feudal and semi-feudal 

exploitation is one of fast declining features due to the 

fact that the abolition of statutory landlordism and of the 

princely states turned the protected tenants into self 

-owning peasant proprietors and removed all legal hurdles 

to the free penetration of capital in land. The spontaneous 

process of 'depeasantisation', in the context of calculated 

sabotage of radical land reforms, helped to consolidate more 
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than half the cultivated land in the hands of the just ten 

per cent of the households who were landlords and rich 

peasants. various state capitalist measures L-like green 

revolution i.e. high yielding crop production through the 

help of mechanised agricultural implements_? which serve to 

raise the technological level of agriculture, and to 

strengthen these same elements still further by increasing 

their command over land, water, seeds, fertilizers, 

implements, credit, marketable surpluses of food grains 

and, last but not the least, political leverage over the 

administration. Even the 37.5 per cent of the cultivated 

area that continued to be operated by the small and middle 

peasants, become largely market-oriented; and the high cost 

energy-intensive technology of the "green revolution" made 

the small and the. middle peasantry extremely cost-conscious. 

In the majority of cases even their farming ceased to be 

ub . t f . 38 s s~s ence ar~ng • 

The net result of these changes in the agrarian 

economy is that the old stagnant feudal-col on;i.al economy 

has been replaced by a transitional multi-structural economy' . 

in which the capitalist, the small peasant and the semi 

-feudal modes of production coexist and contend against one 

another. Though the capitalist mode of production has become 

the leading structure, it has not yet conquered the entire 

field of agriculture. Similarly though the feudal mode of 

9roduction has rapidly declined, it has not yet vanisfiid and 
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continues to exist in the form of strong remnants which 

interpenetrate the growing capitalist relations. And, 

finally, the disintegration of the feudal mode of production 

has given birth to a sizeable small peasant sector, which 

though based on the small commodity production, is no longer 

feudal nor yet capitalist, and is yet subject ·co the 1av1s of 

39 
~pi tal ist market • 

Just _p.s the bourgeoisie sought to deceive the 

agricultural labourers and poor peasants with false promise 

about 'removal of poverty 1
, similarly it sought to dupe the 

small and midcU.e peasants Hith the false propaganda that 

under the new technol CXJY of the 'green revolution' even the 

small farm can become 'viable'. On the contrary the 

Marxist logic is that - capitalism leads to the ruination 

of the small peasantry or to the depeasantisation of the 

peasantry. Therefore, the new technology is irrelevant to 

40 the small and middle peasants 

Therefore, the basic contradiction in the post 

independence period, more particularly from the late 1960s, 

is the contradiction between manufacturers and agricultu-

rists in the Indian agrarian economy. It is the contradic-

tion between the big industrial and commercial bourgeoisie 

on the one hand and the mass of the peasantry on the other. 

M3rchant capital was an exploiter of the Indian 

peasantry even during the pre-independence period. But 
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it acted as the comprador agent of Bri-tish Capital and, 

as such, played a comparatively minor role in the exploita-

tion of the peasantry. But things have changed in the post 

independence period. ~ercha~t capital has now attached 

itself to the big industrial and commercial bourgeoisie 

which have become more and more dominant in the Indian 

economy. At the head of the big bourgeoisie stand the 75 

monopoly houses who, together control about two-thirds of 

Indian industry and trade. Some of the monop.oly houses are 

Indian subsidiaries of big multinational corporations who 

control the commodity trade in several agricultural 

products, agricultural inputs and essential consumer 

41 goods • 

That is why the 'T-wenty Second National Conference • 

of the CPI •s 'All India Kisan Sabha • had declared in 1979 

__..,'one major ch~nge, brought about by the economic development 

of the post-independence period, is that the big industrial 
~· 

and commercial bourgeoisie headed by the monopolists and 

multinationals, have emerged as the main exploite~s of the 

peasantry, leaving the old feudal landlord far behind, 

whose capacity to exploit the peasantry has rapidly 

decl ined1142 • 

Monapolists and multi-nationals are the main link 

through which the burden of unequal cornmodi ty exchange in 

the international capitalist market is passed on to the 
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Indian peasantry. And this burden has Very sharply increased 

since the outbreak of the recessionary crises of world 

capitalism. 

The rapid deterioration in the terms of trade between 

India and the imperialist countries was passed on to the 

peasantry in the form of a still more rapid deterioration 

in international terms of trade between agriculture and the 

other sectors of the Indian economy. The small and middle 

peasants were the worst victims of this deterioration, 

because their unit cost of production was higher, market 

price realization was lO\ver and holding po..ver was smaller 

than that of the capitalist landlords and rich peasants. 

No wonder that the small and the middle peasantry 

constituted the main force of the mighty peasant upsurge 

th . 43 at e present t~me • 

The CPI opposes this bourgeois pol icy because it will 

further aggravate the structural crisis of not only the 

agrarian economy but also the entire national economy. 

Hence, the CPI demands defence of the small peasant, 

liquidation of semifeudal and semicapitalist landlordism, 

distribution of land among the tillers and then, gradual 

transition to socialist agriculture based on voluntary 

co-operatives of equal associate producers. 

44 
The follcxving tasks occupy the central place on 

--·agrnrian front, .. in addi·tion to some other national and 
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regional problems. The tasks and tactics will vary from 

state to state. 

i) Elimination of all feudal and semi-feudal survivals 

through the implementation of genuine land reforms and 

distribution of ceiling surplus lands to the landless and 

:::and hungry, and carrying out democratic reforms in othe.r 

sectors also. 
~· 

ii) Abundant preferential state aid to the small,· 

marginal and middle peasants. 

iii) Removal of glaring inter-regional disparities 

by concentrating on the development of backward states and 

areas. 

iv) Ensuring remunerative price for the agricultural 

produce, removal of the grip of monopolies on the rural 

market: and supply of all essential commodities to the 

peasants and agricultural labourers through effective public 

distribution system with supervision Of pOpular committees. 

v) Cancellation of debt burden of the small and 

marginal farmers and agricultural 1 abourers and scaling 

do\-.rn the other debts, and supply of cheap adequate credit 

to them, and 1 O\'/ering the tax burdens on the peasants and 

agricultural workers. 

vi) Adequate living wage to the agricultural labourers 
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and providin,g guarantees of emplO:i'ment and social security 

and peaceful life, free from the attrocities of the 

1 and.l ords and the ric11 peasants. Consumer and other 

industries should be started in rural areas to provide 

employment to the rural labour. 

vii) D:lmocratisation of local power struct11re, 

removal of the domination of vested interests and passing 

of locai po.-;er into the hands of the toiling ma~ses. 

· viil) Effective and urgent steps to be initiated to 

eliminate backwardness and illiteracy among the ·people and 

to start a big renaissance movement. 

Land to the tiller, fair wage to .the agricultural 

worker, remunerative price to the peasant and cheap food 

to the :Jeople· are the main slogans round which the battle 

is being faught - the battle for the rejection of the 

capitalist p.ath and the adOption of the non-capitalist 

path of development. 

The CPI claims that it is pursuing an integrated 

policy of diversified mass movement embracing all sections 

of the peasantry and agricultural labourers and directed 

equ.ally against the survivals of feudalism and the gro...,ring 

exploitation of the capitalist and the ~mperial ist 

monO[..JOl ies. 
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The CPI calls for a tactics in this stage of revolution 

to rely on agricultural labourers and poor peasants, unite 

solidly wi·th the small and middle peasants and try to win 

over or neutralize the rich peasants in order tq isolate and 

defeat the landlords, the usurers, the monopolists and the 

multinationals in alliance with the industrial working class 
. 45 

and other democratic classes and strata • 

The CPI visualises, the Indian agrarian economy is 

multidimensional, multi~atructural with inter-regional 

inequalities and the agrarian economy is ~hanging towards 

the capitalist mode of production. aut the process of 

change is slow and painful for the cultivating peasantry. 

As such agrarian capitalism in India is not 'pure ' 

capitalism but was characterised by the cornbination of 

capitalist forms of exploitation with the remnants of 

feudal forms of exploitation, thereby subjecting the rural 

masses to the worst feature of both feudal and capitalist 

't . 46 expl o~ at~ oq • But the land reforms of the national 

bourgeois government and the use of modern technOlogy and 

modern farming, credit system and the commodity market have 

facilitated the growth of capitalist relations and capita-

lism in agriculture. The new agricultural strategy of the 

national bourgeois government is to provide modem input 

like prorision of infrastrllCtural facilities of irrigation, 

electricity, communications, community develOpment projects 

-;tc., mainly with the financial assistance of the world ·· 

.~· 
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Bank and other international institutions, for bringing 

about; an increase in agricultural production.. And it has 

done nothing more than to pass a few land reform laws, but 

has carefully bypassed t.he radical agrarian reform for the 

interest of the vast Indian peasantry. A.c:. a result, 

capitalist landlords and rich peasants are steadily 

~merging under the aegis of bourgeois rule and serving the 

latter as faithful contingents • 
..-:·· 

The national and big bourgeoisie have exposed the 

Indian agriculture to the international financial . institu

tions. From the mid-1960 1s they are financing the projects 

for the development of infrustructural facilities for 

agricultural development with a twofold objective : 

1) Such a development will create a big market for 

the multinationals and agro-business and also facilitate 

their entrance into the country •s economy. 

2) These imperialist forces meant to develOp capita

lism in agriculture, thua integrating it with world 

capital ism. It has further devel aped and expanded credit 

coaperat:ives, marketing federation at"ld promoted tec1mol Ol:]ical 

changes. A large network of research, education and exten

sion centres was established for the grO\'rth of agriculture, 

animal husbandry etc. though all those measures have contri

buted to the development of productive forces, the main 

benefits flowing from them have been reaped by the upper 
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strata, particularly the rich peasants and landlords who 

dominate the village panchayats, credi·t societies and other 

1 ocal developmental organisations. 

Hov1ever, in the short-run ·this strategy was responsible 

for the large marketable surpluses in food grains not only 

to supply to the urban consumers, but also to build buffer 

stocks. The country achieved near self-sufficiency in 

foodgrains, as large sections of the people are below the 

poverty line having no purchasing pav.rer and leading a 

miserable life47 • 

Becau3e of the capitalist penetration the inequalities 

of income and distribution have risen to an unprecedented 

height. Agricultural labourers, poor and small peasants who 

constitute the majority in the countryside are leading a 

miserable life and living }?elO\.v the subsistence level. But 

the capitalist farmers and rich peasants are engaged in 

investing their surplus in business, transport, industry, 

l d . d 1 t · t · 't · 48 rh 11 · money- en lng an specu a lve ac·lvl les • ' e fo. OWlng 

criteria provided by Lenin are relevant to the position and 

facts of Indian agriculture. They are- 1) clnployment of 

wage-labo~r and extraction of surplus value. 

2) General com.rnoditisation. 

3) Reinv.estment of surplus production for extended 

reproduction i.e., capital producing capital. 
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Y.V.Krishna Rao (General Secretary of the CPI-AIKS) 

stated that 11 Basing on these criteria, our conclusion is 

that capitalist relations have made much headway in the 

l,:o.rge 1Jarts of the country's L,-agrarian economy J, though 

the level of these relations differ state to state, from 

. 49 
area to area 11 

• 

For· the CPI, the Indian agrarian economy is signifi-

cantly marching tovlards the grip of capital - both national, 

big and monopoly and also imperialist capital since 196.0s. 

The situation is more aggravated as the days are passing 

by. Consequently the age-old feudal grip over the agrarian 

economy has occupied the rear seat. 'I'herefore, the fight 

in the agrarian front is mainly oriented to the bi9 and 

monopoly and their foreign counter part - the imperialist 

capital. The non-capitalist path declared by the CPI in 

its prog-ramme in the stage of national democratic revolution 

is the desired path t.vith which the remnan·ts of feudal 

oppression will also be faught. In this struggle the party 

v1ill mobilise the agricultural labourers, poor, small and 

middle peasants, even the rich peasants will be brought 

into the fold along with the other working people in the 

industrial sector and other democratic minded stra·ta. The 

CPI programme does not rule out the possibility of forging 

alliance with the national bourgeoisie. Therefore, besides 

the goal of non-capitalist path and other significant goals 

are radical land reform, wiping out the remnants of 
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feudalism, democratisation in all spheres of life and 

activities of the peOple in this national democratic stage. 

Besides the formation of the programmatic policy about 

the party's stand for radical land reform in the democratic 

stage of revolution, the CPI has also put all its energy for 

launching movements through its peasant organisation and 

agricultural labourers ' organisation. The party has 

constantly fought in the parliament and state legislatures 

to enact and. enforce the actual land reform for .the interest 

of the vast peasant community. From th~ beginning the 

party's rural organisation has fully devoted itself for 

enforcing the land reforms and the establishment of the 

democratic rights of the under-privileged sections. HO\vever, 

t.ha.-t too depends upon the organisational. power of the party 

and the party's position in the state governments. 

Y. V .I<.rishna Rao, claimed "The Communist Party of India, 

the ALl India Kisan Sabha and the Bharatiya l<het Mazdoor 

Union have launched mighty militant nationwide struggles 

during 1969-72 for occupation of lands of big landlords and 

industrialists, demanding radical land reforms. Thus, under 

the direct in1pact of these powerful struggles, the ruling 

class was forced to take up the question of land reforms 

and revision of ceiling enactments. It has formulated 

national guidelines drastically revising the ceiling lav.;rs, 

lodering the ceiling limit, rr.aking the family a unit and 
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removing all the exemptions that were given earlier. The 

states have enacted revised ceiling laws, mostly based on 

. 1 . ~ 1 . ..s 0 the natlona gulae lnes • Krishna Rao claimed that the 

party played an active role in Kerala during Achutha Menon 

tvLinistry, \'lest Bengal during the Left Front Government and 

partially in Maharashtra, Gujr:at and Karnataka for land 

. t. f . lt 51 
reform and for reorgan~sa 1011 o agrJ.cu ure • 

Section 1 (ii) CPI 's Views on l<ural D=mocracy 

The viork for rural democracy is another important task 

to be performed with the radical agrarian reform in this 

national democratic stage. However, the programme of the 

CPI is very insistenton the democratisation of the rural 

sector along with that of the national political, social 

and economic life of the Indian people. Pnd this task 

should be performed, the CPI thinks, immediately in this 

declared National D2mocratic stage. 

The possible combination of classforce required for 

ensuring rural democracy in the countryside can be traced 

from the programme of the CPI. But. conceptually .rural 

democracy as a part of national democracy should be 

highlighted here to provide the context with which the idea 

of rural democracy is linked. 

The programme of the CPI has stated that the class 

forces interested in carry~ng th ou h th .... r g e programme of 
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National u=mocratic revolution are : 11 First and foremost, 

the working class"; "Second, the broad.J!!asses of the 

cultivating peasants, including the ric~asants and 

agr!cultural labourers"; "Third, the rising class of 

urban and rural in~elliSJ~ia"; "Finally the national 

'courgeoisie, excluG.ing the monopoly section"52 • L,-.&nphasis 

.a~ded..J. 

It fur,ther stated " in order to create the 

instrument for implementing the programme we will have to 

build a national democratic front, bringing together all 

the patriotic forces of the country, viz. the working class, 

the entire peasantry including the rich peasants and 

agricultural labourers, the intelli£entsia and the non 

-monOpolist bourgeoisie. · 'rhe worker-peasant alliance will 

be the basis and pivot of the front u53 • The programme 

admitted "such a front is not in existence today because 

the democratic masses are divided into a number of political 

parties, including the Congress party itself 1154 • Therefore, 

the programme stressed the ileed of ".D:vel oping out of the 

joint actions of the mass organisations of workers, peasants, 

employees and agricultural workers, as well as the Communist 

Party and other le~ and socialist P_arties, the national 

democratic front will draw its ranks not only the masses 

following the Congress but also its e._rogressive section •• ss 

L-clnphasis added_7. 
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According to the programmatic formulations of class-

forces for the national democratic revolution, the parti-

cipants from the countryside are the ''broad masses of the 

cultivating peasants, including the rich peasants and 

agricultural labourers", and the "rural intelligentsia". 

It includes, in its declared national. democratic front the 

following political parties and sections : ''other left and 

socialist parties", "the masses following the Congress" and 

"also its progressive section" if they exist in the 

countryside. 

According to the CPI, these rural class forces can be 

taken into confidence for establishing rural democracy and 

the left and socialist parties including the masses and the 

progressive section of the ntling Congress party should be 

brought within the fold of the front in the countryside to 

fulfil the requirements for the attainment of national 

demo.:...:ratic revolution and its success. 

·rhe programme has highlighted some of the aims for 
,... 

which democratic movements should be launched in the rural 

areas as a part of the national democratic movement. The 

programme stated ~ 

''This national movement will attain its countrywide 

sweep and striking force when it embraces the broad masses 

of peasantry and the agricultural labourers in the vast 

rural areas. The struggle of the broad masses of the 
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cultivating peasantry, for consistant and thorough 

completion of agrarian reform eliminating feudal survivals, 

for putting peasant economy on a sound footing, for ensuring 

protection from the expl citation by trading and usury 

capital, for the expansion of credit facilities and the 

increasing use of modern technique, as well as the struggle 

of the landless .R~~.ts and~_ricultural lab~ers fO£ 

fallow and surplus land, for minimum living wage, for 

setting up.state farms and other rehabilitation schemes for 

scheduled caste and adivasi landless - all these stru9gles 

of the broad rural masses have a national significance"56 • 

'l'he programme of the cPI has stated that the existing 

1 ocal sel £-governments under the Congress rule are running 

the administration in the name of the rural people but 

actually they have become the reliable instrument in the 

hands of the vested interests in the rural areas. The 

programme thus observed : 

''Local organs of sel £-government, which are supposed 

to draw the masses into direct administration of local 

affairs and development and thereby provide a democratic 

correction to bureaucratic centralisation and which can be 

utilised to a certain extent in favour of the people by 

forging broad democratic unity, are themselves made subject 

to the dictates of high officials with their control over 

revenue~,. advances and loans for the work of the panchayats 
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and their const.n . .<ctive activities. ·rhe powers to remove 

and supersede elected bodies of local self-government are 

used at will in order to suppress the growth of democratic 

forces. ·rhe so called Panchayati Raj of the people thus 

becomes an instrument of the bourqeoisie seeking to 

consolidate its power in the countryside 1157 • ;_-Emphasis 

addedJ. 

The programme of the CPI thus suggested with concern 

that the bourgeoisie has usurped the rural administration 

for fleecing the vast majority of the rural people. The 

existing pan.chayati raj thus becomes an instrument of 

oppress"ion over the agricultural labourers, poor and small 

peasants who constitute the majority in the Indian 

countryside. 

Y. V.Krishna Rao has observed 

11 1'he 1 andl. ords and rich peasants who have become 

pm.,rerful, are dominating the rural life, economic, social, 

political and cultural. ·rhey are dominating the village 

panchayats, co-operative societies, and 1 ocal developmental 

organizations and are fully utilising these institutions 

in collusion with the bureaucracy to their benefit. They 

are trying to perpetuate their hold on the rural masses, 

and for their narrow selfish ends are dividing the masses 

on castes and scheduled tribes people and agricultural 

1 abourers 115 8 • 
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Rural democracy can not be considered in isolation from 

radical land refonns in the vast Indian countryside. In 

Rao 's view, tv!O types of contradiction have been accentuated 

in the countryside in the rural econorn:i..c front and so also 

in the correlation of the rural classforces. He stated, 

f!< 

the existing situation is leading to the accentuation of 

two types of contradictions : between a handful of substan-

tial landowners on the one hand and the mass of the 

agricultural labourers and poor and paupe.rised peasants 

on the other hand; and between the big industrialist, 

commercial bourgeoisie and the mul tin.ationals and their 

stooges on the one side and the mass of the peasantry on 

the other59 • 

Indradeep Sinha has stated, 11 Experience of more than 

a decade of the independent class movement and class 

organisation of the .rural proletariat has brought the 

lesson home that only a radical re-structuring of the 

entire agrarian economy can liberate the agricultural 

1 abourers and poor peasants, indeed, all working peasants, 

and ru.J.:a1 artisans, from the vicious grip of class and 

caste oppression and unshackle their vast productive 

energies for rapidly rebuilding not only the rural economy 

and the rural society but the national economy and national 

polity as well 1100 • 

''\!Jork of the party branch in the villages should not 

be vie>ved in narrow economic or electoral terms. Party 
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Hork in the village is emancipatory in the broad sense. 

~'le are party fighti~ for a democratic revolution and in 

t:he villa~e we, must fight for democratic changes. Our 

party brar_:ch should. initiate and lead all struggles and 

movements for the democratic changes in the village on the 

economic, political, social and ideol cx;rical pl-ane. Not only 

landlords as a class but feudal and prefeudal ideas, 

traditions, prejudices etc. have to be fought 11 ~ 1 L- ElnphaSis 

addedJ. 

For example_, untouchability is a remnant of prefeudal 

days. Emancipation of the village is incomplete unless at least 

this most cruel and humiliating manifestation of the 

pernicious relic is ended62 • The root cause of all these 

ills was within the age-old economic disparity unfavourable 

to the weaker section all along, even in the post-indepen

dence period. Thus it is stated : 11 s ocial indignities 

emanating from the practice of untouchability and acute 

economic disparity arising out of landlessness, wage labour, 

bondage, etc. present a total picture of exploitation and 

injustice and any attempt to shake off any of these forms 

of exploitation easily invites the wrath of the vested 

interests 1163 • 

It is stated that illiteracy too is a heritage of our 

feudal and colonial past. Fight against the remnants of 

feudalism is incomplete unless we fight against its legacy. 



Therefore, the CPI should consider eradication of 

illiteracy as a part of democratic transformation of the 

village. In fact this section is the basic mass for the 

comr::unist party. Therefore, eradication of illiteracy 

is not a reformist work or a \vork to be undertaken only 

after the assumption of power. All liberation movements 

64 
have taken it up along 'ilith the struggle 
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I'he plight of v.;omen in the Indianvillaqes is another 

manifestation of feudal culture. The emancipation of the 

village can not be real until and unless the outlook of 

the villagers (including women) to the women changes. It 

is a d.ifi icul t thing to do but an indispensable thing also. 

r:f tne .. party ,joes not take work among women as a part of 

.li.s i ob, i1: will: keer-' out 50 per cent of the population 

.c: th . 65 r rom .e pU}:V 1 evJ 

.::'he p.t<Y]ramme of t:he party calls for a movement in the 

countrysiue for vlir-ing out 11 Casteism, communal ism, religious 

obscurantism and all sorts of reactionary ideas u66 • 

Fi0hts against,. ignorance caste prejudices, supersti-

ticn are all parts of the emanc ipatory work. Anything that 

concerns the welfare of the village people should be a 

ma·tter of interest where the CPI srJOuld come forv-:ard. It 

may be an elementary school or the matter of panchayat or 

cooperative society where the party should stand beside the 

toiling pi..!:.:>pl·2 dnd the peas<±rrtry to foil the ilL w1ll. of 
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~o ensu.:-•:= dem::>cratic results for the rural weaker 

section it is necessary to re~>i:3t and stop attroci-'.:ies 

and caste evils on harij ans, adivasis and oth::::r n1ral 

de£c;nd c.ivil r:Lghts and promote social 1 
. . 68 

equaL~-cy • 
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rhe GP.i ;:-Jrcx-.::Jrarnrne stat<:::d thw.t the na·tional democratic 

9overnrnent aft::'!r the na~ional democratic revolution 

11 ••• ';Jill abolish s·:Jcial and econo:nic oppres£.>i~n of one 

cast:~ by an·:Jther, as also all social and nersonal bans and 

prohibiti:"Jns imposed by the so called upper castes on lower 

casto:=s, specially the scheduled castes, in the name of 

custom, tr.:i.dition or religion. Such oppression shall be 

made p~nishable by law. It will pursue a policy of giving 

financial and other assistance for the cd1cationa1 and 

cult'...lr-:11 advancement of the people belonging to scheduled 

and social.Ly oppressed cas·tes, to er.:idicate these 

. . . 69 
~neq·..lalltles '' 

Furtherrnoro, 11 It will extend and strengthen elected 

local org,:~.ns, enhancing their powers and give them more 

resources to fulfil their resoonsibilities 1170 • 
"' 

I:1 fine, the aim of the CPI regarding rural democracy 

has ;)(:en very pn~c.1.sely stated thus : ••r.emocratisation of 

1 ocal power structure, removal o£ the domi:1ation of vested 

i:1b:lr,;;st.:s ah:j passing of local power into the hands of the 

~ '1' . 71 t...O.L 1:1g :nasses•• • 
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The !)arty has taken steps by pa.rti~ipa·ting in ·the 

panchayat r~lection and in ·the election of the various 

societies, associations and organisations as a pOlicy to 

ensure democracy for the toiling rural people. 

Particularly in 'tlest Bengal,. Kerala and Tripura the 

cpr is actively participating with the other left forces 

(since 1983) to ensure the implementation of its 

pr~rammatic policies. It aims to make the local bodies 

(Panchayats) an instrument of expediting land reform, 

democriitic reform and social justice by drawing the class 

forces into a solid alliance for the ensuing national 

democratic revolution. 

Beside the strategic :!:ormulations on ag.riicia.n reforms 

and n1.ral democracy in the programme of the CPI(M) a wide 

range of viev1s have been expressed in some other documents. 

These vie\·Js are of great .importance for determining tactics 

leading to the desired aim of it •s declared People •s 

.r::emocratic Revolution in this stage. 

In 1967, the CPI(M) adopted one of the most important 

documents regarding agrarian matters. It was entitled 
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as the basic document explaining the programmatic under

standing in very cleaL terms on the question of agrarian 

reforms. It was admitted that the activities of the 

agLarian reforms wer~ guided by a revisionist line even 

after the period of the split of the party till 1967. 

Therefore, it was felt necessary to have a proper guideline 

of tactics on the basis of the party's programme. 'Ehe 

CPI ( M) thought that the cause of old revisionist 1 ine in 

the agraria..Tl front was due to the fact that All India 

Kisan Sabha was jointly led and guided by both the CPI and 
r 

the CPI(M) till August, 196772 even after the split. 

Another important cause was the gr01t1ing disqontent among 

members within the party about the very strategy and 

tactics of the revolution in the country like India which 

in the immediate past was ruled by imperialists and \vhose 

economy was basically agrarian. On the eve of another 

split (a. gro..rp knmm as Naxalites from the CPI-M) over the 

question of Indian revolution particularly on the importance 

---of agrarian revolution the CPI (M) leadership came forward 

to explain its actual sta..'1d on the agrarian front very 
.-·· 

clearl. y before the party men and the mass following the 

party. Naturd.l.ly, the document entitled Tasks on the Kisan -----------·-·---
F~~~ (1967) has a wider significal'lce. 

This document stated that the party was gripped by 

revisionist viev/S about the role of the different strata 

of the peasantry in the agrarian revolution and its role 
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i:1 the context of antl-imperial ist, ant.i-fcudal people 's 

democratic revolution in the democratic stage. This v-,ras .• · 
due to the failure to prc)t_,erly comprehend the tasks in the 

agra.cian front. It was admitted that a sheer revisionist 

view dominated work in this front. The revisionist vievl 

permeated into the following matters, in particular 

i) regarding the actual nature of the prevailing feudal 

oppression in the countryside; (ii) regarding the type of 

feudal relationships still remaining in the country; 

( i i.i) regarding the inner-strata differences within the 

peasantry; ·(iv) regarding the penetration of capitalist 

relationship into agriculture and the nature and depth of 

the prOblem: and (v) rega~ding the actual understanding of 

the peasant problem, and real demands of the peasantry. 

·rhese assessments till 1967 in the agrarian front were 

found to be wrong and very suicidal in nature for a 

proletartan party. These were : {i) there was a compromise 

of the demands of the poor peasants and agricultural 

1 abourers - the semi-proletariat and proletariat sections 

in the countryside - for drawing the support of the middle 

peasants and rich peasants there was an undue dependence 

upon the rich peasants, (ii) there was a dangerous 

negligence of the demands of the agricultural -labourers 

and poor peasants considering that these demands might 

create problem to the party in securing the support of the 

upper r-anks and capitalist farmers, (iii) distortions rt~ere 
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caused in the movement against feudal landlords because in 

an attempt to mobilise all sections of the peasantry there 

\vas an excessive dependance on the middle and rich peasants 

rather than on the rural proletariat and poor peasants, 

and (iv) weaknesses of revisionism and opportunism were 

exhibited \vhile making even just demands for subsistent 

wages and better working conditions for the rural proleta-

riat because thare was the fear of breaking the unity of 

the peasantry if the demand for land and democrati·c rights 

of the agricultural l abou.rers would have been placed. The 

document frankly admitted that the party had failed to 

~inclucate the necessary class consciousness in the peasant 

73 
front • 

... · 

The document stated, all these movements against 

feudalism and capitalism were carried out on the basis of 

the non-M:!.rxist concept of all-in unity of the peasantry 

against feudal ism and capital ism, and in this struggle the 

motive forces of the movement - the poor peasants and 

agricultural labourers - were given lesser role to play 

lest their revolutionary role would break the unity in the 

peasant fr·.Jnt. Firstly; this kind of tendency lef.t the 

entire peasant movament on the mercy of the rich and middle 

peasants, and secondly, this revisionist leadership as it 

was a vacillating force within the peasantry, naturally 

put obstacles to any and every radical peasant movement. 

The rural proletariat (the agricultural labourers and 
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sm=Ul artisailS) and poor peasants, were put outside the 

movement, though for whom the peasant movement should have 

been organised; and in place of rural poor the rich and 

middle peasants were given prominence both in the organisa

tion and in the leadership. This was a movement led and 

organised by the rich and middle peasants, the most 

previleged sections within the peasantry - which the poor 

peasants and agricultural labourers were asked to follow .. 

The. document stated, it was a bourgeois revisionist 

out-look over the working class and peasant unity against 

feudalism and imperialism. It further stated, this kind 

of revisionism can only be avoided if the working class 

leadership over the peasant movement is established and 

if this leadership depends much on the rural proletariat 

and poor peasants who caustitite 70 per cent of the total 

rural papulation. Other subsidiary tasks are to organise 

the middle and rich peasants so that they may be kept 

a\vay from joining the feudal and capitalist landlords. 

The specific slogans in the agrarian sector should be put 

forward on the basis of the demands of the poor peasants 

and agricultural labourers and other sections of the 

peasantry should be brought nearer to this movement. In 

doing so the poor peasants and the agricultural labourers 

;-hould be made .. conscious and active so that they can work 

with the working class leadership in the peasant movement .• · 
for the restoration of land from the feudal and capitalist 
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>.:.'1 dl ords. In the agrarian front the real force of the 

peasant moveme~t is constituted with the poor peasants and 
-~·· 

agricultural labourers. H~vever, the party had actually 

failed to organise, educate, and provide them the actual 

role in the revolutionary movement against feudal and 

. de74 capitalist landlords in the country s~ • 

The document has stated that .the revisionist outlook 

in the peasant front in the past has made the peasant 

movement virtually defunct. The first attempt to rectify 

these ills in the peasant front has been made through the 

party programme. rhe programme was claimed to have put the 

correct ideological and political Outlook against the 

revisionist view. The document further stated in pursuing 

revolutionary movement in the agrarian front in this 

democratic stage of the revolution class consciousness should 

be the basis of ·the struggle for land; all the work of the 

party should be vamped anew. In order to do so, it is an 

utmost necessity to recruit and educate members from the 

poor peasants and agricultural labourers. which was actually 

neglected so far. At present the peasant front of the party 

is dominated by members from the middle and rich peasant 

sections. Unless members are properly educated in the 

ideological points of vie'.v, unless they are declassed from 

their environment and upbringing it is certain that they 

can never serve the cause of revolution. Only the interest 

of the class from wher.e they hail will be served by them. 
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The document has severly attacked the revisionist outlook 

of the leaders of the peasant movement. Therefore, the need 

of the time was to recast the forces of peasant movement, 

to bring the rural proletariat in the first rovv and let 

75 
them lead the struggle for land to a success 

The document while treating the revisionist outlook in 

the peasant front stated, another aberation was due to the 

party •s continuous and persistent emphas~s on the 

parliamentary forms of struggle undermining the mass move-

ment for the genuine demands of the people. This was 

evident from the first general elections in 1952 onwards. 

The sheer dep,endence on parliamentary measures had created 

animpression among the activists in the peasant front that 
~· 

outstanding problems in the agrarian front could be solved 

if the prnver both at the states and the centre were 

captured through elections. All these revisionist elements 

in the outlook, and other accompanying weaknesses in the 

practice actually incapacitated the revolutionary movement 

'76 in -the agrarian front • 

After analysing the nature and character of revisionism 

in the agrarian front of the party, it calls for immediate 

re-organisation of the entire peasant front on the basis of 

a revolutionary ideology. ENery member of the party in 

rural areas should work either in the Kisan Sabha (peasant 

front) or in the agricultural labour's union and.give 
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prominance to the political education of the poor peasants 

and agricultural 1 abourers so that they became able workers 

and leaders in the radical peasant movement. By class 

character they are the most dependable and sincere workers 

in this front and any negligence of them or of their cause 

will be purely anti-revolu~ionary and revisi8nist in 

77 
outlook • 

Having examined the revisionist outlook in the work 

of the peasant front by the party leadership since 

independence, the document had taken stock of the bourgeois 

1 andl ord governments ' so called radical measures in the 

name of land reform. 

The document stated, that the existing bourgeois 

-landlord government can not do anything radical to change 

the agrarian sector, because the landlords themselves are 

in the helm of pOvJer in the entire countryside and they 

constitute the main allies of the bourgeoisie. Therefore, 

any change even the capitalistic change of the entire 

agricultural sphere is not possible by this government. 

Therefore, any land reform measure of the bourgeois 

-landlord government is one of compromise with the feudal, 

semi-feudal and capitalist landlords for the obvious class 

interests of t·he existing government. It is a false hope 

that this"··government will come down to look after the 

genuine demands of the poor peasants and agricultural 
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labourers by cutting down the interests of the landlords. 

~~ the external and internal crises deepen the bourgeois 

-landlord government will try to pass the burden on to the 

general peaple and the greatest sufferers in this case 

are the peasantry and the rural proletariat 78• 

·rhe CPI { M) noted that the bourgeois-landlord state has 

been compell~ed to take certain measures but these measures 

in no way injure their own class interest. The document 

stated ''However, the bourgeois agrarian programme aims at 

achieving certain limited objectives, it seeks, in the main, 

to reform the Old-type feudal 1andl ordism by inducing the 

1 and.l ords to break up and partition their big estates among 

their kith and kin, to sell· some of their 'surplus 1 lands 

to the peasants and take to personal cultivation and 

supervision of their farms more and more though employing 

hired labour and farm servants, instead of unrestricted 

renting out of their lands to the tenants as practised 

earlier. It also attempts at creating a narrow stratum of 

rich peasantry who, to:;Jether with the new-type of landlords, 

can become not only the new political base of the bourgeoisie 

in the countryside but can also produce the 1 imited surplus 

of food grains to supply the government of feeding urban 

79 centres" • 

The document, analysed the intention behind the tall 

claims of land reform of the bourgeois-landlord government 
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since independence. ''They L,-the bourgeois-1 andl ords J do 

not aim at transforming our agriculture into a modern 

capitalist enterprise, but intend only to modify the reform 

the earlier forms of crude feudal exploitation, and 

super-impose on it capitalist forms and relations
1180

• 

The document further explained, that the new type of 

landlords and rich peasants are enjoying the surplus value 

for their ownership over the land but not for their capital 

investment over the land. The agricultural labourers who 

are actually landless peasants are not independent wage 

labourers in the true sense of the term. ·rhey are not yet 

so organised as to demand standard wages for their 

livelihood. Barring a few places, such as, places nearer 

to the cities and towns, places where cash-craps are 

produced and where intensive cultivation has taken place, 

· 4" cormnon agric~.l tural labourer receives less wage than the 

industrial labourer. The wage difference between them is .... 

too much. On the one hand, 37 per cent cultivable land is 

owned by the 5 per cent rural households and on the other 

hand a large number of peasants who constitute 70 per cent 

of the labour force in agriculture have little or no amount 

of land. ·rhis situation binds and compels them either to 

sell their labour power at a l 0\-Jer wage or to die in 

deprivation. Another effect of this situation is that it 

has created a stratum of peasants who are tenants-at-will 

who have no legal rights over the land they cul tivate81 • 
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The document stated, 11 The congress agrarian reforms 

created and extended a new-type of landlordism which 

combines in itself both the features of capitalism as well 

aS feUdaliSm, they Created a 1tenant I WhO COmbines in 

himself the features of the S'erf and the wage workers, and 

they created a rural wage-labour, who, as a pauperised 

peasant, forced by circumstances, is tied to the village 

and farming and has no other go than to accept any miserable 

wage rate his rural employer is willing to pay. His 

struggle for better wages is inseparably linked with the 

struggle for the abolition· of landlordism and for land to 

the tiller, because of no appreciable improvement in the 

way of securing better wages is possible without breaking 

the land monopoly and drastically reducing the huge number 

of the pauperised peasant army. All these aspects will 

have to be borne in mind while .formulating the programme 

on the agrarian front and building the revolutionary Kisan 

movement, which strives to unite the entire peasantry in 

t h f . ht . t l dl." di 82 e ~g aga~ns an or sm • 

'i'he document has assessed the result of the land 

reforms of the bourgeois landlord government since 

independence in its continuous rule. It stated that in the 

class structure of the rural sector government has brought 

about some changes by the penetration of capitalism and 

land reform measures: 
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(i) the old feudal landlords have sold a portion of their 

property to cope up with the ceiling of land, or (ii) they 

have created partition of their landed property among the 

family members and sometimes in fictitious names, (iii) many·. 

of them have taken the land by evicting the peasants in the 

name of self-cultivation, and (iv) many of· them cultivate 

their huge amount of land by hiring wage labour. However, 

these have existed with some variation from one state to 

another but the very exploitation remains the same. This 

strat•1m bears the features of both feudalism and capitalism. 

l'heir control ·over rural economic and social life and their 

relationsl)ip with the rich peasants made them the basis of 

the bourgeois-1 andl ord rule in the Indian countryside. NovJ 

they constitute the Oppressor and exploiter class of the 

poor peasants and agricultural labourers in the countryside83 • 

The CPI(M) goes back to the Leninist formulations in 

the analysis of the rural class structure and types of 

exploitation. It stated, ''the present countryside somewhat 

resembles, in a way, what was described by Lenin in the year 

1901, regarding Russia. He observed that in the modern 

Russian countryside 'two kinds of class antagonism exist 

side by side : First, the antagonism between the rural 

workers and employers and the second, between the peasantry 

as a whole and the landlord class as a whole. The first 

antagonism is developing and becoming acute, the second to 

a considerable degree already belongs to the past. And yet, 

inspite of this, it is the second antagonism that has the 
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most practical significance for Russian social Democratic 

at tr:e present time •. It is on this line our party was 

called upon to make a concrete study of the class changes 

brought about in the countrysi~, assess them, praperly, and 

work out its agrarian strat~gy and tactics n
84

• 

M. Basavapunnaiah stated, "This does not by any means 

imply that the present day conditions in our rural areas 

are exactly the same as in Russia of 1901. But, at the 

same time, the ~ontradiction between the peasantry as a 

whole and landlordism continues in our agrarian conclitions 1185 • 

He further commented that the land reform of the bourgeois 

. -landlord government is not and never will be the radical 

step but to adjust with the situation as demanded. The 

power of rural economy and society remains the same in the 
'· 

hands of a few who were erstwhile feudal landlqrds. He 

stated 11the Congress government with its pressure tactics 

on landlords, through the enactment of new land··ceiling 

laws, by the introduction of some amendments to the old 

land ceiling and tenancy legislations and by repeatedly 

raising the slogan of land reforms, has enabled the 

landlords to evict tenants more and more to further 

;j~rtition the land among their kith and kin, to sell some .. 

portion of their land at good prices, and to increasingly 

take to 'personal cultivation • and intensive agriculture 

and modern farming u 86 • 
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He stated, there has been a further rise in the 

percentage of agricultural labourers among the rural 

households. Millions of tenants, protected and tenants-at 

-vlill, have either been evicted outright and thrown into 

the army of landless or forced to purchase the land rights, 

paying varying prices to the landlords. The so-called 

'Green Revolution 1 has helped the landlords and the rich 

peasants in the main to benefit from the loans granted, the 

fertilisers supplied, the high-yielding varieties of the 

seed provided, and several other so called rural 

87 development programmes • 

For him, the changes effected in the agrarian set-up 

under Congress rule since 1947 can thus be summed up : 

Reduction in the old form of land-concentratL:m in the 

hands of zamindars, jagirdars and big landlords, even 

though 35 to 40 per cent of the land still concentrated in 

the hands of five to six per cent of the top landlords and 

the eviction of millions of tenants thrown into the army 

of agricultural labourers and tenants -at-vJill due to the 

plea of self-cultivation, partition of land among the 

family members or sale of a portion of land if necessary 

by the landlords. Today 's tenants are mostly 

'tenants-at-vJill • with no legal rights, and neither so 

conscious and organised as to demand ownership of the lands 

they are cultivating, or to enforce even the legally fixed 

rent, viz. one third, one fourth or one fifth of the 
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produce, as the case may be. Nearly 50 per cent or so of 

the rural households today ovm no land at all, or only tiny 

pieces of land which are totally inadequate for making out 

a livelihood, and have to hire themselves out of others 

like rich peasants and landlords. They fall into the 

category of agricultural labourers, handicraftsmen and 

those engaged in village services 88 

Another 15 per cent or so of the rural families come 

under the category of middle peasants who owp from two to 

five acres of wet land, or ten to twelve acres of dry land. 

·rhey and their families do manual labour on t·heir land, 

employ a cowherd for tending cattle and hire some agricul-

tural labourers in seasons when there is pressure of work 

. . . 89 
~n agr~cul tural operat1.ons 

·rhose who own five to ten acres of wet land or ten to 

twenty acres ·of dry land constitute some ten per cent of 

our rura1· households and are to be defined as rich peasants. 

·.rhey and their families do manual labour on their firms, 

but also employ a considerable number of wage labourers and 

farm servants. 'rhey normally not only have enough for 

their consumption needs but are also able to secure some 

1 h . h b d . . ~0 ~urp us w ~c can e converte ~nto cap~tal • 

·rhis is the basic division of the class differentiation 

with some variation occuring from state to state, and region 

to region. 
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In this given structure, it is evident that the middle 

and rich peasant households which constitute 25 pe+ cent of 

the total rural households, will not be moved by the sl cx.Jans 

of abolition of landlordism and the distribution of their 

1 and among the agricultural workers and poor peasants, 

though the slogan remains the central slogan of the agrarian 

revolution, not only because it is in the interest of the 

agricultural workers and poor peasants but also because it 

is in the objective interest of the peasants in general and 

the country as a whole. 

'I'he agricul.tural l abOu.rers and poor peasants who· are 

1 and hungry and respond to the slogan of land distribution 

wherever they are organised and led, have not felt the 

confidence to go into action for the expropriation of 

landlords' land and its distribution among the agricultural 

labourers and poor peasants. They are mostly moved into 

action for the occupation of waste lands, government lands 

and forest lands. ~en the occupation of the so-called 

surplus lands of the landlords, over and above the ceiling 

lav-:s, could be undertaken by mobilising the agricultural 

labourers and poor peasants. 3ome success hap been achieved 

in '<lest 3engal, and in Kerala where left and democratic 

pdrties are strong and they have formed state governments 

at different times91
• 

It is a fact that the ruling congress party, 1.1til ising 

its hell d over th<'-~ state and government during the oeriod - . 
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since ind8pc.:ndence, has been able to draw a sizable section 

of the l}easantry 'into its political fold and d.istrupt 

peasant uni·ty and has been trying to incapacitate the 

strong peasant movement. 'l'here are many ot~er parties 

'ilhich are eq.J.all y in teres ted in mobil ising the peasantry 

for their instant electoral gain, but they try to build the 

peasant movement on the basis of rich and middle peasants, 

unlike the peasant unity on the basis of the agricultural 

laboureL-s and poor peasants. ·rhese parties are not at all 

interc~sted in tr.:mslating int::> practice the central slogan 

--of abol it: i::>n· of landlordism and land to the actual tiller92 • 

l'he .. .phenornenw.l increase in the number of 1 andless, 

which has _nearly doubled under the Congress rule, the 

continued concentration of 35 to 40 per cent of the land in 

the hands of five to six per cent landlord households, the 

growing and large percentage of the peq_1le as high as 50 

per cent - in the category ·that falls bel OvJ the poverty 

line, poverty, hunger and misery of the great majority of 

our peoplt3 and the consequent fallin the purchasing capacity 

of the people, the deepening economic crisis and, above all, 

the aggravati::>n of the agrarian crisis, additionally 

emphasise the urgency of the agrarian revolution. 

3ut this task can not be fulfilled unless the 

revolutionary working class and its Communist Party under

take sustained and deep-going work among the peasant masses. 
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It requires the creation of a new awakening and awarness on 

the part of the peasants in general, and the toiling and 

exploited in particular, to build peasant unity, united 

organisation and a united movement, on the basis of a new 

heightened class consciousness. It demands intense efforts 

-
on the part of the proletariat and its political party to 

dislodge the bourgeois - landlord political and ideological 

hold_ on ·the peasantry, and win it as its firm and reliable 

ally in the struggle for the people's democratic 

1 
. 93 revo ut~on • 

'rhough the slogan of the complete abolition of 

1 andl ordism and distribution of land gratis among the 

agricultural labourers and poor peasants, continues to be 

the central slogan of the agrarian revolution for the 

entire stage of the People's .I:l:=mocratic Revolution, taking 

into account the structural changes effected by the Congress 

agrarian reforms, taking serious note of the existing state 

of organisation, level of consciousness a~1d degree of unity 

among the peasantry, this central slogan remains to day 

94 
still a propaganda slogan • 

Until and unless the basic slogan of abolition of 

l'a1\dl ordism and distribution of land among the landless 

and the poor peasantry becomes a slogan of action, the· 
. -~·· 

peasant movement will not be able to reach the level of 

partisan struggles on such a scale and intensity as to 

enforce partial demands such as reduction of rent, stopping 
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in the ·l'actical Line, even the partial demands have serious 

limitations under the present changed conditions, viz. when 

tenancy, rents, forced labour etc. no longer exist in the 

al d . t . t: 75 old form, sc e an Ln ensL· y • 

In the light of all these developments, the Kisan 

movement ~ed by the cPI(M), while projecting the slogan of 

seizure of landlords 1 land and its redistribution as the 

central propaganda slogan, and while organising struggles 

for waste lands, forest la.ll.ds, so-called surplus lands 

under the ce_il ing acts will have to be channelised into 

other agrarian currents. These concern the question of 

wages for rural workers, the issues of rent reduction, 

cancellation o£ peasant indebtedness, fair price for 

agricultural produce, re.duction of tax burdens, stopping 

landlords • oppr~ssion, and their police hooliganism, 

removing corruption, etc. so that all these currents can 

be harnessed into one powerful agrarian movement. other-

wise, the maximum peasant unity, isolating the handful of 

landlords and their hirelings cannot be achieved, nor 

peasant partisan forces be able to move among the peasantry. 

'rhe guerilla areas will not be able to survive and 

liberation areas and liberation forces cannot be created96. 

In this context, reference may be made to what the 

programme of the CPI (M) has stated : 11 The different 
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sections of the peasantry play different role in the 

revolution. The agricultural labourers and poor peasants 

who constitute 70 per cent of the rural households and are 

subjected to ruthless exploitation by landlords, by their 

very class position in present day society, will be basic 

allies of the working class. The middle peasantry, too, 

are the victims of the depredations of usurious capital of 

feudal and, capitalist landlords in the countryside and of 

the capitalist market, and landlord domination in rural 
'· 

life so affects their social position in inn1;1merable ways 

as to make them reliable allies in the democratic front97: 

The programme of the CPI (M) very clearly analysed its 

views on the rich peasant stratum which is helpfUl for 

determinaticn of the tactical relationship between this 

stratum and the middle, poor peasants and agricultural 

labourers. The programm3 states : 11 '.rhe rich peasants are 

a~other influential section among the peasantry. The 

Congress ~grarian reforms have undoubtedly benefited certain 

sections of 'them and to some extent they have gained under 

the rule of the new post-independence regime. They aspire 

to join the ranks of capitalist landlords and by virtue o£ 

their engaging agricultural labour on hire for work in their 

farms, they entertain hostility to them. Nonetheless heavy 

taxation, high prices for industrial goods and inflation 

constantly harass them so as to make their future uncertain • 

.Subjected to the ravages of the market under the grip of 
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the monopoiist traders, both foreign and Indian, they came 

up often against the Oppressive policies pursued by the 

bourgeois-landlord government. By and large, they can also, 

therefore, be brought into the democratic front and 

retained as allies in the peOple •s democratic revolution u
98

• 

It states that, 11the core and the basis of the peOple •s 

democratic front is the firm alliance of the working class 

and the peasantry1199 • 

The prograrnme of the CPI (M) has clearly spel t out the 

ultimate leadership of the peeple 1S IEmocratic Revolution. 

It has stated, "The peoples 1 democratic front cannot 

successfully be built and the revolution cannot attain 

victory except under the leadership of the working class of 

India and its political party, the Communist Party of India 

(Marxist). Historically no other class except the class 

is destined to play this role ••• u
100 • 

The document Tasks on the .Ki::;an Front has highlighted 

the party programme regarding the enemy of the radical 

agrarian reform, against whom the very struggle should be 

launched. it stated that the slogans of the people 1s 

democratic revolution have been rightly incorporated in the 

party programme and these are sufficient in the present 

situation for the whole rural poor in their just movement. 

As the land refonn policy of the Congress government is to 

strengthen the landlords and bourgeois 1 class alliance, so 
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the duty of the working class party is to mobilise the rural 

proletariate and peasantry against the monopoly over land 

and different types of 1 andl ordism101 • 

This document candidly confessed that the· struggle in 

the agrarian front is one of complex nature : Firstly, due 

to the complexities of relationships within the sections of 

the peasantry and between them and the agricultural labour~ 

ers, the most deprived section of the 1 ot, secondly; varied 

types of exploitation where some of them are feudalistic, 

some are purely capitalistic and some others are mixed in 
... 

nature. The document stated, the agrarian system of India 

is a unicpe_ .. combinatim of feudalistic, semi-feudalistic 

and capitalistic features, actually the capitalistic features 

have been interpolated in the feudal and semifeudal 

landlordism. Therefore, the struggle against all these 

features of exploitation has got a complex character. 

Althrugh the struggle is against all reactionaries in 

the agrarian front including the capitalist landlords, still 

the main edge of the struggle should be launched for wiping 

out the residues of feudal and the semi-feudal oppression. 

Notable feudalistic features, still existed in various ways 

in various places; these are - monopoly ownership of land, 

imposition of the high rate of tax over - the peasants, 

severe exploitation over the agricultural labourers by 

taking the scOpe of their miserable poverty, very 1ov1 rate 

of wage to the agricultural labourers, usurious money 
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agraria~ front. While exposing the Congress land ceiling 

and emphasing the need to unite different sections of the 

peasantry on different issues facing them, it stated, 

u Experience has proved that the efforts to solve the problem 

o£ redistribution of land through legislations, fixing 

ceiling on landholdings, are totally ineffective. The 
~·· 

landlords and their hangers-on are clever enough to bypass· 

all such legislations to keep with themselves the bulk of 

their lands. Our party and the Kisan and agricultural 

labour organisations should not, therefore, allow themselves 

to be fooled by the idea that the basic slogan of 'land to 

the tiller• can be realised through adopt and irnple-

mentation of legislation fixing ceilings on land holdings. 

Our party should ceaselessly educate the peasant and 

agricuJ. tural 1 abour masses that the basic slogan of 

'abolition of landlordism without compensation and giving 

land to the agriculture labourers and poor peasants free 

of cost ', is to be realised through the mass action of the 

entire peasantry. In fact, these struggles for the 

realisation of the~r basic demands are a part of the main 

revolutionary struggle, the struggle for the establishment 

of a peoples • democratic state 11104 • 

11 It is however, possible, for strong, militant and 

well organised movements of the poor peasants and 

agricultural labourers to force the um.,rilling government 

·and landlords to distribute fallow lands to some extent. 
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It is also possible. through effective mass stLuggle, to 

prevent the eviction of tenants from the land they are 

cultivating, and to achieve land for house-sites for the 

rural poor, free of cost, to a limited extent. Such 

struggle against eviction and for the distribution of 

fallow lands will also strengthen the forces of agrarian 

revolution that the revolutionary redistribution of land 

will be possible at a subsequent stage. These struggles, 

therefore, are of particular interest to the ag.ricul tural 

1 abourers and poor peasants. Directed as they are against 

the landlords and the government, no stratum of the 

peasantry, is opposed to it. Those mi.ddle peasants who are 

holding lands under landlords as tenants are, in fact, 

interested in the anti-eviction struggles. There is 1 

therefore, every possibility of making these struggles the 

. ·.--4 i ted struggles of the entire peasantry. It is , however, 

the agricultural 1 abourers and poor peasants who are 

immediately and directly interested in them. These 

struggles, therefore, can succeed only if the mass of 

agricultural labourers and poor peasants are actively drawn 

into them and the widest democratic support is built for 

th 11 105 em • 

It further stated, 11 It should also be realised that, 

while the agricultural labourers, poor peasants, middle 

peasants and rich peasants have their different (and 

sometimes even conflicting) interests, there is something 
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.-· 

which unites them all - unity against landlord oppression 

and the anti-peasant policies of the bourgeois - landlord 

state, led by the big bourgeoisie. On a series of 

questions like taxation, prices, allocation of finance for 

projects and so on. conflicts develop between the urban 

and rural sectors of the economy, conflicts also develop 

between the landlords and the rich peasants and the big 

bourgeoisie, on a number of issues. All these conflicts 

being within the framework of the class alliance of the 

bourgeoisie and landlords, they invariably attempt to 

resolve them 'peacefully', i.e. within the framework of 

their solidarity as against the proletarian strata. 

Undue emphasis on these conflicts would, therefore, lead 

the party to right - opportunist mistakes. It would, 

however, be equally wrong to dismiss these conflicts 

vlithin the class alliance of the ruling classes as of no 

significance. Occassions may, in fact, arise when these 

conflicts among the various strata of the ruling classes 

can be so utilised as to isolate the big monopolist 

bourgeoisie ~.the strongest partner of the ruling class 
•. 

alliance, the most ruthless enemy of the proletariat and 

semi-proletarian strata. This, however, depends on the 

extent to which the agricultural labourers and poor 

peasants are organised and brought into action, both on 

their own specific slogans and on the general slogans of 

the peasantry as whole 11106 • L-Elnphasis originalJ. 
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P.Sundarayya, General Secretary of the CPI(M) (1964-76), 

had summed up the strategic views of the party on agrarian 

reforms for formulating tactics from the programme of the 

communist Party of India (.t-erxist) (1964) and from the most 

important document, the Tasks on the Kisan Front (April, 

1967). 

He stated, the agrarian relationship in the present 

context of bourgeois - landlord rule in India is neither 

purely feudalistic nor purely devel aped capitalistic but_. 

is one of feudalistic and semi-feudalistic. It means 
~· 

capitalistic exploitation has been superimposed over the 

old feudalistic system. Therefore, what is needed is both 

the capitalistic and feudalistic and semi-feudalistic 

exploitation should be fought against without hesitation~' 

He further explained, that one should not misconstrue that 

the CPI (I-1) is fighting for the abolition only of feudalistic 

and semi-feudalistic exploitations and not against the 

capitalistic exploitation, that will be a wrong understand-

ing of the programme of the party and the later document 

on agrarian question. 

He further explained,· in the present day the democratic 

revolution is not the old type of bourgeois-democratic 

revolution. In the age of socialist revolution, the very 

monopoly capitalism should be fought by the leadership of 

the working class. Accordingly, the agrarian revolution in 

this age will be performed by launching struggle against 
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both the feudal and semi-feudal and capitalist landlord-

isms at a time because these are intermixed in the Indian 

condition. ·rherefore, the party calls for revolutionary 

change of all types of landlordism whether feudalistic or 

capitalistic as early as possible. These two types of 

landl ordisms are equally oppressive in nature over the vast 

sections of the peasantry and agricultural labourers in the 

Indian countryside. He has further cautioned, if these 

tasks are neglected or avoided no substantial change is 

107 expected for the poor peasants and the rural proletariat • 

Mention may be made in this connection that the CPI(M) 

like the CPI, has set the record to fight for the causes 

of the peasantry and agricultural labourers. In the post 

-emergency Legislative Assembly election in so~e states the 

CPI(M) emerged stronger, therefore, it was capable of 

forming state governments in ~/est Bengal, Tripura and 

Keral a with the alliance of other left parties {excluding 

the CPI - 1977-82). Significantly the question of land 

reform and establishment of rural democracy came to the 

fore. It has set a noticeable record regarding the lana~ 

. .v.-e-form activities, specially in cases of reclamation of 

vest and benami land from the hands of the landlords, 
~· 

distribution of the same among the poor peasants and 

agricultural labourers, recording the rights of share 

-croppers through a special drive known as 'operation barga' 

& successful movement for revision of wage for the 
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agricultural labourers are some of the important ones. 

The CPI(M)-led state governments, after coming to 

p-ower, had instituted the panchayat system which was 

virtually defunct for decades under the Congress rule. 
,'("· 

The CPI(M) has claimed that panchayats will expedite the 

unfinished land reform and will keep holding the result of 

land reforms achieved so far, only because, the present 

panchayats are the truly democratic body due to the wide 

participation of the poor peasants and agricultural 

laboures who constitute the majority in the countryside. 

It claimed that the strong hold of the vested interests 

has been curbed. The CPI(M) has claimed, that the peasant 

organisations and agricultural workers' associations have 

been entrusted to 1 ook after the land reform activities 

and democratisation of rural institutions which·constitute 

the main tasks embodied in the party programme for the 

completion of its declared 'People's :cemocratic Revolution'. 

The CPI has entered into the alliance led by the CPI(l\1) 

after 1982 and is carrying out its activities on the above 

issues. Now they equally claim the records set by tho 

left front governments of these states, as an example 

before the opp::-essed peasantry and the agricultural labourers 

of other states of India. 
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Section 2(ii) CPI(M) 's Views on Rural Democracy 

The CPl(M) thinks that in the stage of people's 

democratic revolution another most import task, after the 

radical agrarian reform, is the establishment of fullest 

democracy at the rural level. It considers the enormity 

of the problem, that in the country's vast rural sector 

where more than seventy per cent of the population reside, 

they have no real power to govern themselves. The vested 

interests - the landlords moneylenders and the propertied 

sections who constitute a minority in the rural population 

have monopolised the largest share of the rural economy 

and the power over rural administrative institutions. To 

redress the age-old oppression economically, socially and 

-~ol it-ically the programme of the CPI (Ivl) has stressed upon 

agrarian revolution with first priority and as a concomitant 

factor the next importance is on the establishment of rural 

democracy in the people's democratic stage. 

·rhe prcgramme of the party clearly stated its aims in 

the sphere of rural administration. The local bodies 

provided with power, responsibility and financial support, 

should be governed by the democ.z::atically elected represen

tatives of the people. These bodies are now under the 

clutches of vested interests in the vast Indian 

. d 108 
countrys~ e • 
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About the existing situation under the Congress rule 

iV) the- sphere of rural administration the party programme 

has sta1:ed : 

-·· 
11 'rhe administrative system being based 

on a highly centralised bureaucracy, ••• 
~vho are divorced from the masses and who 
obediently serve the interests of the 
e~)loiting classes. The so called panchayati 
raj of the people thus becomes an instrument 
of the ruling classes seeking to consolidate 
their power in the countryside. Real 
democracy of the people can have no place in 
such a bourgeois democracy run by the 
exploiters and their bureaucratsnl09. 
( .Hlnphasis added). 

Although there is a panchayati raj for the rural 

administration, still it has become an instrument in the 

hands of ruling classes. Particularly landlords and 

prOpertied sections are on top of the rural administration 

in collusion with the bureaucracy and judiciary. Persons 

holding higher positions in bureaucracy and judiciary are 

mostly 11 drawn from the bourgeois - landlord classes and 

get their education in exclusive institutions 11110 and they 

11essentially serve the interests of the exploiting classes 11111 • 

Actually the system of bureaucracy independent India 

inherited has not been serving the interests of the toiling 

mass of people, rural or urban. Relation between the 

people and the bureaucracy is that of the exploited and the 

agency of the exploiters. No basic change has taken place 

in the existing bourgeois-landlord rule112 • 
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During the freedom movement, the often-raised demands 

were those of abolition of landlordism; radical land reform, 

decentralisation of power and power to the people so that 

the people of independent India could enjoy the fruits of 

democracy economically, socially and politically. After 

independence, the bourgeois-landlord government wilfully 

avoided the decentralisation of power through the establish-

ment of panchayati raj. In lieu, Community Development 

Project was started in some selected areas on t.he advice of 

American advisors. With the advice of the American advisors, 

American help like the use of pesticides, use of modern 

agricultural implements made a headway for American market 

in India in the post-Second World War economic situation. 

After the passing of a couple years the Community LEvel op.-:-
.. 

ment Project yielded good·result for the upper stratum of 

the peasant".i:y and landlords and it had nothing to do for 

the upliftment of the rural poor, poor peasants including 

the middle peasants. Later,Balwantrai Mehta (1958) 

committee assessed the efficacy of the Community Development 

Project and recommended Panchayati R.aj system. As a result, 

Panchayati system was adopted by the ruling Congress 

government at the end of Second Five Year Plan periodo But 

it very soon became defunct, because the ruling party was 

not interested in decentralizing power or in placing power 

at the hands of the people. ·rherefore, the ~nchayati raj 

was handicapped from the birth of this institution. In some 
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states elections v-1ere held once or twice in the beginning 

but later for a period of more than one or two decades no 

election was held. This state of affairs existed all over 

India. eLections were held on the non-party basis but 

that did not mean non-class character of the Panchayati Raj. 

The landlords, the rich peasants and their stooges were 

mostly elected and remained in power over decades without 

any further election. ·rhere was no programmes for the 

upliftment of the rural poor, agricultural labourers and 

poor peasants. Rather the Panchayati Raj Institution 

became an instrument of oppression in the hands of the 

landlords and rich peasants. ·rhese institutions were not 

at all used for the execution of 1 and reforms, alleviation 

of the appalling condition of the rural poor, relieving 

destitution due to the vagaries of natural calamities, 

spread of elementary education, abolition of caste diffe-

rences and scarce of other social evils. Actually the 

panchayati raj .became the raj of the few - the landlord, 

tne 9easants, the moneylenders and rural businessmen and 

dealers. rhe pa-rticipation of the common people is totally 

discouraged~·in most of all the states even today except a 

fe>-v states where left and democratic parties are in power 
. 113 

since 1977 in the post emergency period • 

rhe programme of the party observed thus, 11 'rhe 

community development schemes and panchayati raj (panchayats, 

block samities and zill a parishads) the govarnment has 
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.::-1 itiated, despite the 1 imi ted social amenities, and bene-fits 

the people can derive from them, are in the final analysis 
.~· 

another device to extend and consolidate the rich peasant 

. . h . de114 and landlord base of the rul~ng class ~n t e rural s1. • 

Panchayati raj was instituted by the ruling congress 

Party as it had passGd a legislation for it with a 

prOpaganda that it had provided for the decentralisation 

of p01.-1er, poverty alleviation of the rural poor - poor 

peasants, artisans and agricultural labourers, distribution 

of vested lands among the poor peasants and improvement of 

agricultural production with the help of modern agricul tu.ral 

implements, seeds and manures. But the ruling Congress 

party constantly encouraged the landlords and rich peasants 

to extend and perpetuate its rural base. Therefore, it 

did not pay any attention to the poorest of the poor in the 

vast Indian countryside, the poor peasants and agricultural 

labourers. 

'l'he so called minimum wages legislation which was 

enacted in some states after years of pr1)mise and waiting 

was nothing but a piece of decoration for the statute book. 

The scale of wages and other conditions of work prescribed 

in these legislations are such that they are ei,:ther much 

bel ow the \oJage rate prevailing in the concerned areas and 

where higher rate had been fixed, they had not been 

enforced. The vast bulk of these labourers n8ither possess 

small house-site nor a hut to live in. Six months in the 
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year they are either completely unemployed or under-employed. 

several reports of the government and semi-governmental 

agencies clearly point aut that their real wages are falling, 

their empl oyrnent days are decreasing and their indebtedness 

is growing. Therefore the programme of the c~·r (M) asserts, 

' 1vJi·thout a radical change in their living condition, it is 

unthinkable to change the face of our degraded· rural life 

11115 . . . 
Democracy at the grass-root level is meaningless if 

the majority of the peOple living in the vast countryside 

- the· poor peasants, agricultural labourers and artisans, 
-~ 

the 1 O'vJer castes and backward communities are not rescued 

primarily ""from their economic penury. Social Oppression of 

caste by cast(:l, a legacy of the feudal society is still 

prevalent. Communal hatred and sex bias are other important 

evils -affecting the existing society. These age-old social 

evils are so deep-rooted that a thorough economic reform 

through radical agrarian re-organisation is the binding 

necessity. The various poverty alleviation programmes (like 

'2 0-points programme • 'Garibi Hatao' NREP (National Rural 

Employment Programme), IRDP (Integrated Rural Development 

Project), RLEJ3P (Rural Labour ilnployment Guarantee Programme), 

'Food For Work', etc.) which were drawn up from time to time 

proved to be inadequate measures, having little practical 

efficacy due to the political ill will of the ruling class. 

The existing ruling Congress party is not at all interested 
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in decentralising power despite the use of the name of 

I"la.hatma Gandhi for building sel £-sufficient villages with 

provision for compulsory primary education, encouragement 

of rural industries, abolition of untouchabilities and 

116 
power to the peaple, etc. • 

The CPI(M) has concentrated all its energy for its 

declared PeOple's D3mocratic revolution. This party has 

in this context emphasised the radical agrarian reform. 

Thus it is eager to bring about a thorough revolutionary 

change of the life of the rural masses in general and.poor 

peasants and agricultural labourers in particular who 

constitute the majority section of the rural population. 

These sections are the beneficiaries of the party's land 

reform efforts. ·rherefore, the party has been very keenly 

interested in organising and mobilising them for its desired 

aims. In the partisan struggle the CPI(M) is.interested 

in forging a unity of all the rural classes interested in 

the radical landreform and democratisation fin'nly basing on 

the agricultural labourers and poor peasants who constitute 

the rural proletariat but it reserves the ultimate power 

to guide all these movements at the hands of the working 

class leadership, the most farsighted section of the 

·people. The p~ogramme states, 

·- ••'rhe agricultural labourers and poor 
peasant who constitute 70 per cent of the 
rural households and are subjected to 
ruthless exploitation by landlords, by 



their very class position in present 
day society, will be basic allies of 
the working class u11 7. 

·rhe progra.rnme visualises that for the establishment 

·Of rural dernocracy the following sections of the rural 

mass will come fonvard : th~ agricultural labourers and 
~· 
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poor peasants, the middle peasants, the rural middle class 

intelligentsia and the 'patriotic and democratic forces •118• 

The programme observed that the agricultural 1 abourers and 

poor peasants are out and out revolutionary for their 

class position and that they are the 'basic allies of the 

working class •119 Therefore, they will be the basis of 

the rural democracy. The middle peasants too will be the 

•reliable allies in the democratic front •, because they are 

the victims of the depredations of usurious capital of 

f d 1 d . . dl ds120 h . h eu a an cap1.ta11.st lan or • ·r e rl.c peasants 

engage agricultural 1 abour on hire for work in their farms 

and they exploit the agricultural 1 ab ourers. rherefore, 

there is a hostility between them. The rich peasants aspire 

to join the ranks of capitalist landlords and they are the 

gainer to some extent for ·the Congress agrarian refonns. 

But they are worried about heavy taxation, high prices for 

industrial gcods, ravages of market under the grip of the 

monopolist traders and the policy of the bourgeois-landlord 

government. The programme visualises that, by and large, 

they also be brought into the democratic front and 

retained as allies for the people •s democratic revolution121 • 
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These. sections are to be mobilized for ensuring 

agrarian reform and also rural democracy; and the poor 

-peasants and agricultural labourers provide the leadership 

122 
as they constitute the "basic allies of the \'lorking class 11 

• 

In the peOple's democratic stage the following most 

important activities are to be performed (1) ensuring 

a wide network of local bodies from village upward, 

directly eleci:ed by the people and vested with 'p<Mer; 

l2) striving to infuse in all the social and political 

institutions the spirit of democracy, extending. democratic 

forms of initiative and control over every aspect of 

national life; (3) ensuring democracy by entrusting a key 

role to the peasant and agricultural workers ' associations; 

(4) abolition of social oppression on one caste by another 

.-::~1 untouchability being punished by law; (5) granting 

special facilities to scheduled castes, tribes, and other 
.-·· 

backward communities; (S) renoval of social inequalities 

and disabilities from which women suffer; ( 7) ensuring 

adequate wages and 1 iving conditions to agricultural 

labourers; (e) eradication of cultural bacb...,rardness of the 

poor and hungry peasants by providing material means to 

give education to their children; (~) taking steps to make 

the legislative and executive machinery more responsible 

to the democratic wishes of the people, etc. 123 

H:~ntion may be made that CPI (N) is keenly interested. 

in establishing rural democracy which is otherwise known as 
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Panchayati raj as seen in its party pr~ramme. However, 

it has sought to materialise the programmatic policies 

by infusing in all social and political institutions the 

124 spirit of democracy • Therefore it has taken practical 

steps in the field of 1 ocal administration; a wide network 

of local bodies from village upward has been created with 

directly elected representatives of the people and by 

. h . h l d ib 'l . t 125 
vest~ng t em w~t rea power an respons ~ ~ y 

In the post-emergency ~lection the ruling Congress 

party was ousted from the Central government and so also 

in some states., The CPI(M) emerged with the other leftist 

allies as strong electoral force in the state of West 

Bengal, Keral a and ;l'ripura. Coming to the state power, 

the CPI(M) put its primary task in th~ agrarian front and 

in the panchayat election. In West Bengal the election of 

Panchayat bodies \'las not held since 1964 to 1978. 

In 1978 panchayat election in West Bengal and in 

other CPI (M) -led state governments, CPI was not a frontal 

ally of the CPI(M)-led front governments. But in the 

Panchayat elections of 1983 and 1988 in ~'Jest Bengal the 

CPI participated as a partner in the Left front~ 

HoNever, the CPI(M) led Left front partners initiated 

the Panchayat system in ~Vest Bengal. This was the fii~st 

case where pol i·tical party based election was held. 
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The CPI ( M) leadership has claimed that the three 

-tire panchayati system in West Bengal is a form of rural 

democracy and unique in nature. It has thus·served as an 

example before the peaple of other states. Decentralisa

tion of pmver through the panchayat system has a great 

significance to the exploiting sections of the rural 

126 
peOple • 

It is claimed that the CPI(M)-led Left Front Government 

in West i:3engal has fully pursued the programmatic policy of 
~·· 

decentralisation of power. The panchayati system is the 

best example for rural democracy and rural development and 

it has ensured the active participation of the pOorer 

127 section of the rural mass • 

Citing the remark of the DevelOpment and Planning 

D.=partment, Government of itlest Bengal, Dr. As im Iasgupta 

a member of the CPI(M) has stated that the members of the 

Panchayats in West Bengal (1978) by a significant majority, 

are representing the interests of the poorer sections in . 

. 128 
the v~llages • 'I'he Panchayats have been entrusted with 

the responsibility of effeetive work for rural employment, 

rural development through somecivic measures, like 

provision of drinking water, roads etc., distribution of 

ceiling surplus land both for dwelling. and cultivation to 

the agricultural 1 abourers and poor peasants, advancing 

loans to the poor and above all the responsibility of land 



reform and increase of wages of the agricultural 

labourers
129

• 

Panchayat as an institution in the hands of the rural 

people particularly, tha majority section the rural poor, 

that has been mobilised not only for establishing democracy 

so that they can fight against the vested interests in the 

rural areas but .also became an instrument for radical land 

reform. In this connection Dr. Asim D3.sgupta has stated, 

that the involvement of the common people, of the potential 

beneficiaries, is considered to be very importanto For 

instance, the evidence of recorded bargadars, among others, 

has played a crucial role in detecting the ceiling surplus 

land
130

• The Panchayats, the peasant and agriculturers • 

organisations are the important pillars of land reform and 

rural development which was so far neglected by the 

congress government. 

Biplab resgupta of the CPI(N) has stated that the CPI(M) 

participates in the parliamentary, state legislativ.e and pan-. 

chayat elections with a definitely different s.tand point. It 

always judges things from the point of view of class basis. The 

panchayat system (though originally popularised by Mahatma 

Gandhi) acquired a different class character under the guidance 

of a communist party. It functions as a tool for ensuring 

--::emocracy and land reform only because the CPI(M) has been 

able to ensure the participation of the agricultural 
.-· 
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1 abourers, poor and middle peasants, rural educated middle 

0 'tl31 class ln l • Therefore, the panchayat system under the 

C.PI (lVi) leadership becomes an agent for ensuring rural 

develrypment and rural democracy. 

'l'ne CPI(M) claims that the West Bengal experiment of 

panchayati raj ·under the leadership of the party has been 

able to move a marked step forward for rural democracy. 

It has been a 1 iving example before the enslaved peOple of 

vast rural India. 

The views of the CPI on agrarian reforms and rural 

democracy differ widely from the CPI (I'-1) •s. Although any 

simple reading of their demands over tbe two issues are 

punched with the same sl CX]arls uttered in scores of times 

still their main difference lies in the individual 

appreciation of the problem and the urge for implementation 

of prCX]ramrnes for its solution. 'rhe CPI(M) since its 

formation has gone for a radical framing of the agrarian 

policy of the country on the basis of its assessment that 

semi-feudal land relations and concentration of land are 

the two existing dominant features in the agrarian front. 

Therefore, it has·put in its maximum and persistant effort 

for radical land reforms. On the contrary, the CPI has 

visualized that the agrarian situation of the country has 

been changed to a large extent the capitalist policies of 

the Congress rule since independence. For it, the dominant 
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character of the Indian agrarian economy is the growing 

capitalist relations of production in place of feudal and 

semi-feudal land relations which are one of the Objectives 

of the democratic stage. 'I'his understanding of the CPI 

directed it to expedite the struggle against the remnants 

of semi feudal 1 and relations and struggle for the increased 

~tJages of the agricultural. laboures. But it does not see 

any justification for concentrating all its energy achieve 

this aim, rather it pledges to fight the main battle against 

the big and monopoly reactions and imperialist penetration 

into the national economy. However the forthcoming chapter 

will analyse their respective practices and track-records 

to realise their respective programmatic policies on 

agrarian reforms and rural democracy with special reference 

to West Bengal. 

~· 
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Tactical effoL~s to realise the programmatic policies 

of the CPI and the CPI(M) on agrarian reforms and.rural 

democracy will be analysed here with reference to West 

Bengal. 'rheir practice in respective peasa.11t organisations 

and their individual policy pursuits in the state politics 

of West Bengal will also be analysed. 

secti0n 1 Peasant Organisation 

rhe credit of organised peasant movement both in the 
.,.. 

pre-and post-independence periods goes to the Indian 

communists. 'fhey started working through the All-Indifill 

Kisan 5abha (AIKS) formed in 1936. The Communist Party of 

India used this peasant front and led a sustained and 

potential struggle against the imperialist rulers and 

native ~ndars in the pre-independence days and against 

the Indian _r~..lling class and landlords in the post-indepen-

dence period. But this sustained movement faced a major 

split just after the emergence in 1964 of the CPI(M). The 

All-India Kisan 3abha was split in 1967 into AIKS-CPI and 

AIKS-CPI (M). Here this study is designed to explore how the 

CPI and the CPI (M) led their respective peasant fronts for 

realisation of their respective programmatic aims with 

reference to West Bengal. 

It may be recalled that the Sino-Soviet ideological 

rift left a chain reaction which was not 1 imited to the 
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functioning of the party bu.t; also penetrated into the 

frontal organisation soon and united work for the common 

cause \vas becoming impossible. 11 Certain important political 

differences were reflected in the thinking of the leadership 

of the All-India Kisan Sabha, constituted mostly Of 

important members of the CPI, as a result of sharp political 

division in that party in the late fifties •• 1 • The 

differences clearly manifested in 1962, at the time of the 

armed border conflict between India and China. Afraid of 

prevailing discontent and groding democratic movements, 

Government took advantage of the war to use repressive 

measures against the pro-Chinese CPI members. A section of 

the CPI members who are believed to have sided with the 

Congress government in this matter escaped Government fury. 

Most of the Kisan Sabha members of the .Left CPI were detained 

under ~fence of India Act/Rules (1962). 'rhe Left CPI 

criticized that the Rightists of the Kisan Sabha lost no 

time in taking undue advantage of the absence of the large 

number of Kisan Sabha leaders and workers who weFe in jail, 

and planned to 'capture ' the AIKS units at the state level. 

With that aim in vievl they organised 'special conferences I 

of the state and district Kisan Sabha units 2 • 

While the CPI was split in 1964 the AIKS was broken 

into AIKS-CPI and AIKS-CPI(M) in August 1967. The CPI{M) 

-dominated AIKS held it;s annual session at Madurai in 1968 

\vi·,i~n had 971,473 membersi in 1969 its next annual session·-

.-· 



at Barsul (Burdwan) was attended by 449 delegates represent

ing 964,430 members of which West Bengal accounted for 

3 5 89, 8'33 members • ·rhe AIKS-CPI held its annual session at 

Barasat (W.3.) in the summer of 1970; its next session was 

held at Bhatinda in PUnjab in September, 1973 and it had 
'4 

722,222 members-. 

Hereafter, both the rival peasant organisations started 

bitterly criticising each other. Hare Krishna Konar, 

General Secretary, AIKS-CPI { M) (ne\vly elected at Barsul 

annual session) stated : 11 DI:'. Z.A.Ahmed as President of the 

rival organisation approached Kisan Sabha for united move-

ments aDd formation of coordination committees at all 

levels. That this praposal lacked sincerity was proved by·-· 

the fact tha}; they slandered Kisan Sabha for the disruption 

they created • • • Their Central Council reiterated the 

proposal for coordination committees and on that basis Dr. z. A. 

Ahmed and Tej Singh Sv1atantra met H. K. Konar and H. s. Surj eet. 

vlhii.e rejecting their slanderous charges ••• we replied that 

we are for united movements • • • But formation of coordina-

tion cOmmittees at all-India level just now will be unreal 

Objective pre-requisites will have to be created by · 

devel aping joint movements at the 1 owest levels u5 • In that 

session Konar also reacted sharply to the other split of the 

AIKS-CPI (M) that came in the wake of Naxalbari movement : 

11 We have seen how the adventurists harmed the peasant 

movement at Naxalbari in West Bengal. Instead of taking up 
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the trouble of building peasant struggles step by step they 

.rai~e the cheap slogan of armed liberation struggle ••• this 

adventurist trend created considerable disruption in Andhra~ 

u.P. and Jammua and Kashmir 116 • However, the Naxalites 

decided not to pursue the parliamentary path but to mobilize 

peasants for armed revolution primarily for seizing state 

power. 'rhey built up their armed peasant organisation in 

many parts of 1(1. B., Andhra, Bihar, u .P and Jammu and Kashmir 

* within a very short time • 

'rhe President of the AIKS-CPI reported in 1979 that 1 

11 D::spite our persistent efforts to reach understanding \'lith 

the CPI (M) -led Kisan Sabha on all-India scale, such agreement 

has not materialized ••• Even the joint committees set up 

in few states by the two Kisan Sabhas are either anaemic or 

have ceased to exist 117 • 

Thus, the AIKS had ceased to be the unltirig body of 

·the Indian peasants. Their outstanding difference can be 

attributed to their respective understanding of the Indian 

ruling -class and agrarian question of the country which have 

been embodied in their respective party-programmes. 

Sunil Sen st-ated 11 In the 1960's the CPI-led Kisan 

Sabha came tg. the conclusion that capitalist relations had 

* A brief study of the agrarian policy of the Naxali tes i.e. 
CPI(~~L) is in. Chapter VII. 
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developed in Indian agriculture; between 1966 and 1968 strikes 

of agricultural workers for enhanced wages broke out almost 

spontaneously in Tanjor, Allepy, Broach, East Godabari, 

Nell ore and Guntur 118
• He further stated 11Gangadhar Adhikari 

••• drew attention to the changes in peasant economy from the 

decay of village communities to the growth of capitalist 

relations in Indian agricul ture"9 • Therefore the CPI-led 

AIKS expedited the formation of Akhil Bharatiya Khet Mazdoor 

Union (known as All-India Agricultural Workers • Union) in 

1968 fulfilling a long pending demand. 

The CPI ( M) -led Kisan Sabha,_as noted by Hare Krishna 

Konar in his report to the Barsul session in Oct-Nov. 1969, 

conceded that large scale farms hud developed mainly in 

Punjab, .Andhra and some other states but maintained that even 

in these states 11 feudal exploitation II continued unabated10• 

Four years later he pointed out that the policy of the 

Congress government 11has been to devel 0p capitalism without 

doing away with semi-feudal land relations 11 ; the agricultural 

labourers were mostly 11pauperised peasants" whose struggle 
---

fcir ''better wages .. is intimately connected t.vith the demand for 

11 
work and land11 

• 'rhe AIKS-CPI (M) launched several struggles 
~-

for the agricultural labourers as a part and parcel of the 

Kisan Sabha movement since 1967; these stp.lggles were-mainly 

concentrated on the demand for enhanced wages and distribution 

of vest and benami land. 
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The CPI(.l'-1) also foL-rned later its agricultural labourers 1 

front known as All-India Agricultural Workers 1 Uriion 

(AIAWU-CPI-M). It held its first all-India conference, 

together \vith the AIKS conference,. at Midnapore (vlest_ Bengal) 

in 1982. These two allied organisations have since been 

functioning in close cooperation with each other consolidating 

their positions in their respective spheres. A resolution -

adopted ther~. condemned the capitalist path of development 

of the Congress (I) -led governments which was driving millions 

of peasants into pauperisation. The conference demanded a 

central legislation to ensure living wages, security of 

service and better service conditions,distribution of 

surplus and waste land,provision of house-sites, restoration 

of alienated land to the tribals, and provision of monthly 

pension to agricultural workers above sixty. 

The AIKS led adopted its resolution on agricultural 

labourers at the Ivloga session held in 1954. A section of 

the delegates vigorously opposed the formation of separate 

unions of agricultural l-abourers. NarriboodiY.ipad writes : 

11 Com. Abdullah Rasul of Bengal moves an amendment saying that 

efforts should be made to affiliate them (the agricultural 

labour unions) to the Kisan Sabha in all those cases where 

such efforts of affiliation would not harm the cause of 

organising the agricultural labourers, Como Sundarayya opposes 

it saying that making such efforts at the present stage will 

do more harm than good, he is of the opinion that such 

' . , 
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efforts at affiliation should be made only at a stage of 

development when agricultural labourers themselves feel it 

necessary and ask for affiliation. Rasul •s amendment was : 

pressed to vote and is defeated by 115 votes against 50. 

12 
'lWenty remained neutral 11 • 

'l'he silver jubilee session of the AIKS in 1961 ('l'richur) 

noted : "the AIKS realizes that the agricultural labour 

movement is still weak and disorganised in many regions and 

states 1113 • ·.I'he provincial Kisan Sabha organisations 

discussed it time and again between 1951 and 1967, but no 

agricultural labour union came into existence. 

In 1962 Bhowani Sen argued that "the chief features of 

capitalism" lay in the disintegration of the peasantry, 

employment of vmge labour and the changes in technique of 

production. Although merchant capital and usury ·''strengthened 

semi-feudal expl oi tat ion", commercialization of agriculture 

laid the basis of capitalist development. There had been 

the emergence of agricultural wage-labour at one pole and 

that of rich peasants, mainly employing wage labour for 

cultivation, at the other 11 • Feudal relations which were 

11 in a state of decline 11 could still 11 abstruct the growth of 

the nroductive forces 11 ; the 11 comrnon interests of the entire 

peasantry are stil.l of considerable importance 11 • Capitalist 

relations were develOping on a weak technical base as was 

evident from the employment of agricultural machinery and 
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implements between 1951 and 1956. Furthermore, employment 

of agricultural machinery was confined mostly to Punjab, 

Andhra and v/estern U.P. last but not the least, t'he 

11 eliminaticn of feudal landlordism is, therefore, 

14 interest of capitalist development•• • 

in the 

The q~estion was often asked whether the agricultural 

labourer could be regarded as a separate category. It was 

argued that capitalist relations had not yet developed in 

agriculture; the agricultural labourer was a ruined peasant 

v.Jhose main demands centered on land and employment 

throughout the year. The casual agricultural labourers 

found work for about 172 days in a year in 1956-57, whereas 

attached workers were employed for about 248 days in. the 

year. What needs to be noted is that the inrnediate interests 

of the agricultural 1 abourers could be different from those 

of the peasants. The rich peasants, for instance, would 

clamour for unrestricted prices for their crops, while the 

agricultural labourer would benefit from a fall of prices; he 

would be interested in a rise of the wage-rate, while the 

rich peasants and landlords would try to keep wages down. 

The rich and middle peasants who had different aims and 

ambitions were not likely to give their blessing to the 

movement of the agricultural labourers for higher wages. It 

is noteworthy that the agricultural labourers, who were 

mostly Harijans, were raged against the upper-caste landlords 

and rich peasants. As I:enial Thorner observed : 11 The Kisans 

are drawn primarily from cultivating and artisan castes; the 
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mazdoor-1~, primarily from ~rijans, scheduled, depressed 

or backward classes ••• he is up against the deeply 

entrenched tradition of rural inequality - a tradition which 

. . . 
1 

. ..1s goes back to centur~es. ~f not m~l enn~a • Indeed, the 

agricultural labour enjoyed a lower status in society than 

even a share-crOpper who was regarded as grihastha owning 

plough and cattle16 • 

The demand for setting up of a separate union for the 

agricultural labourers thus under deliberation figured in 

almost all sessions of provincial Kisan Sabha and in the 

sessions of AIKS. ·rhe issue was always combined with the 

debate within the CPI on the development of capitalist 

relations in Indian agriculture. After the split, the CPI 

mentioned in its new party programme that capitalist economy 

becomes dominant in the agrarian front by expelling semi 

-feudal landlordism. It organised the agricultural labour 

union in 1968. But the CPI(M) programme and its other main 

document the Tasks in the Agrarian Front donot deny the 

penetration of ·capitalism into agriculture in a few areas 

but find semi-feudal landlordism still dominant in Indian 

agriculture. }'or it, agricultural labourers should be 

brought to the fold of peasant movement for radical 1 and 

reform in India. However, later in 1982 the CPI(M) organised 

the agricultural labourers ' union (AIAWU-CPI-M) as a part 

of Kisan Sabha. The CPI (1'1) seeks to mobilise all forces 

agajnst the bour£eois-landlord rule where as the CPI seeks 

.,... 
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to strengthen the fight against capitalist path of develop

ment in India. 'rheir views are illustrated by their 

activities of the post 1967 periods. 

'l'he demand for setting up of a democratic body, 

representative in character, for the administration of local 

bodies and co-Operatives is as old as the peasant organisa-

tion. 

Revolutionary peasants in their liberated areas in 

Telengana established Gram Raj committees which included 

11 men, women and leaders of village squades "• These 

committees tried to cope with the problems of village 

adrninist.cation. In the liberated areas, agricultural 

labourers were organised, and their daily wages increased; 

the monthly wages of fann servants, paid in kind, also 

increased. It is significant that women were elected to the 

Gram Raj Canmittees17 However, this was the Telengana 

experience of rural democracy practised by the peasant 

activists on the line of Chinese experience of liberated 

areas. The CPI leadership in the Third Congress in 1953 

discarded this line
18

• 

In vie·w of the rising peasant movement, the Congress 

rule at the Centre and states took the steps for the abolit.ion 

of Statutory landlordism and establishment of ~hayati 

System, National EXtension S~rvice and Community DevelOpment 

Project inspired by the American counsel. The CPI and its 
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Kisan Sabha saw these institutions as means to provide the·· 

support base in the rural areas for the bourgeois and 

1 andl ord rule. At the end of the First Plan appointed 

Balwantrai rvehta Committee recommended Panchayati system with 

actual po.-1er to the rural peOple. 

'l'he All-India Kisan Sabha in its Fifteenth Session held 

in Bongaon (W. B) in l~overriber 1957 observed that the existing 

rural administra·tion was nothing but pro-landlord. In its 

resolution it stated that ••no lasting improvement in the 

condition of the peasantry can be brought about without a 

thorough dernocratisation 11 of the machinery responsible for 

the enforcement of the laws; ·and that 11 despite ten years of 

freedom, the bureaucracy continues to function in an 

irresponsible and authoritarian manner" and displays 

11 indifference and callousness towards the legitimate demands 

of the peasant masses ••. 

It further sta·tes 11 All institutions and organisations 

set up by the government in connection with agricultural 

development and rural welfare such as U=velopment Blocks, 

~1-_:.~t_:i:.., and co-operatives are ge·t·ting increasingly 

bureaucra·tised and subjected more and more to of~icial 

intervention and control. 'I'he inevitable result' is that 

they function in isolation from, and very often in apen 

conflict with the interests of the common people in the 

village ••• 
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"The pro-landlord character of the entire administrative 

machinery is seen in every aspect of rural life from the 

manner in which J.: and records are maintained by the village 

officials to the methods adapted by the police and the 

magistracy ••• 

' 11rhe prevailing system of justice is so expensive, 

inefficient and corrupt that the common peasants are 

subjec·ted to all types of harrassment even in the most 

ordinary civil and criminal cases • 

M=asures were proposed by the Sabha, !'for the 

democratisation of the administra·tion and the protection 

. 1119 of popular 1.nter,~sts • 

In the next session held at l"layavaram, Tamilnad, in 

April 1959, the AIKS reiterated its sustained demand for 

tn-~-:.y democratic ~sf1a:(~-t:, system and cooperative organisa-:-_u 

ti ons for the rural administration and devel apment. The 
... 

Resolution wa~ted all state Panchaj[~ Acts to be uniform as 

far as possible, the system of nomination to be abolished, 

overriding and arbitary power for executive officers. and 

other administrative officials over the development and 

nationbuilding activity at the village level to be entrusted 

20 
to pane~ • As regards rural cooperative societies, 

a resolution stated that "one of the ·most objectionable 

features of the present administration is its utilization 

by the ruling party to strengthen its own position u 21. 



where both these parties have considerable political base 

in the state both in the pre-and post-split periods. 
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Section 2 Political Position of the CPI and the CPI(M) in 

West Bengal 

In the foregoing chapters the programmatic positions 

and the views of the CPI and the CPI(M) on agrarian reforms 

and rural democracy have been analysed in their broad 

perspective. Here, the study will analyse their individual 

practices for realising their respective programmatic demands 

with reference to West Bengal within the period mentioned. 

·ro communists strategic goals once formulated remain 

valid for the entire stage of revolution. These strategic 

goals are realised through the judicious selection and 

pursuit of day to day tactics. The use of government 

machineries \'1/'hile in power and the constant mobilisation of 

the strength of the party and mass organisations constitute 

tactical means. This chapter will deal purely with the 

tactical aspects of these two communist part.ies over the said 

issues with reference to the state of West Bengal::·where they 

have been able to form the state government through elections 

at different times. 

Bengal was always one of the focal points for the 

development of modern Indian political movements since the 
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British colonial rule due to its earlier exposure to Western 

education, urbanisation and industrialization. H(),.J'ever, 

Bengal •s prominence early in the nationalist movement and 

over t;he Indian National Congress declined with the advent 

of ~ahatma Gand~i as its leader. Therefore, an alternative 

course of nationalism was becoming stronger. The split of 

the Congress Party and the Swaraj ya Party formed in 1923, 

headed by .U:shbandhu Chittaranj an res was opposed to the 

all-India leadership of the Congress party in this state. 

The politics of Bengal since 1920 •s was dominated by Swarajya 

Party, Krishak Praja Party of Fazlul Haque, MUslim League, 

Communist Party of India and a good number of terrorist 

outfits. 

After the death of C.R.Das his mantle fell oh Subhas 

Chandra Boseo He rose to all-India eminence specially since 

1928 when in ·association with Pandit J.Nehru, he moved a 

resolution for complete independence as the goal of Indian 

National Congress. Bose also dominated the scene in Bengal 

Congress till 1939 when facing a total non-cooperation from 

Gandhi and most other all-India leaders, he had to resign 

fror::- the office of the President of the Congress. Even 

itabindra Nath ·ragore complained of serious injustice done to 
.'f"· 

Bengal by this attitude of the all-India leadershio of the .. 
Congresso Bose then organised his Forward Bloc and pursued 

a challenging alternative to the Congress from Bengal·. 
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The Communfsts on the other hand were relatiVely more 

pq~ular in Bengal than i · many other places of the country. 

This strength was utilised by them heroically in 1945 in a 

wide spread Tebhaga Movement. 

The Congress leadership in their eagerness to get power 

from the British rulers agreed not only to the partition of 

the country but also to the partition of Bengal and Punjab 

on ti1e basis of r€7.ligious identity of their populations. 

The Bengal Congress felt very deeply the pangs of this 
~· ~ 

partition. Most factions within it were unhappy about the 

all India. leadership •s acquiescence to the British pla,.ns in 

this matter. 

These events clearly show that the all-India leadership 

of the Congress party did not enjoy the same kind of 

allegiance in Bengal as they did elsewhere in the country. 

From the beginning, the Communist Party of India (CPI) 

participated wholeheartedly and fought for ·national 

independence generally in line with the Indian National 

Congress using its broad plattorm. But the CPI stayed away 

from the Q.lit India movement in August, 1942 and when the 

Congress leaders were released at the end of the World War II, 

on OctOber 5, 1945 a charge-sheet was issues against the CPI 

for acting against Congress decisions. The CPI General 

Secretary P.C.Joshi asked all members of the Party to sever 

connections with the Congress. Only· AICC members of CPI 

were asked to answer the charge-sheet. 
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The CPI from the beginning always favoured -the electoral 

means as one of the principal tactics and participated in the 

provincial elections under the Government of India Act, 1935. 

In the provincial election of Bengal (before partition) in 

1946 three CPI candidates independently of the Congress 

Here elected to the Bengal Provincial Legislative Assembly. 

They were Ratan Lal Brahman from Darjeeling, Rupnarayan Roy 

fror:,- Dinajpur (now in Bangladesh) and Jyoti Basu from 

l- ( • ) t. t . 22 Ka~c11rapara rta~lway cons ~ uenc~es • 

'rhe electoral position of the cPI (before its split 

into the CPI and the CPI(M) in 1964) in the state legislature 

in West Bengal can be seen from Table 1 

Figures in the Table 1 indicate the extent to which the 

CPI and left parties had come to dominate the opposition in 

~;Test Bengal Legislative Assembly. Like the Congress Party, 

the Communist Party of India had steadily increased the 

number of seats in the successive elections in the State. 

Similarly, the percentage of votes received by the CPI also 

rising trom 10.76 per cent in 1952 to 17.82 per cent in 1957 

and to 24.96 per cent in 1962. 

Moreover, the CPI had been able to unite, at least for 

electoral purposes, with other left groups to form leftist 

' - electoral fronts. In 1952, the CPI-dominated electoral 

front included the CPI, the RSP, the J:vlarxist Forward Bloc, 

the Revolutionary Republican Party and the Bolshevik Party. 
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Table 1 : ELectoral Position of the Political Parties in the 
West Bengal Legislative Assembly23 

--r----
Parties l Number of seats 

1 won 
l 1952 1957 1962 

. X 
----...-·---~---

-·-COi1gress 

CPl 

Forward 
Bloc 

PSP* 

Jan Sangh 

Hindu 
M:lhasabha 

Others 

150. 

28 

11 

15 

9 

4 

21 

152 

46 

8 

20 

0 

0 

26 

157 

50 

13 

5 

0 

0 

26 

l 
X 
l 

Percentage of votes 
polled 

1952 195 7 19 62 1 _____ _ 

38.93 46.14 47.29 

10.76 17.82 24.96 

5.29 3.84 4.61 

11.87 9.86 4.99 

5.61 0.98 0.45 

2.37 2.04 o.so 

25.17 19.32 16.90 

---------------·-----------·------------------
*In 1952 West Bengal Assembly election the Praja Socialist 
Party (PSP) was not there. It was Krishak Praja Majdur 
Party (KPMP) which fought this elec:tion. Later in 1953 it 
was renamed Praja Socialist Party (PSP). 

It 1957 the leftist front called the United Left EJ.ection 

Comrni ttee consisted of the same group with the addition of 

the Praja socialist Party. In 1962, the leftist coalition 

was known as United Left Front and the PSP remained outside 

the coalition. ·rhe tally of elected candidates and percen

tage of votes polled increased for these fronts from 42 and 

27o5 in 1952 to 75 and 36.8 in 1957e There was a fall in 

respective figures to 63 and 3 6.1 in 1962 e The decline Was 

attributed to the anti-China hysteria and calumny against 

the Indian communists as Chinese agents. 

' - ' 
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In the state of Keral a the CPI captured state power 

through the popular electoral battle in 1957. It was a mark 

in the history not only in India but also within ·the world 

wher-e communists rose to power through election. However, 

this government was tOppled by the Central Congress government 

In the )'Jest aengal political se.nario in the later 

1960 •s, the communists and their _allies became a strong 

electoral and organisational force in the state. 'rhey had 

jointly organised numerous mass movements against the ruling 

congress party. lnspite of the split of the CPI in 1964 they 

put up a mi9hty challenge to the ruling Congress party in the 

state on ground of mounting food and economic crises. About 

the condition immediately, before the Fourth General ELection 

(1967) in West Bengal, one description is : 11·the state was 

convulsed by a series of food riots a year before the 

election. Ftany Opposition leaders were in jail at that time 

and most of the demonstrations against the scarcity of food 

24 
and essential articles were spontaneous 11 

• Police firing 

on a demonstration which claimed lives of a few students 

sparked the movement spontaneously against the Congress rule 

in the state. Besides, sporadic ~~ (general strike) calls 

rocked the state. At one time it seemed that the state o£ 

25 V'Jest Bengal had become ungovernable • By working together 

in these movements the Marxist al1d .Leftist parties were fast 

moving towards electoral understanding for the ensuing Fourth 

General .!!J.ecti ons in this state. 
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In the pre-election electoral adjustment, the. CPI and 

the CFI (N) brought forth two rival electoral fronts - PULF 

c.;.a~::: JLF respecti;:rely. ·rhe People 's United Left Front (PULF-) 

was composed of four parties namely the CPI, Bangla Congress 
.-~·· 

(a faction of the Indian National Congress formed in 1966 in 

this state), F.B and Bolshevic party. The Left Froni;: (ULF) 

consisted of seven parties, namely, CPI(~), RSP, SSP, sue, 

workers ' Party, FB ( N) and H.CP I. 

In this election, the Congress was reduced to a minority 

and no front alone could come to power. 'rhe two Fronts, 

PULF and ULF, dicided to forge a United Front and to end 

the continuous Congress rule. In this election, the CPI 

got 16 Assembly seats, the CPI(~I) 43 and the Bangla Congress 

34. The UF secured in total 146 Assembly seats out of 280 

and it secured 54.6 per cent- of votes; the Congress _got 

12 7 seats and 41.3 per cent votes in that election. 

The United Front of the left and democratic parties 

formed the first ever state government in the state of West 

Bengal on 3rd March 19 67.. ·rhe CPI staked the claim in favour 

of its ally, Bangla Congress for the post of Chief 

Ministership. As a result the CPI(M) with the largest 

number of seats among the UF partners was allowed the second 

important post in the ministry. The veteran Congress leader 

Shri Ajoy ~Ukherjee now representing Bangla Congress became 

the Chief ~~nister. However internal squabbles, more 
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}:)articularly be·tween the CPI and the CPI (M), led to the 

premature end of the U.F. government on 21 November, 1967. 

1-iowE:·ve.:c in the next interim Eifth 1-\Ssernbly ELection held 

on 9th February, ·-1969 the electorate of the state favoured 

the Front oL-the 1 eft and democratic parties. In this 

election the United Front cif the left ana democratic parties 

composed of fourteen parties and won 218 Assembly seats out 

of 280, and the Congress party got only 55 seats. In this 

election the Congress party received 40.42 per cent of the 

total votes polled and the remaining \vent in favOJ.r of the 

United Front. 'I'he electoral position of the individual 

front partners was : the CPI (Ivl) won 80 seats with and 19.55 

per cent of votes, the CPI won 30 seats and 6.78 per cent 

votes, and the .aangla Congress won 33 seats and 8.00 per 

cent votes. Table 2 shO\Vs the electoral position of the 

political parties of West Bengal in the interim Fifth 

Assembly election for the state. But immediately after the 

declaration of the election results there was a controversy 

regarding the claim for Chief-Ivunistership27 • The CPI(M) 

claimed it. 'I'he CPI supported the claim of Bangla 

congress. However, at the end the Front decided in favour 

of Ajoy I'1lkherjee, the Bangla Congress leader and the 

CPI (!·I) was to have the post of I:eputy Chief-Hi.nister. 

To be brief, the internal squabbles and commotions 

among the front· partners particularly between th~ CPI and 
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Table 2 : ELectoral Positions in the Y.lest Bengal Legisla- · 
tive Assembly, 1967 and 19692 6 

Parties 

Assembly seats 
·secured 

1967 1969 

Percentage of votes 
secured 

1967 1969 

----------------------~------------------------------------·---------
Congress 

CPI (M) 

CPI 

Bangla 
Congress 

FB 

RSP 

E'B ( M) 

RCPI 

SUCI 

Gorkha League 

Progressive 
M.lslim League 

others 
(incluiling UF 
partners and 
ins~pendents) 

127 

44 

16 

34 

13 

6 

1 

4 

2 

33 

280 

55 

80 

30 

33 

21 

12 

1 

2 

7 

4 

3 

32 

280 

41.13 

11.11 

6.33 

10.44 

3. 87 

2.14 

o. 21.' 

0.31 

0.72 

0.45 

23.01 

100o00% 

40.42 

19.55 

6. 78 

s.oo 

5.40 

2.75 

0.19 

0.37 

1.48 

0.52 

1.50 

13.04 

100.00% 

·--------------------------------
*In 1967, the United Front of the 11 Left and Democratic 
parties secured 146 seats and received 54.6% of the ·tOtal 
votes. 

**In 1969, the United Front of the14 Left and Democratic 
parties secured 218 seats and received more than 50% of 
the total votes. 

' . ' 



the CPI (lvi) had begun to increase steadily. The CPI all 

along tried to cut CPI (M) to size both in the goven1ment 
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and in the organisational tiel d. Some other smaller 

partners were also unhappy witl1 the CPI(M) 's strength. 

There was failure or lack of ef:Eort to establish a proper 

coo:r.;lination among the front partners. Therefore, the 
.. 

second u.F. government vJas handicapped from its very 

birth day. The emergence of the third communist party 

later knovm as the Communist Party of India (.V.arxist 

-Leninist) aggravated the situation when the latter took 

recourse to radical armed peasant struggles in some areas 

of the state. It created a lot of law and order problem 

in the state. 

In the meantime, the CPI, in its Eighth Congress, 1968, 

had hinted a change in the national politics. It favoured 

a broad democratic alliance with the Congress led by Indira. 

Gandhi. In Keral a the CPI (M) was excluded from the United 

front and CPI initially built~up a Mini-Front with the 

Kerala Congress and later entered into an alliance with the 

Congress. The already strained relation between the CPI 

and the CPI (H) reached a critical poi.nt. In v/est Bengal 

the CPI alleged that the big party dictatorship or bossism 

and sectarianism of the CPI(M) were the causes of tension 

in the Front Government. 

On the other hand, the Bangla Congress which was close 

to CPI. too}( the position that the front should continue but 
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radical movements launched by the CPI(M) in agrarian and 

industrial sectors should be stopped. It also criticised 

the CPI(.Ivl) •s hegemonism over the U.F. The Bangla congress,_ 

therefore, organised a protest rally in Nov. 1969 in support 

of its stand and 1 aunched a ~hree day satyagraha foll ov1ed 

by a fast of its leaders. The CPI follO\ved suit. A massive 

demonstration in Calcutta Jviaidan in Nov. 1969 was organised 

by the CPI to demonstrate the strength of the party as an 

indication of support for its policy during the U.F • 

. d 28 perJ.o • 

The difference among the coalition partners reached 

its apex on 19th March 1970 when the Chief Ivlinister Aj oy 

I-llkherjee resigned and the Second United Front Government 

fell prematurely. 

But the electoral unity among the left parties broke 

in Kerala in 1969 and in '/lest Bengal in 1970. The CPI in 

its Ninth Congress held in cochin in 1971 endorsed the new 

tactical line to form an all India alliance with the 

progressive Congress led by Smt. Indira Gandhi for the 

immediate completion of its declared •national democratic 

revoluti:.m '. 

ln the Sixth interim Assembly election in West Bengai, 
~· 

the CPI did not participate in the election-front led by 
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the CPI (H). The Bangl a congress, in the meantime forged 

an alliance with the congress party. No political party 

or group could secure majority in the Assembly. 'rhe 

CPI (N) scored 113 seats. The CPI, 13 seats, and the Congress 

finished second with lOS seats. At the end, the CPI (H) 's 

call upon the CPI and the F.B. to form a post-election 

United Front was turned dovm by the CPI. Aj oy .r.-ukherj ee 

became the Chief Hinister with the support of the Congress 

but~ that ministry too lasted for a few months • . 
In the n·ext mid-term Seventh Assembly election in West .,.. 

Bengal in 1972, the CPI joined hands with the Congress and 

it bagged 34 seats, an all-time record so far and the 

Congress formed the ministry. In this election the CPI (H) 

had lost nearly 100 seats though its share of the vote 

fell only by 4 per cent. The party's allegation was that 

Congress had rigged the polls. 'rhis allegation widely 

supported by many impartial observes. The CPI (.t-1) boycotted 

the Assembly. HO\vever, the CPI-Congress bonhomie remained 

intact till 1978. 

The political positions of the cPI and the CFI {M) 

immediately after the Internal Emergency period could be 

attributed to their relationship with Congress (I) which was 

responsible for the declaration of Emergency. In the post 

-emergency elections in 1977 the Congress (I) was routed 

both from the Centre and from many states. The CPI 
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-Congress(I) alliance in the 1970 •s pushed the CPI into an 

identity crisis in Indian politics. Its policy Of collabora

tion with the Congress exposed it to guilt by association29 • 

In West Bengal it contested the election independently. and 

brought a very poor electoral result. Only 2 seats in the 

Eighth Assembly election were secured by the CPI. 

The CPI (M) •s position in the national level politics and 

state politics of West Bengal appeared less problematic during 

1970 to 1977. Its mighty challenge in West Bengal to the 

State Congress particularly in the period of Emergency brought 

a good electoral dividend in the post-emergency election. 

CPI (liiJ) found this time Forward Bloc, and RSP as allies. The 

table below shows the electoral positions of the parties in 

West Bengal Legislative Assembly elections of 1977, 1982 and 

1987. 

Table 3 . West Bengal · Assembly ELections 30 
• ___________ ... 

---~·-----

Parties 1977 1982 1987 -------- ~----- .. ------------
CPI (M) 177 174 187 

FB 27 28 26 

RSP 20 29 18 

CPI 2 7 11 

Cong (I) * 20 53 40 

sue 4 2 2 

Janata party 29 

+others 15 11 10 ----·--- - ---·-------. ---
·rotal 294 294 294 ..-------------· - ----~------·---·----·-- ... -. 
C:~l)g (I) 49 + Cong (S) 4 = 53. 

+These included S·Ome partners and supported independent 
candidates of LF. 

-~· 

' . ' 
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The CPI (H) led first Left Front consisted of six parties 

namely CPI(M), F.B., RSP, Revolutionary Bangla congress, 

RCPI and Marxist Forward iJl oc. ·rhey together won 230 seats 

with 46.1 per cent votes. The CPI (H) alone rec~ived 177 

seats Hith 35.8 per cent votes. Sri Jyoti Basu' became the 

Chief Minister from the CPI (M). 'l'he congress (I) secured 

only 20 seats \·lith 23o4 per cent votes. The anti-Congress 

feelings in w=st Bengal also benefited the newly built 

Janata Party which received 29 seats v1ith 20.5 per cent 

votes. Though the Panchayat elections held in 1978 in the 

state t;1e CPI (l-·1) consolidated its position in the rural 

31 
areas of v·Jest Bengal - • 

• !"· 

Table 4 ZJ..ectoral position of the following political 
parties in the parliamentary seats in West 
Bengal. 

Parties 

CPI (.Lvl) 

CPI 

FB 

.RSP 

Cong. 

BLD 

Independent 
(L.F. supported) 

other 

1977 

17 

3 

3 

3 

15 

1 

1980 

28 

3 

3 

4 

4 

1984 

18 

3 

2 

3 

16 

1989 

27 

3 

3 

4 

4 

1 

Source : ELection Recorder by D.i.lip Banerjee, Calcutta, 
Book Front Pub. 1990. 

* G.N.L.F. supported by Congress. 
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In the parliamentary election held in 1977, the CPI(l.1) 

and its allies secured 39 seats out of 42 seats in the state 

of )vest Bengal. ·rhe principal contender, the Congress party 

secured only 3 seats and the CPI could not achieve any seat. 

In this election the CPI (I•J) itself secured 17 seats which 

was highest score of any political party in the state and 

its ally the Bharatiya Lok 0:3.1 (BLD) secured 17 seats. 

However, the Congress party was routed in this parliamentary 

election and the first non-Congress Ministry was formed led 

by the Janata Party at the Centre. 

In the next parliamentary election in the state the 

CPI(H) led L.F. parties maintained their steady victory. 

They supported 3 candidates of the CPI which secured 3 seats 

and ultimately became a coalit:Lon partner of the .L.F. 

then~after. Another significant matter, the BLD was 

disappea.c·ad .frorn the electoral position and the Congress 

was marginally improved its position by securing 4 seats. 

'I'he next parliamentary elec·tion (1984) was held in a 

somewhat different political situation in the country. The 

assassination of the Prime l'1inister Smt. Indira ·s.:mdhi in 

1984, evoked widespread sympathy in the country and brought 

the Congr8ss party with an ever largest majority to the 

parliament. In this situation CPI (M) secured 18 seats and 

the Congress party 16 seats. However, this position of the 

b;o parties changed in the next 1989 parliamentary election 
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in the state of H. Bengal. ·rhe L.F. parties won ••• ~ 

of the seats and the Congress party won only •• c seats in 

the s·tat.e. 

In the 1·Jineth ;"/est aengal .A,ssembly .i.:!lection of 19 82, 

the .L.F. recorded a steady electoral achievement. In this 

election the i.J.F. was C•Jmposed of nine partias led by the 

CPI (1'1). .rhe three new parties, CPI, the DSP an~· the Hest 

Bengal Socialist party joined the L.F. 'l'he CPI had changed 

its earlier .stand in its .cJ..eventh Congress in Bhatinda in 

1978 a.11d entr~n~d into .the L.F. coalition in the state in 

1980. 

In the 1982 state legislative assembly election the 

Left Frvnt secur•=d 238 seats with 52.65 per cent votes. 

The CPI(1'1) got 114 seats \...Jith 35.55 per cent votes. The 

Congress (I) .:tally of seats was 49 and its percentage of 

votes wa.s 35. :S7. The Congress (I) led electoral coalition 

,..,ras composed of Congress ( S) 1 lvJus.l im League, AICP 1 Jharkhand 

and Christen Democratic Party. ·.rhe CPI secured 7 seats32 • 

'l'hat the CPI(!'1) led coalition came to power. 

Eighth .Liok Sabha election ;vere held on 6th January 

1980o ·.rhe CPI(H) led .Left :front .in lt~est Bengal was 

approached by the state cPI leaders for 4 seats. But the 

CPI (Ivl) conceded 3 seats. However in this election the 

L. F. won over 3 7 seats out of 41. 'I'he other at that time 

went later- in favour of the CPI(M). 
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'l'he ·renth .Ler,Jisl ative Assembly elections in 19 87 in 

i~est Bengal repeated more or less the position of 1972 and_ 
.«" 

1982. The CPI(M) led Left Front secu.r·~d 251 seats with 

52.94 per cent votes. ·rhe CPI(M) bagged 187 se9-ts with 

39.29 per cent votes. The CPI secured 11 seats \'lith 1.92 

per cent votes. The other front partners did better results 

in ·this election. On the other side the main opposition 

the Congress Party secnP~d only 40 seats with 41.83 per cent 

of votes33 • 
In the 8th Lok Sabha elections held after the assassi-

nation of the Prime Minister Smt. IrHiira Gandhi on Oct 31, 

1984 Congress received 16 and the Left Front 26 Lok Sabha 

seats in Hest Bengal. 

The CPI(M)-led L.F. thought of reorganising the 

panchayat system with certain amendments of the Panchayat 

Act, 1973. After necessary amendments of this Act, the 

L. F. held the three-tier Panchayat ELection in the state. 

In the Panchayat elections the L. F. partners failed to 

arrive at seat adjustments in a number of seatse 

The Table 5 shaw the electoral positions of the 

contesting parties in the consecutive three panchayat 

elections during the L. F. Govt. in ~vest Bengal e 

The electoral position of the Left Front in West 

Bengal since 1977 has remained steady. Congress(I), the 

principal opponent remained in second position. But the 



Table 5 Party-vJise Electoral Position in Three-Tier 
Panchayat &ections (1978, 198~ 7 1988) in West 
Bengal (excluding D8rjeeling). 
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----------·-~---·-·-- -------- - -·---··-·-----·-·-------------------·- ... _ 
Party Gram Panchayat Zilla ·rotal in 

Panchayat Sami ti Paris had all three 
tiGrs 

--------·------·----- -------..---- ··---·------------------· 
CPI (M) 

CPI 

R.S.P. 

F.B. 

Cong (I) 

1978 

1983 

1988' 

1978 

1983 

1988 

,,.· 1978 

1983 

1988 

1978 

1983 

1988 

* 1978 

1983 

1988 

27886 

24171 

816 

701 

896 

1665 

1232 

1572 

1528 

1080 

1405 

14156 

14541 

12298 

5555 

5023 

6549 

131. 

94 

114 

349 

248 

276 

320 

192 

222 

2025 

2526 

1712 

482 

453 

530 

5 

1 

7 

30 

17 

25 

43 

25 

.23 

65 

151 

61 

*L_-cong(I) + cong(R +Supported Ind._J 

33923 

29647 

40997 

952 

796 

1017 

2044 

1497 

'\ 1873 

1891 

1297 

1650 

16246 

17318 

14071 

----------------------------'-·-------------
'rable 5 contd • • • 

' 
• I 
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Table 5 conJc d ••• 
---------------~----
---------·--·-·-------·--·-----~----·------------

Independent 
and others 

197·3 

1983 

* "'"1988 

444 

2708 

2400 

227 

307 

227 

11 2638 

10 3025 

2638 -..--.------------_._ ____________________________________ _ 
* Independent candidates supported by the L.F. or any L.F. 
constituent party secured 168, 9 and 4 seats respectively 
in the Gram Panchayat, panchayat Samiti and Zilla 
Paris had. ·rheir. total tally in all three_ tiers t~ether 
was 181. 

Table 6 Party-\·Jise Percentage of i/q-tes Polled in the 
·rhree-tier Panchayat Election (1978, 1983, 19 88) 
in West Bengal (excluding Darjeeling)35 

-----------------------
Gram Panch a- Zilla ·rotal in all 

Party Panchayat yat Pari- three-tiers 
Samiti shad 

-- --------------
CPI ( l'vl) 1978 59.98 66.10 76.75 61.09 

1983 54.28 59.87 68.95 55.33 

1988 64.62 71.97 80.67 65.86 

CPI 1978 1.75 1.56 o. so 1.71 

1983 1.57 1.12 0.15 1.49 

1988 1.71 1.25 1.06 1. 53 

R.S. P. 1978 3. 58 4.15 4.78 3.68 

1983 2.77 2.96 2.59 2. 79 

1988 2.99 3. 03 3. 81 3. 01 ______________ . _ __..._ __ -------
contd ••• 

' .. , 
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Table 6 contd . . . --------·----------------- --------
F. B. 1978 3.29 3. 81 6. 85 3.41 

1983 2.43 2.29 3. 80 2.42 

1988 2.68 2.44 3 .so 2.55 

Congre~s I *1978 3 0.45 24.10 10.35 29.26 

1983 32.88 30.11 22.98 32.32 

1988 23.43 18.81 9.28 ' 22. 61 

* ;_-cong (I) + Cong (R) + SUpported In d,epen dent J 

Independent 
and 
oth12rs 1978 ' o. 95 o. 28 0.47 o. 85 

1983 s.o7 3. 65 1.53 5. 55 

* 1988 4.57 2. 50 1. 68 4.24 

------·~~-·-.. ----------------------
* In the Gram Panchayat O. 32%, in the Panchayat Samiti 0.10% 

and in the Zilla Parishad 0.61% (total in these three 
-tier o. 29/o). seats vJere won by independents supported by 
the other L. F Partners. 

plac<~ of CPI was less significant, though its entry into 

the L.F. in 1982 helped it to recover itself to a large 

extent. 

'rhe panchayat elections were encouraging for the L. F. 

partners. The rural vote bank remained during this 

period favourable to the L.F. 

' . ' 
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Secti<Jn 3 (a) Policy Pursued by them D..1ring 1964 to 1977 

In the first and second United Front governments (of 

1967 and 1969) in !tlest Bengal, the Communists in the CPI 

and the CPI ( 1·1) d::l!ninated the scene. 'l'hey had their vast 

experience in 1 aunching movements as an Opposition to the 

fO£-:::!ign rul·ers and the rul.i.ng Congress both at the States 

and the ::entre. Important among them were ~~ 

movement (19"45-45) in Bengal, Tel eng ana armed peasant 

revolution (1948-51) in Andhra Pradesh and the Kerala 

experience in 1957-59 in forming the state government by 

the communists. 

Through their participation in the two United Front 

governments in v'le:3t Bengal, both the CPI and the CPI (M) 

got an immediate scope of practising their individual 

programmatic understanding formulated after their split. 

·ro repeat, ·the CPI(M) put ·the agrarian quest.ion in the 

forefront of its strategic and tactical politics. In its 

analysis it explained the p.r:_esent state st1.-ucture and 

democracy under the Congress rule as one of the class 

rule of the bOUr<Jeoisie and feudal landlords led by the 

b . b .. 36 
~g ourgeo~s~e • ·.rherefore, according to the party's 

progr&-nrne maximum emphasis had been 1 aid on radical 1 and 

reform as it understood that the basic contradiction in 

this people's democratic stage remains between the land

lords and the peasantry particularly of its poor and 

landless sections in the vast Indian countryside. 
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On the other hand the CPI in its newly adopted pra;Jramme 

understood the nature of the existing Indian state as the . 
organ of class rule of the national bourgeoisie as a whole 

in which the big bourgeoisie holds povJerful influence and 

·this classrule has strong links with the landlords
37

• 

Therefore, to the CPI, the landlords did not have a place 

in the seat of power in the state. The pov1er of the state 

is fully monopolised by the nationCJ.l bourgeoisie which was 

being constantly influenced by the big bourgeoisie so that 

the policies of the government could be til ted along the 

capitalist path. Therefore, .the basic contradiction in 

this national democrat.ic stage is between the big and 

monopoly bourgeoisie and its imperialist allies on the one 

hand, and the national bourgeoisie and the democratic 

classes and people on the other. 

Besides, the CPI (M) understood that though ·statutorily 

landlordism ha<i been abolished still .semi-feudal landlordism 

exis·ted vigorously as it enjoyed the power of the state: and 

it assessed ·that the capitalist pene·tration into agriculture 

had been super-imposed upon semi-feudal 1 andl ordism3 8 • 

Therefore, the existence of the old and the new made a 

situation which did not herald a change in favour of the 

va~:.,.';: peasant masses of India. On the other hand, the CPI 

was convinced that "The curbing of the semi-feudal land 
.... · 

relations together with independent capitalist develOpment 

of the national econ.::>my has given an impetus to the growing 
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commercialisatl::m of agriculture, production for the market 

and increasing replacement of tenants-at-•.vill by wage 

labouru39 • E'or it, furthermore, 11capitalist relations of 

production have made significant inroads into the agrarian 

'. 40 
set-up 11 

• 

Their separate unders·tanding of the agrarian problem 

embodied in ·their respective party-pr<XJramrnes have led them 

to formulate their tactics on land reforms in all the 

situations whether they were in pov1er or in the Opposition. 

E-Y..:-:2ver, the manifestation of their individual tactics 

would have to be judged from their practices in the state 

of '1-lest Ben9al where they have beGn in power for a 

considerable period of time. 

Besides, according to the CPI(M), all powers were 

virtually concentrated at the hands of the Central government 

and the possibility of independent action by the state 

governments •t~as, in reality, minimum. 'Ehe purpose of 

participating in electoral contest was if voted to power, 

to publicize and highlight that real.i·ty. 'l'he CPI (M) 

expected to use the administrative machinery for the support 

of class struggle. nut on the contrary the CPI did not 

categorically estimate the limitation of the autonomy of 

the s·tate government and had more flexibility than the 

CPI ( M) 's 11 text book revolutionaries 1141 as a CPI leader 

said. 'rhis was because the CPI had altogether a different 
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. reading abOLlt the class character of the Indian society
42

• 

· ·rhe assessment of the Congre:3s rule a·t the Central 

government was basically different for the CPI and the 

CPI (M) thougl'l they had built. an electoral understanding in 

many states in the 1960's including West Bengal and KeraJ. a. 

The radical constru.ct.ion of the views of the CPI (M) 

about the ruling Congress was not only based on its programme 

but also on its past experience.· 'rhe CPI ( M) leadership 

felt that people 's democratic government at the state 

level could give the revolutionary movement a fillip and 

strengthened the mass movement but could not solve any of 

the fundamental economic and political problems of the 

nation •. All they could hope to achieve \vas immediate 

relief to the people on the basis of consensual. minimum 

r.::rogramme that vJOuld incluqe agrarian reform and popular 

participation in state and lower level administr-ation43 • 

After the installation of the u.F. governments in 

liest Bengal and Keral a, the Central Committee of the 

( CPI ( £·1) decided that the ne\v governments should be 

ut~_,_izeCJ. as 'inst.r:-uments of struggle • in the hands of the 

vJOrkirig people rather than as agents with real pOWer to 

give substantial benefits to the people
44 

From the 

CPI(M) 's formulation, participation in the government as 

·instrument of strug(=;le could be interpreted in three ways 

the use of state patronage to strengthen the party; class 
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stDJggle through direct action u.gainst the propertied 

interests; substnative conflict with the Central Congress 

45 government • 

As a result v1hat v1as naturally expected, there 

occurred a cor:1bination of agitation and administration which 

constituted the- central strategy of the U.F. gov~rnment. 

However, mc>ny researcrlers noticed that there were 

administL·ative rneu.sures for providing relief to the people 

and the agitation the front partners launched was only to 

mobilise the popular support in favour of the contending 

partners in the U.F. Agitation basically was on two 

subjects : immediate radical land reforms, and change in 

the ~.::mt:ce-state relation in order to secure more autonomy 

and povver:=::: for -til"!~ state. In the 18 points U.F. programmes 

these subjec-e-s found little explicit mention. In the 

32-points programme of the second U.F. government adequate 

importance \vas given to land reforms. Therefore ,in regard 

to the policy matter the second U.F. government was more 

methodical in formulating its policy. Regarding land 

reform, the manifesto embodied that : 11 The U.F. government 

will undertake a tno)Qll.g.h programme of land reforms so as 

to ensure : a) sui table amenc,rnents to the present ~tates 

Acquisition and Land ~eforms • Acts in the interests of 

the peasantry; b) exemption of Land Revenue for peasants 

holding not more than 3 acres of land; c) detection, 

recovery and distribut.:..on of ·all ~~ land held in excess 
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or ceiling; d) ac;quisi ti on of unutil ised land in plant at ion··; 

bringing of tank fisheries, land comprised in orchards, ... 
dairy, poultry etc., then excluded from the Operation of 

1 and ceiling, under E. A. Act; e) clistr:ibution of surplus and 

Khas land among landless and poor peasants on a pe.rmanent 

basis; f) speedy payment of compensation to small intenne-

diaries; g) hereditary right of share-croppers to cultivate 

~92. land; h) suspension for three years of eviction of 

share-crOppers from land pending comprehensive legislation; 

i) free distribution of land upto 5 cottas for dvJelling 

houses in rural areas to those who have no homestead; 

tenancy rights of homestead land upto 5 cottas to those who 

are in occupation without such right and who have no other 

homestead; j) removal of jurisdiction of civil courts in 

matters concerning ceiling, malafide transfers, vested land 

etc. and setting up of special land tribunals to deal with 

these matters; k) a new survey of land for the purpose of 

settlement and cancellation of all malafide records made 

in the past; 1) moratorim on four year old existing debts 

of peasants holding land upto 3 acres to the Government and 

settlement of other debts and m) return of land to the 

original sellers sold due to distress u
46

• 

'rhe manifesto expected : 11 It will help the ·peasants 

in their struggle for detection, recovery, acquisition and 

distribution of i3enami land and the realisation of other 

legitimate democratic demands ,47 
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It is generally assumed that the landed class is more 

politically articulated than the peasantry. Besides being 

susceptible to the influence of big landlords the 

bureaucracy could hardly be expected to show impartiality 

a·nct eagerness in .. discharging its pro-peasant responsibili-·- · 

ties. The Congress leadership and the governments it ran ,.. 

both at the state and at the centre did not develop strong 

peasant organisations to complement the governmental 

bureaucratic machinery for actual land reform. 11 As a 

result the enforcement of land reform programmes, which, 

if genuinely carried out, would. be a revolutionary 

transformation of rural India - falls entirely on the 

shoulders of the reluctant bureaucrats 1148• 

However, the United Front government wanted to retain 

these legislations subject to suitable amendments in favour 

49 of peasants • In none of the two terms of U.F. government 

-
any effective and comprehensive legislative measure on 

land reform was taken up. The communist dominated U.F.-

governments (1967, 1969) were determined to utilise the 

existing land reform legislations vrhich were left unutilised 

due to the congress •s political dependence on the landed 

gentry. The \IJest Bengal Estates Acquision Act 1953 

provided for a ceiling of 25 Acres on land holdings. 

Besides, there were legal prescriptions for exceeding the 

limit. Under section 6 of the Act, the land owner was 

entitled to hold rr:ore than 25 acres of land for certain 

enumerated purposes50 
Among these purposes were included ' • I 
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fisheries, tea gardens and orchards, mills and factories, 

cooperative firms, etc. 

'fuese provisions of law "''ere criticised by the 

cornrnunists as beiii.g the reform of the zamindari system and 

not agrarian ··refonn51 • Additionally the law prescribed 

for adequate compensation to the landlords for the ceiling 

surplus land vested. Nevertheless, till 1967 roughly four 

and a half lakh acres of cultivable land were vested in -
the government and about a ~ acre of land was held by 

the landlo...,rners through litigation. Infact, the allegation 

was that a huge amount of surplus land v1as not transfered 

by land ·m..,rners till 1969
52

• 'l'his huge amount of land was 

either held forcibly by the earstv1hile zamindars or 1 ocked 

in multiple litigations
53

• 'l'herefore, to take into possession 

this 1 and the U. F government required to organise the 
. . 

landless and poor peasant masses against the forcible 

occupation of excess lands by landlords and side by side 

a suitable legislative measure was necessary in amendment 

of the previous land laws. However, the latter measure 

was not taken seriously, perhaps because the situation was 

not conducive for legislative deliberation. Rather the 

Front partners prefered the first method which could bring 

them their immediately desired electoral gains. DJ.ring the 

next term of Left Front government (since 1977) the 

communist and left parties attempted legislative action. 
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In the election manifesto published before the fifth 

mid-term Assembly election,the U.F partners a programme of 

setting up progressive local_administrative bodies. The 

manifesto stated that it 11\-lill introduce progressive change 

in the present system of local-self government and democratic 

~unicipalities and Panchayat bodies and give them power and 

finance with a view to ensure their proper functioning 1154 • 

However, the programme was not implemented. For the 

purpose of implementing the land distribution programme, a 

series of Advisory Committees were formed in 1967 consisting 

of local government, party leaders, lawyers and leaders from 

various peasant groups for going into a maze of consequences 

that would flOvl from the implementation of land;.reforms55 • 

But in 1968 these committees were reshuffled at the time 

56 when the U.F was out of power • 

vUth the u.F 's second coming in 1969, H.K.Konar, the 

main architect of the Land polity of the U.F government 

toured extensively all the districts and ordered the Land 

f(e-'-rJrm. Officers to act in close consul tat ion with 'leaders 

of local government bodies' and •representatives of local 

peasant organisations •. He instructed the 1 ocal officers 

to give due consideration to the suggestions placed by the 

' representatives of the political parties. He felt, ·With 

an amount of sincerity of officials, local governmental 

bodies and peasant organisations,. better results in the 
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field of land refonns vJOUld be attained
57 

o 

In the beginning the U.F constituents suggested the 

fonnation of local 'People's corruni ttees' consisting of 

representatives_ of all constituent political parties and 

representatives of their peasant organisations. · Initially, 

the CPI (H) resisted the formation of such conuni ttees on the 

plea that such corruni ttees waul d emerge out of the mass 

movements. SUbsequently, such comnuttees were formed. 

These were composed largely of t:he CPI(M) members and 

supporters and representatives of its peasant organisations 

due to t"he party's wider political base. The CPI ranked 

secvnd in this mQVe. In this row, all constituent parties·-

particularly.,.the big five came to the field. But later 

fearing the strength of the CPI (M) the other partners opposed 

the move and wanted the People 's corruni ttees raised by the 

CPI(Iv1) to be dissolvecr
8

• 

The establishment of rural democracy through the 

decentralisation of power was actually expedited during the 

return·of the left parties in 1977 to power in West Bengal. 

The progress made after 1977 will be reviewed in the next 

section. 
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Section 3b) Organisational Steps Taken wring the £:_!_ 

Government : 

On the land question the U.F gcivernment set before 

itself a tHo fold programme recovery of vest and benami 

land; and redistribution of land among the landless poor. 

This programme had wider ramifications which were not fore-

seen in the beginning. Some among the front partners which 

did not think of land reform in their past political 

activities also came forward to take part in the peasant 

movement Obviously for strengthening their competitive 

political base in the rural papulation. 

·rhe Land and Land Revenue 1'-li.nistry was presided over 

by Hare Krishna Konar, a veteran CPI (M) leader in both 

terms of U.F govt in West Bengal. For him, the new policy 

of the government would be to 11 recover land involved in 

benanli and other transactions with pOpular coaperation 11 and 

11 the police in the rural areas v1ere instructed not to 

suppress the democratic and legitimate struggles of the 

59 peOplen • 

The }Unister instructed his ministry to start a series 

of investigations for tracing benami and other holdings in 

excess of 25 acres. Besides, peasant organisations of the 

constituent parties began to organise movements. Within a 

very short period with the help of peasant organisations 

the u. F government brought a radical change in the 
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implementation of the existing land reform laws. This was 

done by way of mobilisation mainly of the agricultural 

1 abourers, landless and poor peasants and making the police 

virtually ineffective. As a result of radical change in 

the implementation of land refOl.ITl legislations in west 

.aengal by the middle of 1967 about 4.5 ~acres of surplus 

agricultural lCJ!ld were vested in the state, most of which 

v1ere allov-md by the previous Congress government to remain 

in the possession of zamindars and intermediaries. In this 

period about one ~ acres of land were locked in court 

cases. 'rhe U.F government in 1967 distributed 2.30 ~ 

60 acres of land to about 2.38 lakh landless and poor peasants • --.-
By April 1969, H.K. Konar claimed that the government traced 

1,53,000 acres of benami holdings. In his speech the ~~nister 

iiL. _,I..-med the Leg~.slative Assembly in 1969 that another 

4,00,000 acres of land in excess of the 25 acres limit were 
_,.. 

still held by the erstwhile zamindars and j otdars 61 • The 

success of U.F government in the recovery of vest anq 

benami land brought the issue relating to land reforms 

fruitfully to the lime light in national politics. 

'I'he peasants started a big movement to occupy surplus 

and benami lands.· Occupation of such lands by hC?isting red 

flags became a common practice. The landlords tried to 

frustrate government steps by going to 1 aw courts and 

obtainin_3" ex-parte injunctions. Hore than 2 lakh acres were 

hit by such court orders and H.K.Konar stated that in this 
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mc.!_:_Y=r the government and its bureaucracy could do little, 

but the peasant movement defeated to a considerable 

. ""'-"~ . f t' 1 dl 1 " 
62 

extant th~s u.esJ.gn o -ne an - orc.~S • 

The mobilization of poasant fronts by the U .F p~rtners 

constitutGd thus the main plank of the Government •s success 

in the sphere of land reforms. Such mobilization generated 

consciousness, militancy and a sense of organisation among 

the peasants. This was evident from the increasing urge 

for enrolling as primary members for Kisan Sabha and its 

volunteers. 'l'hus there was the emergence of a large number 

of Kisan Sabha Workers at the grass root level. AdmittecU.y, 

there had been a significant rise in the membership of 

peasant organisations in West Bengal. The AIKS-CPI (M) 

membership in 'dest Bengal was 5,21,694 in 1967, and 

5,89,833 in 1969 63 • 'rhe AIKS-CPI membership also rose to 

64 
76,000 in 1970 • In 1968, the CPI in the state raised an 

Ag'ricul tural ~·/orkers organisation. 

Beside the drive for recovery of vest and benami 

lands through peasant mobilization, the U.F. partners took 

the next step to distribute land to poor peasants and 

agricultural labourers. For this purpose, the Minister 

of Land and Land Revenue instructed in 1967 to establish 

Land Advisory Committees consisting of lawyers, .tocal 

government and party leaders and leaders from various 

peasants organisations and to press them into action. But 

they soon became dysfunctional because the first u. F 

~ 

I 
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of 1969 reconstituted these bodies and instructed the local 

officers to give due consideration to the suggestions 

placed by the representatives of the local bodies. To 

Konar, the primary consideration was to enlist the support 

of rural mass organisations for the purpose of ensuring 

"prompt action, instead of allowing time to j os~ to go 

for court injunctions which delay distribution of vested 

land1165 • 

Thus the U.F government departed from the practice of 

relying on the revenue officials for the implem~ntation of 

1 and reform. The u. F government had thought of land reform 

as a means to achieve two goals : to promote equ_itable 

sharing of resources of agricultural income by undoing the 

landlord-economy and to improve productive capacity and, 

perhaps the more important, to strengthen the power-base in 

the countryside by organising the mass of peasants and 

ao'.:-icultural laboures on their class line. Efforts were - .- ' 

.. 
made to achieve these goals by removing the subservience 

of poor peas-ants and agricultural labourers to the 

landl. ord-j otdar-money lender combine through the creation 

of separate organisations for these reform beneficiaries. 

By organising the beneficiaries and mobilising them in the 

process of implementing land reforms, the U.F government 

took an effective step, as revealed thr~gh results 

indicated above. 
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The invitation to different political parties of the 

u. F for organising the peasants brought a competition among 

the big five parties in the U.F. Their competition was 

mainly centred on the aim of expansion of their respective 

s1.v _-::>rt-base in the countryside. Inter-party clashes that 

follov;ed this dri~e would show that the CPI(M) was the 

principal contender in most of the cases. The State 

Secretariat of the CPI(M) issued a directive to its party 

workers 11to recover ~n~rrr:!:_ lands and distribute them among 

66 
the landless peasants 11 

• Jyoti Basu, D=!puty Chief 

Minister, assuk>ed his party workers that the "government 

would support all forms of legitimate struggles of the 

67 peOple" • The CPI (M) played a leading role in implementing 

the Govt. policy on land reform through its peasant 

orga.."1isati:>n. It would be evident that the CPI (M) was engaged 

in •forcible 1 occupation of agricultural 1 and and fisheries 

alleged to have been illegally held by ~i_~~~ .and j otdaf!. 

'rhe CPI too in its strongholds did not hesitate to press its 

peasant organisatim into action and other U.E' partners too 

did likewise. With the spurt of political activity in the 

countryside there was disquiet in rural parts of the state 

and in many cases the seizure of land and fisheries led to 

a maze of court cases and counter cases were filed by land-

lords, tenants, government and political parties while 

administrative machinery and the police by and large remained 

ineffective. The backwash of inter-party clashes began to 

be felt also in .the working of the U.F government in 1969 68• 
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To eradicate discords among the front partners People 's 

committees were raised which consisted of representatives. of 

various U.F constituent parties. Representatives from the 

CPI (M) were recruited more in number and they mostly 
-

dominated the committees. other front partners subsequently 

raised their rural volunteers and different u. F parties were 

set against each other. Inspite of intra-Front commotion, 

the struggles for recovery of vest and ~~ land continued 

and eviction of tenants was resisted. This movement had 

faced somewhere stiff opposition from the landlords and the 

rural rich. Middle peasants were also frightened in view 

of the regimented attack of the poor peasants and 

agricultural labourers. To retain the unity among the , 

cultivating pea~antry, H.K.Konar assured to protect the 

interests of the small and middle peasants and stated that, 

11everything would be done to protect the farmers ' 

. 1169 
~nterests • 

'rhe recording of rights of barg_~~ was not stepped 

up immediately which had to be done through land· settlement. 

Although the u.F governments did not adopt comprehensive 

an;~ildments of the .. existing land laws, it adopted certain 

interim measures and enacted some legislations. It passed 
,.· 

legislations banning all evictions for one year, conferring 

rights of ownership of homestead lands upto one twelfth of 

an acre on poor peasants and agricultural labourers free of 
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cost, requisiti-oning fall0\<1 cultivable land and ?hanging 

the flat rate of land revenue system into a graded system 

making family holdings upto 3 acres of agricultural land 

rent.-free, keeping unaltered the revenue on holdings from 

3 acres to 7 acres, increasing it to 1.25 times for 7 to 

10 acres, 2 times for 10 to 15 acres, 3 times for 15 to 20 

acres and 4 times for beyond 20 acres. Regarding the 

distribution of recovered vest and benami land, the tillers 

who own less tharr 2 acres were prefered. Illegal eviction 

of share-crO?pers was banned. 

It was for the first time, the peasantry saw that the 

left government was actually interested in changing their -

plight and in establishing the peasant rule in the country-

side. 

In the next period {since 1972 to 1977) when the CPI 

entered an alliance with the Congress party both in the 

centre and state legilsatures the struggle for land 

virtually stopped. However, the AIKS-CPI recorded its 

achievement during this period in its AIKS Report that in 

West Bengal 27, aoo acres of !and had been recovered and 14 

members of its peasant organisation had been killed in the 

land struggle between 1970 and 1973. Its all India activity 

• was said to have been more successful in land reform70• 
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Section 4a) ~S:~.PUrsued by Them Ul;:_ing 19ll to 1985. 

In 1977, the communists and leftists came to dominate 

the political situation of the state once again. During 

the period of internal emergency and immediately after its 

withdrawal they invigoratedtheir campaign against the 

ruling congress. The electorate of this state remarkably 

favoured them in the State As~embly and Parliamentary 

elections held in 1977. Only the CPI being in alliance 

with the Congress suffered in these hustings. 

The Left Front (L.F) which emerged in 1977 was led by 

the CPI(M). The L.F partners brought out a 36 point common 

minimum programme (election manifesto) where the issue of 

land reform received a fair attention but the question of 

rural democracy did not find any explicit mention., 

With the coming of Left Front government primary 

importance was given to the implementation of la~.d reforms 

policy in West Bengal. The basic areas of the reform werea 

(a) recovery of vest land and benami land above the ceiling 

in clandestine manner; and distribution of the same among 

the landless, poor peasants and agricultural labourers free 

of price; abolition of all scope of concentration of land 

through a suitable amendment of the existing land reform 

la>vs, and recording of the names of the bargadars to secure 

their interests; b) abolition of all financial debts of the 

,.. 
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peasantry and steps to provide them with cheap and timely 

credit to eliminate their dependence on rural moneylenders 

and usurers; c) exemption of poor peasant from rent on 

land~ d) to incr~ase wages of agricuitural labourers and 

creation of additional employment opportunities f'br them 

during the lean period in the year; and e) provision for 

seeds, manure, agricultural implements at a subsidised rate 

and for irrigation facilities 71 • 

steps taken to implement this programme may be 

classified in the following way : 1) enactment of legisla

tion!- 2) administrative measures for restructuring of land 

settlement and lan'd. management, 3) mobilisation Of rural 

masses, 4) rec:·ording of bar$l,ada~, 5) distribution of the 

recovered land among the landless, poor and agricultural 

labourers. Recognising the limits to bureaucratic actions, 

the Left Front Government strongly felt that unless the 

beneficiaries of the land reform were organised themselves, .. 

the steps suggested for the alleviation of their misery 

would never succeed • 

.Major amendments to the West Bengal Land Reforms let 

of 1955 were passed by the State Assembly on September 29, 

1977 and the assent of the President received on February 

197872 • The Act provided for ~a) eviction Of bargadars as 

a punishable offence; b) exemption of the payment of land 

revenue upto 4 acres of 1 and in irrigated and 6 acres of 

r . ' 
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1 and in non-irrigated areas; c) compulsory grant of receipt 

of a bag1adar for delivery of his share; d) elevation· of 

the status of ~f.S!~~ as a kind of o.mer of the land by 

which they could mortgage the property to secure loan 

advances. The West Bengal Estates Acquisition Act was also 

suitably amended in 1977. A wide legal-cover was provided 

thus for the in.terests of the landless, bargadars and poor 

peasants in the countryside. A political commitment to 

genuine land reforms has by and large been reflected in 

these enactments. 

New departments were also created in 1978 within the 

Land and Land Revenue Mi.nistry for the purpose of different 

activities of the department and ensuring the speedy 

implementation of land reform schemes. Besides a significant 

shift was made in implementation of land reforms by involving 

the pancha~a~. After necessary changes in the W.B. Pan

chayat Act of 1973 three-tier Panchayat elections were held 

in 1978 on the basis of party nomination. Immediately after 

the Panchayat elections, the Panchayat bodies were 

associated with the task of land reforms in the state. The 

emphasis on Panchayat bodies for land reform was due to the 

fact that the representatives of the rural people were in 

the know of facts about vested and benami land and about 

deserving poor among whom these lands should be distributed. 

A sample survey conducted.by the Planning D3partment, 



Government of West Bengal found that 80 per cent of the 

Gram Panchayat (lowest tier) members were drawn from the 
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cultivators and poor occupational groups such as teachers, 

unemployed, landle~s labourer, ~rgadars. and artisans 
73

• 

The L.F found it necessary to organise the rural poor 

and weaker sections and to bring them in the rural orienta-

tion camps. A group of 30 to 40 agricultural labourers, 

new assignees of vested lands and landless share-crappers 

were selected from a cluster of villages in consul~ation 

with the peasant organisations working in the area in order 

••to gather first hand knowledge and understand the problems 

and difficulties of the rural poor as also to encourage 

them to come forward with their legitimate demands notwith-

stan '~.ng the threat and intimidation, economic as well as 
,, 

social pressure of vested interest groups in the rural 

74 areas" • This device helped the fulfilment of twin aims -

mobil is at ion of rural poor and minimisation of inter-party 

clashes which vitiated the countryside during the U.F · 

periods in the 1960 's. 

Another landmark in the land reform activities during 

the first L.F government was in the field of the recording 

of the names of share crappers, pOpularly knovm as 

I t • b ,75 , , Opera J.on ar9a J.n a revolutJ.onary speedo The entire 

work of recording of bargadars under an intensive drive 

involved five distinct Operations, namely, (1) identification 

of areas with the priority where there were large concen-

tration of bargadars; (2) conveninn m<=><=>+-~ .... ~~ -r- ,_ ~·. 
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ownr:::rs and sharecroppers by issuing legally valid notices 

and by beat of dl:'Ums; {3) hearing of facts from both the 

parties and examining the documents, if any; 4) field 

verification; and 5) issuing certificates to sharecroppers 

whose names have been recorded. 

Another important vlOrk of the first L. F government was 

to wage a massive ·movement for the increase of the wages 

of the agricultural \vorkers. In this movement, the 

government, the parties of L.F and various peasant organi-

sations were apprised and pressed into action through 

organising the rural agricultural labourers who were mostly_ 

unorganised for decades. In many places, these .agricultural 

labourers were provided with _vested lands, additional 

employment and other kinds of financial support. The 

demands of the agricultural 1 abourers were fully realized 

76 at par with the rate fixed by the govt. • 

The L.F government introduced the West Bengal Land 

Reforms (Amendment) Act 1981 (which received the President •s 

assent .in IvJarch 1986) for the abolition of intermediaries 

and imposition of ceiling limit for certain types of 

non-agricultural land which remained outside the ceiling 

limit in the previous ceiling Act (1955 Act as amended upto 

1971). As the statement of objects and reasons mentioned. 

This amendment sought 11 to advance the cause of land reforms 

by breaking the concentration of land11 and "by dlstributing 
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- 77 
the ceiling surplus among the landless and landpoor people'' .. 

Another provision was "for setting up land corporation 

'--to alleviate the difficulties faced by raiyat~ holding small 

quantities of land ••• A common service cooperative society 

is proposed in the Bill for catering to the needs of 

bargadars and patta-holder~ under section 49 for aiding them 

with implements and inputs for improved methods of cul ti-

vation. This is intended to free the poorest sections of 

the cultivators. from the clutches of usurious money-lenders. 
- 78 

and other vested interests 11 • 

In the 19 80 's, the political configuration Of the L .F 

appeared to be much stronger after the entry of the cPI 

into the fold of the L.F in this state. By joining hands 

with ·the CPI(M), the CPI strengthened the left unity and 

simultaneously it repudiated its past policy of alliance 

with the Congress party. Some leaders who were now 
---

recognised as responsible for 1970-77 policies of collabo- ---

ration with the Congress and still stuck to those policies .,.. 

were expelled. 

For the 9th West Bengal Assembly elections (1982) the 

election manifesto
79 

stressed more on the implementation 

of the 1 and reform laws enacted by the first L. F _govemment 

and early completion of the work of survey and se.ttlement 

of Land records. .H.ecording-of-rights to bargadars, 

enhancing wages of the agricultural labourers, protection· 
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of the economic interests of the raiyats and bargadars if 

needed by exemption of their 1 oan advances, extending 

irrigation facilities and storage facilities of agricultural 

prs)(~'__;_cts were among the most important measures. The 

manifesto called for ensuring active participation of the 
.,.. 

rural peOple to make the panchayat institutions agencies 

for sustained rural develOpment particularly in the interest 

of the 1 ower strata of the rural people. 

The Left Front parties in vlest Bengal pursued in a 

sustained manner their policy of land reform and democratic 

decentralisation of power for the rural people through the 

panchayat bodies. They also pursued the policy Of keeping 

a constant watch for preserving the results already 

achieved in these regards against their confirmed political 

opponents in the state and in the centre. The manifesto of 

the lOth Assembly election (1S87) on policy of land reform 

and rural democracy emphasised practical tasks rather than 

carrying on polemics against the opponents. It pledged for 

planning at the district level for alround rural development 

through land reform, additional employment of the agricul-

tural 1 abourers, irrigation through the use of under-ground 

water resources and new dams, flood control, intensive 

agriculture for more production, rearing of livestocks better 

communication facilities and mass education, 80 etc. • 

'rhe Land Re:Eorm Policy of -the L. F for comple~e 
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abolition of 1 andl ordism and concentration of 1 and and the 

establishment of democratic Pancha;lati system has received 

much attention. HO\vever, thi.s is an alternative approach 

for India 1s vast rural develOpment • .M:l.ny committees and 

commissions and many state governments ~n by the non-left 

political parties also came to acknowledge the progress 

made in the states ruled by the left and communist parties. 

Now the stvqy will highlight the actual efforts by 

the major L.F parties particularly by the CPI(M) and CPI 

in the state of vlest Bengal and the success achieved 

thereby. 

Section 4b) Respective Organisational steps Pursued by 

Them in This Period 

Resumption of power by the left parties in West Bengal 

in 1977 and their continuation till today is a noticeable 

event in the politics of this state. For immediate radical 

agr~rian reforms and establishment of rural democracy, the 

L.F took a three-pronged strategy - legislative, administra

tive and organisational actions. The L.F parties activated 

their respective frontal organisations particularly at the 

lOcal level for preper realisation of legislative and 

administrative measures. The initiatives of the CPI(M) 

among the front partners were more important in this regard 

as it considered radical land reform by abolition of 



1 andl ordism to be the central strategy of this stage of 

revolution. 
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Here the study will analyse the organisational steps 

since 1977 in the state of West Bengal. 

I'he mobilisation of peasantry particularly its lower 

strata - small and marginal fanners, barQadars, landless 

agricultural ). abourers and poor artisans who constitute more 

than 80 per cent was the target of the Left Front parties 

to implement their 1 and refonn policy. Under the AIKS 

-CPI(M) there was an unprecedented upsurge in 1977 among 

all sections of peasantry in the shape of a big movement on 

the country-wide demand for recovery of vest and benami 

land, distribution of these lands among the poor peasantry 

and agricultural labourers, recording of rights Of bargadars, 

increase of wages for the agricultural labourers, remunera

tive price for the agricultural prodl.J.ce etc. Within a very. 

short period the countryside of West Bengal witnessed a 

different balance of power •. 'rhe landlords' influence was 

shattered by poorer strata of the rural people and this tirne 

the bureaucracy and police administration remained neutral. 

all along as directed by the L .F parties. Forcible occupa

tion of land and crops of the landlords, mass procession in 

the village roads, social boycott of the landlords who had 

carried on repression during the previous Congress rule 

were the most important organisational activities of the 
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peasant organisations. Actually the CPI(M)-led L.F could 

impress upon the poorer strata that the Left Front Government 

could be used as their own instrument of struggle for 1 and 

in the state. ·rherefore, they rallied round the peasant 

organisations·of the L.F parties. 

Table 7 showSthe recovery of vest land.and distribution 

and recording of rights of sharecroppers during the first 

* five Y.ears of the L.F rule in the state of West Bengal • 

Table 7 Distribution of Surplus Agricultural Land in 
Different States of India (in Acres) 

State 

.Andhra Pradesh 

Assam 

Surplus 
land 

767753 

604172 

Bihar 411698 

Gujarat 239977 

Haryana 119239 

Himachal Pradesh 284053 

Jammu-Kashmir 456000 

Karnatak 293 809 

.Keral a 126195 

.M:ldhya Prade;>h 29 8919 

Maharashtra 708705 

Land 
taken 
possession 
by the 
govt • 

484798 

527023 

305372 

145184 

110701 

3 81462 

450000 

114344 

89587 

2 09174 

607484 

Distribut 
-ed land 

362798 

No. of 
benefi
ciaries 

308756 

389164' 358697 

225553 

107667 

110521 

3340 

450000 

116885 

59651 

136839 

508501 

254386 

24719 

37106 

4400 

450000 

26869 

118403 

49584 

126215 

----------------------------------------------------------
contd ••• 

. 
• I 
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Table 7 contd . . . 
Manipur 

Orissa 

Punjab 

Raj sthan 

1652 

173856 

307810 

613192 

1632 1632 326 

156215 144773 . 121384 

103474 100171 25788 

396782 72871 

·ramilnadu 167979 

544061 

158214 1259 84 99623 

'l'ripura 

U.P 

* H.e 

2012 

508869 

1239887 

1929 1521 1317 

483466 346697 290290 

1111665 836865 1726361 

Dadra-Nagar 
Haveli 8953 7507 4850 1290 

D:lhi 1153 1141 312 654 

Pondicheri 2353 1195 956 1165 

All India 7337836 5935625 4431572 4101204 

Source : Lok Sabha Question-answer, 7th March, 1988. 

* Note : Of the total agricultural land distributed through 
land reforms in India, nearly 20 per cent has been 
contributed by West Bengal, although in the total 
agricultural land in our country1 the State •s 
share is less than 4 per cent. 

L-see - A Collection of Selected Speeche~ 
Jyoti ~~, Chief Minister, West Bengal, 
Calcutta:Deptt. of Information and 
Cultural Affairs, Govt. of W.B. 1991, 
p.78..J. 

y . ' 
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Table 8 Reclamation of vested agricultural land and its 
distribution by the L.F Government of West 
Bengal. (All figures are cumulative in the 
successive years) 

Reclaimed 
upto 

31.12.1978 

31.12.1979 

31.12.1980 

31.12.1981 

31012.1982 

Amount of land vested 
(in acres) 

11,22,576.68 

11,77,180.16 

12,11,616.75 

12,49,177.76 

12,57,337.44 

Amount of land 
distributed 
(in acres) 

6,12,505.38 

6,14,060.22 

6,73,452.63 

7,16,916.22 

7,50,398.44 

Source Land Reforms in West Bengal Statistical Reports, 
1978-1982. compiled by the combines Statistical 
Cell of the Deptt. of the Board of Revenue and 
Deptt. of the Land and Land Reforms, Govt. of West 
Bengal, Writers • Buildings, Calcutta-1. 

Table 9 Number of Sharecropper whose names were recorded 
over their possession under the drive of 
•operation barga • in West Bengal druing 1978-1982 

Recording of 
Rights upto 

31.12.1978 

31.12.1979 

31.12.1980 

-*~-----

.,. 

Numbers of Share-cropper recorded 

Mi dnapor Burdwan 
.District* District*' 

88,678 36,805 

1,41,395 60,767 

2,13,698 791 825 

West 
.Dinajpur 
.District* 

55,164 

70,292 

84,955 

·rot a1 in w. B. 
including all 
other Districts 

5,72,694 

71851117 

10,01, 9 86 

contd ••• 
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Table 9 C?._~~_£ ~·-·~------------·------------------------ ... ------- __.......--~~-----
31.12.1981 2,57,984 87,225 90,116 11,25' 826 

31.12.19 82 2178,382 93,504 92,617 12,06,529 

-- .. ----· ------ ·--- --------------- ---·-·----------------- ...----·---··-----..._.--~~-

~rhese three districts in W.B are specifically s~own because 
field survey has been conducted in some areas ip these 
three districts. n=:tails of the survey are in the forth
corning Chapter VI. 

source : As above. 

The progress of land reform during the first Left 

Front government was appreciable. Recovery of vest lands 

and their distribution among the beneficiaries showed an 

enc_;uraglng trend. So also the distribution of vest land 

among the benefic·iaries increased. 

-~-

Share cropping is the legacy of the semi-feudal land 

relation. 1'-bre than 35 per cent of agricultural 1 and was 

cultivated in this way. lind the share-cro._::>pers were easy 

prey of eviction by the ovmer of t;he land. Peasant 

organisations demanded recording of the rights of the 

share-cro._::>pers since the pre-independence days. The 

Congress rule in the state made a legislative progress 

which lacked proper implementation. It was L .F which 

vigorously promoted this task in the state through 

11 0peration Barga 11
• An important step for this operation 

was of organising intensive QrOUp meetings ncar the place 

of share-cropping land, involving the panchayat bodies, 
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peasa11ts organisations, the concerned ~r_gjL,q,~~ and the 

officials concerned wit~h a view to speedy recording of 

rights of ~~SL~~~~· After the introduction of "operation 

barga" recording had increased from 2.5 ~ in June 1977 

to more than 12 1~~ at the end of 1982. 

The demand for increasing wages for the agricultural 

labourer-s was another major step against rural pOilerty. 

'rhe peasants • organisations, particularly their 10\ver strata 

brought forward the demand for increasing wa9es for the 

agricultural 1 abourers. Therefore, organised movement for 

improving the economic conditions of the agricultural 

labourers became stronger in the countryside in West Bengal 

since 1977. 'rhe daily average wage rates, cash and kind 

combined to;;ether, are shown in Table 10 for the different 

districts of W.B for the years 1976-77 and 1979-80. 

Table 10 Average daily wage rates of agricultural labourers 
in West Bengal in 1975-77 and 1979-80 

(in rupees) -------·---- ·-~--------·----~-------------------- .... 
District 1976-77 1979-80 __ .._·-:-~------- -·-·-·····--------------.... ----- -·----- _. ________ --...--~---_........ ........... 
1. Darjeeling 5.90 7.25 

2. Jalpaiguri 5.20 6.95 

3. Cooch Behar 5.,05 6.25 

4. West Dinajpur 4o70 4.95 

5. Malda 4.50 4.35 
------------------._·------------------~---_..--_____________ .._ ........ 

contd .... 
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Table _1_0 __ contd ~ ·---------·--·------------···--___. ________________ _ 
6. M.lrs hi dab ad 5. 80 7 0 80 

7. Nadia 4.80 5.40 

8. 24-Parg an as 5.75· 7.53 

9. Hovrrah 6.50 8.15 

10. Hooghly 5. 50 7.55 

11., Burdwan 5.70 7.15 

12. Birbhum 5.55 7.30 

13. Bankura 7.10 s.oo 

14. Purulia s.oo 5.15 

15. t-1idnapore 5.40 7.15 -------·- -~----·-_... __________________ . _________ __ 
West Bengal 5.65 6. 75 

Socio-Economic ~Valuation Branch, 'Deptt. of 
Agriculture, Govt. of West Bengal. Collected 
from - Rural revel opment and Planning Under 
the L.F.Govt. in W.B. by .or:-. Asim .D3.sgupta, 
Govt. of W.B. 1981, p.12. 

This improvement in wage rate has been a result of an 

increase in the bargaining power of the agricultural 

labourers. It is also related to the active role played 

by the Panchayats, alongwith the peasants 1 organisations, 

in protecting the interests of the agricul tu.ral labourers. 

With the revitalisation of the Panchayati system in 

the state of West Bengal which assumed office in 1978 was 

associated the tasks of land reform and rural development. 

The elected panchayats were given wide powers and 
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responsibilities .. in relation ·to .rural development and were.

provided wit_9 substantial fin~ces 81 • This was a unique 

experiment in the decentralisation of power and these steps 

together could serve as an alternative approach for rural 

development in India. 

The CPI ( M) led L. F government decided to provide, 

step by step an increasing responsibility to the elected 

.rural bodies in the decision-making and implementation of 

various .rural programmes. 'rhese have been manifested in 

the second and subsequent terms of the CPI ( M) led L. F in 

the state of W3st Bengal. 

Activities on land refopn and establishment of rural 

democracy were the persist ant policies of the Cl?I (M) led 

L.F in West Bengal. In the West Bengal Assembly elections 

in 1982 and in the Panchayat elections in 1983 the L.F 

recorded a better electoral performance in the state. The 

Left coalition partners in Kerala and Tripura, were also 

elected to form a majority in these state assemblies. 

Actually the return of the Congress party at the Centre 

did not affect the political scene of the left-ruied states 

in this period. In the state of West Bengal, the CPI's 

entry into the fold of the L.F actually helped the left 

front enormously as the latter had a considerable political 

base. 
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Another significant fact was that for the first time 

the CPI (M) acknowledged the need for a separate organisation 

of the agricultural labourers. Regarding the CPI{M) 's shift 

from the earlier policy of refusing to set up such an 

organisation. M.A. Rasul stated that 11 'rhe rapid numerical 

growth of ·this section in recent years has led to the 

formation of a separate all-India organisation • • • The 

All-India Agricultural Workers' Union {AIAWU) L_-of the 

CPI(M)J Tdas formed. It held its first all-India conference, 

together with the AIKS conference at IYti.&:apore {West Bengal) 

in 1982. These two allied organisations have since been 

functioning in close cooperation with each other; consolida ... 

82 ting their positions in their respective spheres" • 

Simultaneously, in each area of the land reforms programmes, 

cooperation of the peasant organisations and active 

participation of the Panchayat bodies was sought. The 

di.L::'.:ct participa~_ion of the people and their representatives· 

in the application of Land Reform Programme was a new 
.,.. 

example in the country. 

All along the objective of land reforms programm'e 

pursued by the L. F was to reduce, as far as possible the 

disparity and irregularities in the rural economic structure 

by bringin9 about a change in the ownership of 1 aw and land 

tenancy system. The L.F undertook a comprehensive 

multipurpose prograr;une to distribute surplus land among the 

landless and to safeguard the rights of the sharecroppers. 
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The continuing policy was to vest as much surplus land 

above land ceiling in the state as possible within the 

e.x.i ~~ting legal framev1ork and pressing peasant organisations, 

administration arid the panchayat bodies into service for the 

83 
purpose ·Table 11 shm<Js the progress of recovery of vest 

land and distribution in the period from Iecember 1983 to 

:J:ecember, 199 0. 

'rable 11 Reclamation of vested agricultural land and its 
distribution by the L.F government of W.B (All 
figures are cumulative in the successive years) 

------------·----·---·------------------~---·----

Reclaimed upto Amount of land 
vested 
(in acres) 

Amount of land 
distributed (in acres) 

--- --. ···---------------~------~----------------------.~ 
31.12.1983 12,53,259.03 7,73,919.13 

31.12.1984 12,33,270.12* 7,99,224.86 

31.12.19 85 12,43,309.00 8,13, 054.17 

31.12.1986 12 1 5 4 1 86 3 o 89 8,33,190.54 

31.12.1987 12,56,1,73.57 - ** 

31.12.1988 12,57,491.96 8,50,474.22 

31.12.1989 12,60,942.68 8,79,225.00 

31.12.1990 12,61,141.83 9,10,809.22 

Source As Table 7 aboveo 

--------·--
Note : * Since 1984 Khasmahal Land vested in the hands of 

the Government hasoeen excluded as such land did 
not fall in the ca·tegory of agricultural land and 
co..J.l d not be distributed. 

** In this year distribution work was not undertaken. 
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Till the end of second L.F rule in the state, 12.54 

lakh acres of agricultural land had been vested in the 

govarnment. In the next term the L.F continued its policy 

on land reforms. At the end of 1990, 12.51 acres of land 

have been vested in the hands of the government. 

Regarding distribution of vested lands the L. F 's 

continuing policy was to distribute at least a fraction of 

land to each landless rural household. Side by side, the 

government provided minimum agricultural equipments and 

credit to these peasants. Sometimes a small plot of land 

was used for se_condary purposes like animal rearing, fishing 

and planting trees. At the end of the second term of the 

L.F government in West Bengal in 1986, 8.33 lakh acres have 

been distributed to the poor peasants and landless agricul

tural labourers. ·rhe figure rose to 9.1 ~ in 1990. 

This record of land reform to help the rural poor in 

improving their economic condition has no parallel in the 

country. 

Another landmark achievement of this land reform policy 

during the CPI(M) led L.F rule in West Bengal was to safe

guard the right of the sharecroppers and to ensure safe 

cul tlvation by them. Table 12 shO\vS the progress of 

recording of rights of sharecroppers in the state. 
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Table 12 : Number of share-croppers whose names were 
recorded over their possession ·under the drive 
of •Operation Barga • in West Bengal during 
1983-90 __ .._·---------~--.. ··---~--------~--------------

..;:{ecording 
or rights 

Number of Sharecroppers Recorded 

--- --------------~-~-

_,.. 

. . 

Midnapore Burd\van 
District k: District*· 

------------------------
31.12.19 83 2,88,433 9912 82 

31.12.1984 2,92,140 1,04,399 

31.12.1985 2,96,411 1,08,546 

31.12.1986 2~99,127 1,11,095 

31.12.1987 3,01,016 1,13,588 

31.12.1988 3,02,914 1, 15, 182 

31.12.1989 3,03,652 1,17,411 

31.12.1990 3, 03, 857 1,19,417 

West 
Dinajpur 
District k: 

Total in 
West Bengal 
including 
all other 
Districts 

-------·-----
93,887 12,71,218 

95,105 13,11, 482 

95,972 13,37,533 

96,745 13,61,680 

97,146 13,79,134 

9 8,162 13,94,753 

98,195 14,05,442 

98,.195 14,29,319 

~-~----·---·-·-·-------------·---~----

source : As Table 8 above. 

· * These three districts have- been specifically shO\m as 
they have been covered in the field survey results of 
which has been placed in Ch. VI. 

At the end of 1986, the names of 13.61 lak.Jl bargadars 

have been recorded and at the end of 1990 this figure rose 

to 14. 2 9 1 akh. 

For the increase of wages of the agricultural 

·1 abourers movements by the peasants • and agricultural 

workers • organisations of the CPI (M) and the CPI have 
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been strengthened since 1983. rrhe CPI{l'1) in its Reports ----
of Front·J.l .'\ctivities-1985, stated 11 £Very year in the t\.YO ------·-- -
sessions of cultivations and ha.rvesting, the movement is 

directed by g..11d large in an organised manner. Both centrally 

and district\vise, regular efforts are being made to issue 

pamphlets, hold meetings, small conventions, mass meetings 

in order to strengthen the campaign and movement and an 

organised fo)'tm given to the movement through taken strives 

in the state and in the districts. Efforts are constantly 

being made to organise these movements jointly with other 

1 , , 184 
left peasants organ~sat~ons • • 

The Report stated with satisfaction that 11the minimum --
* daily wage as determined by the government has been 

85 
achieved11 • 'rhe CPI (H) led L. F stressed more on the poorest 

strata of the peasantry and agricul tura.J. labourers. 

Particularly, the CPI(M) whose political base in the state 

is wide ranging brought the Party's lOth congress (held at 

Jullundher in 1978) Resolution into practice. For cPI (M) 

11basing agricultural 1 abourers, poor peasants emphasis be 

given on the importance of building up unity of agricultural 

labourers, poor peasants and the rich peasants, and not on 

the old pattern of peasants ' unity on the basis Of middle 

86 
and rich peasants 11 

• It further called for isolating the 

h<md.ful of landlords and for expediting the thor<:>ugh land 

reform movement for its early completion. --------
* Rate of Minimum Wages has been appended as Appendix II!o 
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Regarding the extension.of rural democracy, the 

panchayat-system in the state of 'f~st Bengal established 

by the L.F marked a steady progress in the sphere of. the 

extension of social justice since 1978. During the L.F 

rule as the Chief Ivli.nister, Jyoti Basu said, 11 'rhe Panchayat: 

institutions working as vital instruments of rural 

development are entrusted with the execution of all important 

schemes and programmes relating to the ameliorative action 

in the villages. It has been proved beyond doubt, that 

these institutions can really go a 1 ong way in mitigating 

• :h h • d I 87 I h vaL·~ous proJJlems of t e country-s~ _e• • • T e performance 

of the Panchayats in all these programmes has been 

notevJOrthy. In the field of lane:. reforms ••• L-~lest Bengal_] 

occupies a special position of price in the country, and 

this has been made possible in no small measure by the 

participation of local people through the Panchayats ••• 

Fl_.:-:~ing Commission, it has observed that the involvement 
.. 

of Panchayats had led to much better coordination in the 

- 88 implernentati6n of the programme in I·Jest t3engal 11 • 

·rhe Panchayat institutions v1ere made responsible to 

the rural people. The amended Panchayat Act 11made obliga-

tory to call a public meeting every six months and twice a 

year and to place everything before it in order to build 

up a close relation and contact with the people. The 

statement of accounts of grants received from the government 
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has to be hung up in the office; the list of the recipients 

has also to be hung up - so that people rnay knO\'>' everything 

and keep v,rhich ... Besides, arrangements have been made 

for keeping watch upon the tiers of the Panchayat by the 

party Committees, Kisan organisations of the respective 

level 1189 • 

The L.F parties made th~ Panchayat bodies representative 

in character, reflecting the interests of poor classes in the 

iural areas by reducing the domination of the rural affluent 

over the panchayat bodies iri. 11'lest Bengal. 

'rhe introduction of the decentralized planning upto 

the block level during the L.F rule heralded a new beginnihg 

in the planning process in the state. This experiment has 

been recognised everywhere as a bold step to involve the 

90 
peOple with the entire planning set-up • Land reform and 

rejuvination of the Panchayat system in ~st Bengal under 

the CPI (I•l) led-L. F rule are two big successes. 

It may be concluded that the CPI(H)-led L.F rule 

including the CPI since 19 80, has been successfully under-

mining feudal and semi-feudal 1 and relations. and reducing 

concentration of land in the countrysidee The panchayat 

system instituted and run here since 1978 has also been 

st:·~~)ngthening democracy in the rural areas of the state91 • 
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Section 1 (i) M=thodol CXJY 

To study the programmatic differences between the two 

communist parties it is imperative to examine their 

respective actual political practices. Therefore, this 

study is designed to explore areas of differences on two 

important programmatic issues-agrarian reforms and rural 

democracy by looking into the actual practices of the two 

communist parties, namely, the CPI and the CPI(M). To 

explore their differences the methodology applied for the 

purpose may be stated below. 

The State ~f West Bengal has been taken as the universe 

of this study. Three distinct regions have been. selected 

from three parts : northern part, middle part and western 

part of West Bengal. These are West D:i.najpur dis.trict, 

Burdwan district and Midnapore district respectively. The 

specific areas where this survey has been conducted are : 

Itahar Assembly constituency in West Dinajpur district, 

Bhatar Assembly constituency in Burdwan district and 

Panskura-West Ass~mbly Constituency in Midnapore district. 

Only predominantly rural areas have been chosen so that in 
,{ .. 

the context of agricultural economy there the two parties ' 

practices for agrarian economy may be studied. It has also 

been taken care of that in the areas selected both the 

communist parties have considerable political influence or 

base since 1964. Besides, the undivided communist party 
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had political influence in these three areas both in the 

pre-and post-independence periods. Their respective 

political influence can justifiably be shown in the table 

belov1 from their election records for the state Legislative 

Assembly elections since 1964. This study covers the period 

Pre-split CPI 's position in the West Bengal Legislative 
Assembly EI.ect'ions in the following Assembly Constituency in 
west Bengal 

Pans kura-lflest 
(in hidnapore 

-:'.Jistrict) 

X 
X 
I 
l 

Bhatar (in 
Burdwan 
district) 

X 
l 
l 

Itahar (in 
West Dinajpur 
district) 

1952 Haripada -Bhovnnik In this election *Banamali D:l.s 

9'_!. 9,654 Bhatar was a part 

*Shyamdas of Kanksa Assemb-
Bhattacharyya 

Cong. 19,485 

(It was then 
Paskura-South) 

ly Constituency 

and from 1957 it 

became an Assemb-

ly Constituency 

Cong. 11 , 7 79 

Basanta Lal 
Chatterjee 

CPI. 6, 020 

----------------------------------------------
1957 Smt. Geeta 

M.J.kherjee 

9:!· 19,134 

*:Shyamdas 
Bhattacharyya 

cong. 2 6, 303 

{It was then 
Paskura-South) 

*Smt AbhaJ.ata 
Kundu 

Cong. 14,922 

sun dar Gop aJ. 
Mi. tra 

CPI. - 10,274 

Banamali .r::as 

Cong. 8,443 

*Basanta Lal 
Chatterjee 

~- 8,887 

contd ., •• 
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1962 Qnar Ali 

9:!· 27,228 

*Shyamdas 
Bhatt acharyya 

Cong. 31,849 

-·------
*Candidates elected. 

*Aswani Roy 
-~ 

9:1.· 21,301 

Saradindu Sekhar 
Gupta 

15,407 

478 

Basanta------Lal 
Chatterjee 

~- 19,542 

*Joynal Abedin 

Cong. 22,276 

since 1964 when the Communist Party of India was divided into 

the communi-st party of India-Marxist (CPI-M) and the 

Comrrunist Party of India (CPI). 

1'he post-split electoral_position of CPI and CPI (M) 

in the three Constituencies since the Fourth Assembly 

ELections (1957) has been shown in the table below. 

Panskura - West 
(in 1'-li dn ap ore 
district) 

-~-~--

1967 *Rajani Kanta 
Pramanik 

B. Cong. 3 6, 132 

Shyamdas 
Bhattacharj ee 

Cong. 21., 949 

Bhatar (in 
Burdwan 
district) 

As\-1ani Roy 

CPI. 

*Santimoy 
Hazra 

11,638 

-----·------
Itahar (in 
West Dinajpur 
District 

-------·---
Basanta Lal 

Chatterjee 

f!l£. 10,529 

*Joynal Abedin 

12,291 Cong. 25,620 
'· 

L.-Chatterjee was 
officially not 
nominated but 
supported by CPIJ 

contd ••• 

-----
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1969 *Ahind.ra Mishra 

B. Cong. 32,070 

Harekrishna 
Pattanayak 

Cor:!£. 25,029 

*'Aswani Roy 

9:!· 
Santimoy 

Hazra 

cong. 

26,357 

10,808 

479 

Basanta Lal 
Chatterjee 

~- 24,447 

*Joynal Abedin 

Cong. 26,461 

------·---------------------------------------
1971 

----
1972 

-·--· 
1977 

Chitta Ranjan 
Chakraborty 

ConSl!..J.E) 
12,448 

*Omar Ali 

9:!· 20,984 

Manaranj an Roy 

~ 9,209 

*Qnar Ali 

CPI. 28,090 

*Qnar Ali 

9?_! •.• 15,497 

Sk.Fayez Ali 

CPIM. 9,533 

-------------------

*Anath Bandhu 
Ghosh 

Aswani Roy 

CPI. - 5,391 

Anath Bandhu 
Ghosh 

~tt. 11,974 

*Bholanath 
Sen 

cons. 31,822 

*Bholanath 
Sen 

·cong. 29,324 

Saktipada 
Chatt opadhyay 

F.B. 2 8, 5 87 
.. _____ 

.. 

Haricharan 
:I:::ebnath 

CPI(M) .-12,541 

*Joynal Abedin 

Cong.:B. 3 0, 2 21 

Sac hindu 
Chc:!.kraborty 

CPI. 6,308 

*Joynal . Abedin 

Cong. 3 7, 810 

Shanti Sarkar 

CPIM • 10,543 

*Joynal Abe din 

Cong. 26,747 

Salil Kr. Gupta 

g:rM. 16,384 

contd ••• 
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contd ... 
19 82 *Qnar AJ. i Bholanath 

Sen 
Basanta Lal 

Chatterjee 

1987 

46,399 

Jyot i Kr. Roy 

Con9 (1)26,407 

Asit Baran 
samanta 

consail) 30,974 

SE.f.· 
-~·· 

3 71016 CPI. 35,339 

*Sayad Md.Masih *Joynal Abedin 

CPIIvl. 44,045 Cong (S)42,496 

------------------------
Banamali Hazra 

cong {I) 3 8, 493 

*Sayd Md. Masih 

CPH1. - 55,958 

Joynal .Abedin 

Con9-I 43,021 . 
lit Swadesh Chaki 

9:!· 47,542 .. 

Section 1 (ii) 'rhe Q-lestionnaire and tl)e Profile of the 

Respondents. 

The questionnaire has been. designed for a field survey 

to explore the individual political aspects and areas of 

ac.tivities of the two parties in respect of agrarian reforms 

and rural democracy and to examine their dif.ferences. 

Basic features of the questionnaire : (1) Queries were 

directed to demands for agrarian reform and rural democracy 

made by .CPI and CPI (M); nature and forms· of struggle for 

these demands; participation, leadership and opposition. 

(2) Q-leries were aJ_so designed to get information for the 

periods separately for 1947-1964 and 1964-1985. (3) Elnphasis 

has been laid more on the 1 atter period (19 64-19 85) which is 
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relevant to this ··study. (4) Another important query was on 

the inter-relationship between the two communist parties as 

to how one party assessed the other at the 1 owest 1 ayer of 

their respective party-organisations. This examination will 

be indicative of the programmatic criticism of one against 

the other. (5) The questionnaire has been as far as possible 

structured. 

However, this is an attempt to examine the practical 

positions of the two contending parties beside their 

respective programmatic assertions for India's revolutioa 

and their difference of approach studied earlier. 

'I'he specific lay-out of" the questionnaire consists of 

the three main sections, namely, agrarian reforms, rural 

democracy and practical aspects of CPI and CPI {M). 

First, the questionnaire on agrarian reforms has been 

subdivided into (i) leadership of the movement during both 

the pre-split and post-split periods; {ii) approaches to 

agrarian reforms particularly after the split of the party, 

and (iii) role of CPI and CPI{M) in the movement for the 

economic rights for the agricultural labourers. 

. '• 

Second, the questionnaire on rural democra£X covers 

the movement for democracy and the class forces required 

for ensuring democratic measures. 
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The 1 ast important aspect is tbe political inter-rel a-

tionship (difference) between the two contending communist 

parties for joint movement at ~he lower level. 

A profile of the respondents necessary on the basis of 

their independent characteristics~ For this purpose, the 

questionnaire was designed to elicit information about the 

respondents' age, occupational identity, education and 

class origin. 

An equal number of respondents have been chosen from 

the two parties in each of the three selected areas. In 

each Assembly Constituency 8 respondents from the CPI and 

8 respondents from the CPI(M) have been chosen. Thus 

their total number is 48 in the three constituencies. Care 

has been taken to choose the respondents with a minimum 

organisational experience in their respective parties at 

the lowest level like Local Committee M:mbership (LCH) of 

the CPI (M) and the Local Council l':Embership of the CPI. 

Data collected from the three selected areas of West 

Bengal on the above issues relating to CPI and CPI(f-1) are 

presented in the next Section for detailed study • 
... · 

The Q.lestionnaire has been included as Appendix II. 

Independent Characteristics of Respondents : 

·rhe profile of respondents has been drawn up showing 

their independent characteristics. The foll Ol.ving tables are 

prepared on this basis. 



Table 1 EXisting occupation of the respondents (rural 
level leaders from both the CPI and the CPI-M) 

-------
Itahar Bhatar Panskura Total 

483 

Name of 
professions -------------------------------------------------- Grand TOtal 

CPI CPI-t1 CPI CPI-M CPI CPI-M CPI CPI-M 

------------------------------- ---·---------
Ag.L. 

Poor 
peasants/ 
Share 
-croppers 

rvd.ddle 
peasants 

Ewca- lTeac-

1 

1 

3 

ted Ihers 2 
Middle XDxt-
class ··lors "';.... 

Full time 
politicians 1 
(whole-
timer) 

Unemployed 

Landlords 

Others 
(Business 
men) 

Total 8 

1 1 1 

1 1 

1 2 1 

2 4 

1 

1 1 1 

1 

8 8 8 

----------

1 1 3 3 6 

1 1 3 2 5 

2 7 2 9 

1 3 5 11 16 

2* 3 3 

1 1 3 3 6 

2 3 3 

8 8 24 24 48 

*One is a homeopath and another, unlicensed practitioner of 
medicine. 

It may be noted that CPI respondents have a larger 

representation from middle peasants (i.e., 29.1%) whereas 

the corresponding figure for CPI-M is 8.3%. certainly, 
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CPI-JYL_respondents have larger representation from educated 

middle class (45. 8%), the corresponding figure for CPI being 

20. SOlo. If, however, these two groups are added together, 

there is not much of a difference. 

Table 2 : Average age-group of the respondents 

Average 
age group 
(in years) 

Below 40 

Between 
41-50 

51-60 

61-70 

71 and 
above 

Total 

Itahar 

CPI CPI-l'-1 

1 

2 6 

4 2 

1 

8 8 

Bhatar 

CPI CPI-M 

1 5 

2 2 

4 1 

1 

8 8 

Panskura 
- West 

CPI CPI-M 

2 3 

3 5 

2 

1 

8 8 

Total 

CPI CPI-M 

5 14 

9 9 

7 1 

2 

24 24 

Grand 
'rotal 

1 

19 

18 

8 

2 

48 

It may be noted that age-group 41-50 years has largest 

representation from CPIM respondents (58.3%), the CPI figure 

being 20.8%. On the otherhand, 61-70 years age group has 

much larger representation in CPI {29.1%) whereas the CPI-M 

corresponding figure is 4.1% only. 
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Table 3 : Institutional educational standard of the respondents 

Educational 
standard 

Itahar 

No education 1 

Upto 
primary 1 

Upto 
Matriculation 4 

Graduation 

Post 
-graduation 

vocational 
or pro.Fs
ssionai 
graduation 

2 

,g 

1 

6 

1 

8 

panskura 
Bhatar _ West Total 

---------------- .~~----~-~----CPI CPI-M CPI CPI-M CPI CPI-M 
Grand 
Total 

------------------
1 1 1 2 2 4 

2 1 1 4 2 6 

2 2 2 3 8 11 19 

3 5 3 3 8 9 17 

1 1 1 

1 1 1 

------------------------
8 8 8 8 24 24 48 

- .. .,._ . .._...._. _______ .. __ --- -- ----- ···-- -.. - .... ---·---- ........ ---..--.. --------..-------- .. --------------· ___ ... ....._ .... __ 

If those reading upto primary level are alone considered, 

the CP.I res9ondents have 16.6% representation, the CPI-M 

fiqure being 8.3% only. Again, taking those reading upto 

Matriculati:)n alone, CPI-M has 45.8% respondents of this 

category, but CPI figure is 33.3%. If these categories are 

put to;;ether, there is no significant difference between CPI 

and CPIM. 
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Table 4 : Class origin of the Respondents (among the different 
ruri-il classes) 

-·· .... -·--- ..... _ .. -··- ---- -- ........ -._. ... --·-- . -____ ..__ . .._.- -- . ...- --··----- ... --·-- ··---- --------
Class 
origin 

Itahar Bhatar Panskura 
- West 

Total 

---···- ---- ------·--- ------------- ----------------·- _t ______ _ 
CPI CPI-M CPI CPI-M CPI CPI-M CPI CPI-M 

Grand 
·rotal 

_......_.- -----·-··· .. _ ........ _ ........... ----- ---- ------~ --· _ ... --- ----- --------- -·-· __ ...,_... ............ ..__ . 

l'qricul tural 
labourer-s 2 

Poor 
-peasants 
share 
-crop[)ers 

Hi delle 
.p e.qs ants 

Educated 
I'1i. d dl e ,. 
Class 

Erstwhile 
landlords 

others 
(Rural 
Businessmen) 

'rotal 

2 

3 

1 

8 

2 1 2 

3 1 3 

2 1 2 

1 2 1 

3 

8 8 8 

2 1 5 5 10 

2 2 5 8 13 

3 4 7 8 15 

1 1 4 3 7 

3 3 

8 8 24 24 48 

It has been found that agricul·tural labourers and poor 

peasants and share-crOppers, the l awest category of rural 

residents constitute 54.16% of respondents from CPIM and 

41.5% from CPI. ·rhe percen-tages of middle peasants and 

educated midcUe class together constitute 45. 8% respondents 

from each CPI-M and CPI. Erstwhile landlords constitute 

12.5% of respondents from CPI, but no such respondent was 

found from CPI 
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Section 2 Compilation and Analysis of Data 

A tiel d survey has been conducted to enquire about the 

practical political approaches _of the CPI and the CPI ( M) on 

the two basic programmatic issues, agrarian reforms and 

rural democracy and to examine whether their respective 

programmatic assertions have been translated into practice. 

Here belOI:l the discussion will be concentrated on compilation 

and analysis of data collected through field survey from 

the selected areas and from the selected respondents 

mentioned earlier. 

It is. evident that agrarian 1.mrest was a continual 

feature of rural life in the period(l947-64). Main slogans 

in the agr<H·ian front under the leadership of the .undivided 

CPI during the period was for complete abolition of 

1 andl ordi.sm, distribution of the surplus 1 and among the 

latvll.ess peasants, security of share-croppers and a proper 

tenancy legislation, etc. The CPI and its peasant front 

foJght for these aims and mobilized the rural noor and 

landless peasants against the stiff opr)osition of the 

landlo~ds and vested interests. The foll~~ing tables would 

throv1 light on the methods and means of movement, opposition 

from the vested interests, pattern of participation of the 

rur<il people and the class origin of the leadership for the 

agrarian movement. 'l'he respondents of both the parties 

responded almost in the same fashion aboJ.t the state of 
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affa-irs of the pre-split CPI in these regards during the 

period between 1947 and 1964. 

Table 5 : M::thods and means of struggle for land under the 
leadership of the (undivided) CPI and its peasant 
front during 1947 to 1964 -----··---- -·- __ ..._._ .. __.._._ ___________________________ . ______ ,._ _____ _ 

Itahar Bhatar Panskura 
- West .M3thods and 

means of 
movement --~----------------Total 

CPI CPI-M CPI CPI-M CPI CPI-M 
------------------------------·-----------------------
1.Meeting/ Yes 

Protest 
Procession/ 
memoranda No 

2 • Strike/ Yes 
remonstra-
tions No 

3.Forcible Yes 
acquisition 
of vested and 
benami lands No 

4.others, Yes 
Legal 
battles No 

8 8 

2 1 

6 7 

7 8 

1 

1 

7 8 

8 8 

5 2 

3 6 

5 5 

3 3 

8 8 

8 

5 

3 

5 

3 

1 

' 7 

7 47 

1 1 

16 

7 32 

7 37 

1 11 

2 

8 46 

----- -------·----·--------------------------------------·-.-------
The above table shows that the methods and means stated 

in the item no. (1) (meeting, protest procession and 

memoranda) were pursued in most of the cases for ~grarian 

movement followed by the method of forcible acqui'sition 

(stated in the item no.3) took the next place in the 

stv~ggle for land during this movement. The application of 

force was a pointer to the threat of opposition of the 
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landed interests du.ring the struggle for land. A third of 

the· respondents have indicated that strike and demonstrations 

were also means pursued during this period but double that 

number denied this. 

The survey result shov-1s that the nature and means of 

opposition by the landed interest in the rural areas during 

this period were pri~cipally of five categories; these were 

l... - armed attacks, repression through police administration, 

harassment through court-cases, economic boycott and social 

persecution. From the answers of the respondents it is 

evident that barring a fe'.v, almost all respondent held 

that vested iqterest in the rural areas was far stronger to 

meet any challenge of the 1 andless and the poor peasants 

led by the CPI and its peasant front during this period. 

The pattern of participation among the different rural 

sections in the struggle for land during this period would 

show that the 1 andless and poor peasants participated, 

rather provided the basic force, in the struggle for land 

led by the CPI and its peasant front. The participation of 

the middle peasants always remained insignificant•The CPI 

did not hesitate to bring them into the movement for land 

reform but their lack of interest in this movement was 

obvious due to the fact that this land reform movement was 

not directly gainful to them. However, the middle. peasants 

did not 'appose it either. 
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Respondents were asked each to name five leaders who 

led the movement for acquisition of the surplus land illegally 

held by the 1 andl ords in their areas during the period 

mentioned. The following tabre indicates the class of 

origin of these leaders. Mention may be made that a few nam-

es of leaders came up repeatedly as they were more influen-

tial in this respect. These names have been added up even 

when repeated. 

Table 6 : Class of origin of the leaders in the struggle 
for during the period between 1947-64 __________ ._..... ___________ _ _ ________ . ...,._.,.._ 

Class origin Itahar Bhatar Panskura 
- West 

Total 

---·---·-.. -----·----·~-----~----------- .. --
Ag.L/Poor peasants 

Middle peasants 

Educated middle 
class 

Rich peasants 

Landlords 

others 

.. 

25 

35 

4 

13 

3 

0 

--·-----------------
~·· 

so 

17 3S so 

3S 32 105 

4 3 11 

1S 4 35 

3 3 9 

0 0 0 

so so 240 

----·-----------------·---------·----
The above table shows that the largest number of.' 

leaders (43. 75%) came from middle peasants followed by the 

stratum of agricultural labourers and poor peasants (33. 3%). 
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Fror. ~ich peasants carne the next batch of leaders ( 14~5 8%). __... 

Hov;ever in the cas·e of Paskura - '1-.Jest the number of leaders 

from the agrieul tural labourers & poor peasants was more 

than that of the middle peasants. Land.l ords and educated 

middle class provided no significant number of leaders., 

· Table 7 : ~thods and means of opposition used by the landed 
interests against the agrarian movement led by the 
CPI during the pre-split period (1947-1964) -·----- .. -----------.... .._. _____ ...,._. __ .._ ____ ... ________ _..,..__...,......_ 

M3thods and 
means of 
opposi·tion 

Itahar Bhatar Panskura Total 
- West 

% 

------------------~--·--- --------.........------·--------~--

1.With anns Yes 

No 

2. By the help Yes 
of police 

No 

3. Harassment Yes 
through 
litigation No 

4.Economic Yes 
boycott 

No 

5. Social Yes 
persecution 

6. others 
including 
eviction 

No 

Yes 

No 

11 

5 

10 

6 

4 

12 

3 

13 

14 

2 

16 

0 

16 

0 

. 8 

8 

5 

11 

1 

15 

8 

8 

16 

0 

12 

4 

13 

3 

8 

8 

2 

14 

3 

13 

14 

2 

39 

9 

31 

17 

17 

31 

6 

42 

25 

23 

46 

2 

81.25 

18.75 

64.,58 

35.42 

35.42 

64.58 

12.50 

87.50 

52.08 

47.92 

95.83 

4.17 _____ .. _ .. __ . __ _.... _________ .. ______________ __... _______ . ____ _ 
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In the relevant period (1947-64) the united CPI carried 

on agrarian movements and noticed some typical forms of 

opposition thereto from the landed interests. The above 

table gives an idea of the methods and means of s~.ch oppo

sition. All the 48 respondents were asked about six types 

of means and methods. It is found that direct eviction of 

tenants was found by respondents with greatest amount of 

unanimity (95.8%) to be a means. 

Among the other means armed attack on tenants and 

.resort to the help of police were also affirmed largely 

81.·2s/~ and 64.5 8/o respectively. Social persecution was 

affirmed by 52% of the respondents. Hov1ever, economic 

boycott and legal harassment were denied as means by a 

majority of the respondents, 87.5% and 64.5% respectively. 

rrhus the means and methods widely used by landed interests 

for their opposition to agrarian movement were mostly direct 

such as eviction, armed attack and the use of police 

help. 

In the next stage when the party was divided into the 

CPI(M) and CPI in 1964 the issue of radical land reform and 

rural democracy got different treatment in their rival 

programmes. The follOI.ving analysis from the data available 

could highlight the most debated issues of 1 and reform and 

rural democracy in the countryside during the period between 

19 6 4 and 19 85 • 
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Equal number of respondents from both the parties 

(namely, the CP I an d. the CP I- M) were'' asked what were the 

important aims of land reform movement during the period 

between 1964 and 1985 for which their respective local 

party-organisations fought for. They equally emphasised 

that the main slogans for the agrarian movement were same. 

'I'here were - (1) acquisition of vest and benam-"!:_ land from 

the grip of landlords, (2) distribution of the same among 

the land poor peasants and 1 andless agricultural 1 abourers, 

(3) recording of rights of share-croppers, and (4) protection 

of the economic rights of the agricultural labourers e 

Table 8 Class position of leaders named by the respond
ents of CPI and CPI (M) who led the agrarian 
movement during 1964-85. 

-~--- ·---------- - -----p-ansku_r_a __ --~--
Class 
positions 

Itahar 
Bha_t._a_r ____ ~--~~~---------~ ~ 

CPI CPIM CPI CPIM CPI CPIM CPI CPIM ----·--------------- -----·~---_..._. __ 
Ag.L/Poor 
peasants 9 9 10 20 12 13 31 32 

I"liddl e 
peasants 11 6 8 7 7 10 26 23 

Educated 
middle 14 22 12 18 20 17 46. 57 
class 

Rich 
peasants 4 2 9 4 1 0 14 6 

Landlords 2 1 1 1 0 3 2 

Others 0 0 

--------------------- ------·-
Total 40 40 40 40 40 40 120 120 ------------___ _. __ . ..;. __________________ . _____________ .._ ______ 
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All the 48 respondents were asked to name 5 leaders 

each who were in the forefront in the agrarian movement 

during 1964 - 1985 period in their areas. Though some of 

the names were repeated,we have added up such names in the 

totals. The above table indicates the class position as 

mentioned by the respondents for such leaders. It is found 

that the order in which leaders from different classes were 

fo,w:: by CPI and CPI (Ivl) respondents have a similar distri-

bution. Both groups of respondents agreed that the largest 

number of leaders came from the educated middle class. 

CPI (lvi) respondents found 4 7. 5% and cPI respondents 38. ~3% 

of leaders coming from this class. This class was followed 

by agricultural 1 abourers/poor peasants. CPI ( .tVI) respondents 

found 26.66% and CPI respondents 25.83% of leaders coming 

from this category. Respondents from CPI(M) and CPI found 

leaders from the middle peasantry 19.16% and 21.66% respec

tively. 

From both the parties respondents found leaders from 

rich peasantry to have the next position but CPI(M) placed 

them only 5% whereas CPI found 11.66% for this section.Only from 

among landlords came the rest of the leaders. 'I'here 

percentages found by CPI ( tvl) and CPI respondents were 1. 66 

and 2.5 respectively. 
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Table 9 : Methods and means used by the respective peasant 
organisations of CPI and CPI(J.VI) in the following 
areas during the struggle for agrarian movement 
(1964-1977). 

--------------------·--------·--------·--------
!vEt hods and 
means of 
movement 

Itahar Bhatar Panskura 
- vlest Total 

CPI CPIM CPI CPIM CPI CPIM CPI CPI.H 

------ ---·-----------------·----
1. Meeting/ Yes 

protest 
procession 

8 8 8 8 8 8 24 24 

No 

2. Strike/ Yes 
J.::Smonst-
ration No 

3. Forcible Yes 
acquisi-
tion No 

4. others, Yes 
includ-
ing 
legal 
battles No 

0 

3 

5 

2 

6 

1 

7 

-------·----·---

0 0 

4 1 

4 7 

8 1 

0 7 

0 0 

8 8 

0 0 

8 6 

0 2 

8 4 

0 4 

1 1 

7 7 

0 

2 

6 

4 

4 

1 

7 

0 

10 

··14 

7 

17 

2 

22 

0 

14 

10 

20 

4 

2 

22 

As we have earlier noted, after their Split CPI and 

CPI(M) continued in their rivalry upto 1977 with only very 

brief period of 1967 and 1969 expected. '.rherefore we 

thought it advisable to study the methods and means adopted 

by the peasant organisations of the two parties during this 

period separately. It is also to be noted that both the 

parties claimed to have carried on agrarian movements in 

this period. In the above table we have shown the methods 

and means which, in the opinion of respondents from the two 
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parties were used in their areas for this movement. 

Respondents were asked about four methods of their 

movements. It is found that in some cases there are hardly 

any difference between the two groups of respondents. The 

two parties claimed to use meetings/protest procession in 

all cases. In the case of strike demonstration, the 

affermative responses from CPI and CPI(M) respondents being 

10 and 14 respectively. It is also found that both the 

parties showed little interest in legal battles as effective 

means for which negative replies were 22 each for CPI and 

CPI (N). 

But it is a remarkable fact that there is a great 

difference between the responses of CPI and CPI (l'•l) respon

dents in using the method of forcible acquisition. In this 

case the affirmative responses from CPI and CPI (M) respond

ents being 7 and 20 respectively. It clearly indfcates 

that the CPI did not consider this means as much important 

and necessary. However, what the total figures miss is that 

in the first tvJO Assembly constituencies the CPI (fvl) has far 

outnumbered the CPI,· but in the case of Panskura ..:. ;tlest 

Assembly constituency, responses from CPI respondents are 

quite similar with the CPI (M) 's. 

.. 
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'rable 10 : Methods and means of opposition used by the landed 
interests against the agrarian movement led by CPI 
and CPI(M) during 1964-77. · 

M3thods and 
means of 
opposition 

1. With 
arms 

__. 

Yes 

No 

2. ":Jy the Yes 
help of 
police No ... 

3. Harass-
ment Yes 
through 
litiga- No 

. tion 

4. Zcono- Yes 
mic 
boycott No 

5. Social Yes 
persecu-
tion No 

6. others Yes 
including 
eviction No 

Itahar Bhatar Panskura 
- West 

Total 

Grand 
CPI CPIIvl CPI CPIN CPI CPIM CPI CPIM Total 

5 

3 

~-

3 

4 

4 

2 

6 

5 

3 

8 

0 

4 

4 

2 

6 

4 

4 

1 

7 

2 

6 

7 

1 

8 

0 

8 

0 

3 

5 

2 

6 

2 

6 

8 

0 

8 

0 

8 

0 

4 

4 

3 

5 

4 

4 

8 

0 

3 

5 

2 

6 

6 

2 

0 

8 

1 

7 

3 

5 

2 

6 

1 

7 

3 

5 

0 

8 

0 

8 

2 

6 

16 14 

8 10 

15 11 

9 13 

13 11 ' 

11 13 

4 4 

20 20 

8 6 

16 18 

19 17 

5 7 

·-------------·-----

30 

18 

26.- . 

22 

24 

24 

8 

40 

14 

34 

36 

12 

In the period 1964-77 the methods and means used by the 

landed interests against agrarian movement were asked about 

from respondents of the two parties. It is found that armed · 

attack, use of police help and others including evictions of 
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tenants evoked affirmative responses more than negative 

ones. Among them eviction of tenants received largest 

number of affirmative responses (75%), followed by armed 

attack (62.5%) and resort to police help (54.16%) while for 

legal harassment affirmation and negation were evenly 

divided, for social persecution and economic boycott affir

mative responses were 29.16% and for economic boycott 

16.66%. 

Between the CPI and the CPI(M) responses there was some 

difference on the use of two methods, namely, use of police 

help and legal harassment. For both these methods the CPI 

respondents offered more affirmative than negative responses 

while the CPI (M) respondents did the opposite. 

It is significant to note that in Bhatar Constituency 

all the CPI and CPI(M) respondents affirmed the use of armed 

attacks, police action and eviction of tenants. Many of the 

respondents were eloquent of the dastardly attacks by the 

landed interests and the police particularly in the period 

from 1972 to 1977. 

Respondents of both the parties were asked aboot the 

methods and means of movement used by them and their 1 ocal 

leadership of their respective party and peasant organisa

tions during the period between 1964 and 1985. The tables 

below can highlight over this question. 
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Table 11 Methods and means used by the respective peasant 
organisations of CPI and CPI(M) in the following 
areas during the struggle for agrarian movement 
(1977-1985). 

------·---------------------------------------------------------------
M:thods and 
means of 
movement 

1. Meeting/ Yes 
Protest 
proce-
ssion 
memoran-
da No 

2. Strike/ Yes 
l:Smon
stration No 

3. Forcible 
acqui- Yes 
sition 
of vest 
and Be- No 
nami 
lands 

4. Others 
includ- Yes 
ing 
legal No 
battles 

Itahar Bhatar Panskura . Total 
- West 

CPI CPIM CPI~CPIM CPI CPIM CPI CPIM 

8 

0 

5 

3 

1 

7 

0 

8 

8 

0 

8 

0 

8 

0 

2 

6 

8 

0 

4 

4 

0 

8 

0 

8 

8 

0 

8 

0 

8 

0 

4 

4 

8 

0 

6 

2 

2 

6 

3 

5 

8 

0 

8 

0 

4 

4 

1 

7 

24 24 

0 0 

15 24 

9 0 

3 20 

21'' 4 

3 7 

21 17 

Grand 
Total 

48 

0 

39 

9 

23 

25 

10 

38 

For the period 1977 to 1985, we have tried to find the 

nature of movement. in agrarian issues by the CPI and the 

CPI(M). The 9PI changed its earlier positions in relation 

to the Congress and the CPI (M) in 1978 though it joined the 

Left Front of West Bengal in 1980. However, this study of 

' . ' 
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the period, 1977-85, does not focus on differences if any 

between the periods 1977-80 and 1980-85. 

In the table above, we have tabulated responses of 

respondent of -E.he two parties regarding four types of methods 

and means used by their respective peasant organisations for 

agrarian movement. It is found that except for legal battles 

the other three types of methods and means evoked more 

affirmative than negative responses. The most widely used 

according to the total of affirmative replies were meeting/ 

protest processions, etc. (100%), strike/demonstration 

{81% 25 ) and forcible acquisition of vest and benami 

lands (47.91%). 

In regard to forcible acquisition of vest and benami 

land the CPI respondents gave 21 negative responses against 

3 affirmative responses only. On the other hand, the 

CPI (M) respondents indicated 20 affirmative against 4 

negative responses for this method of their movement. This 

shows a clear difference of perception of the two parties 

in respect of means employed. Though any similar Opposite 

responses were not noticed between CPI and CPI (M) respondents 

about two other methods, namely, strike/demonstrations and 

legal battles, the numerical variations in their affirmative 

and negative responses may also be noted. 
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Table 12 : Mat hods and means of opposition by the 1 anded 
interests against the agrarian movement led by 
CPI and CPI (M) during 1977-1985. 

Itahar Bhatar Panskura Total 
.Methods and - West Grand 
means of Total opposition CPI CPII"l CPI CPIM CPI CPIM CPI CPIM 

1. vli th Yes 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 2 3 
r 

anns . ' 
No 7 7 8 7 8 8 23 22 45 

2. By the Yes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
help of 
police No 8 8 8 8 8 8 24 24 48 

3. Harass-
ment Yes 6 4 5 8 5 2 16 14 30 
through 
l itiga- ·· No 2 4 3 0 3 6 8 10 18 
tiO}i 

4 • E).:: on omi c YeS<· 2 1 0 2 1 1 3 4 7 
boycott 

No 6 7 8 6 7 7 21 20 41 

5. Social Yes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
perse-
cution No 8 8 8 8 8 8 24 24 48 

6. others Yes 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 2 
includ-
ing 
eviction No 8 7 8 8 8 23 23 46 

--
About the means and methods used by landed interests 

against agrarian movement during 1977-19 85 respondents were 

asked about six types of methods. The replies in the grand 
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total more or less reflect the same pattern as for the two 

individual parties. In this period only legal harassment 

were affirmed more in number. .About all the five other· 

types of methods negative replies far outnumbered affirma

tive replies. This may be due to the fact that the Left 

Front having been in power in the state neither allowed 

police help to the landed interests nor did they allow any 

armed attack or eviction of tenants during this period. 

Also the left parties in west Bengal were more united in 

this period and particularly there was greater cohesion 

between cPI and CPI (M) which has wider rural b~se than other 

parties. It is also noteworthy that through the Panchayat 

election since 1978 the rural government machinery was 

democratised and so much strengthened that the balance of 

forces in the countryside changed in favour of poorer 

sections of the people and against the landed interests. 

All these might also explain the fact that the landed 

interests were unable to use economic boycott or social 

persecution in the countryside. 

Regarding the movement of the agricultural labourers for 

their economic rights, only the CPI and the CPI(M) were active 

among all political parties. Respondents of one party admi

tt~d-- the activity of the other party in this regard. However, 
.. 

when they took recourse to movement for this issue the 

respondents o:t the two parties varied significantly. 



Table 13 M=thods and means of movement of the agricul
tural labourers for their economic rights 
during 1964-85. 
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- •# ___ ... -···.-. .. ·---~---- ---------··----·----.-·-- -----·-·--~----·---~----

!.VEt h ...... 'is a.n d Itahar 

---
Bhatar Paskura 

- West 
Total 

med.rl~j ---------- -·--------- ..... ·------------------------------------~ 
CPI Cl?l (M) CPI cPI (M) CPI CPI (M) cPI CPI (M) 

----- "' 

Boycott 1 6 0 8 0 8 1 22 

strike 6 8 4 8 4 8 14 24 

Meeting/protest/ 
procession 8 8 8 8 8 8 24 24 

Bargaining 8 8 8 8 8 8 24 24 

others 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

_____ ._.._ _________________ _.. ____ -------------------------·---
8 respondents each from CPI and CPI(M) in each of the 

three assembly Constituencies was asked about the methods 

and means of movement of the agricultural labourers. The 
. 

numbers given in each box except for the total is out of 8., 

The number for each of the boxes of the last two columns are 

out of 24. 

v'lhile about meeting/protest procession <:tnd 3bout bar-

gaining there is no difference at all between the two parties. 

·rhey all admitted the use of these means. But about b0ycott 

and strike they differed considerably. Thei'l' difference is 

not significant between different constituencies taking the 

total from CPI and CPI(M). We find that while 1 out of 24 

(0. 4%) of CPI respondents affirmed the use of boycott, the 
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cor:r..-e.sponding figure for CPI (M) was 22 out of 24 (91. 56%). 

Similarly, 14 out of 24 (58. 3%) of CPI respondents affinned 

the use of strike, the corresponding figure for CPI(M) was 

24 out of 24 (100%). 

Another important information is received that no party 

is keenly interested in abolishing this age old discrepency 

in wage against female workers rather they accepted it as 
quite natural. 

Respondents of the two parties were of the opinion that 

the direct feudalism has taken back seat in their areas but 

they disagreed over the question of main danger before the 

peasants and agricultural labourers in the rural areas. 

Table 14 shows their opinions. 

Table 14 shows that there are marked differences about 

the question of main danger before the poorer sections of 

the rural people. 15 out of 24 (62.5%) respondents from the 

CPI agreed that capitalist market is the main danger. 

Corresponding number for CPI(M) was 5 out of 24 (20.83%). 

On the contrary landlordism was considered as the main 

danger,by the respondents from the CPI(M). 14 out of 24 

respondents (58. 33%) from CPI (M) considered this view. 

Corresponding number from CPI was 5 out of 24 (20.83%). No 

other group included in the table was identified by either 

CPI and CPI(M) as a significant danger. It seems that 

their perceptions of the main danger are consistent with 

their respective parties • programmatic assertions. 

.. 
' 



Enemies of the 
aaricul tural 
l~ourers and 
poor peasants 

Table 14 

Respondents of CPI and CPD1 from -

Itahar Bhatar Panskura 
- West Total 
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CPI CPIM CPI CPIM CPI CPIIvl CPI CPIM ___ .._.......__ ------------·- ---------------,-·---~-------------

1. Remaining 
features of 
feudalism 

2 • L ::m ell ordi.sm 

3 • ,.Jot dar/ Hi ch 
peasantry 

4. Capitalist 
market· 

5.Local business
men, M.R.Dealers, 
Rice l'iill o ... mers, 

0 

2 

1 

4 

·:~.c. 1 

------------------.,.. 

0 0 

5 2 

0 0 

2 5 

1 1 

0 0 0 0 

5 1 4 5 

1 0 1 ·1 

1 6 2 15 

1 1 1 3 

'I'O benefit the agricultural labourers and poor 

0 

14 

2 

5 

3 

peasants through radical land reforms, 20 out of 24 respon-

dents of the CPI(M) (83.33%) claimed that the CPI(M) is the 

leading party while other left partners like CPI, F.B., 

R.S.P etc. are hel:;:>ful and reliable allies. 'I'he Congress 

party has been considered by them as the principal force 

of apposi·t;ion as the latter has se.rved as a reliable agent 

of the landed interests in.the rural areas. On the other 
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hand, 10 out of 16 respondents from the CPI from Itahar and 

Bhata.r (tCX]ether 62.5%) admitted the leading role of the 

CPI(I-1) in launching radical landreform in these two areas 

whereas the 4 out of 3 respondents from the CPD1 from the 

Panskura- ;oJest (50%) claimed the leadershiD of the CPI in 

doing so. Hov.,rever, all of them marked, like the respondents 

of the CPI(M), the Congress party as the enemy of radical 

land reform in their areas. 

On the question of rural~ democracy the most important 

issues Here -

establishment of democratic set-up, 

spread of education, 

abolition of casteism and caste privileges, 

protection of \veaker sections, 

protection of scheduled tribes, 

protection of the rights of women, 

movement for ·the economic rights of the 

1 abourers, peasants, etc. 

Respondents of both the parties claimed that they have 

1 aunched a persistent movement on these issues. But the 

respondents of the CPI (M) claimed that they are the front

runners who for the first time established and ensured 

democratic nlral administrative bodies by encouraging the 

mass participation of the rural downtrodden. Though the 
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CPI respondents did not refute the claim of the CPI (M), they 

claimed that their party also always stood for democrati-

cally organised rural decision-making bodies. 

Another important highlight from the survey is that 

the above mentioned issues of rural democracy have been 

fully supported and carried forward by the three sections 

of the rural populace, namely the agricultural labourers, 

the poor peasants and rural artisans and the educated 

middle class. But Opinion slightly differed on the 

question of the role of different rural classes protecting 

and enlarging the scape of rural democracy in the villages.-

The respondents from the cPI and the CPI (M) observed the 

issue in the foll~ling way. 

Table 15 : Opinion of 24 respondents each of the CPI and 
CPI(M) of the three areas surveyed on the role of 
rural classes in ensuring rural democracy. 

~---------1------- ---· 
Rural classes l - Roles . 
--,1) -----m- · 3)[--~~---,5'-~-- ··r6-· -~--------------- :c [ . ~---~-------·'-[--

Princip- Helping 
al and force 
Reliable 

Potenti- Neutral 
ally 
helpful 

Opposing 
force 

-----------------~·..------~~------~~---
CPI CPIM CPI CPIM CPI CPIM CPI CPIM CPI CPIM 

-----~----------------·----

Ag.L. 24 24 

Poor peasants/ 
share-cropp- 24 24 
ers and . 
art_isans 

Middle 
peasants <". 13 10 19 1 5 _____________ ..._ ______ ------

contd ••• 
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Table 15 contd • • • 
---·--~--------------~-------~----------

Educated 
middle 9 10 15 14 
class 

Rich 
peasants 20 2 14 2 7 3 

Landlords 24 24 

Rural 
Businessman 18 8 6 14~ 1 1 

Others, 
unem~loyeds, 
students, etc. 24 24 '· 

.._..._-----~-..._....._--~---

24 respondents from each party tried to divide the 

various rural classes included in column 1 among five cate-

gories of roles included in Column 2 to 6. It is found that 

both the parties agreed about the role of the agricultural 

1 abourers, poor peasants/sharecroppers and artisans. There 

wep:;-:)elieved to be the principal and reliable force. The 

middle peasants were also put in the same category by 13 out 

of 24 respondents .. of CPI (54.16%). Among CPI (M) respondents 

19 out of 24 (79.16%) placed the middle peasants in the 

category of helping force. It is significant that among 

CPI respondents 10 out of 24 {41.66%) agreed with the

CPI(M) •s view. 

About the role of the educated middle class the"l'"e was 

disagreement among the respondents of both CPI and CPI {M). 

~ 

' 
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While 9 out of 24 (.3 7. 5%) respondents of CPI placed them i\} 

the category of principal and reliable force another 15 out 

of 24 (62.5%) respondents of CPI recognised them as helping 

force only. Among CPI(M) •s respondents 10 out of 24(41.66%) 

considered this class to be a principal and reliable force,but 

14 out of 24 (58.33%) ·. identified them as only helping force. 

There is significant diffe~ence between the two parties 

also about the role of rich peasants and rural business-men. 

The CPI respondents identified 20 out of 24 (83. 33%) and 

18 out of 24 (75%) of rich p~asants and rural business-men 

respectively to be helping forces. Of the CPI (M) •s respond

ents, however, 14 out of 24 (58.33%) agreed about potentially 

helpful role of the rich peasants though nonBof these 

respondents actually found them to be a helping force. About 

the role of the rural business-men 14 out of 24 respondents 

(58.33%) again identified them to be potentially helpful, 

while 8 out of 24 respondents (33.33%) identified them as 

actually a helping force. 

The typical nature of any Marxist political p~rty is 

to educate its activists and supporters about the political 

and ideological position of the party in a regular manner. 

More particularly this means is used for the purpose of 

orientation of the new recruits. The following tables could 

show the frequency of political education carried on by the 

respect iva parties in the periods menticned bel ow. 
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-Table 16 . 1964 - 1980 . 
--·-v•·-·----~--- ·-----·-- ----· . .... _. ____ 

' 
• I 

Itahar Bhatar Panskura 'l'otal 
Frequency of -West 
orientation 

CPI CPIM CPI CPIM CPI CPIL'1 cPI CPIL'1 ____ ... ___ ... _____ ------
Regular 1 1 3 4 2 1 & 6 

Occassionally 4 5 3 3 4 4 11 12 

Once in a year 3 2 2 1 2 3 7 6 
__. 

Only before 
election 

.,. -·------ ---
Total 8 8 8 8 8 8 24 24 

-- -- ------------
Table 17 . 1980 - 1985 . 

--·------·-------- ______ .___ 

Itahar Bhatar 
Panskura 

Total 
Frequency of - West 

orientation --
CPI CPIM CPI CPIM CPI CPIM CPI CPIM 

------·------
Regular 2 1 0 3 

Occassionally 2 4 1 4 2 4 5 10 

Once in a year 5 3 6 2 6 5 17 10 

Only before 
election 1 1 1 2 1 

---· 
Total 8 8 8 8 8 8 24 24 

-~------ -- ---
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A comparative analysis between the two periods indi

cates that regular orientation was pursued by both the 

parties in the first case. 25% respondents of each CPI and 

CPI(M) affirmed this position for the first period (1964-80). 

HO\vever, occasional orient at ion was also bel d more 
- . 

important in the first period compared to the_ next period. 

The explicit trend for both the parties in the second period 

has gone in favour of orientation only once in a year. The 

CPI(M) is fairly consistent than the CPI in regard to the 

orientation of its activists in both the periods. BUt the 

-CPI has shifted its policy of regular orientation to other 

freq~encies whereas the drift of CPI(M) is not total but 

partial in this regard. 

The most significant question is as to where lies the· 

basic disagreement in the 1 ower level political activii;ies 

for launching joint movement though they held the common 

view of building democratic & socialist revolutions in India. 

The table below presents their typical subjective views in 

the foll~ving way. 

Table 18 : Main Questions of disagreement between CPI and 
CPI (M). 

On the Question of Respondents from 

CPI CPIM 

Yes No Yes No --
!.Building broad democratic 

unity of all sections 0 24 14 10 
(including the rich peasa-
nts) of the rural people -- contd ••• 

' . ' 
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Table 18 contd ••• -- ---------------------------------------------------------
2. I:Spen ding mainly on the 

Ag.L. and-poor peasants 0 

3. CPI 's attitude to the 
ruling .Congress party in 0 
:tlle past ( 1969-1980) 

4. Over emphasis on land 
reforms rather than on 5 
national and international 
issues 

s.Reluctance of the rival 
party for radical 1 and 0 
reforms 

6. Organisational disbelief 
and rivalry 24 

?.sectarian outlook 24 

8. Revisionist outlook 0 

9.Hegemonism of the rival 
party ~ 20 

10o0thers, specify 

24 0 24 

24 21 3 

19 0 24. 

24 7 17 

0 24 0 

0 0 24 

24 24 0· 

4 0 24 

----------------------------------·------------------------------
We tried to find how did respondents from the two parties 

working at the grass-root level for their respective party's 

avowed political and ideological Objectives perceive the 

differences between the two parties. The table above was 

prepared on the basis of these replies. From the table it 

is clear that these perceptions are fairly consistent with 
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the assertions of the leadership of the two parties. We may 

note that responses on item numbers 2, 6, 7 and 8 are 
'· 

entirely consistent without any division among th~ respon-

dents of the two parties. However, we find some disagreement 

among the respondents from the CPI on two items, namely, 

4 and 9. A small minority of CPI respondents affirmed that 

over emphasis on land refollm r.ather than on the struggle 

against capitalist market economy, and its evils like 

unemployment, price rise, penetration of foreign monopoly, 

etc.. -was a point of disagreement between the CPI and CPI ( M) •. -

Again, while a large majority of the CPI respondents 

asserted that the hegemonic behaviour of the CPI(M) was 

responsible for disagreement between the two parties, .a 

small minority of CPI respondents disagreed with this view. 

On the other hand we find that among the CPI (M) respon

dents a majority agreed that a crucial point of disagreement 

between the two parties related to the question of building 

a broad democratic unity of all sections of rural people 

including rich peasants. Another group of respondents though 

a minority but considerable section (41. 66%) did not agree 

with this view. 

With regard to the question whether the CPI was reluctant 

to bring about radical land reforms and thus there was 

disagreement between CPI and CPI (M) a good majority (70. 83%) nega

tive reply. But a minority of some strength (29.16%) asserted 
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that this was a cause of disagreement •. 

Lastly, while a very large majority of CPI(M) respon-

dents (87 .5%) asserted that a cause of disagreement between 

the two parties was the CPI's attitude towards the Congress 

Party in the past, a very small minority (12.5%) disagreed 

with this view. 

With regard to the question whether there should be 

unification of CPI and CPI{M) into one party, respondents 

of both side shied away from giving any clear answer 

without, however; emphatically denying the necessity and 

desirability of such unification. In these circumstances 

~estion No. 5.01.1 was a little reformulated for admini-

stration thus : supposing such unification is att~mpted 

would you agree about the following steps ? 

Responses have been tabulated in Table 19 acc.ordingly. 

·rable 19 : Responses on the issue of probable unification 
of both the parties. 

Respondents from 

Possible steps CPI CPIM 

Yes No Refused Yes No Refused ·- ··· 
to to 
answer 

.-"· 
answer 

----------------------·-----·--------------------------·---------
1.By changing your 

party programme 
only 24 .24 

--------------------·--------------------------------------------------contd ••• 
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'I'able 19 contd ••• 

2.~y~changing the party 
programme of the·· 24 24 
opposite party only 

"" 

3.By changing of party 
programmes of both 
the parties • 12 9 3 6 14 4 

4.By resolving leader-
ship battle in the 
top level 20 2 2 7 9 8 

5. continuous persua-
sion of common 21 3 18 6 
tactics by both the 
rival parties 

As followers of typical Marxist parties, their respon-

dents refused to answer if such unification could be attempted 

by changing their respective party programme only •. At the 

same time they all were favourable to such unification by 

changing the programme of the opposite party only. However, 

about the other three steps there was disagreement in both 

groups of respondents.Of CPI respondents 12 out of 24 (50%) 

were favourable to changes of programme of both parties ~for 

unification, 9 out of 24 (37.5/.) could not agree to such a 

step. From the CPI(M), however, 14 out of 24 (58.33%) 

opposed even this step of changing the programme of the two 

parties. Only 6 out of 24 {25%) agreed to this s:t;ep. 

Resolving the leadership battle at the tOp between the 

tOp between the two parties as a means of unification was 
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favoured by 20 out of 24 (83. 33%) respondents of the CPI. 

From the CPI ( M) not more than 7 out of 24 (29 .16%) waul d 

even consider this one as a possible step. 

However respondents from both the parties in large 

number, 21 out of 24 from CPI (87.5%) and 18 out ~f 24 (75%) 

from CPI(M) agreed about the desirability of continuously 

pursuing common tactics by both the parties as a possible 

means of unification though they consider such unification 

hypothetical. 

Another significant question asked, c;tlthough it is 

beyond the focus of our study, whether present downfall 

of socialism in the. East European countries and Soviet 

Russia has ha~ed their respective party organisations or 

they feel for any requirement of changes of political path 

of activity for this country. However, two groups of 

respondents of the two comnunist parties have negated the 

question and reiterated their faith in Yarxism and Leninism 

as the path for India •s socialist revolution. 

" • 1 
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Chapter VII 
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Vie\V'S of other Political Parties on Agrarian Reforms and 

Rural Democracy 

Section 1 Views of the Indian National Congress (INC) on 

Agrarian .Reforms. and Rural Democracy. 

1.1 Views of the Indian National Congress (INC) 

on Agrarian Reforms. 

1. 2 Views of the Indian National Congress (INC) 

on Rural Democracy. 

Section 2 Views of the Communist of India (M:lrxist 

-Leninist) (CPIM-L) on Agrarian Question and 

Rural :J::;ernocracy. 

2.1 Views of the CPIM-L on Agrarian Question. 

2. 2 Vie\V'S of the CPIM-L on Rural ~rnocracy. 

,.. 

-. ' 
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Political environment is a texture of criss -cross 

views manifest particularly where multiparty funqtioning 

exist·s to represent definitely the rival class or group 

interests. Thei_"efore, any views of a particular political 

party or parties is a relative view and only could be 

properly understood if that is analysed side by side of 

. the others. In the foregoing chapters this study· has 

solely- and extensively dealt with the programmatic policy 

and practical activities of the CPI and the CPI(M) on two 

basic issues, namely, agrarian reforms and rural democracy. 

Here an attempt has been made to highlight the views of 

other political parties in India over the issues under .. . 

study. It has·been carried out to mark the relative 
_,.· 

position of the CPI and the CPI (M) on the question of 

agrarian reforms and rural democracy. 

H:!re 'other parties ' means other two political 

parties, namely, the Indian National Congress Party (INC, 

which is also popula~ly called as Congress) and the 

Communist Party of India (Marxist-Leninist) (CPIM-L). They 

have been chosen as they could provide the representative . 

vie\vs from the two entirely opposite corners. These two 

parties are unique in many respects.. Besides, they have 

concrete programmes on the issues involved here. 

. 
. ' 
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1. Views of the Indian National Congress (INC) on Agrarial 

Reforms and Rural I:Emocracy 

Here the study will focus on the agrarian policy of 

the Indian National Congress & this study also examine its 

efforts for the establishment of .rural democracy., F.or this 

analysis, the study will cover also in brief the pre-indepen-

dence period as the basic philosophy of the party regarding 

the land & rural democracy had been develeped in this 

period under the leadership of_ J.l.lahatma Gandhi. · Ule emphasis 

has also been given to study the land policy and measures 

of rural democracy when Jawaharlal Nehru took the reins of 

the party & the Government. 

Besides the party's approach tO the agrarian reforms 

and rural democracy, the actual activities can be examined 

if the analysis covers the legal and administrative measures 

of the state governments. Since land reform is not a Central 

but State subject under the Constitution of India, this 

study wi~l cover_the m~asures of the Congress government 

of the state of West Bengal for outlining the basic features 

of agrarian reforms and its activities for extending 

democracy to the .rural peeple., 

r . -' 
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1. 1 VievlS of the Indian National Congress (INC) on 

Agrarian Reforms 

The Indian National Congress (INC) is the oldest 

political party in India which served as a plat;form in the 

anti-British nationalist struggles during the period of 

direct colonial. rule over India. After independence this 

party came to power both at the central and stat·e levels. 

All communists and communist parties while framing their 

alternative political programmes took the INC as a 

confirmed opponent against which their main struggles should 

be launched. Therefore, it seems very necessary to cite the 

INC's views on agrarian prOblem and democracy for the rural 

people. 

.. 
The INC has the distinction of continuing in power in 

the central government barring a few years and in most of 

the state governments for decades. Therefore, in order to 

present a concrete view of the INC.'s position over the issues 

indica·t:ed here one has to go through the 1 andmarks of the 

INC's policy both of the pre-independence period and after. 

The earliest reference to the agrarian problem can be 

traced back to the 4th ~ession of the INC held at Allahabad 

in 1988 at which a COtl111littee was appointed to enquire into 

the misery caused to the ryots by the periodical revision 

of land settlement. Also the leaders of the early Congress 

took the view that the extension of the Permanent settlement 
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would ensure security of tenure and bring some improvement 

in the condition of the landlords as well as the cultivators. 

At its next session (1890) the Congress decided ,.to 

urge the government : 

11 ••• to take up this question of Pennanent 
Settlement without further delay, with a view to 
practical action there on such that fixity and 
pennanency may be given to the Government Land 
Revenue demand, as explicitly promised by Her 
Majesty's SecretafY of State more than a quarter 
of a century ago 11 • 

The emergence of Gandhiji's leadership signified a 

turning point in the history of INC who for the first time 

took the nationalist politic~ to the multitude in the 

villages. The two peasant struggles led by Gandhiji - one 

in Champaran (Bihar) in 1917 against the foreign indigo 

planters and the other in Kheda (Gujrat) in 1918 during the 

same year against exorbitant land revenue, could be regarded 

as the forerunners of the nev1 era of mass struggles in 

India. Although he wanted to involve the peasants and the 

working class in the struggle for political independence, 

he did. not support their cause against the zatnindars and 
---;;;,;;,;::;. 

the industrialists on the ground that such a step would 

divide the nationalist forces 2 • 

The spread of socialist ideology inspired by the 

Russian Rev-olution of 1917 emerged as a powerful·factor in 

Indian political life and began to influence the youth and 
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However, the national leaders of the INC would 

empU-lsise the need for greater unity of the peasants and 

the landlords, and the pressing agrarian issues would always 

be swept under carpet. I:ll:'. s.dopal writes about Jawaharlal 

Nehru •s attitude to the peasant upsurges in U .1?. during 

1921-22. 11Jawaharlal glamourized the Kisans ••• but he was ---
not deeply moved by their economic wretchedness. He asked 

to enlist them wholly for the political struggle as was 

being _waged by the Congress; but he did not envisage the 

co-ordination of these scattered outbursts ·against the 

local misery and the development of a large scale peasant 

revolt and even perhaps a revolution. He agreed with Gandhi 

and the other leaders of the Congress that the Kisans should 
~-

pay their rents and devote their full attention to the 
- 4 

non-violent struggle for swaraj 11 • 

Nevertheless, the influence of the.Left wing inside 

the INC grew along with the rise of the independent Kisan 

movement in the vast Indian countryside. In 1931, the 

Karachi session of the _Congress, under the influence of the 
' 

Geft wing, was forced to formulate a distinctly progressive 

agrarian programme. The salient features of th(;t 

programme5 were a 1) abolition of serfdom, 2) reQu.ction of 

rent or revenue and exemption thereof for uneconomic 

holdings, 3) progressive agricultural income tax, ·-an<i 4) 

control of usury .. 
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Here it is seen from the -above programme that there 

is no reference in it to the abolition of zamindari. Then 

came the agrarian programme adopted by the Faizpur session 

in 19366 • This session reiterated the demands raised at 

Karachi in 1931 and add a few more demands, such as lowering 

of irrigation rates, abolition of feudal levies, fixing 

tenure with heritable rights, fixing a living wage for 

agricultural workers, etc. 

Regarding the formation of the All India Kisan Congress 

or Sabha, M.A. Rasul stated 11 0n the Occasion of the National. 

Conference of the Congress socialist Party {CSP) held at 

Meerut {U.P.) in January 1936 a number of left minded poli-

tical workers including leading members of the CSP met there 

specially on 16 January 1936 to discuss the question of the 

peasantry and the horrible situation created for them by 

the great depression. They.decided to form an organising 

committee, with N.G.Ranga and Jaiprakash Narayan as joint 

conveners, to conv..ene All India Kisan Congress"7 • 

He further stated, "the matter was followed up with 

enthusiasm and culiminated in the holding of a conference 
' 

of representatives of Kisan organisations in different 

provinces of India at Lucknow session of the Indian National 

congress. The All India Kisan Sabha was thus formally 

brought into existence and the conference of the representa

tives was recorded as the first session of the Sabha or its 

first all-India conference 118
• 
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The organisation was first officially called the All 

India Kisan Congress. Later it was changed. 'rhe conference 

elected the All India Kisan Committee (AIKC) with its 

of [ :>~e-bearers and aiso the Central Kisan Council (CKC) as 

the executives of that corrunittee. SWami Sahaj ananda was 
_,.· 

elected as the president and N.G.Ranga, General Secretary. 

'rhe conference adapted the following main resolution9 s 

1. The abject of the All India Kisan Congress is to 

secure complete freedom from economic exploitation of the 

peasantry and the achievement of full economic and political 

prnver for the peasants and ,..,orkers and all other exploited 

classes. 

2. Whereas the present system of zamindari instituted and 

supported by the British government in India, is inequitous 1 

unjust, burdensome and Oppressive to the Kisans (peasants), 

all such systems of landlordism shall be abolished and all 

the rights over land be vested in the cultivators. 

3. Whereas the present system in ryotwari areas has 

proved too Oppressive and resulted in pauperisation of the 

peasant, this system be abol is he d. 

Though the formation of the All India Kisan Sabh in 

1936 was initiated by the Congress Socialists, ~oon it was 

taken over by the Communists, as their party was banned by 

' . ' 
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the Government in 1934, they began to show considerable 

interest in the Kisan Sabha. D.lring the war years, the 

kisan Sabha followed the CPI 's party line particularly from 

194210
• 

In the Election l".tanifesto in 1936, the INC reiterated 

most of the demands of the Faizpur agrarian resolution and 

it pledged itself to the abolition of all kinds of 

11 landlordism • Yet the Congress ministries which assumed 

office in many provinces under the Government of India Act 

1935, failed to fulfil most of the measures it had promised 

. . 'f 12 
~n ~ts man~ esto • 

In 1938, the Congress appointed a national ~ianning 

Camnittee on Land Policy under the Chairmanship of Prof. K.T. 

Shah. Radhakamal MUkherjee was appointed Secretary of the 

Committee. The committee enunciated the following general 

principles as the basis of land policy in India after 

. d ..:l 13 
~n epenuence : 

1 ) O"mers hip of agricultural 1 and, mines, quarries, 

rivers and forests· should vest in the people of India 

collectively ..... 2) Daveloping collective and co-operative 

farms. 3) No intermediaries of the type of talukdars, 

zamindars, etc. should be recognised. The right and the 

title possessed by thes~ classes should be_££~essivel~ 

bought out by gra~g such comp~nsation as may be consider

ed necessary and desirable. L- .&nphasis addedJ. 4) The 
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practice of sub-infeudation and subletting of land should 

not be penni tted. 

It was only in 1945, that the Congress officially 

proclaimed abolition of zarnindari as its Objective. 

.. . t 14 t __ rhe Congress ~anomie Programme Conuru. t ee se up 

soon after independence (1947-48) by the Congress Party 

under the chairmanship of Jawaharl al Nehru brought out a 

report containing radical proposals for changing the 

agrarian structure. It recommended that land should be 

held for use (as apposed to profit) and as a source of 

employment. The use of lands of non-cultivating landlords 

or tnose otherwise unable for any period to cultivate them 

must vest in the village coaperative community subject to 

the condition that the original holder or his successor 

d b k h d 
. . . 15 

coul come ac to t e lan for genu~ne cult~vat~on • 

The committee also wanted fixing a land ceiling, the 

surplus over which should be ~cquired and given to the 

'll t' 16 
v~ age coapera ~ves • 

Another landmark was the Report of the Congress Jlgrarian 

Reforms Committee set up in Dec. 1947, under the chairmanship 

17 of Shri J.C.Kumarappa • The report was submitted in 1949. 

18 
Its main proposals were : 1) removal of inte.r1nediaries, 

2) land to be given to the tiller, 3) subletting to be 

restricted, 4) those cultivating for six continuqus year$ 
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physical labour should be recognised as a cultivator 
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. 6) resumption of holdings to be pennitted to making one's 

holding economic and 7) tenant to be _given the right to 

purchase a holding on payment of price determined by a land 

tribunal. ·rhe committee laid 11Special emphasis on immediate . 

prevention of all eviction 11 and recommended prohibition of 
, 19 

11 rackrenting and illegal exactions 11 
• It· stated, II • • • the 

optimum size of holding has to be fairly low 1120 • 

Qn_the pattern of agrarian economy, the Committee 

recommended a composite pattern 11 of individual farming 

assisted by co-operative organisation, co-operative joint 

farming, collective and state farming u21 • 

However, the All-India congress Committee. did not 

endorse the proposals. 

Under the Indian· Constitution, land reform is left to 

the discretion of a particular state. So slow was, however, 

the government machinery in framing land legilations as 

could provide ample scope of flouting by the zamindars. 

The .First Five-Year Plan recommended expeditious 

abolition of intermediaries. ·The Plan had prescribed 

ceiling on la~d holdings by each state but wanted efficiently 

managed farms to be exempted from land ceiling, irrespective 

of the area commanded by them. 
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·rhe Plan wanted occupancy right of tenant to be 

subject, to the owner's right to resume for person,al 

cultivation. Thus, the plan prOposal exposed the entire 

class of tenants to the danger of eviction. 

The Second Five- Year Plan continued the earlier policy 

and devel eped the concept of reconstruction of· the village . 

. ti 1. 22 
comrnun~ty a1 ong co-Opera ve ~nes • 

~The 'rhird Five- Year Plan stressed more on institutional 

changes in agriculture and emphasis was given more on rnaki~g 

economy self-reliant in food production within the shortest 

period through better irrigation, supply Of fertilisers, 

improved seeds and implements and education of farmers in 

better methods of cultivation23 • 

The Fourth-Five-Year Plan continued the basic strategy 

started since the previous plan and basically relied on 

intensive agriculture taking into consideration the limita

tion of bringing of additional area under cultivation24
o 

..CUring the entire period since the mid 1960 's, the 

Congress Party and its Government put its basic thrust for 

agricultural reforms than agrarian reforms. The Governmen~ 

was much worried over the chronic food crisis and rising 

unemployment in all sectors for which it all along encour

aged packageS like 'green reVOlUtion I garibi hataO (pOVerty 

a~leviation) and other 20-points' programmes. 
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However, the Central Government and its various 

corrunittees had time and again provided some guidelines for 

land reforms. These are noteworthy. Here we may refer to 

the national guidelines on land reforms, particularly on 

ceiling on agricultural land enunciated in July, 1972 in 

the Chief Ministers • conference at New Delhi by the Prime 

Minister. It provided for new ceiling within the range of 

10 to 18 acres. The amended ceiling laws prescribed for 

retrospective effect from a date not later than 24th 

January 1971. 

The Congress Government at the Centre enacted The 

Bonded Labour System (Abolition) Act, 196725 • It issued 

directives often regularly to the State Governments for 

implementation of the provisions of the Minimum Wages Act, 

1948. 

Entrusting the responsibility for implementation of 

land reform measures to the state, the Congress leadership 

created no special national agency to provide the necessary 

over-all guidance and supervision. Besides, the Congress 

leadership did not develOp any strong peasant organisations 

to complement the government machinery. For the implementa

tion of Acts and policies it had initiated, the Congress 

government at the Centre and the States depended too much 

OL· ::.:hreaucratic machinery. 

In West ~engal, for instance, the Congress Party in 
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power had taken radical steps for land reform through its 

legislative measures, namely, the W.B.E.A. Act, ~953 and 

w.B.L.R~ Act, 19_55. But most of the reform measures were 

kept in abeyance for nearly 20 years of independ~nce. It 

had admitted that this inordinate delay was· due to 11the 
- 26 

delay in the preparation of the records-of-rights•t • 

The table appended bel ow shows the progress of 

implementation of various land reform measures in west 

Bengal by the congress Government in power from the beginning 

upt c~-~ 19 77 • 

Achievement on Land Reforms in West Bengal 
,.. (as in September-, 1977) 

Vesting and distribution of vested agricultural lands in West 
Bengal 

Agricultural land 
vested 

Area taken posse
ssion· of by 
Government 

Areadistributed for 
agricul tura.J. 
purpose 

(area in acres) 

Under W.B.E.A •. Under W.B.L.R. 
Act (enforced Act (enforced 
since 1955-56) since 1971). 

9,70,000 87,000 

8,52, 000 64,000 

5,93,000 39,000 

TOTAL _ 
in West 
Bengal 

10,57,000 

9,16,-ooo 

6,321000 

source : Land Utilisation and Land Reforms, Land and Land 
Revenue Ieptt. Govt. of West Bengal, 1977 ~ 

" . ' 
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Of 4 million acres of land vested in India upto 1977, 

only 2.1 million could be taken possession of and not more 

than 1.3 million acres couldbe distributed. The 

comparative figures for West Bengal were 1.05, .91 and .63 

million acres respectively. 

In an analysis of the Congress land reform activities 

S.K.Basu & S.K.Bhattacharya found in their study in 1963 

that land reform in West Bengal present a dismal picture of 

tenurial conditions in the state. The study reveals that 

the w.B. E.A. Act of 1953 & the W.B.L.R. Act, 1955 have been 

ineffective in changing the bargadari system in matter of 

sharing of produce or recording-of-rights of ~r2ada~ which 

covers 25 to 30 per cent of land under cultivation. With 

regards to the programme of ceiling, it points out that 

malafide transfers that can more or less be identified with 

transfers by modes other than inheritance vari~d between 

districts from 10 to 25 per cent of the total transfered 

area and quite a number of these transfel;s were made in 

anticipation of the law for its undue delay durin,g 
. 27 

enactment • 

"Land refonn is certainly not to be equated· with the 

Legislative measures touching on land reforms 1128 • Since 

land reform "involves the most drastic change of the 

property structure and an attack on established interests u29 

a "certain degree of politicisation of the poor peasantry 
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on millitant lines is a prerequisite for any successful 

legislative and administrative action for confering rights 

and privileges on ·them. Otherwise, there is always the 

possibility of such conferment of rights not only becoming 

illusory but also turning to be positively harmful as the 

vast majority of- t.he beneficiaries would succumb t.o the 

pressure of the _landowners and relinquish their rights and 

privileges either voluntarily or through open or nacked 

coersion. hven reform will not succeed unless it is 

accompanied by massive economic support to share-croppers 

through institutional sources u30 • 

In West Bengal under the Congress rule, the two 

irr~:-..Ji::Cant land ref?rm laws, namely, the W.B. E. A. Act, 1953 

& the W.B.L.R. Act, 1955 initially did not bear any efficacy ... 
for the targetted peasants and agricultural labourers. This 

statement holds good upto the period of 1965. The inh~rent 

lacunas within the land reform. laws were many. Before 

enactment of each of the laws, a long & time taken process 

of deliberation in the floor of the legislature were enough 

to make ·aware of landlords about the impending land reform 

laws. Therefore, there could be large scale benami, 

transfer avoiding ceiling laws. Actually benami transfered 

land was sold often for a higher price which provided the 

intermediary with finance adequate for purchase Of land and 

property in urban areas. Besides, there was the scope for 

retaining land which without exception constituted the best 
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quality of cultivable land for self cultivation by the 

intermediaries. Land used for garden, fishery were kept 

outside from the perview of land ceiling lav1s, sQne time 

the ceiling rate or these types of land was far higher than 

expected. ·rhe Congress Party in the Government did not 

encourage peasant movement for application of the land 

reform laws. The excessive dependent on bureaucracy for 

reclamation of the vested land resulted in a situation 

where either vested land still directly occupied by land-

1 ords or occupied by them through multiple suits in the law 

courts over the excess amount of land. Actually the 

beneficiaries \-Jere not given any scope of involvement for 

the effective implementation of L. R. laws for ·themselves. 

Possession of the vested land ~ distribution of the same 

among the targetted peasantry were rather sl 0'.-J process. A 

huge compensation for the vested lands was paid to the 

intermediaries by the Government which ultimately dwindled 

the required agricultural finance. ·rherefore, the 1 and 

re.form 1 a'vvS could be questioned as they justified the right 

of· tne intennedia.r:;ies over land through paying cQnpensation ·

as policy. lt>ove all, the rich peasant economy was 
~· 

thoroughly encouraged through the community development 

project, blocks and cooperative institutions as directed 

by the policy of the successive five-year plans. As a 

result the lO'v-Jer strata of the peasantry were kept aside 

from any significant benefit. 
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But the land reform Amendment Acts of 1965, 1971 & 1972 

were significant for providing the scope of preserving 

interests of the ~~~~~ and other lower strata of the 

peasantry. Hrnvever, the Congress government did not expedite 

the land refor1n measures beyond the legislative & bureau-

--cratic boundaries .. as indicated earlier. Therefore, progress 

was doubtlessly limited & halting. Land reforms in the real 
.~· 

sense, involves drastic changes in the existing property 

relations which require an organised attack on the estab-

lished interest in the rural side. 'rhe Congress party in 

this state pov1er always avoided this class confrontat:ion 

due to its dependence on to the rural propertied. Land 

reform through class struggle was encouraged by the U.F. 

governments of 1967 & 1969 in West Bengal and since 1977 

from an altogether different stand point. Performance of 

the latter has been elaborated in the foregoing Chapter v. 
In the eyes of Communists, the basic difference of outlook 

between the Congress and the left as a whole lies in 11 ••• 

tpe question of combining land reforms legislations with 

peasant_ organisation and mobilisation of non-peasant 

31 
support" • Whereas the Congress Party both i~ the centre 

and state is understood by communists to desire changes in 

the agrarian set-up slowly without bringing any radical 

change in the existing balance of class forces. The 

congress Party has favoured the rich peasant economy with 

technology-intensive cultivation with a view to sort out the 
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stalking food problem & steady supply of raw materials to 

the industry. ·rhe left as a whole see the thing from the 

definite class points of vie\'/ and encourage the struggle 

for land so that benefits could accrue to the rural 

have-nots. ·rhis is a step without which, according to the 

left, actual democracy based on economic right could not 

usher in the vast countryside. 

1 • 2 Viev1s of the INC on Rural Lemocracy 

The Indian National Congress has stood all along in 

favour of Pan_sfl~~t_-!_ __ ~~ (self-gove:rnment in rurai areas). 

After coming _to power the INC has helped developing £ancha~~ 

as a statutory institution for administering the local 

affairs and the implementation of developmental programmes 

in the rural areas. 

·rhe traditional village council (based on self 

-sufficient village economy which was typically the Indian 

system) was made defunct during the British period by 

interference of the agencies of the British Government. 

The British Government in order to preserve and 

stabilise its political control over rural areas gradually 

adopted various measures for reorganising the village 

administration. The Royal Commission on Decentralisation 

·Of 1909 recommended a membership of five as a good average 

for the reconstitution of the village £~ncq~la~. The 
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village headman according to the Commission •s recommenda

tions was to be made ex-officio chairman of the ~anc~aza~. 

The members of the village council were to be informally 

elected by the village under the supervision of government 

officials. The conunission also suggested that the work of 

the panchayats should be free from interference by the 

1 ower government subordinates and that a portion of the land 

revenue levied by the 1 ocal boards should be assigned to 

the Panchayats. 

SUbsequently, various legislations like the Bengal 

Village Self-Government Act of 1919, Bombay and United 

Provinces Village Panchayat Act of 1920, Bihar and Orissa 

Village Administration ACt, Assam Rural Self-Government 

Act of 1926, Punjab Village Panchayat Act of 1935 were 

passed to decide on their composition powers and functions. 

However, there was no uniform policy in regard to the 

establishment of village panchayats. One overriding 

recommendation of the commission that village panchayats 

should be under !=he control· of the district authorities 
.·· 32 

negated the value of all other suggested improvements. 

·rhe Gandhian approach for grarg_~~<:_.raj (independent 

village) emphasised rural reconstruction programme through 

economic reorganisation of rural society. 'I'he underlying 

implication of the prograrrune of rural industries, including 

~a~ (hand-loom cloth) was thought to be the basis of 
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rural life. G~dhi sought to introduce his new plan of 

education which was known as~~ Talim. Harijan·welfare 

or the social emancipation of the depressed section found 

an important place in the programme of rural reconstruction 

33 of the rv.ahatma • 

In the ~)_l?_t_~"t:..l!_tion of India the Directive principles 

(Article 40) 34 , entrusted the states to organise village 

pancj1ayats and to delegate to them prnvers and authority to 

function as units ··of self-government. The intended planned 

development recognised need of making the village panchayat 

an integral part of the decentralised administration. 

Accordingly, the First Five-Year Plan (1951 ...,... 1956) 

recommended that legislation should confer on the 22.,.~hax_a"S?., 

specific functions relating to village production programmes 

and the development of village lands35 • A Villa~e Pancha:(ai;, 

£orruni tt~~ of_th~._All India co~,;:~.~.E .... _lsartz was formed and it 

submitted its recommendations in 1954. It, recommended that 

the states should provide full scope for the village 

panchayats to perfonn in the village society functions such 

as credit, marketing, supplieq, etc. and that the functions 

should include also civic, social, economic and judicial 

activities36 • 

The Second Plan (1956 1961) emphasised that the 

village panchayats should be organically linked with popular 
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organisations at a higher 1eve137 • As regards finance, it 

was suggested that allocation to village panchayats by the 

states be in two parts : a basic proportion to 15 to 20 

per cent of the land revenue and an additional grant extend

ing upto 15 per additional. amount by taxation or voluntary 

contribution
3 8

• 

A Study ·ream which is popularly known as B~~~~ 

39 
~l.lta Corruni~te~. (l.9_.5_§) appointed by the Congress 

Government at the Centre during the Second Plan period. 

In the opinion of the Committee, the block administra-

tion functioned more bureaucratically and did not imbibe 

the spirit behind the rural develOpment programmes. For 

generating people's enthusiasm for the prograrnme, the 

Committee recommended that all developmental programmes in 

the bloc areas should be entrusted to representative 

institutions and the bloc'K staff and other officials should 

be placed at the disposal of these institutions. 

__ 'Ehe Committee also recommended for the provision of 

sufficient funds and sources of revenue for these 1 ocal 

bodies. The Cornmittee suggested a three-tier system of 

local government, ~onsisting of directly elected ~nchax~ts 

at the village level, ~<:_hayat_~~ at bloc'k and Zilla 

~~~~~~ at district level with a term of five years. 

It recommended the entrusting of entire rural 
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developmental wor~ in the hands of the Panchayat bodies and

suggested a number of sources of revenue for them. The 
.,.. 

'rhird Five-Year .elan laid down the main cbjectives
40 

of 

~c~a~a~~-~si, such as increasing agricultural production, 

developing rural industries, fostering cooperative institu-

tions, assisting weaker sections of the community etc. 

In pursuence of the policy of the Central Congress 

Government the Congress Government in the state of West 

Bengal enacted the Hest Bengal Panchax_at ~, 1957 

W.B. Ac:t I of 1957) 41 and made the West Bengal E_~cha;y:a1:_ 

~~, 195842
0 These Act & Rules were obviously for extend

ing democr<:tCY to the rural people. 

However, these panchayat Act & Rules came into force 

1 . 19 ~443 on y ~n o • ·rhe State Government held Panchayat 

election in 1964 in W.B. on a non-party basis according to 

the W.B.Panchayat Act, 1957. The different layers of the 

Panchayat bodies were : (1) Anchal Panchayat composed of 

Gram Sabhas at the 1 ower 1 evel , ( 2) Anchal ik Paris had at the 

Block level and (3) Zi.lg_R.~~ at the District level. 

'rhe ~h~ Parisll'!~ (as elected body working at the 

Block level was constituted in 1964 but it became dysfunc

tional in 1967 by a State Government Order. The same order 

entrusted the Block :r:evelopmental Officer to look after the 

whole developmental work within the Block areas44 Even the 
• 
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Ancha_;LR~~~.xats. and their Gram ~h~~ though not 

liquidated also became dysfunctional as the developmental 

work and financial powers were dealt by the Block r:evelop

mental offices. This was also the case of the Zilla 

Parishad. 

Another important landmark in the drive for ensuring 

self-government in the rural areas of West Bengal by the 

ruling Congress Party was the enactment of ~nchaza1:,1.~"£_, 

197345 afresh by total revision of the earlier Panchayat 

Act, 1957. The W.B. _R?-ncha~Ul~ctio~~~ules, 1974, was 

1 . d . di 1 46 a so ~ssue ~mme ate y • According to this new Act of 

19.73 the Gram PanGhayat did not have any Gram Sabha as 

provided in t_!1e Panchayat Act of 1957. 'l'he ne\v' let (1973) 

also incorporated the provision for Nya;y:C!, _R~ha;tat for 

administering justice in specified 1 ocal disputes. 

Whatever the merit of this ~~~hayat~s, 1973, it did 

not come into practice in the subsequent years of the 

Congress rule in the State. The ~~~~t~ system of 1964 

continued without any election till the end of congress rule 

in 1977 with breaks of limited periods when left and other 

democratic parties ruled the State in 1967 and in 1969. 

'rhere were much criticisms of rural democracy as 

established by the Congress p~rty in West Bengal, such as 

of overdependence on bureaucracy for develOpmental work and 

utilisation of Govt. funds., rural elite-leadership, and 
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discouragement of mass participation by avoiding regular 

election to the different levels of panchayat bodiese 

In the next, this study will analyse, in brief, the 

views of the Communist Party of India (Marxist-Leninist) 

(CPIM-L) on agrarian reforms and rural democracy. The 

position of the CPI(M-L) is quite radical on these 

issues. ·rhe position of the CPI(Ivl-L) c:>n these issues 

may be considered as extreme left compared to the positions 

of the CPI and the CPI (M) 1 while the position of the Indian 

National Congress has been held as on the right. 

2. views of the Communist Party of India (Marxist-Leninist) 

(CPIM-L) on agrarian question and rural democracy. 

India •s third communist party, the Communist· Party of 

India (Marxist-Leninist) (CPI.lvl-L) was formed on 22nd April 

1969 on the occasion of Lenin's hundredth birthday. The 

CPIM-L emerged from a split of the CPI(M). Mention may be 

made that the CPI (M) also emerged from the first split from 

the CPI in 1964. Unresolved inner-party contradictions 

res~lted in successive splits in the communist organisations 

at different times on national and ideological issues. The 

issue of ideological position of the party was left open 

because ~he newly formed CPI(M) comprised moderate and 

extremist lefts who had serious differences and remained 
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unconvinced of the international general line. 'rhe CPI(M) 

leadership_ accepted neither the Soviet line nor the Chinese 

1 ine unreservedly., 

'r.Jitf:in the ranks of the CPI (M) dissension took a turn 

~rihile the party ha-d decided to use parliamentary struggle 

to a great extent. The CPI(M) •s participation in the 

United Front Governments of Kerala and west Bengal was 

justified thus : 11 it is imperative that our party realizes 

that its immediate future, in no small way deepends on how 

it plays its worthy part in running the two state govern

ments of Keral a & West Bengal 1147 and 11 since the fortunes 

of the entire party, at the present stage of development, 

are closely linked with the successful running of these 

ministries and the role our party plays in them, the whole 

party throughout the country will have to be mobilized to 

back the argued programmes of these two non-Congress mini

stries and to see that they are earnestly implemented1148• 

Being in power in two states and in opposition in the rest 

and in Opposition at the centre imposed peculiar constraints 

on the party•s style of functioning. 

It was still believed, that the struggle of the 

democratic parties and groups 11al one can pave the way for 

consolidating and widening the unity achieved by the 

democratic forces and· open the prospects of realizing the 

slogan of a non-Congress democratic government at the Centre u49 • 
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The two ministries in Kerala and West Bengal were to be the 

principal inst.rument in the hands of the peOple in the 

revolution to came. For the extremists in the CPI(M), the 

party (CPI(M)) had settled for respectable parliamentarism 

by bringing its line in focus with that of the 'revisionist ' 

CPI and they had settled for peaceful transition. 

V..ben the Central Committee of the CPI (M) was reviewing 

the election results of the states and drawing up .. its 

resolution, New Situation and Party's Tasks, the party's 

programme, political line, and its participation was coming 

under a two pronged attack - from the extreme left group of 

West Bengal within and from the Chinese party from without. 

The Central Committee decided to take action against the 

ultra left faction which had attacked the party leadership 

for Darticipating in the coalition government in West B~ngal. 
o~ 

This phenomenon wa·s not confined to West Bengal and similar 

extremist treads were present in Kerala, the Punjab & Uttar 

Pradesh50 • 

some left extremist elements in West Bengal, who had 

been defying the party had been guiding the 1 ocal party 

units-and organizing peasant movement in Naxalbari area for 

quite sometime. Soon after the United Front Ministry had 

assumed office in West Bengal in February 1967, the extremists 

called a peasant conference in ~arch in Bagdogra (near Sili-

guri) and come to the conclusion that the United Front can 
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not solve any of the land problems and the ne\-.' government 
51 

could at best give some relief to the working class. They 

called for seizure of land, the setting up of liberated 

52 
areas • HOW'ever, the Naxalbari peasant revolt was crushed 

in no time but the challenge from the extremist left within 

the CPI(M) grew. 

As the Sino-Soviet ideological dispute intensified 

early in 1963, communist parties of the other countries 
53 

were forced to take sides. The CPI joined ranks with the 

CPSU and attacked the CPC 's ideological positions, besides 

changing that the CPC was violating the 1957 Moscow 
54 

declaration and the 1960 Moscow Statement • As early as 

October 1963, the CPC had outlined its thesis on which Lin-

Pio 's Third World strategy was based. India was central to ... , 

Lin's Third World Strategy and just as the CPSU had to 

prove that non-capitalist develOpment and peaceful transi

tion was possible in India, the CPC had to prove that 

neither of these was possible and India's path to revolution. 

lay in an agrarian revolution through a Maoist people's 

wa.r55. 

'rhe CPC •s disapproval of the CPI (M) •s participation 

in the parliamentary system as a whole became unmistakable. 

The CPC commented : 11 These facts prove that without a 

peOple 's revolution, without the seizure of political power 

by force and without the smashing of the old state apparatus 
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there can be no change in the social system in the nature 

of the political regime, and there can be no real.social 

reform. There is no precQdent in history, nor will there 

be any in the future u
56

• 

The CPC observed : u-ro fight for their liberation, the 

Indian people must resolutely smash this renegade clique 

and the revisionists of all forms and wage resolute 

revolutionary struggle 1157 • For the CPC 11 revisionist of all 

forms 11 outside the·· 11 IEnge clique 11 obviously meant the section 

o£ the CPI (.tv!) ~leadership which according to the CPC, wanted 

to settle for parliamentarism. 

·rhe CPC read great revolutionary significance in the 

Naxalbari peasant revolt which called for the overthrow of 

the Indian government. In February 1967, Peking had seen 

the 11storm 11 of the mass struggle "making a violent assault 

on the rule of the Indian. reactionaries n5 8 • 

In June, as the Naxalbari campaign was gaining momentum, 

Peking renewed its call for armed struggle to "overthrow 11 

the government and "forcibly seize power". ·ro call came 

through a People •s Daily article credited to the "Red Guard", 

and repeatedly broadcast by the Radio Peking59 
& This was 

followed by warm applause for the 11 revolutionaries of the 

CPI(M) who had deserted the united front government•• in West 

Bengal. More elaborate eXposition of the M3.oist line for 

India was available in the PeOple~Dail;x: article on the 
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significance of !VJa.Xalbari, poetically captioned "Spring 

Thunder over India". Naxalbari was the 11Prelude to a 

violent revolution by hundreds of millions of pecple. 

throughout India but to acnieve it the Indian revolution 

must take the road of ralying on the peasants, establish-

ing base areas in the countryside, persisting in portracted 

armed struggles and using the countryside to encircle and 

finally capture the cities u
60

• 

The climax was a call for a new party of genuine 

~~rxism-Leninism guided by Mao's thought. A commentary 

titled 11Let the Red Flag of Naxalbari Fly Still Higher" 

urged the "revolutionaries in Indian Communist party" and 

the revolutionary people of India "to draw a line between 

themselves and the revisionist line politically, 

ideologically and organizationally 11and to \vage "a resolute 

struggle against modern revisionism centered on Soviet 

. . . t . ,61 
rev~s~on~s cl~que' • 

·rhou<1h the CPI (M) leadership had not settled its own 

--ideological issues, still it could not do without responding·· 

to the challe~ges of the left extremists within the party 

and the CPC's repeated attacks. The CPI(M) in its Central 

Committee Resolutions revealed serious differences with the 

CPC "on a number of issues connected with the Indian 

Revolution u 62 • 

The Central Committee of the CPI (M) adapted a draft 



on ideological issues in August 1967 and released it for 

discussion by the different state units of the party. 
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Later in April 1968 this draft was adopted by the party 

plenum at Burdwan in the face of opposition from the left 

extremists. ·rhe draft called for simultaneous struggle 

against the Soviet revisionism and the China's left 

deviation. However, in the Andhra Pradesh plenum the 

majority ultra-leftists rejected it outright. T.Neggi 

Reddy, Pull a Reddy, and Koll a V~nkiah placed two draft 

resolutions on the ideological issues. The Andhra document 

attacked the CPI (M) leadership and accused it of ccimpromi-

sing with Soviet revisionism abroad and with .I:ange 

revisionism at home. In Sept. 1968, Andhra extremists 

formed 'Andhra Pradesh Revolutionery Co-ordination 

Committee 1 (APRCC). It was said to have functioned as state 

unit of the All-India Co-ordination Comrni ttee of Communist 

Revolutionaries -(AICCCR) formed in Nov. 1967, six .. month 

after the Naxalbari peasant revolt• 

·l'he Communist Party of India (Marxist-Leninist) {CPIM-L) 

was formed in April 1969 by the expelled Left-extremists of 

the CPI (M). The CPIM-L is also known as the Naxalite pa~y. 

The name 'Naxalite• derived from the peasant revolt in 

Naxalbari village in 1'erai Darj eeling. 'l'he principal theoreti-

cian< .. )}: the CPIM-L was Charu Najumdar. The tactics pursued 

in Naxalbari and in SriKakulam in Andhra Pradesh peasant 
~· 

movement were endorsed by the CPIM-L after its formation. 
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The Chin.ese Maoist leadership found encouraging trend 

within the CPI (M) 's extremists who were organising peasant 

movements in Naxalbari areas of West Bengal and in SriKakulam 

in Andhra Pradesh. These extremist-groups from the beginning 

were propagating Maoist strategy and peasant partisan war for 

achieving state power. 

The CPil"l-L in a political resolution extolled .M3.o 's 

thoughts as g~ideline and declared Soviet Russia as 'social 

imperialist '• However, the party adopted the first party 

programme and political resolution in its first party 

congress in Iviay 1970, 

Actually the programme and political resolution of the 

CPIM-L was not acceptable by many in the party. Soon after, 

vcr:::-.JUs groups came forward with their independent political 

understandings different from that of the official party. 

Prominent among these groups were Negi Reddi 's group in 

1\ndhra Pradesh, .Dakshin Lesh group in West· Bengal. However, 

this study will only focus here the views of the official 

CPII'l-L. 

2.1 Views of the CPIM-L on Agrarian Q.lestion 

The CPil"i-L considered the agrarian problem as central 

to the present stage of India's unfinished demOcratic 

revolution. It has considered the agrarian question as the 
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the working class is guerrilla warfare. 

As for the forms of struggle, there were three specific 

issues in debate : (i) Should the party be secret 

organisation ? (ii) Was there any need for mass organisation ? 

(iii) was guerrilla warfare the only fonn of struggle ? 

Charu Majumdar answered these questions. He stated : a mass 

organisation cannot organise the agrarian revolution, only 

an underground party organisation can do it. The leadership 

of the poor and landless peasants over the peasant movement 

can be established only through underground party organisa-

tions among peasantry, and guerilla warfare \'las the only 

·tactic for carrying on peasant revolutionary struggle. An 

advanced, class-conscious section of peasant masses could 

clear an area of class enemies by annihilating same of them 

and forcing others to flee the countryside64 • 

Between January 1965 and May 1967, Charu l'1ajumdar 

\vrote eight documents to party comrades analysing the 

Indian situat-ion and outlining his views on how to make 

revolut.ion in this country. ·rhese formulations were.· 

grounded on his analysis of the basically feudal and 

semifeudal character of the India11 ruling class where Indian 

bourgeoisie had been considered as comprador agent to the 

. t t . 1 . . 1 . t . t 1 65 1.n erna 1.ona 1.mper1.a l.S cap1. a • 

The Ef~ra~~~ of the CPIM-L was adopted in its party 

congress held in M:ly 1970. It read : 
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"Our country is the country of the peasant masses who 

constitute over 75 per cent of its population. They are the 

most exploited people of our country living in conditions 

of _:.:.emi-starvation and absolute pauperisati·:)n. In India •s 

semi-feudal econorny, 80 per cent of. the land is concentrated 

in the hands .,.·of the 20 per cent landowners, i.e., raj as, 1 and-

lords, and rich peasants, while the starving peasanti:y 

constituting 80 per cent of the rural population has no land 

or very little land"66 • 
"The landless and poor peasants have to turn ·'Ner 50 

per cent to 90 per cent of their annual harvest in the form 

of rent to the landlords. ·rhe extortionate usurious capital 

continues to fleece the peasant. Eviction of peasant is 

the order of the day. Special Oppression on scheduled 

castes, including the lynching of Hari i ans reminiscent of -----
the middle ages, is continuing unabated1167 • 

"'rhe semifeudal land relations have transformed our 

country into a land of perpetual famine as a result of which 

68 millions of people die of starvation every year" • 

The programme elaborated, its strategy thus : 11the 

basic task of the Indian revolution is to overthrow, the 

rule of feudal ism, comprador-bureaucrat capital ism, imperia .... 

lism, and social-imperialism., This detennines the stage of 

revolution. lt is the stage of democratic revolution, the 

essence of which is agrarian revolution •• 69 • 
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People •s war has been visualized as the main path in 

the semi-colonial, semi feudal countries like India. The 

programme stated : 11 'l'he work~ng class can wage a successful 

peOple's war by creating small bases of armed struggle all 

over the country and consolidating the political pO\ver of 

the peOple. 'rhis is possible only by developing guerrilla 

warfare which is and will remain the basic form of struggle 

throughout the entire period of our democratic revolution" 70 • 

It has further elaborated the agrarian programme thus : 

"Confiscation of all land belonging to the lanCU.ords and 

their redistribution among the landless and poor peasants 

on the principle of land to the tillers; cancellation of 

all debts of the peasantry and other toiling people. All 

facilities necessary for development of agriculture to be 

71 
guaranteed" • 

In the field of national economy other measures are : 

••confiscation of all the banks and enterprises of foreign 

capital and liquidation of all imperialist debt''• And 

11 Confisc:J.tion of all the enterprise of the comprador 

-bureaucratic cap1talists 1172 • comrade Charu Mazumdar, 

upheld Chairman Mao •s great teaching : 'political prnver 

grO\vs out of the barrel of a gun ••• •73 

I:efending the tactics of annihilation as a higher form 

of class struggle, Chan1 Majumdar said that out Of the 

process would emerge a people's army. He saw the possibility 
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o:: 3 big mass uprising in the country. 

The CPI!~L equated agrarian revolution and seizure of 
~· 

power. For it, the mass should be made to understand that 

the gains of their agrarian stDlggle co~ld be protected 

only by wresting political power, which was possilile only 

through people •s \var. 

But by the passage of time, Charu Majumdar .!s tactics 

of annihilation was questioned by some of the rank and file • 

. .rvao was quoted indiscrimi.natel y. But M:l.o specifically meant 

the annihilation - and not killing the enemy (that is 

Japanese occupation army) and not any class enemy. Mao 

asked his partymen uto wipe out 1 and.l ord as a class not as 

. di 'dua11174 ~n v~ • As. for killings, Mao had a very cautious 

approach : 11 To advocate killing more or killing without 

discrimination is entirely wrong; this would only cause 

our fe.rty to forfeit sympathy, become alienated from the 

masses and fall into isolation u 75 • 

HONever, the tactics pursued by the CPI~L organisation 

was not yielding desired results. The struggle was fast 

losing its mass character. The guerrilla squad dispersed 

over a wide area to escape the •encirclement and suppression 1 

by the police forces and the people had to bear purnt of the 

police repression with no guerrilla squad to protect them. 

vJithin a year (from the first Party Congress in 1970) 

SriKakulam, .cebra-Gopiballabhpur and Naxalbari peasant 

,. 
1 
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movements were decimated and the armed resistance of the 

peasant army and guerrilla squad did not get into the 

svstematic raids and the oarty was isolated from the people . -
and riven itself on the question of tactics it so far 

pursued. 

The CPI~L sees the agrarian question of the country 

from a different standpointe As it visualises the principal 

contradiction in India to be between feudalism and the 

masses of peasantry. The party from the beginning neither 

encouraged peasants to fight for land nor for crops but for 

political po-v.;rer. 
---

Later many groups doubted the tactics of the party. 
_,.· 

In the next, this study \'Till highlight the views of the 

CPII~L on the democratic set up in the rural areas 

(liberated areas). 

2. 2 Views of the CPI~L on Rural :I::A=mocracy 

'l'he CPI~L •s concern for the peasantry and for the 

agrarian economy is well known from its programme and 

practice. It considers 11 'l'he main force of the democratic 

L':""people 's democraticJ revolution led by the working class 

is the peasantry"
76

• L- ~<nn-.has.is added_?. 
~"l-' Therefore, 

necessarily it is a ooin~ of interest to st d - ~ u y as to how 
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the CPIM-L has designed the policy to ensure democracy for 

the oppressed peasantry living in the vast rural areas in 

India. 

To the CPIM-L, democracy at the rural or urban area is 

not an isolated phenomenon. The CPIM-L reckons the semi 

-feudal set-up, the big comprador-bureaucrat bourge.ois and 

big landlords~? u.s. imperialists and Soviet social-imperia-

lists are the confirmed enemies of actual democracy for the 

poor and landless peasantry and the toiling masses 
78 

and 

the basic task for establishing people •s democracy "is to 

overthrow the rule of feudalism, comprador-bureaucrat 

. . . . d . ....,, . 'ali 1179 
capital~sm, ~rnper~al~sm an soc~~ ~mper~ sm • 

The CPil'1-L declares that this people •s democratic 

revolution "will establish the dictatorship of the working 

class, the peasantry, the petty bourgeoisie and even a 

small an mi ddl.e bourgeoisie under the leadership of the 

working class. They together constitute the overwhelming 

majority of the Indian people. It will be a state 

guaranteeing democracy for 90 per cent of the peOple and 

enforcing dictatorship over a handful of enemies. That is 

why it is people •s democracy 1180 • 

The programme of the party sta.ted that the people •s 
_,.· 

democratic state after the revolution will carry some major 

ta.sks among which those relevant for democracy are quoted : 



"People's political· power to be exercised 
through £~~l:lt!_~~.sl~~E? 's c:_ouncils at 
all __ l_~~ls "• L'Emphasis adde~ 

11 .I:Evelop democratic culture in 921ace of 
colonial and feudal culture". 

"Abolish the ·.Caste system, remove all soc.ial 
inequalities and discrimination on the 
religi~s ground ~d guarantee equality of 
status of women "• 
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11 .Ehforce better living conditions of the peOple and 

84 
remove unemployment "• 

From the above analysis it is presumed that the 

revolutionary people •s council in the villages composed of 

landless and poor peasants are the main forces to establish 

democracy in the liberated areas. After annihilating the 

class enemies - the landlords, usurious money lenders, the 

distribution of the confiscated land, crop and property 

am:)ng the landless and poor peasants are the essential 

democratic activities. All these activities will be carried 

out by the revolutionary people •s council which will hold 

the ultimate power in the countryside under the guidance of 

the working class and its party - the cownunist party. 

People •s court will be organised to adjudicate the local 

disputes and trying of the oppressor 1 andl. ords in the 

countryside. 

Among the three liberated areas though temporarily, 

namely, SriKakulam, Naxalbari and Debra-Gopiballabhpur, 

SriKakularri experience was more methodical and it had 
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presented that the village commitees attempted fonnal 

redistribution of land, control of village affairs including 

apprOpriation of craps. Seizure of lands, social and 

political pOder by annihilating the enemy or forcing him to 

flee and seizure of craps of the landlords, distribution of 

land and seized craps among the landless and poor peasants 

and adjudication by 'peeple •s courts • were forming core of 

the agrarian and democratic programme in the liberated areas 

of Srikakulam
85

• All these are due to the long experience 

of fighting in 'l'elengana armed peasant movement in 1950 •s. 

The concept of democracy i.e. peOple •s democracy 

prOpagated by the CPI!~L appeared in more radical form than 

that of other two communist parties in India. However, the 

es.ta:r.:>lishment of peOple 's democracy by armed struggle did 

not take place. Failure of the tactics gradually came under 

criticism within the CPIM-L. Inner-party differences came 

over ground in 1970 but appeared more vigorously after the 

death of Charu Majumdar {28.7.1972). The party was broken 

up into various groups, some of which repudiated the 

Naxalbari line of Charu ~ajumdar. 

HoHever, contrasts were the areas where there was 

precedent of pe~sant mass struggle for land and crop. In 

these areas armed squads were formed mal.nly with the youths 

of landless and poor peasants. As has been mentioned 

earlier, in Sri~akulam the nature of struggle was mainly 

mass struggle. 
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By nmv, many groups of the earlier CPII~L have claimed 

to have corrected their tactics and have strongly criticised 

the stand of the earlier party as adventurist in nature. 

However, all shades of CPIM-L insisted on revolutionary 

solutions of the agrarian problem and establishment of 

democracy in India. 

~· 
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This study was designed to find out the programmatic 

differenc .. ~s bebveen the CPI and the CPI ( M) since 1964 on 

agrarian reforms and rural democracy. It was also intended 

to find out t.he actual practice of the two parties in West 

Bengal. In this Chapter we intent to summarise our 

findings in a form which will be appropriate for understand

ing answers to the resear~h questions included in Chapter I. 

For this purpose our findings are presented under five 

relevant heads, namely -1) nature of democratic revolution 

in the programmes of CPI and CPI (M), 2) place of agrarian 

reforms in their programmes, 3) place of rural democracy in 

their proJramrnes, 4) the position of border-line parties 

on the Right and Left, and 5) actual practice of CPI and 

CPI ( M) in 1-.J'est Bengal. 

1) Nature cf :I::Bmocratic Revolution in ·the Programmes of CPI 

and CPI (IvJ) ; 

The CPI was aware of its ultimate aim of embarking on 

the socialist road. But it felt that the c·ountry, though 

freed from British rule in 1947, had yet problems created 

by the imperialist forc<;s ou·cside and the v~stiges of 

feudalism from within. 'L'he national bouregeoisie which had 

led the country to political independenc<:: and was ruling the 

country thereafter had not completed the •anti-imperialist 

a.l"lti-feudal democratic· revolution'· For completing this 

task the capitalist path chosen by the national bourgeoisiE( 

... · 



5
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00 

'.vas not a~.:>oronriate. 
~ ~ !:"" 

In fact, the national bourgeoisie has 

an intereGt in this task but because of the influence of 

foreign imperialism and monapoly sections in the country 

over the national bourgeoisie it is unable to pursue squarly 

the aims of democratic revolution. f{emernbering this limita-

tion of the national bourgeoisie and the capitalist path 

followed by it, the CPI put forward programme of •national 

democratic revolution •. 

'rhe CPI expects to forge a class alliance among four 

sections of the Indian people, namely, the working class, 

the broad mass of peasant~y (including rich peasantry) and 

agricultural labourers, urban and rural intelligentsia and 

the national bourgeoisie excluding the monopoly section. The 

CPI notes that the ~orKing class was the first and foremost 

section in this alliance because of its consistent role in 

completing the democratic revolution. .But the CPI does not 

think o£ placing even the working class at the position of 

leadership. Neither does the CPI think of leaving it to the 

existing leading role to the national bouryeoisie. CPI agrees 

that the initiative for launching a mass movement for 

democratic measures has to be taken by the v·IO'rking class. 

CPI seems to be careful not to antagonise or scare away the 

national baurgeoisie from the path of democratic revolution. 

Therefore, the precondition of working class leadershi;::> is 

firmly rejected by the CPl. 
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Under four-class alliance for the national democratic 

revolution, .. the CPI ltJants to build up the national democratic 

front • Its tasks has beGn identified as that of following 
..• · 

the non-capitalist path to a democra·tic revolution. The CPI 

fears that the capitalist path is fraught with the danger of 

growing infLJ.ence of monopoly power and semifeudal and land-

lord classes. ·rhe CPI feels that many of the negative 

features in the present;. position of Indian economy and society 

arise from these dangerous trends. Particularly, foreign 

monopoly investments, the tying of India's external trade 

\vi·th tne ·,v-orl d capitalist market and adverse conditions 

under which India was receiving economic aid were all _tendi:·.J 

to affect the natlonal interest of the country • 

. 
The CPI hopes to ;?Ursue the aim of natim a1 democratic 

revolution through a national democratic state run by a 

national democratic front and hopefully enumerates democratic 

tasks to be unde.rtaken by this state for completion of the 

national democratic revoL.1tion. 

I'he CPI{M), too had declared its resolve to carry the 

country along to its ul·timate aim of building a socialist 

society. It agret:d that the first stage of India •s revolution 

which was against direct foreiqn imperialist rule came to 

an end in 1947. But differing with the CPI, it asserted that 

the power of the state was transfered to the national 

bourgeoisie and landlords headed by big bour9eoisie which 
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had compromised with foreigm imperialism. These forces of 

react.ion did not carry forward the country •s democratic 

revolution to its completion. For the CPI (M) I the nature 

of revolution in this present stage is essentiallY 

•antifeudal I anti-imperialist I anti-mono·pol y and democratic •. 

·rhe CPI ( M) considers I the existing bourgeois - landlord 

government headed by the big bourgeoisie cannot complete 

the democratic revolution because this government has to 

compromi::.e with imperialist-finance capital ·from outside and 

landlord reaction within the country. This class-rule stood 

in the way of the development of the toiling millions of 

the Indian people and put them in perpetual poverty. In 

view of the weakness of the existing bourgeois-landlord 

stdte headed by the big bourgeoisie, the CPI ( M) calls for 

immediate completion of democratic tasks by forwarding a 

prog-ramme of '.people •s democratic revolution •. The 

principa~. aim of this revolution is to bring radical 

agrarian reform to an early completion and to wipe out 

monopoly landlord domination over the state. 

For this purpose it wants to form a people's democratic 

front on the basis of an alliance of the working class and 

the peasantry including middle and rich peasaTlts, the urban 

as well as other middle classes and the national bourgeoisie.· 

'l'he CPI (M) thinks that this alliance will bring together all 

the patriotic and democratic forces of the country. 
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'I'he CPI (M) insists that the people •s democratic front 

is basically rest on an alliance of the working class and the 

peasantry. It recognises that the peasantry has some grounds 

of disunity among the various sections of it, namely, the 

poor, middle and rich sections. Still it expects a unity of 
Lthe entire peasant masses because of 

L the intense expl oi tat ion of all them at the hands of usurers, 

feudal elements and the capitalist market •. However, the 

CPI(M) believes that the main strength of these masses as an 

ally with the working class must come from the poor peasantry 

and agricultural labourers. 

The CPI(M) wants to bring not only the peasantry but 

also the national bourgeoisie into ·the alliance because it 

has a contradiction with the imperialists from outside and 

the feudal fandlords from within the country. so far as the 

nationai bourgeoisie can be persuaded to oppose the influence 

of the big bourgeoisie which is responsible in India for the 

continuat.ion of imper;ialist· and feudal exploitation and 

oppression, the national bourgeoisie is expected to parti-

cipate in the people •s democratic revolution. 

The CPI(M) insists, however, on the leadership of the 

proletariat in the people •s democratic front because of the 

fact that this class is alone fully prepared to complete 

the democratic revolution and hastened the coming of the next 

stage, socialism to this country. The CPI(M) thinks that any 

hesitation on this poin~ will definitely frustrate the aim 
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of democratic revolution. 

The CPI {M) too draws up a programme for the people's 

democratic state when it will be run by a people's democratic 

front. 

It is found that the two parties disagree mainly on 

three points. Firstly, about the class character of the 

existing Indian state. The CPI thinks that the national 

bourgeoisie as a whole holds the state pa.-.rer in India though 

within the national bourgeoisie, the big bourgeoisie has 

a powerful influence and it has strong links with landlords. 

On the otherhand the CPI { M) thinks that the present Indian 

state is the organ of the class rule of the bourgeoisie and 

the landlords led by the big bourgeoisie. secondly, about 

the task of the democratic revolution the CP~ emphasises the 

adoption of the non-capitalist path of economic development. 

But the CPI{M) emphasises the task of completing agrarian 

revolution as essential for the democratic stage Of revolu-

tion. Thirdly, the CPI and C.PI(M) both include in the 

-- democratic front of working cla·ss·, peasantry middle classes 

and the national bourgeoisie, the CPI does not stipulate the 
_,.· 

leadership of any of these classes while the CPI (M) insis.ts 

on the leadership of the proletariat. 

2) Place of Agraridn Reforms in the Programmes of the CPI 

and the CPI ( M) : 

We have found that the cPI is not at all happy with the 
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agrarian measures of the government since independence. It 

admits that statutory feudal land relations have been curbed 

and semi-feudal landlordism, abolished in zamindari areas. -
But strong survivals of semi-feudal land relations is still 

predominant with attendent evils in the form of share-cropping 

and usury. Capitalist land relations have developed in the 

agrarian set up but there_ has been an interpenetration of 

survivals of feudalism and growing capitalist relations in .. 
agrarian life. . It also notes that the number of agricl11 tural 

labourers has steadily risen as a result of much evictions 

and general impoverishment of the peasantry. It, therefore, 

includes in its national democratic task the elemination of 

all feudal, semi-feudal survivals by breaking the concentra-

tion of land, abundant state aid to peasant, provision of 

cheap and long term credit to tillers, nationalisation of 

the wholesale trade in agricultural produce and adequate 

living wage to agricultural workers. ·rhis agrarian reform, 

the CPI hapes,will take economic development along the 

desired non-capitalist path. 

'l'he CPI(M), however, believes ·that _the landlords to be 

partners in the class rule of India and believes also that 

agrarian reform has been left incomplete in the interest of 

this feudal class. The people •s democratic revolution chalking 

0ut by the party, therefore, includes such tasks as the-

abolition of landlordism without compensation and the 
.~· 

distribution of land f f ree o cost among agricultural labourers 
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and poor peasants, the cancellation of debts of peasants, 

agricultural labourers and village artisans to moneylenders 

and landlords, the provision of cheap credit .. to peasants for 

improved cultivation, guarantee of irrigation facilities an'd 

adequate living wages to agricultural labourers. The CPI(M) 

emphasises that agriculture thus freed from the clutches 

of the feudal landlord class will provide the supply of 

raw materials to ensure industrialisation and also increase 

indegenous demands for industries ·to free it from the 

influence of foreign monopoly. Thus agrarian reform to 

CPI {M) is the cornerstone of the democratic revolution • 

...:•· 

·rhe outlook of the CPI and CPI (M) in their work for 

agrarian reform has also been different. The cPI(M), empha

sised the necessity of working in the peasant front mainly 

depending the poor peasantry and agricultural labourers. 

The CPI, h0111ever, depended on the entire peasantry rather 

than on any particular section of it. 

3) Place of Rural Democracy in the Programmes of the CPI 

and the CPI { M) : 

Both the CPI and the CPI (M) consider the extension of 

democracy to the villages as an essential part of the aim 

of democratic revolution in India. The CPI realises that 

without such extension it was not possible to successfully 

implement the agrarian reforms nor to strengthen democracy 
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in India. It particularly complains that during the rule 

of the national bourgeoisie under the influence of the big 

bourgeoisie local organs of self-governments have failed to 

bring to the rural masses the necessary control over the 

administration of local affairS • The so called pancha;tat.i 

raj, in its view, has remained 'an instrument of the 

bourgeoisie seeking to consolidate its power in the country

side'. The party's spokesmen have often emphasised the 

necessity of ibbranches in the rural areas to initiate and 

lead movements for democratic changes to the economic political 

and social spheres in the villages. Thus the struggle ·against 

untouchability, illiteracy, discrimination·against women, 

casteism, communalism, relegious obscurantism, etc., was 

emphasised for the fulfilment of the democratic tasks chalked 

out in the programme for rural India. 

The CPI(M) considers extension of rural democracy has 

a concomitant of agrarian revolution which has received a 

g,reat emphasis in its prograrrune of people 's democratic revo

lution. It too pointed out that Panchazati raj has failed 

to become really democratic because in a bourgeois democracY. 

run by exploiters and their bureaucrats keeps the institution 

as an instrument for consolidating the power of the ruling 

classes in the countryside. The CPI(M) has laid great 

emphasis on turning the local administration into an instD~ment 

at the hands of poor peasants, agricultural labourers and 

artisans, the 1 ov1er castes and the backward corrununities in 
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their movement against poverty and injustice. The programme 

also emphasises that these rural classes could hope to find 

the proletariat as their close ally_ in their struggle. The 

tasks of rural democracy, according to it, would include 

setting up of a wide network a local bodies from the village 

upward, directly elected by the people and vested with pOW'er, 

and a key role is to be given to the peasant and agricul tu

ral workers' associations- in consultation with whom the 

local bodies should pursue the cause of the downtrodden in 

the rural areas. The CPI (M) believed that in this way rural 

democracy could be extended and strengthened for performing 

its due role in agrarian reform and also in removing 

exploitation and oppression of various weaker-sections in 

the countryside. 

4) The Position of border Lin~ Parties on the Right and 

Left : 

For understanding the position of CPI and CPI (M) on the. 

issues of agrarian reform and rural democracy we have 

considered it necessary to examine the position of the Indian 

National Congress and the Communist Party of India Marxist 

-Leninist (CPI-ML) as constituting the outer borders Of the 

CPI and the CPI (M). The Congress stands of the border of 

the right and the CPI(M-L) on the Left. 

The Congress party came into the question of land reform, 
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particularly in aid of p~asants, quite late in the history 

of India's struggle for freedom. It was since 1936 that 

views were expressed by Congress leaders clearly on this 

subject. However, after independence the Congress EConomic 

Pro;rramme Cornrni ttee under Jawaharlal Nehru •s Chairmanship 

suggested a few radical proposals, such as allowing only the 

users of land as a source of employment and their right to 

won and manage it. A ceiling was also suggested beyond 

which the surplus land was to be taken over by the state and 

then handed over to the village cooperatives. The more 

radical and concrete steps suggested by Congress Agrarian 

Reforms Committee under the Chairmanship of J.C.Kumarappa 

did not receive the approval of the party. From 1950-51 

under the Constitution of India agrarian reform came under 

the jurisdiction of states which pursued not any uniform 

policy. Hodever, from this time the party's policy is best 

followed through the five-year plan pro;rrammes adopted by 

cong-ress governments at the Centr~. 

The abolition of intermediaries, fixing a ceiling on 

land holdings with exemption for efficiently managed firms 1 

village reconstruction through cooperatives, provision of 

better irrigation through supply of fertilisers, seeds and 

equipments and through education of cultivators in better 

methods, introduction of intensive cultivation, abolition 

of bonded labours, implementation of minimum wages act are 

some of the most important steps taken by the government of 
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India from time to time through the successive fiVe-year 

plans. Actually there have been a number of land refonn 

legislations in different states,but often these have been 

evaded by the landed interests. While these indicate an idea 

of land reforms of the Congress party from the experience in 

West Bengal we-have found that mainly because of reliance 

on the bureaucracy for implementation of these policies and 

also because of the dependence of Congress leadership in the 

countryside on the landlords and other landed interests 

the party's programme has not yielded much salutary results 

for the poor peasants and agricultural labourers to appreciate. 

In fact even when poor peasants and agricultural labourers 

sought the implementation of any of these legislations it 

is the landed interests who received assistance of the police 

in preventing peasants from their active efforts. 

With regard.to the position of the congress on rural 

democracy there was initially a hope because of M.K.Gandhi 's 

strong plea for rural uplift and Panchayat system, and also 

because these ideas found place in the 1Directive Principles 

of States Policy'under the Constitution of India, that the 

Congress might pursue a consistent programme on rural 

democracy. However, under the advice of the u.s. experts a 

Community :cevel opment Programme which was in.itiated under 

the First Five-Year plan soon proved to be a failure. Then, 

on the recommendation of a committee set up by the Govt. of 

India a three-tier panchayat system was attempted on a 
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non-party bas is of popular election. In West Bengal for 

instance elections were held in 1964 but thereafter nothing 

was don? to continue with the experiment till the Congress 

was removed from power in 1977. The panchayats, formed 

through elections proved in most cases to be dependent on 

the government and close to the general policies of the 

Congress in the countryside. 

\IIlith regard to the CPI (H-L) •s position on agrarian 

question and rural democracy it is to be remembered that this 

party was formed with those elements who earlier formed 

part of the CPI(M) but since 1967 when the CPI(M) joined 

united Front Government in West Bengal, those elements took 

an independent line of revolution alleging the CPI(M) 's 

betrayal of the revolutionary cause. They wanted still a 

people •s democratic revolution through revolutionary tactics 

of annihilation class enemies and forcible seizure of lands 

by peasants. ·This party did not have any immediate aim of 

legislative programme. Agrarian revolution was aimed at as 

a step to people's democratic revolution to be achieved 

through a people's war including guerrilla warfare in the 

countryside. 

In ·its programme it said that the basic task of the 

Indian revolution was to overthrow the rule of feudalism, 

comprador-bureaucrat capitalism, imperialism and social 

~imperialism. This was understood as a stage of democratic 
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revolution the essence of which was agrarian revolution. 

Its programme included confiscation of all l,and belonging 

to the landlords and redistribution of such land among the. 

landless and poor peasants, cancellation of debts of the 

peasantry and other toiling people and to guarantee all 

facilities necessary for developing agriculture. In fact 

the CPI(M-L) equated agrarian revolution and the seizure of 

power. It may be noted that at a later stage many groups 

within the Cpi(M-L) doubted this tactics of the party. 

The CPI(M-L) considered democracy at the rural and urban 

areas not as isolated phenomena. It 's task was to establish 

the dictatorship of the working class, the peasantry, petty 

-bourgeoisie and even small and middle bourgeoisie under the 

leadership of the working class. The programme of the 

party however, mentioned following as tasks of the people's 

democratic state after the revolution : form~tion of revolu

tionary people's council for exercise of political power, 

developing democratic culture in place of colonial and 

feudal culture, abolition of caste system and removing all 

social inequalities and discriminations on grounds of 

religion, sex, etc. It also emphasises the necessity to 

guarantee better living condition to the people and to 

remove unemployment. In liberated areas the landless and 

poor peasants were expected to be the main force for estab

lishing democracy. Revolutionary people's council and 

people's court were to be instruments for distribution of 

the confiscated land and deciding local disputes against 
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oppressor landlords. 

It will be understood that the CPI {M-L) prCXJranune on 

agrarian· revolution and rural democracy was far ~ore radical 

than that of even the CPI (M). That is why the position of 

CPI (M-L) is on the left of the continuum beginning from the · 

congress on the right extreme. 

5) Actual Practice of CPI and CPI (M) in West Bengal ' 

Besides highlighting of the differences between the CPI 

and the CPI ( M) on agrarian reforms and rural democracy, the 

--following di~cussion is placed on the basis of findings· of 

their practices retrieved through a field survey technique • 
... · 

The followings are the findings of the field survey. 

As for the period since independence upto 1964 when the 

CPI(M) emerged from a split of the CPI, it is found that the 

undivided Communist Party worked for the complete abolition 

of landlordism, distribution of surplus land among landless 

peasants, preventing eviction of sharecroppers and securing 

the interests of tenents in general. For this purpose the 

most widely used methods adapted were meetings, protest 

procession and submission of memoranda'! Also there was 

encouragement from the C~I to forcibly acquire vested and 

· benami lands. 'l'he largest numbers of leaders in the party 

and its peasant organisations came from the sections of 

middle peasants, followed by agricultural labourers and poor. 
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peasants. These movements were confronted by the Opposition 

of landed interests who mainly depended on armed attack on 

tenants and police help. Obviously because in this period 

the Congress government allowed these landed interests to 

indulge in these coarcive methods. Therefore, much of the 

surplus land would be held as benami. 

For the period from 1964 to 1985 we have found it 

useful to record our findings in certain aspects on the basis 

of a division into 1964 to 1977 and 1977 to 1985. 

We find that in the period from 1964 to 1977 the means 

and methods used by the peasant organisations of the two 

~-arties were meetings/protest processions in all cases. Next 

of importance was strike/demonstrations to which CPI(M) 
.-·· 

peasant organisation took a greater resort than the CPI 

peasant organisation. But non of them had placed any faith 

in legal battles as an effective means. What is further 

more significant to note is that the CPI(M) Kisan Sabha 

relied very largely on the forcible acquisition though the 

CPI Kisan sabha seemed to be lukewarm • In this period in 

most cases the landed interests wanted to dissuade p·easants 

from their movement by resorting to punitive evictions.and 

used armed attack, police help and legal harassment for this 

purpose. It is important to remember in this connection that 

during this period only twice non-Congress left and 

democratic parties came to power for very brief periods in 
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1967 and 1969. The Congress party was in power fOr the rest 

of it. The radical posture of peasant organisations in this 

period was specially due to the new awareness of CPI (M) that 

the peasant movement should be based primarily on the poor 

peasants and agricultural labourers. This fact is specially 

highlighted by the fact that while 20 of. 24 respondents from· 

the CPI(M) mentioned forcible acquisition of benami and 

surplus lands as a form of movement, only 7 out of 24 

respondents from the CPI would indicate similar affirmation 

(Table 9 in page 495). 

In the period from 1977 to 19 85 the CPI ( M) 's peasant 

__.Drganisations relied on methods such as meetings/protest 

procession, strike/demonstration and forcible acquisition 

of vest and~~!. land. But tne peasant organisation of 

the CFI used meetings/protest processions and to some extent 

strike/demonstrations. I'hese means that the difference 

betv.1een the two parties still continued in its peasant 

movements as in the previous period of 1964 to 1977. A 

significant change of attitude was found in the means and 

methods adOpted by the 1 anded interests. While in the 

previous two periods since independence, namely, 1947 to 

1964 and 1964 to 1977, direct armed attack, resort to poJ,.ice 

help and eviction of tenants werE:! the principal methods, in 

the period from 1977 to 1985 they had to depend mainly on 

legal harassment by resort to court cases. On this point 
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the. respondents from both CPI and CPI (M) offered the similar 

opinion. 

With regard to the movement of agricultural labourers 

for their economic rights in the period· from 1964 to 1985 

it is significant ·to note that the CPI and CPI (M) respondents 

indicated very different responses. While all the CPI and 

CPI (M) respondents affi.nned the use of meetings/protest 

procession and bargaining, it is only the CPI(M) respondents 

\V'hO claimed to have resorted to boycott and 'strike actions 

also in a very large number. This may be seen consistent 

with the difference already noticed with regard to peasant 

movements mentioned earlier. With regard to the perception 

of the two parties of the main danger in the countryside 

faced by agrJ.cul tural labour,3rs and poor peasants the 

signifisant difference of the two parties was that while 

the CPI considers the capitalist market posed the main threat, 

to CPI(M) resoondents the threat came mostly from landlordism. 

This shO\vs, perhaps, a good indication of the correct 

perception of their respective programmes by the cadres of 

the two parties in the countryside. 

With regard to the role of different rural classes in 

ensuring rural democracy, there is no disagreement about the 

agricultural labourers and poor peasants/sharecroppers and 

artisans as the principal and reliable force. But about the 

middle peasants and the educated middle class there is some 
I 
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difference between CPI and CPI(M) respondents. With regard 

to middle peasants more than a half of CPI respondents al.lOvlS 

it the role of principal and reliable force, but the CPI (M) 

respondents totally deny it. About the educated middle 

class both CPI and CPI (M) respondents seem to be undecided 

and just less than half of their respondents grant this role 

to the educated middle class. With regard to the middie 

class about four-fifth of the CPI(M) respondents grant the 

role of helping force to· it but of CPI respondents not even 

half would do so. On the other hand CPI respondents in large 

numbers gr~1t the helpful role of rich peasants and rural 

businessmen. 'rhere is a differe·nce between the CPI and 

CPI (M)) group of respondents also about the potentially 

helpful role of these two sections. It is the cPI (M) 

respondents who in a majority affinn it. 'rhe cPI (M) respon

dents also point to the landlords as t:;he opposing force but 

the CPI respondents do not agree. 

With regard to their perception and praqtice the rural 

activists of the CPI and the CPl(M) exhibite-d a fair amount·· 

of consistency with their respective programmatic assertions. 

Still such activists seemed to be divided among themselves 

abou·t the role of middle peasants and educated middle 

classes. This might be due to the uncertain character of 

these sections of the rural population. Again this might 

be also due to lack of clarity in pronouncements Of the 

respective programmes. However, in conclusion we can not 

.~·· 
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miss the fact that has been a qualitat.ive change in the 

countryside of West Bengal in the period since 1977. Parti-. 

cularly the land reform measures and democratisation of the 

pa~s~~~~ institutions are facts explaining this change. 

And for this change greater credit goes to the CPI (M) than 

to the CPI because it is the former which took initiative 

and responsibility for organising the lower levels of rural 

pOpulation and also for helping these sections with govern

mental actions., which are illustrated by •operation barga 1 

and reorgcy-tisation of pOpular 1Ef:!1~ •. 



APPENDIX I 

Abstract of the Thesis 

This study has been carried aut to examine communist 

thinking in India on agrarian reforms and rural democracy. 

It has analysed these two aspects from the prog-rammatic 

positions and practical activities of the two leading 

communist parties in India, namely, the Communist Party of 

India (CPI) and the Communist Party of India (M3.rxist) 

(CPI-M). ·MOre particularly this stttdy has attempted to 

examine the programmatic differences between the two 

communist parties on agrarian reforms and rural democracy 

and their actual practices on the basis of data cOllected ·· -~ 

from the selected areas of· West Bengal. For this appraisal 

this study has confined the period since 1964 to 19 85. The 

year 1964 is significant in the history of communist parties 

of India because it is in this year that there was the first 

split of communist Party resulting in the emergence of the 

two communist parties. Moreover, it is since then that they 

adOpted their individual programmes on the basis of their 

own assessment of the socio-economic and political condition 

of the country. 

The two Communist Parties understand, as their programme 

reveal, that the democratic revolution has not been completed 

in India even to this day under the leadership of the 

bourgeoisie. Though they differ on t·he nomenclature of the , 
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appropriate revolution which is due to be achieved at the 

present historical stage of the Indian society, both the 

parties emphasize that it has to be a democratic revolution 

_ the National .ll3mocratic Revolution as the CPI stipulates 

and the people's ~mocratic Revolution the CPI (M) contem

plates. They both hold the concern that agrarian relations 

in India remain dominated by the feudal, sernifeudal sections 

and the bourgeoisie so largely that the country's economic 

social and poLitical develOpment can not proceed in the 

right direction. .Again, both the parties emphasize the 

fact that in Indian society the rural masses constitute the 

largest segment and therefore, in their thinking the 

extension of rural democracy is an important element in 

their targetted democratic revolution. These two aspects 

- agrarian reform and rural democracy, constitute together 

a crucial area in the pursuit of their respective programme. 

The treatment of agrarian question of·the Asiatic 

countries and the necessary course of revolution aiming 

ultimately at socialism have an intense debate since the 

days of Marx himself. several generations of Marxists from 

both Asia and outside have left a vast literature containing 

their thinking and lessons of experiments. Here this study 

has atterilpted to explore the corrununist thinking in India on 

agrarian question and necessary form of democracy for the 

vast majority of rural peq>l.e in the present stage of 

democratic revolution - a preparatory stage t~vards the 
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socialist stage, as held by the comnunists. 

In India the t\110 corrununist parties think of the cou.ntry 's 

agrarian situation and its desired democratic setup with 

difference and they pursue policies according to their 

individual understanding, embodied in their respective 

party -programmes and other party-literature. The issue 

raised here and examined in this thesis, a brief abstract 

of which is here presented. 

Chapter I explains the scope and objective of the study. It 

emphasises the need to begin with a study of the programmes 

of the communist parties included in this study because the 

ideology of a communist party finds concrete expression in a 

given historical context in its programme. The communist part

ies of India aim at a thorough democratic revolution. To 

understand their point of view it has been found necessary 

to explain the concept of democracy in Marxian literature 

and p_articularly to understand the concept oi bourgeois 

- democracy, people's democracy and national democracy 

available in the writings of Marx, Engels, Lenin, Stalin and 

Mao TSe-tung. This chapter also highlights the significance 

of agrarian reforms and rural democracy for democratic 

revolution as presented in Marxian literature. Finally this 

chapter explains in brief the Marxian method of historical 

--analysis which has been taken as a basis for this study •. 

At the same time emperical study has been found necessary to 
/.'. 

examine the practice of the two parties in West Bengal. The 
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technique adopted therefor is also explained. 

Chapter II traces the historical background Of the 

adoption of a programme for the first time by the Communist 

party of India in 1951, briefly indicating the treatment of 

agrarian reforms and rural democracy therein. This chapter 

also discusses the controversy over this prograrrune leading 

to the ~mergence of CPI and CPI(M)·through a split in 1964. 

Finally the adapt ion of two separate programmes by the t"l.olO 

communist parties is discussed here. 

Chapter III at first examines the assessment of the 

two cooununist parties about the class character of the 

Indian state and the nature of India's independence. 

Thereafter it examines the contents of their respective 

programmes particularly with reference to the nature of 

democratic revolution aimed at, the alliance of class 

forces necessary therefor , the forces opposing such 

revolution and the question of class leadership in the 

revolutionary alliance. The tactics indicated in their 

programmes are also briefly discussed. Finally this chapter 

analyses the policy of the two parties on agrarian reforms 

and rural democracy. This discussion in th~s chapter is 

based on the programmatic literature of the two parties. 

Chapter IV is devoted more exclusively to the views of 

the two parties on agrarian reforms and rural democracy 

mainly concentrating on the debate bet,.,.een the two parties. 
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Chapter v studies the efforts of CPI and CPI {M) to 

implement their respective programmatic policies an agrariaP 

reforms and rural democracy with reference to wast Bengal. 

While it has been necessary to study the character of the 

peasant organisation and the political position of the two 

parties in the period from 1964 to 1985, it has been 

necessary also to find their policy pursuits separately for 

--the periods of 1964 - 1977 and 1977 - 1985. The organisa

tional steps taken by the two parties have also been 

discussed separately for these two periods. 

A field study was undertaken in three representative 

districts of West Bengal to find out how the grass-root 

level activists of the two parties were pursuing their 

respective programmatic aims of agrarian reforms and rural 

democracy. Chapter VI explains the methodology of this 

emperical study and also the results thereof through an 

analysis of the data obtained. The questionnaire 

administered in this connection is however included as. 

Appendix II. 

Chapter VII studies the views of the Indian National 

congress and the Communist Party of India (Marxist-Leninist) 

(CPI-MJ) on agrarian reform and rural democracy. The 

purpose of this chapter was to provide an understanding 

of the border line parties on the left and right in the 

context of which the position of the CPI and CPI (M) can be 
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better comprehended. 

Chapter VIII provides a summary of the conclusions of 

this study particularly with reference to the following 

(1) nature of democratic revolution in the programmes of 

CPI and CPI (M), 

(2) place of agrarian reforms in their programmes, 

(3) place of rural democracy in their programmes, 

(4) the position of border-line parties on the Right aJ1d 

Left, and 
~· 

(5) actual practice of CPI and CPI(M) in West Bengal. 

In fine, it is necessary to point out that in the course 

of this study several Indian terms had to be used. A 

glossary of these terms has been included as Appendix IV. 
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Appendix II 

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR FIELD SURVEY : PART-I 

PERSONAL PROFILE OF THE RESPONDENTS 

VII 

-------~------------~~ 
L-Abbreviations : CPI = I; CPI-M 

= M; Bur&van = B; Midnapore 

Code No. 

r.:ate 

0 1 -
• .J.. 

0.2 

o. 21 

= rvrr D; West Dinajpur = WD; 

Agricultural Labourer = Ag.LJ v .Mark = Yes 

X Mark = No 

Blank = Unans\vered 

----------------------------
Name : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Age : ·· • • • • • • • • • Address : ••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••• 

Pl..ace of political activities :-

Village Anchal/Bl ock Legislative Assembly 
Constituency 

-----------------------
At present party •s organisational post held : • • • • • • • • • • • 

For how many year(s) this post has been held ? • . . 
Less than 5 
years 

More than 5 
years 

More than 10 
years 

---------------------------------------------------- ··-
-----------------------------

o. 22 For hovJ many year (s) you are associated with your 
present political party/organisation ? : 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
o. 23 Are you associated with any other organisation (s) ? 

Political Non-political 

----~-----------



o. 24 

VIII 

(a) Have you ever changed your loyalty from one party 
to another party ? : Yes/,-:::::7 No/:: : /. 

(b) If yes, 

From which 
party 

To which 
party 

From which year. 

----------------------

o. 25 Whether you were or are wholetime.t- of your party/ 
organisation ? : Yes t::::J No L -; 

0.3 Institutimal educational standard : -
-------------~-----

No edu- Upto 
cation Pri

mary 

Upto Gradua
Matri- tion 
cula-
tion 

Post 
-Gradua
tion 

Vocational 
or 

Professi
onal gra
duation 

----------· 

To which of the following rural classes you belong.by 
birth ·? 

---------------·-----------------
,---:, ________ -- ---

• I 

Ag.L. Poor Share Middle Educated Rural Rich Land-
pea- -cro- peas a- middle busi.- Pea- lord 
sant/ pper nt class ness- sants 
arti- man 
san 

------

... · 
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IX 

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR FIELD SURVEY : PART-II 

L-Abbreviations : CPI = I; CPI-M = M; Burdwan = B 
Mi.dnapore = MID; west Dinajpore = WD; Agricultural 

Labourer = Ag.L.J 

---------------------
GE!.'JER.AL POLI'riCAL INFORMATION 

-1 •. 

1.01 Name of your 

Code No. 

Date 

(a) Vill age : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(b) Anchal and Block: •••••••• 

(c) state Legislative Assembly 

v Mark = Yes 

X Mark = No 

Blank = Unanswered 

Constituency in West Bengal •••••••••••••••••• 

1.02 State the year of beginning of the organisation of your 
party in your area : 

Before 1964 1964-1977 1977-19 85 

----------------------------------

-----------------------------------------
1.03 Among the political parties working in your area, which 

is the most influe~tial and strong ? ••••••••••••••••••• 

Please name the other political parties according to 
their relative strength : 

........................... 
1.04 Please name the elected parties in different elections 

for the state Assembly and for Panchayat bodies : 

--------------------·-------------------------------------
1962 1967 1969 1971 1977 1982 1987 

----------------------------------~----
State Legis
lative 
Assembly 
eLection 

----------·-------- -----
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·--------·------------- ----------------------------
Panchayat elections 1964 1978 1983 1988 

------------·-------------------------·------------
Gram Panchayat 

Parichayat Sami ti 

·---------.. ....;.. 
Zilla Paris had 

----------------------- --------------------------------------
1.05 Please name the frontal organisations Of your party in 

your area 

----
Name of From Which Approximate How many units 
the which is numbers of are there of 
Frontal year the membership every frontal 
Organi- stron- organisation 
sat ions gest 

--- ----.. 

.... 
--------------------------------·---------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------

·------·---------·----
2 RIDARDING AGRARIAN REFORMS 

2.01 Did any agrarian reform movement take place in your 
area between the year 1947 and 1964 ? 

Yes L 7 No I I 



2. 01.1 If yes, what were the important aims of that 
movement ? 

a) •••••••••••••••• 

b) •••••••••••••••• 

c) •••••••••••••••• 

Ci) •••••••••••••••• 

2.01.2 Which political party/organisation was in the 
·leadership ? 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

XI 

2.01.3 Could you_name five important leaders of that agrarian 
movement ? 

1) •••••••••••••••• 

2 ) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

""3) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
4) •••••••••••••••• 

5) •••••••••••••••• 

2.01.4 Class position of those five leaders (stated in 
2.01.3 above) : 

------------------------------------- ------·-----
Class position 1 2 3 4 5 

----------------------------------·---------
Ag.L/Poor peasants 

------------------------------------
Mi. ddl e peas ant 

Educated 
class 

Middle _____ , ____ _ 
Rich Peasant 

-------

---------------------------------------------------
Landlord 

----------------------------
others 



2. 01.5 M:lthods and means of the movement : 

-----------------------
Meeting/protest procession; 
M3moranda 

--------------------------------------------------------
Strike/ .r:emonstrations 

--------------------
Forcible Acquisition 

Any other 

2.01.6 Please mention the types of participation of the 
following rural classes in the movement 

·-------------------------------------------
Rural classes 

hJ.L/Poor 
peasants 

Middle peasants 

Extensive Moderate Small 

XII 

-----------------------------------------------·-------
Educated l'1i. ddle 
class 

Rich peasants 

·--------------------------------·--------~-
Landlords 

others 

2.01o7 What were the results of these movements ? 

A) -------------------
Yes No 

---------
Target achieved 

------------------·-----
Organisational strength 
increased 

------------------------
PeOple •s support 
increased 



B) ·· What were the main aims 

~- Forcible acquisition of landlords • 
vest and benami land 

Government vest land acquired 

----------------------------------------Distribution of the same among 
the 1 andless and poor peasants 

--------------
Recording of rights as 
s hare-<::roppers 

---------------------Increase of the wages for the 
Ag.L. --------------------
others 

--------------------------~--------------------

XIII 

2.01.8 A) In this agrarian movement what was the position 
of the toll owing ? 

--------------------------~ 
Opponent Neutral 

Feudal 1 ord-
------------------ ------------------------

Landlord 
-------

Rich peasant 

---------------------------------------------
Middle peasant 

B) ~ethods and means of opposition : 

With arms 
-----------------

By the help of 
police 

Harassment through 
litigation 

~onomic b,oycott 
----------------

social persecution 

others 

---------------------------

' -, 
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XIV 

Did any agrarian reform movement take place in your. 
area betvJeen the years 1964-1985 ? 

Yes L 7 No I J 
2.02.1 If yes, what were the important aims of that 

movement ? 

a) • • •••••• • • • •••• • 

b) ................ 
c) •••••••••••••••• 

d) ................ 
----2.02.2 (tJhich political party/organisation was in the 

leade·rship ? 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ... 
2.02.3 Could you name five important leaders of that agrarian 

movement ? 

1 ) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

2) 

3 ) 

4) 

................. 

................. 

................. 
5 ) ••••••••••••••••• 

2.02.4 Class position of those five leaders (stated in 
2.02.3 above) 

Class position 

Ag. L/poor peasant 

I"li ddl e peas ant 

Educated .Middle 
class 

------------
1 2 3 4 5 
--------------

--------------------------------------·-------
Rich peasant 
----·------·--------·------

Landlord 

·---------------------------others 

. ' 
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2. 02. 5 I'1ethods and means of the movement : 

---- ------------------------
Ivethods and means 1964-1977 1977-85 

-------~------------

Meeting/protest procession/ 
memoranda 

---------
Strike/ Lemonstrations 

·----·-~---·------
-Forcible Acquisition 

---------------------------·-------
Any other 

-----------~----

2.02.6 Please mention the types of participation of the 
follONing rural classes in that movement. _______ ....,.. ______________ .. __ .,. ____ _ 

Rural classes Extensive Moderate Small 
--~-----·--------------------------.... _______ _..._.. ____ , ____________ __ 

Ag.L/POOr 
peasants 

-~- ·-------------- ------- _______ ..._.._ ---------~-.._ __ _ 
Middle peasants 

- --------···--~----- --- ----...... ·-~------- ·---·--------.... ---- ----
Educated middle 
class 

- ,_._. ___ ----------------------------------------------
Rich peas ants _________ .._ __ . ____________ ------ ___ .. _____________________ ---
Landlords -------- -------·---------------------------------------------
Others 

-------------------~·- -----------------------------
2.02.7 What were the results of these movements 7 

A) --.. --··--··------·--·-----·-- &. -·--·-·-·-·------- .. --:.;,._..;;;.._._ 
Yes No 

--------- ··--·---------
~·· Target achi-

eved 
......... Gci • ... -·--... ~--·--·---- ------·--

Organisational 
strength 
increased 

PeOple •s 
support 
increased 

What were the main.aims 
F'Orcili.feacquisitionof' __ _ 
landlords ' vest and 
benami land G'overriiT!e"rif ·versr-rana·------
acmlired .. 

-orit"riD"u£eatnesame--··--
~g_uh~LJ..§n dl ~ss 12 o<l:r;___; 

Recording of rights as 

2h_~::9_~PJ2.~rs ---------Increase of the wages 
...£9£._t he·~~!]:~---~-----

Others 
----·---------------
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2.02.8 A) In this agrarian movement what was the position 
of the following ? 
------ -----· ---~·----·------- ·---- --.. --------------

Opponent Neutral 
--~----- --- -----·~-------------------~----

Feudal lord 
------~------ -------------... ·------------------·-

Lancll ord -- ------------ ___ ... _____ --------------
Rich peasant 

--- ---- ---- -------------------------------
Middle peasant 

B) M:thods and means of opposition : 

_..· 

---..,...--- ----- -~ ... ·--------- -----------~--------------------------
Methods and means 1964-77 1977-85 

ltlith arms 
-------·--------------~---------------

By the help of police 
--------------------------·-----:..-----

Harassment through 
litigation ---- ___________ .. ___ ----------------------
~onomic boycott 

social persecution _________________ ... _________ -----------------
others 

2o03 iUDAR.DING 'rHE MOVE;HE!'JT OF THE AGRICULTURAL LABOURERS 

2.03.1 In the movement for wage increase of the agricultural 

labourers a) which political party or parties are ac

tive in your area and, b) mention the year of beginning 

of this movement 
-A) ------------------------B) 

Name of the Ac- Neu- (\:lp 
party tive tral -os 

ed 

CPI 

CPI (M) 

congress 

CPI1'1-L 

others 

_____ .. ____ ~_ .. ______ _ 
Before 1967 

From 1967 to 1970 

From 1970 to 1977 
-------·----

From 1977 to 1982 

From 19 82 to 1990 
-~-·-- - .. ------
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'I'he role of the different rural classes ·in this 2.03.2 

movement : 

-------- --- ______________ .. ______ _ 
Rural classes Active SUppor-

participa- ted 
tion 

Neu
tral 

Oppos
ed 

--... ------~~ ----------··---·----------------
- -·--------------~-----------------

poor peasantry 
·----------------------

Middle peasantry 
·------~----·----
Educated Middle 

·class 
---------~~----

Rich peasant 
·------

Landlord 

--------------------others 
-~------------

2. 03.3 What kind of steps your partyjorga:1isation used to 

take against those who opposed to this movement ? : 

Boycott L-::7 Strike L----:7 Meeting/protest procession 

~argaining,l--=:7' others c::J 
2. 03.4 ¥1/hether this movement achieved success ? 

Yes L 7 Partly L-::J' No c::J 
2. 03.5 whether at present under the guidance of your party/ 

organisation the rural ag.labourers and poor peasants 

can .adapt the penal means of social b_Qycott against 

their class enemies ? Yes L / No ~-::7 If yes :-

from when ? . . . . . . . . 
2., 03.5 state the demand of your party/organisation in your 

area for the wage increase movement at different 

times and the achievement therein. 

Dsmanded 
AchieVed ____ _ 

Before 1970 Rs. . . . . . . . . Rs. • •••••••••• 

1970 - 1977 Rs. . . . . . . . . Rs. • •••••••••• 

1977 - 1982 Rs. ........ Rs. • •••••••••• 

1982 1990 Rs. . . . . . . . . Rs. • •••••••••• -----· ------
~·· 
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2.03.7 Is there any difference in wages between Male 

Ag.-Labourer and Female Ag.Labourer ip your area ? 

Yes L--7 No L-:::J. If the ansv1er is yes, then, 

had your party organised any movement against this 

practice ? Yes L / No / i· 
~ FORCES ·ro OPPOSE 

2.04.1 At present which are the (a) residual features of 

feudalism still persisting in your area and (b) which 

are the most prominent ? 

(a) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

(b) ....................... 
_,.- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

2. 04.2 At present which among the following in your view, is 

the main enemy of the peasants, agricultural labour

ers in your area ? 

2. 05 

----------------------------------------------------Remaining 
features 
of feuda
lism 

Land
lordism 

Jotedar/ 
Rich 
peasantry 

Capita- Local 
list business
market men;Rice-

Mi.ll 
owners; 
M. R • .!)3a.:. 
lers etc. 

oth
ers 

-------------·----~----------

----------------------- ----~---------------
' AccordiFlg to the view of your local party organisation 

what was tl)e attitude of the following parties regarding 

the radical solution of land reform ? 
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---·--·------------ ------------------------
Parties Lead

ing 
Princi
oal and 
reliable 

Help 
-ful 

Potentia
lly 
Helpful 

Neutral Opposing 
force 

---·--------- -----------
----------------------------------

CPI-M 
-----·-·---· -----·------ ---------.-

Congress 
--·-----~------.. -----------

CPI-.t-L --------------------·----
F B ---------·------------- -----------------~--
.KSP 

others 

3 

3.01 

-~------------·------------

ON RURAL DE.HOCRACY 

For extending rural democracy what m_ovements did the 

1 ocal organisation of your party organise for the 

sake of poor and oppressed sections of the rural 

people and against the privileged sections ? 

---------------------
1 Spread of education 

---------------------
2 Abolition of caste bias 

-------------------~----------
3 Abol it ioq. of caste privileges 

- ------------·---- ------------------
4 Protection of the weaker sections 

-----------
5 Protection of the Scheduled tribes 
--------------· --------

6 Protection of the rights of women .,._. __ _ ------
7 Hovement for economic rights of the 

Ag.L. and the poor 

------------------------·----8 EStablishment of democratic set-up . 
in the rural areas 

-------- ----------------------9 Others 
------ -------------------
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3.03 

XX 

~vhich among the rural sections in your area parti

cipated for above mentioned (in 3. 01) steps ? 

Sl. .!:(ural classes 
No. 1 

A 

B 

and Ag.L. • poor peasants 

Middle 
peasants 

steps as in 3. 01 
2 3 4 5 6 7 

----------------------------------------c Educated 
middle class 

D Rich peasants 

8 9 

--------· ---------------------------------E Land.l ords 

-------------------------------------~---------------
F others 
-------------·------·---
* Rural artisans are also included here 

What .. was the role of the rural classes in the abOv-e 

mentioned steps (mentioned in 3. 01) ? 
~·· ----------·----------------

Rural classes (mentioned 
in 3.02) 

---------------------
A 

B 

Opposed 
(mention step 
numbers) 

Neutral 
(mention 
step 
numbers) 

~--------------

-------------~--------

c 
-------------------------------- ------------------~-

D 

E ---------·-------
F 

-----------------~-------
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3.04 According to your local party organisation, what was 

the role of the following rural classes in protecting 

the interest of rural democracy 7 

----·----·~----··-·--·-·---------··--------

Rural classes Principal 
and reli
able force 

Roles 

Help
ing 
force 

Potentially 
helpful 

Neutr
al 

Oppos
ing 
force 

--------------~----

___ _,__ ____ _ 
Ag.L. 

Poor peasant/ 
share.:cropp
ers and 
Artisans 

-----------------------~--------------

-------------------------~-------------- ·--------------·-
MLddle peasant 

-----------------------~-----------
Educated middle 
class 

----------------------------------------------------~---------Rich peasants 

--------------------------------Landlords 

Rural busines srnen 
---------- --·-------~- . 

Others 
-------------~------------

3.05 According to the view of your 1 ocal party org~isati'on 
what was the attitude of the following parties 
regarding the extension and protection of rural 
democracy 7 

Parties 

CPI 

-------------~------------------Lead- Principal Helpful Poten- Neutral Oppos-
ing and 

reliable 

-------------------
tially 
helpful -------

ing 
forces 

----~-----------------------
Cl?I-M 

Congress 

------------------------------------BJP 

------------·---------------~-------------Jan at a 
--------=----------------
RSP 

FB 

CPIML 
{):r:"t::"O"~--o-------- .... --------c---
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Could you mention the most important activities of 

your party in your area as a partner in the L.F.Govt 

in 1'/est Bengal since 19 80 ? ••••••••••••••••••• o ••• o 

.................... ' .............................. . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
3. 06.1 V/hat are the demands of your area which are to be 

given importance right now ? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 •••••••••••• •• ••••• 

3.06.2 Which kind of effort your local party is giving to 

take for these aQOve mentioned demands (in 3.06.1) ? 

4 

4.01 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
ON POLITICAL ASPECTS 

Whether mass organisation of your party in your area 

has increased ? Yes L / No I . I 
' If yes, then, mention the position of the participa

tion of different rural classes. 

--------·--------·--------·--------------------------------
Rural classes 

Ag.L. 

Poor peasant and 
artisans 

Middle peasants 

&ducated middle 
class 

Maximum Moderate Insignifi
cant 

-·------
-----------

---------------------------------
Rich peasants 

LandJ. ords 

-------------------------
others 
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Could you mention the position of your party-member

ship among the following rural classes ? 

Rural classes 

Ag".L 

Poor peasants 

rvd. ddle peasants 

EdUcated middle 
class 

Rich peasants 

Landlords 

others 

Maximum Moderate Minimum Nil 
·-----------------------

Which of the following rural classes are in the 

leadership of your party in your area ? 

Rural classes Principal Partly Nil 
--------·----------------

Ag.L. 
·--------

poor peasant 

Hi ddl e peas ant 

Educated middle class 

-------------------------------------
ltich peasant 

others 

'l'he class position of your party •s representives in 

the panchayat bodies of your area (mention their 

numbers) : 

Layers of 
Panchayat 
bodies 

Ag.L. Poor 
peasant 

.rvriddle 
peasant 

Educated Rich 
middle pea:.. 
class sant 

Land
lord 

Any
other 

Gram ----------------------~~----------------
PanchayaL ____________________ _ 
Panchayat 
Samiti 
Zilla pa--r~i-s~h-a-d~---------------------------------------------------------- -------
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... 
4.05 If the number of party membership is small or negii

gible among the agricultural labourers an_d poor 

4.06 

4.07 

4.08 

peasants, could you explain why ? 

.................................................... 
·' .................................................... 

Does your party take initiative in discussing the· 

political line of your party ? Yes L I No L I 
If yes, please specify the frequency : 

Frequency Regularly Occa
ssionally 

Once in 
a year 

Only bef-. 
ore· 
election 

---------------------------·-----------------------------1964-1980 

------------~-------------------------------------
1980-1985 

~'lhether joint movement in your area between the CPI 

and the CPI (M) has been organised : 

Yes c::::J No L-:::7 
Do you think that the disagreement between the CPI 

and the CPIM mainly lies on the following issues in 

your area ? 

1) On th~ question of building broad democratic unity 

of all sections of the rural people (including 

the rich peasants and rural bo~rgeoisie) 

Yes L I No L ( 

2) On the question of depending main'ly on the Ag.L. 

and poor peasants : Yes L / No. LJ 
3) On the question of attitude on the role of the 

ruling Congress : Yes ~ No L::J. 
4) On the question of emphasi~adical land reform 

rather capitalist Yes c:::J No c:::J 
market economy and its evils, like imperialist 

penetration, price rise, etc. 
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5) On organisational disbelief and rivalry : 

Yes L 7 No L-:::7 

~) On revisionist/sectarian outlook of the CPI/CPI(M) : 

Yes L::7 No L::7 
7) pn hegemonism of the CPI/CPIM : 

Yes L-::J No c::J 
.,..g) others, if any (specify) Yes L . / No c::::J 
What are the problems of joint movement of the CPI and 

the CPI(M) in your local level ? 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
5.01 Do you think unification of the CPI and CPI(M) is 

required ? Yes c::::J No L::7 
5.01.1 If the answer of the above is 'yes' then how ? 

a) Changing your party programme only I 1 
b) Changing the programme of the 

opposite party only LJ 
c) Changing both the parties' 

programmes L:::( 
d) By resolving the leadership 

battle L:::( 
e) Continuous persuation of common 

tactics of both the parties 

5. 01. 2 If the anS\'ier of the above is 'no • then why not ? 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . 

.................................................... 
5.03 Any comments regarding your own party's programme, 

leadership, present tactics and style of functioning : 

.. ~ ........................... • ..................... . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

r 
I 



5. 04 

6. 01 

6.02 

Mention sources of fund to meet the day to day 

expenditure of your 1 ocal party organisation ? 

XXVI 

------~--~----~--------------------------------
Sources Main 

---------------
Levey from the Party 
Iv.embers 

Moder
ate 

Mini- Insig
mum nifi

cant 

Nil 

------------·------------------------------------------------------aegular contribution 

---------------------------------------------------------------Periodic collection 
--------------- ------------------------Fine 

---------------------------~-----------------------
From the central 
organisation 

--------------------------Others 

Do you think that your party •s 1 ocal organisation has 

suffered due to the present downfall of socialism in 

the USSR and other iliropean countries ? 

Yes c:::J No L-::7 
In view of this (above ), is any change of pol it ical and 

ideological stand of your party required ? 

Yes c:::J No L 7 
.~· 
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APPENDIX III 

Rates of Minimum daily wages for the agricultural labourers 
prescribed by the Ieptt. of Labour, Govt. of West Bengal. 

Year (s) Prescribed daily wages without 
principal meal and accomodation and 
8 hours daily duty. Total wages 
(basic + D.A) in Rs. f_'or an indivi
dual -

·----------------------------------------------------------

Oct1974 to sept.1975 

II 1975 II 1976 

II 1976 

ID 19 77 

-~ II 1978 

" 1979 -
II 19 so -,.-
" 19 81 
II 1982 

II 19 83 

II 1984 

II 1985 

II 1986 

II 19 87 

fl 19 88 

II 1989 

II 

II 

II .. 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 

1986 

1987 

1988 

1989 

1990 

Adult 

6.63 

8.10 

7.31 

7. 84 

7.70 

7.91 

9.01 

9.58 

10.75 

13.91 

14.90 

14.71 

16.34 

18.02 

19.;.65 

21.17 

Child (above 14 
years) 

4. 73 

5. 82 

5.25 

5.63 

5.52 

5.68 

6.58 

6• 89 

7.74 

10.16 

10.92 

10.77 

12.02 

13.29 

14.54 

15.70 

Source : Information (Data) collected from, The Deptt. of 
Labour, Govt. of West Bengal, 6, Church Road, 
Calcutta-1. 
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Adhyaksha 

Bandh 

Barga dar 

~gar 

Ben ami 

Bidhan Sabha 

Bigha 

Cl:'ore 

I:hanatantra 

Ganatantra 

Gherao 

Gram 

Gram Sabha ---
Grihastha 

Harij~ 

Jot dar 

Khamar 

Khas 
_.'f"· 
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APPENDIX IV 

Glossary of Indian Terms 

Headman of a Gram Sabha 

A form of general strike 

Share-cropper 

Bonded 1 abour 

Concealment of land holding in a 
fictitious name for avoiding ceiling 
law on land 

State (provincial) Legislative Assembly 

Unit of one-third of an acre of land 

Unit of ten million 

Capitalism 

:Il':3mocracy 

Literally encirclement; it is a kind 
of protest against an individual by 
surrounding him/her, usually accompanied 
by the chanting of slogans but without 
the use of actual physical violence 

Village ' • I 

A unit of 1 ocal administrative body of 
one or two villages 

Fairly rich cultivator 

A term introduced by M.K.Gandhi to 
denote the untouchables in Hindu 
community 

Owner of a l a.rge holding of agricultural 
land 

Threshing floor 

Self-utilized land 



Krish~ 

Kisan 

~het-majur I 
I 

~tmojur I 

Lakh -
LOk Sabha - -
_Maharaja 

M.msif 

lli:gar 

Nirbachan 

Pancha:£~ 

~hayat Samiti 

~chalati System 

~~ Banga l 
I 

Paschim Bangl a l 

Pradesh 

E.;:aja 

Pauro Sabfia --
Raiyat X 

l 
Ray at l 

I 
Ra;tot X 

.Raja 

Rajya Sabha 

Peasant; CUltivator 

Pea~ant; CUltivator 

Pqricul tural 1 abourer 

Unit of 100,000 

Lower-house of the Indian Parliament 

Indian King 

A judge of a lower court 

An urban centre; city 

Election 

Originally a village council of five 
wisemen. Now the bottom tier of rural 
local government; A panchayat is 
composed of a small number of Villages 

. " 
A body or council at the block level. · ' 
Now the middle tier of local governmen:t 

see 'Panchayat' 

west Bengal - a state or province of 
independent India._ 

Province or state 

Tenant; subject 

Mmicipality 

Cultivator or farmer 

King, Lord. It is also used to mean 
landlord by his tenant cultivators 

Upper-house of the Indian Parliament 



2._amajtan~ 

Samiti _,. ---
SamyabaS! 

Satyagraha 

zamindar 

Zilla Paris had --

XXX 

Socialism 

Association; a body of members 

Canrrunism 

Literally, love for t.ruth. The Gandhian 
technique of passive resistance or 
non-cooperation, and the application of. 
moral pressure for political objectives 

A system of share-cropping to share the 
produce at the rate of 2:1 between the 
tenant and the 1 andl ord 

An intermediary landholder paying 
permanently settled revenue directly to 
the government i.e., a feudal lord. 
Also used as landlord 

District Board or District Council. N~1 
the highest tier of rural 1 ocal government. 

; 
I· 
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